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Abstract

Mobile robots need to move in the real world for the majority of tasks. Their control is often
intertwined with the tasks they have to solve. Unforeseen events must have an adequate and
prompt reaction, in order to solve the corresponding task satisfactorily. A robust system must
be able to respond to a variety of events with specific solutions and strategies to keep the system
running. Robot navigation control systems are essential for this. In this thesis we present a
robot navigation control system that fulfills these requirements: Move Base Flex.

Furthermore, the map representation used to model the environment is essential for path
planning. Depending on the representation of the map, path planners can solve problems like
simple 2D indoor navigation, but also complex rough terrain outdoor navigation with multiple
levels and varying slopes, if the corresponding representation can model them accurately. With
Move Base Flex, we present a middle layer navigation framework for navigation control, that is
map independent at its core. Based on this, we present the Mesh Navigation Stack to master
path planning in complex outdoor environments using a developed mesh map to model surfaces
in 3D. Finally, to solve path planning in complex outdoor environments, we have developed and
integrated the Continuous Vector Field Planner with the aforementioned solutions and evaluated
it on five challenging and complex outdoor datasets in simulation and in the real-world.

Beyond that, the corresponding developed software packages are open source available and
have been released to easily reproduce the provided scientific results.

Keywords: mobile robots, navigation control, path planning, motion planning, 3D mapping,
surface reconstruction, surface navigation, mesh navigation, geodesic path planning, flexible
navigation framework, Move Base Flex, ROS.
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Appreciation & Adventure

I set sail on this adventure navigating over serpentine twists, through difficult terrain, and the
forest with its old quarry, passing beautiful farmer’s fields and vegetable gardens, the path
meandered with a few forks where Joachim, the captain, guided the way keeping the wheel of
work turning smoothly. My fellow helmsman and long-bearded friend of expertise named Juan
Carlos helped me use the correct terms on the way to the drop-off, and even from time to time
tasting a decent ale. Over time, Jorge helped me in moving the base more flexibly and also
maintaining it through a chaos of robots and men, and that’s how we ended up in Canada in
Vancouver, the city by the water. I saw that what we were doing would also help others to better
move and control their base to their goal while using it in their broader world which is often
anything but a flat disc. Across pathless surfaces Thomas came along, reminded to scribble
down and share some approaches although we were racing at high velocities. When a beastly
python snake crossed our way and wanted to change its shape, Felix was at hand to tackle it.

So it came to pass that I headed across the ocean to the orchards in New Zealand, where
Bruce and Soriya welcomed me in Auckland to the CARES group, and Igor, David and I tinkered
and puzzled over a strange-looking robot that moved through the endless hallways, magically
opening doors and asking us if it could guide us the way. From wonderful bush walks, nature
so very green and beautiful and brightly shining beaches I came back home. After poring over
books for endless hours, I finally found a straight and fast trail through the jagged tangle of
the curved mesh. In the end, we were pushed along the shortest route by a giant wavefront
propagating outwards. Soon I set sail again and headed off to Oxford where Nick and Bruno
welcomed me to the ORI and the GOALS group, and Charlie and I helped each other to organize
some robots that moved in each other’s way from time to time, just because these robots didn’t
know any better. Having left the historic city with its inspiring stories and some smart folks
through London heading back home, I was tied to my own four walls for a while.

At that time, my friends Torben, Moriz and Gerrit ensured a good mood and inspiring talks,
helped transporting heavy equipment, finding the right phrases, and in particular, they helped
me when my water tank only held a few drops on a day which felt like the desert but with
interesting buildings and a tunnel to map. I would also like to thank my parents, who reminded
me that there is a life after the dissertation, and my brother Janis and my friend Arne for the
pleasant atmosphere in everyday life.

May I also express my appreciation to Mr. Friedrich Ebert, who came from a bygone era,
the 19th and 20th centuries and paved the way to the present, and finally the Friedrich Ebert
Foundation, which funded me with a doctoral scholarship for the rich and varied adventure that
follows below.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

These days, a wide variety of mobile robots operate in diverse environments. Complex control
software moves these robots around and lets them perform tasks in their surroundings. Naviga-
tion in terrestrial and extra-terrestrial environments, object delivery and manipulation, mapping,
rescue operations, and smart farming are just some of the applications and areas robots are made
for. To successfully perform these tasks a robot has to localize itself and navigate safely in these
very diverse environments.

Outdoor and indoor environments differ in the structure of the ground as well as in the objects
and things they contain. Depending on the domain and application, some map representations
have great advantages over others. When it comes to robot navigation and obstacle avoidance
most indoor environments can be represented as a 2D occupancy grid map, marking all grid
cells containing obstacles as occupied. 2D grid-based localization and navigation approaches
are well studied, used in a wide variety of applications, and have been successfully applied
to robots that work indoors for years. The basic idea is to continuously sense a 2D slice of
the environment in a defined height to localize and to avoid obstacles. This is often done by
using 2D laser scanners, which measure the distance to the real-world structures and objects,
e.g., walls, furniture, shelves, and so on. To address 3D obstacles, 3D sensed and processed
range data can easily projected onto the 2D navigation grid map. Additionally, such obstacles
are often represented in 3D occupancy grip maps, used for object manipulation or Unmanned
Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) motion planning in the free space. However, with respect to Unmanned
Ground Vehicles (UGVs), the paradigm of simplifying the model to a 2D problem is widely
used and there are well known solutions for path planning, navigation, or motion control, taking
different robot kinematics into account.

Beyond well structured indoor environments, 2.5D maps are often applied and path planning
is done on elevation maps not only to avoid obstacles but also to consider gradients and to
optimize path potentials. If, in addition to simple traversability or trafficability costs, the
elevation is already continuously mapped in the regular grid, geodesic algorithms can be applied
that consider the surface as a 2D manifold. Thus these so-called 2.5D maps with a fixed grid
resolution in its axes x and y, and where z represents the elevation axis, can be used to accurately
model a surface resulting in better path planning. However, these representations have the
disadvantage of a fixed resolution and cannot represent vertical structures, let alone that multiple
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2 Chapter 1. Introduction

levels on top of each other are not possible. Though, this is necessary if, for example, path
planning through tunnels, underpasses, or under and over bridges and also, in principle, path
planning on vertical structures, e.g., for climbing robots, is to be considered and accomplished
in a universally valid manner. Even 3D grid maps in their many variants and efficient tree
structure implementations do not allow curved and sinuous slopes and planes to be accurately
represented, since they again have a fixed discretized resolution, now also in the z axis, not to
mention that surfaces are not modelable implicitly.

Triangular meshes offer a way to represent arbitrary surfaces even of complex outdoor en-
vironments. However, in contrast to grid-based maps, such surface models are rather difficult
to create, and also the applied robot navigation on such surface mesh models is a rather unex-
plored area of robotics, which may be due to the complexity of the methods for mapping and
path planning. Looking at ROS, the de facto standard robotic framework, there seem to be only
adequate solutions for grid-based mapping and navigation. Thus, getting started and building
on existing methods in the area of geodetic path planning on triangular maps is a major chal-
lenge. We address this challenge by providing an open-source software infrastructure for robot
navigation on triangular meshes in ROS.

Until recently, move base was the main navigation framework of ROS, which was used for
navigation on the simple 2D grid map implementation costmap 2d, for more than 10 years.
It allowed to easily navigate in 2D environments and to include 3D obstacles by projecting
them into the 2D map. The software package move base has been developed as core navigation
framework loading plugins for path planning, motion control and recovery strategies. All plugins
have to follow the predefined interfaces that bind the plugins to an instance of the 2D grid-based
map representation costmap 2d. Due to that, many developers and researchers in the field of
robot navigation built on top of the nav core-interfaces and costmap 2d in order to provide
navigation plugins for move base. After a decade, the limitations of move base and costmap 2d
became clear. The Problems and limitations of move base are multifarious but mainly given by
the rigid structure. For example, it is not possible to load different planners, and controllers at
the same time and select them at runtime depending on occurring situations. Besides, recovery
behaviors are executed only in a predefined sequence that is set at program startup, so in
general, but also especially the recovery behaviors at the beginning of the sequence are certainly
not well suited for many of the problems that occur. In addition move base is hard-coded and
firmly bound to costmap 2d and does not permit other newer and extended map representations.
Recently, software packages have also been developed bundled as navigation2 with remarkably
similar approaches to Move Base Flex (MBF), but partially retaining some of the limitations,
such as the tight binding to costmap 2d and no feedback information.

In response to these limitations, we developed and released MBF and presented it at ROSCon
2017 [230] in Vancouver, Canada, and at IROS [232] in Madrid, Spain in 2018. It resolves all
these limitations and beyond that gives us the ability to use a common base and common inter-
faces for robot navigation on other map representations such as triangular meshes. Today, MBF
is used worldwide by universities for research projects and also companies in production. It al-
lows highly flexible integration into high-level applications and is map-independent in its abstract
core implementation, containing a large majority of the required execution logic, independent of
the underlying map. In this thesis, we investigate state-of-the-art map representations, localiza-
tion and mapping, and path planning to provide an overview and point out gaps in terms of basic
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1.1. Research Objectives 3

software components. We introduce the comprehensive Move Base Flex (MBF) software stack
that integrates highly flexible navigation on robots in very large warehouses, from 30.000 m2 to
150.000 m2, at customer facilities, as well as in agricultural, and multi-robot navigation to solve
path conflicts.

Additionally, we present the Mesh Navigation stack, providing a modular integrated software
infrastructure for path planning and robot navigation on triangular meshes. We argue for the
use of mesh maps to model complex 3D outdoor environments as they allow path planning and
motion control in complex multilevel environments and accurately find paths close to the exact
shortest path in the real world. Furthermore, the resulting software was developed for ROS and
made available under an open-source license to allow other developers to build on the existing
software stack and to reproduce the presented results. The Mesh Navigation stack is closely
related to the Mesh Tools we developed for ROS and RViz (Robot Visualizer) for visualization,
annotation and storage of large mesh maps and various mesh attributes. The Mesh Tools
were presented at ROSCon [228] in Madrid, Spain in 2018, at ECMR [233] in Prague, Czech
Republic in 2019, and in combination with parts of the Mesh Navigation stack in the Robotics
and Autonomous Systems (RAS) journal [234] in 2020.

At the end, we introduce a new highly efficient continuous shortest path vector field compu-
tation on triangular meshes presented at ICRA [235] in 2021. The developed geodesic planner
which implements this approach is called Continuous Vector Field Planner and is compared
to the state of the art. It computes geodesic paths across triangles, thus the underling mesh
can be reduced in a way that only a few tangles represent a plane but still allow to model and
plan accurate paths across the surface. We demonstrate our Continuous Vector Field Planner
(CVP) and a mesh controller for robot navigation in action on a real robot in a woodland with
a stone quarry and different levels with varying slopes. Furthermore, we provide five different
outdoor datasets, corresponding simulation worlds for Gazebo, together with configurations for
the robot, the mesh map, MBF, and the presented experiment. These are available open source
for reproducibility of the experimental results and in order to be used by other researchers as a
software foundation.

1.1 Research Objectives

We mainly focused on two research objectives towards flexible and universal robot navigation:
First, a universal and flexible navigation control system and second, a universal map represen-
tation with suitable path planning and motion control approaches for rough and unstructured
outdoor environments. In addition, the representation used should be modular and extensible
for different robots. To this end, we present the associated terminology and sub-goals below.

Navigation Control The term Navigation Control essentially covers the control of navigation
components for path planning, motion control, and error, corner case, and recovery handling.
If robots are integrated in complex tasks, e.g., fetch-and-delivery, transportation, exploration
and mapping, they have to deal with unpredictable and incomplete information. A navigation
control system builds a middle layer in between the overall application execution control and
the low level path planning and motion control. An autonomous mobile robot has to react
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4 Chapter 1. Introduction

dynamically on unpredictable incidents. People walking around, items or objects blocking the
robot’s path should be taken into account during the navigation process. In these situations, the
execution logic should react quickly with appropriate strategies to save time and satisfactorily
accomplish the task at hand, but should also be able to maintain a certain level of abstraction so
that it remains manageable, modular, and versatile. However, different terrains require different
navigation techniques and usually different map representations of the environment. Due to that
a developed navigation control system should also enable other map representations and make
these comparable. Yet, on all terrains a planner has to find a path from a start pose to a goal
pose, a controller should follow the computed path and appropriate recovery behaviors should
be executed if necessary. As a consequence, the component execution of the navigation middle
layer should be independent of the map representation. This allows us to use the same middle
layer interfaces and core execution logic for traditional 2D and 2.5D path planning methods also
for, e.g., new 3D approaches. This is explored in depth in Chapter 5 and the MBF framework
developed as a result is presented.

Path Planning A planned path should be a sequence of valid robot configurations which
could move the robot from the start pose to a given goal pose. Depending on the configuration
space considered, the term motion panning is also often used when, for example, taking into
account kinematic or geometric constraints in the configuration space. By meas of this, paths are
searched or sampled and searched in higher-dimensional configuration spaces. Due to the fact
that in this thesis we focus on simple configuration spaces only representing positions, and thus
we do not take complex kinematics and robot shapes into account during the actual planning,
the term Path Planning is more appropriate than motion planning. Robot configurations are
valid if the robot does not violate safety constraints. It should avoid static and dynamic obstacles
while it is moving. The start and goal poses are given by the navigation control system. The
problem of path planning is linked to the problem of finding the shortest path, since we are
usually interested in moving the robot to the goal pose quickly and in an energy-saving manner.
Depending on the map representation some path planning algorithms are more suitable than
others. The most common path planning and motion planning algorithms are grid-based and
sample-based approaches, as studied in Chapter 4. At the same time, geodesic path planning
algorithms are not yet or only rarely used in practice for path planning, and are mainly applied
in field of computer graphics.

Most methods and algorithms running on real robots, especially UGV, are 2D grid-based
and sample-based approaches. If it comes to more complex joint state configurations taking 3D
obstacles into account, usually sample-based approaches are used. Of course combinations of
different categories are conceivable. We take a closer look at search-based path planning methods
in the field of grid-based and geodesic path planning in Chapter 4 and focus on the methods that
take into account the underlying Euclidean metric space for computing rather continuous and
Euclidean short paths. In many navigation approaches the 3D sensed environment is projected
down onto the xy-plane to reduce the complexity. A major research goal was to enable efficient
path planning and robot navigation on 3D surfaces that model unstructured and multilevel
outdoor terrain. It should be similar modular and extendable as state-of-the-art 2D grid map
representations and the planners and controllers made for it.
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1.2. Approach 5

1.2 Approach

Building on top of existing methods and available code is essential for research. Work resources
can be used for extending, improving and researching new approaches, instead of implement-
ing the fundamentals each time again. Experimental results should be reproducible for other
researchers. To support this statement, developed software is available open-source and binary
packages are provided. The software source code and configurations, as well as the map files,
etc., developed during the PhD project were made available with a free software license mainly
on github.com/uos. The developed software packages have been released to the official ROS
repositories to simplify the installation using apt (Advanced Packaging Tool). This approach
also ensures a certain level of software quality and allows others to contribute. A list of developed
packages, a description and the corresponding location can be found at Developed Software on
page 227. The gray package names are linked to that overview, see for example move base flex.

Corresponding documentations can be found in the respective repository README files.
Most often, the developed software packages are written as ROS packages maintaining a certain
level of abstraction and modularity to ensure expandability and scalability for different robots
and new approaches. The modularity and expandability is achieved, for example, with plugins
and software abstractions. Accompanying, tools for visualization and interaction have been
integrated into the ROS context. This is important to identify errors and to assert and validate
properties of new developed approaches. Furthermore, we had to develop persistence strategies
for huge meshes and all their attributes to store large outdoor datasets.

The ROS navigation stack, which has been used for years, limits developers to implement
new approaches only for the costmap 2d map representation. This limitation has been addressed
during the PhD project, since more and more map representations – discussed in Chapter 2 –
emerged in recent years which potentially improve the state of the art or open up new possibili-
ties. On the other hand backwards-compatibility is important to simplify the integration process
for robots in running and existing robot control software. The software should run in simula-
tion as well as on real robots with more or less the same effects. Simulations with real-world
datasets used for development and navigation examples and configurations are stored within the
repositories for the university robots pluto robot and ceres robot.

During my master’s studies and at the beginning of my doctoral studies, when I worked
for magazino1, we identified critical issues related to move base in terms of efficiency. The
developed navigation control software had to, and has to run on the Magazino robots at customs
facilities as well as on the university robots and all other robots running with ROS on the well
known navigation stack. The first step was to identify the major limitations of move base and
costmap 2d. An improved and redesigned navigation control system should fulfill the needs in
the professional context of Magazino and in the context of research at the universities supporting
also other map representations beside costmap 2d. After MBF was presented at the ROSCon in
Vancover in 2017, see [230], other similar concepts and structures for navigation in ROS emerged
besides MBF, for example, Navigation 2 2.

1 magazino.eu 2 navigation.ros.org
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1.3 Contributions

Move Base Flex The development and release of Move Base Flex – A highly flexible nav-
igation framework for mobile robots, see [230, 232]. It provides an abstract navigation server
with general action interfaces, sharing the same navigation control logic and functionalities for
derived lightweight navigation server implementations, and thus enabling navigation servers for
different map representations sharing the same action control interfaces. The move base flex
software stack includes a backwards compatible navigation control server for existing move base
plugins running on the costmap 2d representation. See Chapter 5.

Mesh Navigation Stack A developed, fully integrated, and released mesh navigation stack
containing a MBF navigation server implementing MBF interfaces which initialize and equip
planner, controller, and recovery plugins with access to a common layered mesh map instance.
It enables path planning on triangular meshes in ROS and provides high level action interfaces.
The stack comes along with a simple mesh-based dijkstra mesh planner and the developed
cvp mesh planner, as well as a mesh controller which are implemented as MBF plugins for
mbf mesh nav following the MBF mesh navigation interfaces given in mbf mesh core. See Chap-
ter 6.

Mesh Tools Advancements and release of the Mesh Tools software bundle. It includes tools
for visualizing, annotating and storing large-scale triangular meshes with cost, color, texture,
normal and other attributes or properties, see [228, 233, 234]. These tools are used to visualize
and check the correctness of the developed layer metrics and geodesic path planning methods.
The first elements of the mesh tools software bundle have been continuously developed within
student project groups since 2014. See Section 6.3.

Mesh Map A layered mesh map implementation representing different metrics and mesh
attributes to compute the accessibility or trafficability of environmental parts. The layers are
configured and loaded as plugins at program start to allows different configurations for different
robots and terrains. Thus, based on the represented cost metrics, obstacles can be identified
with respect to the configuration in order to safely navigate robots through the environment
avoiding obstacles, see [234]. Layers, e.g., to expressing Roughness, Height Differences, Steepness,
Inflation, etc. to detect non-trafficable areas, are provided in the mesh layers package as part
of the mesh navigation stack. See Section 6.4.3.

3D Mapping Software pipeline designed for large-scale, high-resolution point clouds for filter-
ing, computing normals, consistent alignment and graph-based loop closure optimization, and
reconstructing the data into a watertight, detailed, and colored triangular mesh. This software
pipeline is implemented as a bundle of command line tools, see open3d scripts. See Section 3.2
and Section 3.4.1 for related work, and Section 6.1 for a method description of the developed
tools.

Datasets Five real-world datasets representing large outdoor environments were recorded,
registered, optimized and finally reconstructed using the described open3d scripts command
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line tools. These datasets represent the following environments: 1) the physics campus Wester-
berg of the Osnabrück University with a tunnel, different levels with varying ascending ramps
and paths, 2) parts of the botanical garden of the Osnabrück University with different curved
paths and a lake, 3) a larger forest area with a stone quarry and steep and varying forest paths
with overhanging branches, 4) a farm environment with a barn, fields, trees and a road, and
5) an enclosed market garden with many small vegetable beds and a cultivation tunnel, as well
as a potato field and a long row of large trees. See Section 6.2. These map datasets are open
source and available as HDF5 (Hierarchical Data Format 5) files along with Gazebo worlds and
can be used for autonomous robot navigation in simulation or in the corresponding real-world
environments.

Path Planning Overview A comprehensive review of the state of the art in terms of evolving
from 2D to 3D and from discrete to continuous map representations, and from 2D grid map path
planning methods to more continuous geodesic path planners operating on 2d manifolds in the
3D space, and thus finally from topologically-restrictive planners to continuous and exact path-
planners that incorporate the underlying Euclidean metric space. Similar ideas and approaches,
though sometimes described with different terminologies, are comparatively illustrated. The
rather monolithically developed geodesic path planning methods have rarely been applied in
robot navigation, thus suitable concepts have been identified and adapted along with the state
of the art, and finally, based on that, a novel robot navigation path planner has been developed,
which will be addressed in the next item. See Chapter 4.

Continuous Vector Field Planner A continuous shortest path vector field computation [235]
for geodesic path planning on 3D triangular meshes. The presented approach is implemented
in the cvp mesh planner package as MBF plugin for the mbf mesh nav navigation server and
allows for robot navigation in complex real-world outdoor environments. The vector field conti-
nuity allows to query the shortest distance, direction and geodesic path to the goal at any point
within the mesh triangles which allows to model larger plane surfaces with just a few triangles
while computing accurate paths across the mesh surface. The mathematical foundations of the
geodetic distances and the continuous vector field computation have been elaborated, developed,
and are described in detail. Furthermore, we demonstrate the performance on the five provided
real-world datasets, provide reproducible experimental results, and show the operation on a
wheeled robot in the real world in the forest environment. See Chapter 7.

Publications & Conference Talks

• Charlie Street, Sebastian Pütz, Manuel Mühlig, Nick Hawes, and Bruno Lacerda, Congestion-
Aware Policy Synthesis for Multi-Robot Systems, IEEE Transactions on Robotics (T-RO),
vol. 36, Jul. 2021 [286]

• Sebastian Pütz, Thomas Wiemann, Malte kleine Piening and Joachim Hertzberg, Contin-
uous Shortest Path Vector Field Navigation on 3D Triangular Meshes for Mobile Robots,
in 2021 IEEE International Conference on Robotics and Automation (ICRA), May., Xi’an
China, 2021 [235]
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• Sebastian Pütz, Globale Herausforderungen, Robotik und KI in der Landwirtschaft, in
Digitale Industrie. Algorithmische Arbeit. Gesellschaftliche Transformation., Wolfgang
Schroeder, Ursula Bitzegeio, and Sandra Fischer, Eds. Dietz, 2020, pp. 153–175 [229]

• Sebastian Pütz, Thomas Wiemann, and Joachim Hertzberg, The Mesh Tools Package –
Introducing Annotated 3D Triangle Maps in ROS, Robotics and Autonomous Systems
(RAS), vol. Selected papers from the 9th European Conference on Mobile Robots (ECMR
2019), pp. 1–38, Nov. 2020 [234]

• Mark Höllmann, Benjamin Kisliuk, Jan Christoph Krause, Christoph Tieben, Alexander
Mock, Sebastian Pütz, Felix Igelbrink, Santiago Focke Mart́ınez, Thomas Wiemann, and
Joachim Hertzberg, Towards context-aware navigation for long-term autonomy in agri-
cultural environments, in 12th IROS Workshop on Planning, Perception, Navigation for
Intelligent Vehicle (IROS PPNIV-2020), Oct 25-25, 2020 [125]

• Malte kleine Piening, Benedikt Schumacher, Marcel Wiegand, Thomas Wiemann, Se-
bastian Pütz, and Joachim Hertzberg, Erzeugung und inkrementelle Erweiterung großer
3D-Karten, in Optische 3D-Messtechnik, Photogrammetrie, Laserscanning – Beiträge der
Oldenburger 3D-Tage 2020. Oldenburger 3D-Tage (DOL-2020), 19., Feb 5-6, 2020, Old-
enburg, Germany, 2020 [155]

• Sebastian Pütz, Thomas Wiemann, and Joachim Hertzberg, Tools for Visualizing, Anno-
tating and Storing Triangle Meshes in ROS and RViz, in Proc. 9th European Conference
on Mobile Robotics, Prague, Czech Republic, Sep. 2019 [233]

• Thomas Wiemann, Felix Igelbrink, Sebastian Pütz, Malte Kleine Piening, Steffen Schupp,
Steffen Hinderink, Juri Vana, and Joachim Hertzberg, Compressing ROS Sensor and Ge-
ometry Messages with Draco, in 2019 IEEE International Symposium on Safety, Security,
and Rescue Robotics (SSRR), Sep. 2019 [311]

• Thomas Wiemann, Felix Igelbrink, Sebastian Pütz, and Joachim Hertzberg, A File Struc-
ture and Reference Data Set for High Resolution Hyperspectral 3D Point Clouds, in Pro-
ceedings of the IFAC Symposium on Intelligent Autonomous Vehicles (IAV-2019), Jul. 3-5,
Gdańsk, Poland, 2019 [310]

• Sebastian Pütz, Jorge Santos Simón, and Joachim Hertzberg, Move Base Flex: A Highly
Flexible Navigation Framework for Mobile Robots, in 2018 IEEE/RSJ International Con-
ference on Intelligent Robots and Systems (IROS), Oct., Madrid, Spain, 2018 [232]

• Sebastian Pütz, Introducing Tools for Storing, Rendering and Annotating Triangle Meshes
in ROS and RViz, presented at the ROSCon 2018, Madrid, Spain, Sep. 30, 2018, Available:
https://vimeo.com/293617680 [228]

• Felix Igelbrink, Thomas Wiemann, Sebastian Pütz, and Joachim Hertzberg, Markerless
ad-hoc Calibration of a Hyperspectral Camera and a 3D Laser Scanner, in Proc. IAS
2018. International conference on Intelligent Autonomous Systems (IAS-2018), Jun. 11-
15, Baden-Baden, Germany, 2018 [126]
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• Thomas Wiemann, Christian Heiden, Rasmus Diederichsen, Sebastian Pütz, and Joachim
Hertzberg, Erzeugung hyperspektraler Punktwolken auf einem mobilen Roboter, in Pho-
togrammetrie, Laserscanning, Optische 3D-Messtechnik – Beiträge der Oldenburger 3D-
Tage 2018. Oldenburger 3D-Tage (DOL-2018), 17., Jan. 31 - Feb. 1, Oldenburg, Germany,
2018 [309]

• Sebastian Pütz and Jorge Santos Simón, Introducing a Highly Flexible Navigation Frame-
work: Move Base Flex presented at the ROSCon 2017, Vancouver, Canada, Sep. 22, 2017,
Available: https://vimeo.com/236174072 [230]

• Sebastian Pütz, Thomas Wiemann, Jochen Sprickerhof, and Joachim Hertzberg, 3D Nav-
igation Mesh Generation for Path Planning in Uneven Terrain, in Proceedings. IFAC
Symposium on Intelligent Autonomous Vehicles (IAV-2016), 9th, June 29 - July 1, Leipzig,
Germany, 2016 [231]

• Henning Deeken, Sebastian Pütz, Thomas Wiemann, Kai Lingemann, and Joachim Hertzberg,
Integrating Semantic Information in Navigational Planning, in Proceedings of the Inter-
national Symposium on Robotics (ISR), 2014 [59]

1.4 Thesis Outline

The first chapters provide the basics for the two main objectives described above. Furthermore,
they cover necessary methods of robotics for a full understanding of navigation in general but
also on triangular meshes in particular and give an insight into ROS software solutions worth
mentioning. Next, the thesis is outlined by briefly summarizing each chapter:

Map Representations First, the state-of-the-art map representations used for robot naviga-
tion, mapping, and localization are presented and discussed with respect to navigation planning.
In addition, the basic principles of the map representations used are explained. At the end, we
compare the different representations with their advantages and disadvantages.

Localization & Mapping Basic 2D and 3D localization and mapping approaches are pre-
sented. Furthermore, modern 3D localization and mapping approaches are discussed with respect
to their use cases. The fundamentals mapping approach used to conduct outdoor datasets are
presented. Finally, state-of-the-art online 3D SLAM (Simultaneous Localization and Mapping)
methods are presented as they are used for pose tracking at the end.

Path Planning The state-of-the-art in path planning and its capabilities are discussed. The
two main relevant groups of search-based path planning algorithms grid-based, and geodesic
path planning and algorithms of these classes are presented in order to use these findings for
the development of a new geodesic planner presented in Chapter 7. In doing so, an elaborate
classification and overview of classical, well-known, and current path planning algorithms is
presented in order to give a clear and concise view of the rapidly evolving and growing field.
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Navigation Control We investigate the state-of-the-art robot control framework ROS while
focusing on its navigation framework in order to improve the shortcomings and to deal with new
requirements which arose over time. Additionally, the shortcomings and limitations of the well
known ROS navigation control system move base and its used map representation costmap 2d
that have arisen over the years, are highlighted and preliminarily discussed for more sophisticated
use cases. The developed highly flexible and map-independent control architecture MBF to
address the aforementioned deficiencies is elaborated, presented and placed in the context of
existing approaches. MBF is evaluated on several robots and experimental results are presented
and discussed.

Mesh Navigation The mesh navigation stack is described and the necessary tools and re-
constructed mesh datasets are presented. A newly developed layered mesh map representation
based on triangular meshes as well as loadable layer plugins provided in mesh layers are pre-
sented. Furthermore, the corresponding MBF mesh navigation server, mesh planner, controller
and recovery plugin interfaces are presented.

Continuous Vector Field Planner A developed geodesic shortest path planner and vec-
tor field computation running on the presented mesh map is presented. The newly developed
method is compared against Dijkstra and the exact geodesic path planner Mitchell, Mount,
and Papadimitriou’s algorithm (MMP). The advantages compared to state-of-the-art planners
running on a 2.5D costmap 2d layer are discussed briefly.

Summary, Achievements & Outlook Finally, the work is summarized and relevant contri-
butions are briefly highlighted once again. In addition, limitations of the developed approaches
are mentioned, but also how these can possibly be addressed with future work. We briefly review
the research objectives set, some ideas for future work, and the planned further development of
the software written as part of this dissertation.
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Chapter 2

Map Representations

Plan-based robot navigation requires some kind of map representation and a method to localize
the robot in the map. A map should contain the necessary information for safe robot navigation
and avoidance of static obstacles. Furthermore, other robotic applications should be facilitated as
well if it comes to integration. Path-planning algorithms have to distinguish between trafficable
terrain and obstacles to compute safe paths from a start pose to a goal pose. A system can
use the current robot pose and its surroundings to plan from a pose to another while avoiding
untrafficable terrain. The challenge of path planning and navigation control for mobile robots
highly depends on the specific domain and the map representation. Oleynikova et al. pointed
out that maps define both the quality of the resulting path and what kind of planning algorithms
can be used [214].

As preparation to the next chapters and to put the developed methods into context of
related work we shortly investigate state-of-the-art map representations. Different modelings of
2D, 2.5D and 3D environments are described and compared to each other in Section 2.8. We
discuss the advantages and disadvantages of the different map representations in order to find
a suitable representation for a wide variety of applications and robots. Furthermore, we argue
for full 3D map representations which are suitable for path planning in uneven outdoor terrain
especially for wheeled robots with respect to the developed mesh navigation stack presented in
Chapter 6.

Every mobile autonomous system needs a map to plan goal-directed actions involving the
system moving instances safely in the environment. For a general and versatile map, it must be
possible to optimize resources and time constraints for a diverse variety of robots, if possible.

In addition, a representation that is as close as possible to the real three-dimensional space
is essential for incorporation into future applications, e.g., Virtual Reality (VR), Augumented
Reality (AR), and HRI (Human–Robot Interaction). Paths and structures could be represented
as they appear or look in a simplified way in comparison to the real world.

Additionally, a map should be efficient in terms of access times and memory consumption
while supporting the respective applications. In addition, not every sub-application in a robotic
system should use its own map representation, rather a common one should be used to save
computational time and workload for other systems running. If possible a map representation
should cover the newest changes of an environment, thus it can be updated by adding new
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knowledge.
Two major concepts have been adopted for indoor mapping in the past: Grid-based and

topological. Acquiring environment models is difficult and is limited by sensors, perceptual
limitations, sensor noise, drift / slippage, complexity / dynamics, and real-time requirements,
as pointed out by Thrun and Bücken [294].

Konolige [160] distinguishes between target tracking models and occupancy grid models
for map building. Target tracking models have been used since 1985. Introductory work is
described by Crowley [52, 53] and Leonard and Durrant-Whyte [180] using Kalman filtering
as summarized by Konolige [160]. Kalman filtering has originally been developed for satellite
tracking. For mobile robots it has been used for decades to update the uncertainty estimates of
the robot’s or some object’s position. The Kalman filter is described in detail in Section 3.1.2.
Since the sensor readings are noisy and the robot’s pose is uncertain the Kalman filter provides an
adequate update scheme to determine the robot’s pose with respect to the detected landmarks.
A small number of landmarks as targets and a certain detection of these using the noise sensor
data are the prerequisite to successfully use target tracking methods. Selecting wrong targets,
for example, wrong landmarks, can lead into big robot pose errors. That again could lead to
divergence of the Kalman filter, as pointed out by Konolige [160].

We will investigate the different map representations categorized by their dimensionalities
or style of combing data. In the following sections the term cell is used with respect to different
dimensionalities for metric maps. The cell properties and the corresponding dimension will be
understood in combination with the context.

2.1 Topological Map

Topological approaches represent the environment by a graph, where nodes represent distinct
features, places or landmarks and if there exists a direct path between two nodes, these nodes
are connected by an edge [294]. Engelson and McDermott [72] describe the term map-learning
which corresponds to mapping as follows: A robot builds a representation of its environment by
walking around in the world, finding and remembering places of different types. Furthermore,
they describe the problem of robot navigation as getting a robot to a place it has been before,
especially to particular and individual places. This is a definition from days where a robot
mapped its own environment in order to navigate in its already mapped environment back to
specific places. Nowadays, maps, plans and information can be exchanged with other robots
and systems in a robot-independent way.

Kuipers and Byun developed the first topological place graph notation. Their system depends
heavily on reliable landmark acquisition [72, 164]. Thrun and Bücken [294] mention orthogonal
strength and weaknesses: Even in large-scale environments, occupancy raster maps are much
easier to create and maintain. However, they claim that efficient planning and problem solving is
not possible due to their complexity. They enable rapid planning at the level of graphs, providing
a closer link to symbolic planners that can operate at the level of graphs linking places to semantic
meanings. In addition, grid-based approaches can be memory and time consuming, which can
certainly be neglected to some extent today as computers become faster, more powerful and
have more memory than ever before. The grid resolution must be fine enough to cover every
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important detail of the environment. In contrast, topological maps are more compact and do
not have a fixed resolution, which strongly depends on the structure of the environment at a
certain position.

In [294] Thrun and Bücken combine a grid-based map with a topological map by precomput-
ing a Voronoi diagram and critical points. Each critical point is connected to its basis point to
a critical line. The critical lines partition the free space in the grid map into disjointed regions.
Each region is mapped to a topological graph node. In the graph, each node is connected to
every adjacent region which is separated by a critical line.

2.2 2D Occupancy Grid Map

The grid-based and thereby metric paradigm has been proposed in 1987 and 1988 by Elfes [69, 70]
and Moravec [201]. Already in 1969, a grid map data structure was designed and used for the
robot Shakey and fed with occupancy hits information. This was hierarchically structured:
Initially, the environment was represented by a four by four array of grid cells. Each of these
cells can be either empty, free, full, partially full, or unknown. Each of the partially full cells is
further subdivided and again represented by a four by four grid of cells, which is subdivided as
an array. Each of these cells could be subdivided again, and so on, until all partially filled cells
represent a given size. At that time this size was about 30 cm [207]. This data structure resembles
a quadtree and is spanned by the xy-plane analogous to octrees, which will be described later
in the context of 3D occupancy maps.

A grid map is a regular and equally divided grid where cells represent the environment.
Sensor readings are translated into occupancy values for each cell. In [201] Moravec wrote:
“The certainty grid representation will allow this map to be incrementally updated in a uniform
way based on information coming from various sources, including sonar, stereo vision, proximity,
and contact sensors”. Each cell’s value represents the probability that the real world is occupied
by an obstacle at the corresponding position, where the probability is updated using Bayes
rule applied to a sensor model. Due to much more accurate distance sensors, like modern laser
scanners, the measurement accuracy solves some of the noise and uncertainty issues.

Ferguson and Likhachev use grid maps for planning complex maneuvers for autonomous
cars at a speed of ∼15 mph(∼24 km h−1) [77]. They use a multi-resolution lattice search to
reduce the complexity of the global search in environments like congested roads and intersections
and large unstructured parking lots (200 m × 200 m). Ferguson and Likhachev maintain a 2D
static cost map derived from the perceptual information about the environment and call it
perception map [77]. Various laser scanners of the car are assembled in one grid map with a
cell resolution of 0.25 m. A range of costs is used from free to lethal. This allows to express
the relative difficulty or desirability based on the environment and structure of the road. Lethal
obstacles are slightly expanded by 0.5 m. This new map is named expanded perception map and
expresses the relative difficulty. Another cost map contains the context-specific constraints for
the movement of the car, it is called constrained map and expresses the relative desirability.
The constrained map is combined with the expended perception map to the final combined map
using the arithmetic maximum. The final map is then used for the lattice planner. Further,
dynamic and static obstacles are represented independently, as explained in [77]. In addition,
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Ferguson and Likhachev propose two obstacle expansion levels considering the inner and outer
radii of a robot or an autonomous car and pre-compute an optimistic map and a pessimistic
map. Cells covering the inner radius expanded obstacles (optimistic map) indicate a definitive
collision, whereas cells covering outer radius expanded obstacles (pessimistic map) indicate a
possible or potential collision depending on the robot orientation.

This approach of using different layers is often used and also implemented in the well-known
layered costmap 2d implementation. For typical flat office and indoor environments, the 2D
occupancy grid map implementation costmap 2d has proven to be a reliable representation for
robot navigation in 2D. The costmap 2d implementation stores values as an unsigned character
array. The granularity in which occupancy information can be represented is limited to one
byte per cell. This limits the expressiveness of such maps. Simple 2D occupancy cells are
assigned with the respective values for occupied, free, and unknown. However, preferred regions
and regions to be avoided can be distinguished gradually within the 1-byte resolution, so that
regions expressed to be evaded are more likely to be avoided or a certain distance to obstacles,
objects and walls is maintained when using suitable path planners. The so-called inflation layer
is often used, which gradually inflates obstacles in the 2D map representation. The measure
of expansion is usually given by the radius of the robot. Thus, for simplification the robot
can be considered as a point in the path planning process. Beyond that, this area is gradually
expanded further in order to integrate a minimum distance to obstacles into path planning as
far as possible.

In ROS, it is called inflation and the terms inscribed radius and circumscribed radius are
used. The costmap 2d implementation is used worldwide as the standard map representation in
the ROS navigation stack. Lu et al. [189, 190] extended it to a layered cost map implementation
where different layers can be loaded as a plugin, e.g., to model the static map, sensors, and
other semantically and navigationally meaningful areas in different layers. The processing of
cost map data is divided into different layers, each representing a type of obstacle or constraint.
This structure allows, for example, to store static environments, preferred zones and dynamic
obstacles, and obstacle inflation in different map layers. Each layer has its own sensor or in-
formation source and can be computed or loaded at runtime and dynamically reconfigured as
needed. These layers are later combined to form a master layer using different arithmetic fusion
methods, e.g., min, max, mean, median.

These pseudo-3D representations inherit the advantages of 2D occupancy raster maps, e.g.,
structure and constant access time, but at the same time allow to model heights, variances,
curvature, and other metrics, as mentioned in out work [233]. For the representation and
handling of more complex, non-flat environments, a simple extension of the 2D cost map concept
is usually used: These representations are called and summarized as 2.5D grid maps. These
encode a local elevation with respect to a given reference plane.

2.3 2.5D Elevation Grid Maps

In 1989, Hebert et al. [117] describe in their paper how a rover can construct an elevation map
from range imagery. This work has been adapted and extended by the co-authors Kweon and
Kanade in 1990 and 1992 [167, 168]. The elevation map has been used for an integrated walking
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Figure 2.1: Imaging Geometry (a) and the 1D Locus (b) as explained by Hebert et al. [117]. The
vertical dotted line H(X) in (a) is transformed to the image space and results in a locus, which is shown
in (b) as dotted curved line. The intersection of this line with the depth profile in the r − ϑ space is
marked by the yellow circle in (b).

system for the Ambler planetary rover [278].
Their constructed terrain representation maps uncertainty, unknown areas and local features.

This map is later used to compute footholds for the mentioned lagged rover, which is called
the Ambler. The Ambler is prototyped for extraterrestrial exploratory missions. Planetary
exploration requires a high level of autonomy due to communication delays or periods of no
communication at all.

Hebert et al. mention the common difficulties of non-uniform distributed points in the
Cartesian space due to the fixed angle resolution. Further, they wrote that there are possible
solutions to handle the problem, e.g., a Delaunay triangulation, or Interpolation between the
data points to build a dense elevation map. These ideas go in the direction of estimating the
measured, or more precisely, the sampled surface area, which will be considered later in this
doctoral thesis.

They use a range finder and resolve the coordinates in non-standard Spherical to Cartesian
coordinates transformation. The ϑ coordinate is the angle between the z-axis and the ray with
the measured length r (ρ in the paper [278]). Instead of defining ϕ around the z-axis to calculate
x′, they rotate ϕ around the x-axis so that x = r sinϑ is already fixed and z′ = r cosϑ has to
be projected in the yz-plane with y = z′ cosϕ = r cosϑ cosϕ and z = z′ sinϕ = r cosϑ sinϕ.

To solve the problem and difficulties of non-uniform distributed points in the Cartesian space
they present the locus algorithm [117]. The algorithm uses a sensor model to interpolate at any
resolution. The continuity of the surface is the only assumption they make. Hebert et al. [117]
formulate the problem of finding the height z of a point (x, y) as finding the intersection of the
surface scanned by the sensor with the vertical line at the 2D coordinate (x, y) as sketched in
Figure 2.1. This problem is converted to the image space, where a vertical line can be identified
by a locus (curve). A vertical line can be expressed in the image space using the Cartesian to
Spherical coordinates transformation, as in equation 2.1.

r = rl(ϕ) =
√

y2

cos2 ϕ
+ x2 , ϑ = ϑl(ϕ) = arctan x cosϕ

y
(2.1)
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Hebert et al. [117] express the range image as geometric surface with r = I(ϕ, ϑ) in the ϕ − ϑ
space. The image column closest to ϑl(ϕ) is defined as ϑ̂l(ϕ) with ∆(ϕj) ≡ rl(ϕj)−I(ϕj , ϑ̂l(ϕj)).
Now, all requirements for the intersection search are given. The two scan lines ϕ1 and ϕ2 of the
range image which enclose the intersection have to be located with the condition sgn ∆(ϕ1) 6=
sgn ∆(ϕ2). In a second step, a binary search between ϕ1 and ϕ2 is applied, as desired in [117].
The break is defined with |ϕn − ϕn+1| < ε, thus ε controls the elevation resolution. Last, the
elevation or height value at ϕ with ϕ1 < ϕ < ϕ2 is interpolated with Lagrange polynomials,
because there is no pixel between ϕ1 and ϕ2. Hebert et al. use the four neighbor pixels around
the intersection pixel as support points. This results in a value ϕ which is mapped with the non-
standard Spherical to Cartesian coordinate transformation described above. Repeating these
steps for every grid point (x, y) results in a dense elevation map constructed directly from the
range finder data.

Sensor shadows are also addressed in her work, as these could cause the model to predict
large smooth areas or planes in the terrain map, whereas these areas are actually unknown.

Hebert et al. argue that a Delaunay triangulation requires complex algorithms to access data
points and their neighborhood, and that such structures also have significant limitations because
they make assumptions about the local shape of the terrain that may not be valid for rough
terrain. They argue against interpolation between occupied cells in their data points, because
such an approach would only incorporate local information. Moreover, they further argue that
such an interpolation would depend heavily on the resolution and position of the grid.

Lang et al. [170] present an terrain modeling approach based on an extended GP (Gaussian
Process) formulation. The approach is a trade off between smoothing and the preservation of
structural features. They formulate the terrain modeling problem with respect to elevation map
models as follows: A set D = (xi, yi)ni=1 of n location samples xi ∈ R2 with the elevation yi ∈ R2

is given. The challenge is to predict elevations y∗ at new locations x∗. This is formalized to a
predictive distribution of elevations p(y∗|x∗,D).

Sensor noise, unevenly distributed data points, and the interpretation of missing data or gaps
make the elevation prediction hard. On the one hand, even small missing parts or small gaps
covered by the perception would lead of untrafficable areas. On the other hand, overconfidence
should be avoided considering larger gaps.

Accomplishing these issues, Lang et al. [170] proposed a method which is using GPs. Edges
and corners are mentioned as structural features and are preserved by non-stationary covariance
functions, which has introduced by Paciorek and Schervish [221]. Further, Lang et al. present a
kernel adaption based on gradient features and the local marginal data likelihood. First the GP
is presented non-parametric regression. Any finite set of samples yi is treated to be normally
distributed, p(y1, . . . , yn|x1, . . . ,xn) ∼ N (µ,K), with the mean µ ∈ Rn and the covariance
matrix K. The mean µ is assumed to be 0 and K is a parametric covariance function k, and a
global noise parameter σn, so that Ki,j := k(xi,xj) + σ2

nδij .
Using this general idea, Lang et al. are able to predict the elevation, e.g., if a small outdoor

bench is hidden by a human standing in front of it. The person is causing a sensor shadow which
hides a part of the bench. Nevertheless, the adaptive kernels are predicting the area behind the
person and also the elevation of the bench.

Hadsell et al. [112] – the authors belong to the group of Hebert – propose an online kernel-
based learning to estimate a continuous surface of the sensed environment. Hadsell et al. use a
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RKHS (reproducing kernel Hilbert space), in a way that grid values are a hypothesis in RKHS.
“Many approaches simplify the problem considerably by representing the terrain as a flat cost
map, but this is insufficient for modeling offroad terrain because hills and rough ground are not
accurately represented, forcing the vehicle to drive at very low speeds and make conservative
decisions” [112]. Hadsell et al. argue for elevation maps which represent the terrain by a
continuous elevation function. The continuous elevation function determines the elevation values
for the 2D grid map. Due to that, the effect of the ground on the vehicle could be predicted
more precisely.

However, 2.5D maps cannot represent overhanging structures. Furthermore, they are limited
by their discretization. Hadsell et al. also mention that 3D surface models, like triangulated
meshes, are infeasible, due to their complexity, since mesh interpolation of complex terrains is
non-trivial. Modeling the surface of rough terrains as a triangular mesh is difficult due to the
sparse, uneven distribution of the PCD (Point Cloud Data). Popular reconstruction methods use
interpolation to create a continuous triangular mesh surface [112], as discussed in Section 3.4.1.
In addition, Hadsell et al. argue that interpolation and modeling as a triangle mesh surface
can be challenging when the terrain is complex and the sensed data is sparse. An important
argument for their method is the fact that many scans of rough and off-road terrain are sparse
due to the very variable distribution of points. The further the measuring points are from the
sensor origin, the sparser the data becomes in these areas.

Schwarz et al. [265] propose a 2.5D egocentric height map based on local height differences
on multiple scales. The map is used for local navigation planning and precise trajectory rollouts.
Eight RGB-D (Red, Green, Blue, and Depth) cameras sense the local terrain and a 3D laser
scanner on top of the robot scans the terrain in lager distance. Based on this PCD, an allocentric
terrain mapping and path planning provides the local planer with waypoints. The approach was
evaluated during the DLR SpaceBot Cup. The RGB-D point clouds are projected on the xy-
plane by using the gravity vector. The IMU (Inertial Measurement Unit) is used to estimate
the gravity vector for the 2.5D height map computation. First, the eight sparse point clouds
are transformed into a local coordinate system. The local coordinate system is originated at the
robot’s base center and the z axis is aligned with the gravity vector. In their setup Schwarz et
al. use a 8 × 8m grid with a resolution of 5 cm. Due to occluded regions, the sensor resolution
and range limits, gaps or empty cells can occur in the map. Small gaps are filled if they have at
least two neighbor cells in a threshold distance δ = δ0 + ∆ + r. The distance of the robot to the
cell is expressed by r and the other parameters are set to δ0 = 4 and ∆ = 0.054 in their setup.
The height difference Dl(x, y) at a cell (x, y) at multiple scales l is calculated as in Eq. 2.2.

Dl(x, y) := max
|u−x|<l ; u6=x
|v−y|<l ; v 6=y

|H(x, y)−H(u, v)| (2.2)

Further, the height differences at multiple scales are combined for certain values of l as
explained in detail in their paper [265]. Finally the standard ROS components are used for path
planning on the developed costmap 2d layer.

Stiens et al. [285] propose another approach for lidar based elevation mapping. It combines
reflection measuring and 3D-ray geometry. This approach is made for vehicles with low mounted
lidars and a narrow vertical field of view. Stiens et al. argue against a full 3D model, since the
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computational complexity for robotic algorithms in this domain is a critical aspect. Furthermore,
no discretization of the height is required. They focus on the traversability of the ground and
not modeling full 3D structures. The 2.5D elevation map model is presented in four steps:

1. The xy ground plane is discretized into a two dimensional grid. There exists a surjective
function that maps each point (x, y) in the continuous ground plane to the grid coordinates
(m,n).

f : R2 → Z2, (x, y) 7→ (m,n) (2.3)

2. A grid to xy-plane inverse function f−1 maps a grid cell (m,n) ∈ Z2 to its centroid in R2:

f−1 : Z2 → R2, (m,n) 7→ (x, y) (2.4)

3. The elevation is represented as a function g which maps a cell (m,n) to a height h:

g : Z2 → R, (m,n) 7→ h (2.5)

4. The resulting elevation map is formalized as matrix H. It is constructed over time with
the collected knowledge of the robot or vehicle poses x1:t and the corresponding lidar
measurements z1:t. The conditional probability is then defined as

p(H |x1:t, z1:t) =
∏
m×n

p(hm,n |x1:t, z1:t) (2.6)

Stochastic independence in the factorization of the matrix elements is assumed in order to
keep the complexity manageable.

In 2016, Stiens et al. [285] presented an approach in which a 2D lidar scans the ground flat
while driving, which means the laser ray normally hits the ground relatively flat, i.e., at an acute
angle. Not only the distance values but also the reflection values of the lidar play a significant
role. Scan points are considered valid samples only if the laser beam was reflected by the top of
the corresponding object or structure. This allows the height to be estimated in relation to the
base frame of the robot. Whether a sample has been reflected from a top surface of a structure
is determined by the refection value of the sample. If the reflection is on the front side of the
object with respect to the laser origin, it is not possible to deduce the height of the cell directly.
This and further details on the measurement model, the height distribution estimation and the
online algorithm are outlined in the paper [285] .

Also in 2016, Fankhause et al. [75] present a universal grid map library with a use case for
rough terrain navigation. It is designed as a software module for a variety of applications, such
as surface reconstruction and terrain interpretation for robot navigation. It is a implemented
as a multi layer 2.5D grid map using the data types of the well known linear-algebra software-
library Eigen1 and conversions from and to the well-known open source computer vision library
OpenCV 2. The Grid Map Library is used for elevation mapping and probabilistic terrain map-
ping, e.g., for a four-legged robot, or a drone as shown in [74, 75]. The grid map software
bundle contains packages for map and data conversions from and to ROS and OpenCV, to load
1 eigen.tuxfamily.org 2 opencv.org
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maps from ROS bags, to filter data and to visualize the current map. The map data storage
of grid map is implemented as a 2D circular buffer. The buffer allows to efficiently change the
center position of the map, since the actual map data is not moved, shifted, or copied. Using
this function in a robotic centric manner can efficiently handle the position transformation of
the occupied cells. New regions and those not covered anymore can be easily identified when
virtually shifting the center position. Optimizing this repositioning process can be important
when the robot is moving in its environment. Based on the Grid Map Library, Fankhauser
et al. [74] proposed a probabilistic terrain mapping system for an uncertain pose tracking of a
four-legged robot operating in rough terrain .

In comparison to the Grid Map Library, which covers the numerical range of a float, the
costmap 2d implementation only covers the value range of an unsigned char. An unsigned int
range of 0 - 255 limits the power of expression when it comes to rough terrain navigation and
elevation mapping. grid map provides a conversion to ROS messages, e.g., OccupancyGrid,
GridCells, and PointCloud2. The OccupancyGrid is used by the 2D ROS navigation stack and
in RViz to display such a map in the xy ground plane of the virtual 3D space. 2.5D grid map
are also used to store geometric, or more precisely occupation information, together with and
semantic information [196]. In this approach, a CNN (Convolutional Neural Network) is used
to classify image data online into navigationally-relevant classes, e.g., trail, grass, etc., so that
the 2.5D map represents continuously updated semantic and geometric information per cell.

However, a major disadvantage of 2.5D maps is that they are limited to representing one
level. Environments such as multi-story buildings, stairwells, parking garages, underpasses,
bridges, or areas with overhanging structures can only be represented by projection, if these
environments can be decomposed into several meaningful levels at all. In areas where there are
multiple planes, information is lost when projecting from 3D to 2D.

Despite the fact that 2.5D map representations are described as not as complex as full 3D
models, many robots such as drones, underwater robots, outdoor robots, and extraterrestrial
rovers, etc., often require some type of 3D map. Some of these robots, such as drones and
underwater robots, require knowledge about the free or trafficable volumetric space.

2.4 3D Occupancy Maps

3D Occupancy Maps accurately model both occupied and free space in terms of efficiently
querying whether a given volume is free. For the last three decades, new approaches to 3D
environmental modeling have been contributed.

2.4.1 3D Voxel Grid

An approach of Roth-Tabak and Jain [251] discretizes the 3D space into equally sized cubes
and allows to generate, refine and update volumetric environment models. “A voxel is the
atomic element of a volumetric decomposition of 3D space” [251]. Voxels are the 3D analogue
to 2D pixels for a bitmap, and both can be called cells. Roth-Tabak and Jain use a rotateable
dense range sensor to sense the 3D space. Knowing the angles of the sensor, data points can be
transformed into the Cartesian map frame. Values are assigned to the voxel so that they describe
the space: free (void), an empty voxel; full for occupied voxels; and unknown for voxels for which
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no meaningful information was obtained. Kaufman and Bakalash [143] introduced a memory
processing hardware architecture for 3D voxel-based imagery in 1988. This architecture has been
used to display “complex” 3D objects in real-rime. Their voxel-based processing architecture
has been used to display scanned objects or objects from a database. The 3D discretization is
similar to 2D grid-based discretization, it is axis aligned and has a fixed resolution.

The big disadvantage of occupancy grid maps, especially in 3D, is the high memory con-
sumption. The grid-based map is axis aligned and needs to cover as much space as the AABB
(axis aligned bounding box) of the sensed terrain. Even if only a few voxels are occupied, a
grid-based occupancy map would always require the entire space, even for all free grid cells /
voxels in the map. Especially in large outdoor terrains this could be a crucial criteria depending
on the required grid resolution. Additionally, the expandability of these maps is sub-optimal,
since the entire space needs to copied to a bigger grid if new spatial areas outside the current
grid need be to mapped, for example, while the exploration of new terrains.

This problem can be solved, for example, by some elegant tree data structures, such as
octrees, R-trees, skip-list trees, and k-d trees.

2.4.2 3D Occupancy Trees

The well-known OctoMap implementation by Hornung et al. [124] is based on an octree approach
to model the sensed volumetric space in R3 with a grid discretization by defining the leaf size
of the tree. This representation can model the measurement data containing noise, outliers
and other errors probabilistically. Thus, free space and unknown space can also be modeled
efficiently. During the process of map exploration, the knowledge about unmapped areas is
important to efficiently and quickly cover and progress the map building process.

Figure 2.2: Octree

Figure 2.2 sketches the principles of an octree. An octree is a tree structure and as such,
it has one root. Each node has exactly eight sub-octrees or none. Each node represents a
volumetric cube, and the cube can be divided into the eight sub-cubes of equal size, which are
the eight siblings of the tree node. This concept is applied recursively down to the leaves of
the tree, which are determined by a certain size. Rather, the size of the leaves defines the size
and number of tree layers above them. Octree representations can be used to model outdoor
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terrains and to efficiently register several scan fragments, as described by Nüchter et al. [213].
The process of scan matching, alignment or registration will be described later in Section 3.2.

A 3D point cloud, e.g., recorded by a 3D laser scanner, RGB-D camera, or another point
based sensor is used as input for 3D occupancy maps. Point clouds themselves are not suitable
as an efficient map structure to plan on. The differentiation between trafficable terrain and
obstacles needs interpretation of the PCD. Furthermore, the amount of data should be reduced
to efficiently traverse the environment data, e.g., for path planning, or trfficability analysis.
Modeling the free space is important for autonomous UAVs, or Autonomous Underwater Vehicles
(AUVs). Voxels between the sensor and the end point are assigned to be free.

Another discretization approach is described by Khan et al. [149]. They propose a voxel
fusion after occupancy update to cuboids. The fusion modifies the resolution of the grid map
to non uniform cells which are also called cuboids. Fewer cells are required to model the envi-
ronment if uniform grid cells are fused to cuboids. The cuboids are organized in R-trees. An
example R-tree is shown in Fig. 2.3.
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Figure 2.3: R-tree

R-trees were introduced in 1984 by Guttman [107] for spatial search queries and are used, e.g,
in geo-data and CAD (Computer Aided Design) applications, and in spatial data base systems.
Similar to a B-tree, an R-tree is a height balanced tree structure. The tree has index records in
its leaf nodes containing pointers to the data objects. Like other tree structures, R-trees allow
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to optimize the number of steps and operations to access nodes quickly. A collection of tuples
(I, tuple-ident) are used in the lead nodes in an R-tree. The tuple identifier points to a tuple
in the database, and I = (I0, I1, . . . , In−1) is an n-dimensional AABB. Each interval Ii = [a, b]
states the maximum extend of the bounded object. Intermediate nodes contain pointers to the
lower nodes: (I, child ptr). child ptr is the address of the lower node and I covers all AABB of
the lower node. The height of an R-tree is at most | logmN |−1, where N is the number of index
records, further, the maximum number of nodes is dN/me+ dN/m2e+ · · ·+ 1. The parameter
m with m < M/2 controls the minimum number of records in every leaf node.

Another approach to model equally spaced 3D voxels, as 3D occupancy map, is SkiMap [104].
SkiMap optimizes access time of octrees by proposing a skip list approach, which maintains a set
of skip lists in a three-layered tree, where each layer represents one dimension of the 3D space.
Each tree node stores a list of sorted and linked skip lists, which can be accessed in a binary
search fashion. Similar the other approaches like OctoMap, SkiMap is integrated with ROS and
provides a ROS interface.

2.4.3 Non-Cubic 3D Occupancy Maps

An alternative approach called AtomMap was presented by Fridovich-Keil et al. [89]. It does not
model the environment in a regular structure of 3D grids, but instead, it uses an unstructured
number of equally-sized and non-overlapping spheres, which are called atoms. Due to that, it
allows a more accurate representation surface-tangent space which is reasonable for accurate
surface reconstruction. The AtomMap is filled at runtime and inserted either along a scan ray or
along the surface normal. Furthermore, it computes the occupancy probability and the signed
distance to a certain atom. In an octree or voxel grid representation, efficient access is often
provided by spatial hashing, which is not possible in this approach. The positions of an atoms
will be determined at runtime using a probabilistic processing of candidate atoms. When a new
scan is to be inserted into the AtomMap, new atoms are only inserted into the map if they do
not collide with atoms already existing in the map. However, if there is a collision between an
existing atom and new atom, the log-odds ratio used will be updated accordingly. This ratio is
positive if it is most likely occupied and negative if it is most likely free and zero otherwise [89].

Ramos and Ott present scalable continuous occupancy maps called Hilbert maps that use
stochastic gradient descent [241]. Hilbert maps focus on the representation of space and with
the continuous representation of likelihood of occupancies in 2D and 3D. Through kernel ap-
proximations, the input data inserted online are projected into a Hilbert space. In this Hilbert
space, a logistic regression classifier is learned. The continuous representation means that the
space does not have to be discretized into grid cells a priori. Thus, maps of arbitrary resolution
can be produced retrospectively. Because of the statistical relationships between the distance
measurements, or occupancy measurements, Hilbert maps are robust to outliers.

It stands to reason, to extend 3D occupancy maps with distance information.

2.5 Signed Distance Fields

Signed Distance Functions (SDFs) are a special case of distance functions. With respect to
a grid representation, distance functions are also known as distance fields, distance maps or
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distance transformations and traditionally used in a 2D grid or image domain. In this domain
the distances to occupied pixels or cells of an image or grid are assigned to the corresponding
pixel in a resulting matrix or distance field. This distances are computed by following a defined
metric. The SDFs for a set Ω determines the distance of a point i ∈ Ω from the boundary in the
metric space. In Definition 1 a metric space is defined, see [121, 322] for mathematical depth,
details, and examples of metrical spaces.

Definition 1 (Metric Space). A metric space X is an ordered pair (M,d) with a set M and
a metric d, i.e., a distance function for any two members i, j ∈ M . The distance function
d : M ×M → R defines distance values between the members of M with the properties: Identity
of indiscernibles d(i, j) = 0 ↔ i = j, symmetry d(i, j) = d(j, i), and the triangle inequality
d(i, k) ≤ d(i, j) + d(j, k). Derived from these, every distance for any i, j ∈M is positive or zero
d(x, y) ≥ 0.

A SDF f (Eq. 2.7) is defined on the subset Ω ⊂ X. In Eq. 2.7 ∂Ω is defined as the boundary
of Ω, and Ωc is the complement with Ωc = {x ∈ X | x /∈ Ω}. The distance function d(i, ∂Ω) is
denoted as infj∈∂Ω d(i, j), where inf denotes the infimum, i.e., the GLB (Greatest Lower Bound).

f(x) =
{
d(x, ∂Ω) if x ∈ Ω
−d(x, ∂Ω) if x ∈ Ωc

(2.7)

The sign in Eq. 2.7 indicates whether x is in Ω. The distance values are positive for points
x in Ω and decrease if x approaches the boundary ∂Ω.

With respect to the set X with the dimensionality N , well known distance functions are:

• The taxicab geometry, also known as Manhattan distance, i.e., the sum of distances for
each dimension. The taxicab geometry distances function is stated as d(i, j) = ∑N

n |in−jn|
with i and j being N dimensional vectors or N -tuples in X.

• The Chebyshev distance which is also known as maximum metric or chessboard metric.
Instead of a sum, here, the maximum of distances over all dimensions is used. The Cheby-
shev distance is defined as d(i, j) = maxNn |in − jn|. On a chessboard this corresponds to
the minimum number of moves by the king to reach a certain field.

• The well known Euclidean distance, also known as the straight-line distance between two
points i, j in the Euclidean space RN . The Euclidean distance is then defined for X ⊆ RN

and N -tuples or vectors i, j ∈ X as d(i, j) =
√∑N

n (in − jn)2

If Ω is a subset of the Euclidean space with a well behaving smooth boundary the gradient
of the SDF satisfies the Eikonal equation which is introduced later in Section 4.2.3. In this case
the term ESDF (Euclidean Signed Distance Function) is used as it is used in [215]. The ESDF
can be computed algorithmically, e.g., by using the Fast Marching Method (FMM), the Fast
Sweeping Method (FSM), or more generally by using level-set methods introduced by Stanley
Osher and James Sethian in the 1980s. These iterative algorithms solve the boundary value
problems of the Eikonal equation. The FMM, which was also introduced by James Sethian, is
presented later together with the Eikonal equation.
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As pointed out by Oleynikova et al. [215] Micro Aerial Vehicles (MAVs) require fast re-
planning methods to avoid obstacles as soon as new parts in the map appear. Local planning
using trajectory optimization planning methods are able to perform a fast replanning for MAVs.
Trajectory optimization methods require distance information to the obstacles [215].

As pointed out by Oleynikova y [214], SDFs were used in the field of computer graphics
since the 1990s for representing 3D volumes as presented by Gibson [100] in 1998. 3D occu-
pancy maps, e.g., octrees, 3D grid maps, or other volumetric representations had advantages
compared to surface models when modeling objects or the environment with lots of details and
complex structures. Gibson presented a distance map approach to represent surfaces in sampled
volumetric data. She proposed to map distance-to-closest-surface values to each sample point.
This can be understood as SDF with the surface being the boundary ∂Ω. Gibson describes the
positive properties of the proposed distance map [100]: Zero values locate surfaces while the
gradient can be used to compute surface normals. This satisfies the described SDF properties
above.

Singularities and non-linearities caused by folds, edges, or corners which result in shading
artifacts can be easily detected to apply special filters or gradient estimation methods. Fur-
thermore, Gibson mention that the developed distance map approach can be used for other ap-
plications beside volume rendering and the reconstruction of surface normals. The penetration
distances are useful in haptics and physics-based modeling [100]. These penetration distances,
i.e., SDF values, can also be understood as distance to the closest obstacles (mathematically
i.e., the infimum or GLB) to avoid by an UAV or MAV. For these applications X represents the
voxel space, which is maintained by any kind of underlying 3D volumetric representation, e.g.,
a 3D voxel grid, or an octree.

With the in 2011 newly introduced RGB-D Kinect sensors and the work by Newcombe and
Izadi et al. [130, 205] on Kinect Fusion projective Truncated Signed Distance Functions (TSDFs)
became popular.

A projective TSDF represents the distance from the sensor measurement origin to the surface
along the ray direction and the field is truncated to have values only near the surface, allowing
for better compression, and also a reduction in errors [214]. ESDF and TSDF are both SDFs
but differs in the way the distance field is computed.

Newcombe and Izadi et al. used a TSDF as main map representation in their approach for
accurate real-time high-resolution 3D reconstructions from RGB-D data on a GPU (Graphics
Processing Unit). The pose of the camera is estimated and the reconstruction is created at
the same time in a SLAM fashion. A couple of other researcher built on top of the Kinect
Fusion approach by Newcombe et al. and presented extensions like Kintinuous for larger scene
mapping by Whelan et al. [306], and FastFusion as CPU (Central Processing Unit)-based online
reconstruction method using an octree by Steinbrücker et al. [280] or a partially extending GPU
and CPU approach using a hash map by Igelbrink et al. [127]. These techniques produce mesh
reconstructions using the marching cubes algorithm [186] based on TSDFs. The marching cubes
algorithm, which was originally developed to reconstruct triangle models from medial data, e.g.,
from CT (Computed Tomography), MR (Magnetic Resonance), and SPECT (Single-Photon
Emission Computed Tomography).

Oleynikova et al. [215] present a map representation framework called Voxblox which builds
on top of ESDFs. ESDF are are also used for motion planning in the framework Chomp:
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Covariant hamiltonian optimization for motion planning by In an ESDFs representation each
free voxel or cell has been assigned with the distance to the nearest occupied voxel, which was
previously described with respect to SDFs as infimum or GLB.

As mentioned before, triangular meshes can be constructed from these 3D occupancy grid
based TSDFs, for example using the marching cubes algorithm, which is discussed later in
Section 3.4.1. In the following we will discuss 3D triangular meshes as map representation.

Another way to describe surfaces implicitly inside the cell structure are surfel maps, which
contain additional properties, e.g., normals, depth, and colors.

2.6 Multi-Resolution Surfel Map

Surfels is composed of the words surface and element. Surfels are defined as point primitives and
were introduced in 2000 by Pfister et al. [225] as rendering primitives in the field of computer
graphics. They have been introduced to render graphics models at varying frame rates. Pfister
et al. developed methods to perform computation intensive mapping operations, e.g., texture,
bump, or displacement mapping. During preprocessing a surfel is computed from the octree
occupation information. Different levels of colors, normals or other properties and attributes
are filtered and assigned to the surfel element.

In 2012, a year after the Kinect Fusion system, which we have described above and which is
based on TSDFs, was introduced, Henry et al. [119] proposed a RGB-D SLAM method based
on a surface representation that includes fusion of surface normals and colors measured from
different directions using histograms, while also including a measure of confidence. Using this
information, the occlusion can be derived in a form that removes an existing surface seen through
across multiple frames, as detailed in [119].

Beside the use of surfel maps, MRS (Multi-Resolution Surfel) maps have been introduced
by Stuckler et al. [289] in 2014. In an MRS map the surfels are stored for all resolutions of
the octree. As a consequence, all occupied intermediate, non-leaf nodes maintain the statistical
properties of the corresponding descendants or sub-trees. This multi resolution structure allows
to efficiently sample the map at an application-specific resolution.

Schaler et al. [261] use local MRS maps for localization and navigation for a rough terrain
environment. They present a method for 3D mapping and real-time 6D-pose tracking using a
continuously rotating 2D laser scanner. In their presented approach, local maps are built in a
stop-and-go fashion. During the stop phase the 3D scans are registered to each other to provide
a global map 3D MRS map.

The observation likelihoods of individual scan lines are determined in an allocentric MRS
map processing Monte Carlo Localization (MCL). MRS maps store surface shape parameters
and a surface reflectance distribution in a surfel element. A surfel represented point is considered
to be normally distributed by a sample mean and covariance.

The multi resolution nature covers the resolution reduction through an increasing distance
from the laser scanner, which is sensing with a fixed angular resolution [65, 261, 289].

Laser measurement points of a sparse 3D scan are registered in a local MRS map. The
measurement density of a rotating 2D laser scanner, or a 3D laser scanner, decreases with
distance, since the scanning is done in spherical coordinates with constant angular changes.
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This fact is mapped by the local MRS map. It has high resolution near the robot and coarser
resolution with increasing distance.

However, the path planning is performed on a 3D occupancy grid map constructed from the
3D MRS map. For that reason, Schadler et al. [261] define the 2D trafficability using drivability
cost C for all available cells depending on the local change in height, as described as follows:

This approach defines the bumpiness b(c) of a cell c as shown in Eq. 2.8 with the mean height
uz(c) and the eight direct neighbors N (c) of the cell c.

b(c) = max
n∈N (c)

(uz(c)− uz(n)) (2.8)

The drivability cost C(c) of a cell c with the weighting parameters α and β and the incline i of
the robot is denoted in Eq. 2.9.

C(c) = αbr(c) + βir(c) (2.9)

This idea is similar to the 2.5D reduction presented by Schwarz et al. [265]. The corre-
sponding Eq. 2.2 also computes local height differences, whereas Schadler et al. use the term
bumpiness. This approach of Schadler et al. has also been used for the DLR SpaceBot Cup.
Path planning is done by using the A* algorithm on the resulting 2D grid cells.

Droeschel et al. [65] propose a continuous mapping and localization approach for rough
terrain based on MRS maps. Instead of matching individual scan points to the map, the points
of a new 3D scan are represented in a new local high-resolution surfel grid map. These surface
elements of the new local map for the 3D scan are regridded into using probabilistic mappings
to the map. A globally consistent dense 3D map of the environment is furthermore created by
graph optimization.

2.7 3D Triangular Meshes

During the last two decades new approaches in the field of 3D mesh maps have been devel-
oped and existing approaches have been extended. Inspired by the field of computer graphics
triangular meshes are used, for example, to represent a 3D environment or game world.

Triangle meshes are a sub-category of polygonal meshes. A polygonal mesh consists of ver-
tices, edges and faces which together build a polyhedral mesh object. Vertices define points in
R3 which are connected by edges constructing a surface as a number of connected polygons,
i.e., faces. Classically, such a 3-tuple shapes a polyhedral object, in many cases this object is
water-tight, i.e., there are no holes in the surface. Commonly, triangles are used as faces to
simplify computational operations on the mesh. Sometimes meshes are also constructed with
quadrilaterals, i.e., polygons with four edges. Rarely, meshes are constructed with other num-
bers of edges per face. In the most common case, a mesh is stated as triangle mesh or triangular
mesh. Vertices are connected by edges, such that three form a triangle or, more generally, a
face. A variety of applications use different mesh data structures with their respective strengths
and weaknesses. Many operations are performed on meshes, such as smoothing, simplification,
Boolean logic, cutting, calculating the shortest path, etc. See [24, 25, 156] for a detailed descrip-
tion of polygonal and triangle meshes and corresponding operations. Further, meshes are used
for ray tracing, collision detection, rigid body dynamics and usually used for CAD models.
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Meshes can be represented with data structures using different conventions. Different va-
rieties of linking vertices and faces are partially used with redundancy to enable complex ma-
nipulations and efficient traversals of a triangular shape, surface or object, e.g., for smoothing,
simplification, or to compute the shortest path. Mathematically, a mesh can be defined as
M = (V,E, F ) with V representing the set of vertices, E the set of edges, and F the set of faces.
In one of the simplest structures, all vertices are stored in a vertex buffer, often implemented as
a vector or array of vertices in the shape of [v0, . . . , vi, . . . , vn1 ], in which each vertex is a triple
vi = (xi, yi, zi) ∈ V representing a point in R3.

As a consequence, the vertex buffer is implemented as an array of float or double values
in which each three consecutive values represent a vertex vi. This can be formally expressed as
the array [x0, y0, z0, . . . , xi, yi, zi, . . . , xn−1, yn−1, zn−1] with n vertices and 3n float or double
values. In case of a triangle mesh, an index buffer constructs the topology by referring each three
vertices belonging to a triangle and a triple of indices tj = (ai, bi, ci) ∈ F with va, vb, vc ∈ V , thus
a, b, c are integers referring to the corresponding points in the vertex buffer. The index buffer is
consequently implemented as an array of integers with [a0, b0, c0, a1, b1c1 . . . , am−1, bm−1, cm−1],
where each three integers construct a triangle by referring to three vertices in the vertex buffer.
Thus, a triangles vertex can be accessed by multiplying the given index with 3, since a vertex’s
three coordinates are stored consecutively.

The cardinality of the set of m = |F | is the number of triangles in M . In this representation
the edges are implicitly given trough the index buffer. Thereby, each triangle t = (a, b, c) has
the implicit edges (a, b), (b, c) and (c, a) ∈ E. Compared to discrete representations, like 2D
and 3D occupancy grid maps, in general meshes do not discretize the vertex position in a way
that they use a grid. Depending on the reconstruction method, meshes can inherit discretized
values from the construction, for example by previously using the centroids of an octree or voxel
grid, which has been used to filter these points or for the reconstruction itself, as described
before with respect to the marching cube algorithm and TSDF values. However, smoothing and
simplification methods, e.g., region growing, and edge collapse can undermine discretization to
represent a more continuous surface than before. Of course, a manipulation of a vertex position
changes the model and can increase the difference to the real world. Furthermore, surface
reconstructions on the basis of, for example, AtomMap are also conceivable.

However, depending on the resolution of the 3D occupancy map and the accuracy of the
measured values, this can be neglected. In this thesis, we do not address the quality of the map
representation and, following the results presented, we assume that the reconstructed models
represent the real world well enough.

A set of connected triangles represents the surface of the modeled environment or object.
Approximately planar surfaces can be simplified to less triangles, thus less data points and
vertices are needed to model the environment. The data reduction of these meshes is one of
the biggest advantages, along with the continuity and the implicit 3D surface modeling. Just
like other full 3D map representation, it is possible to model environments with multiple layers.
Thereby complex outdoor and uneven terrain environments, like curved bridges, underpasses,
tunnels, spiral level entrances in parking garages and unstructured forest environments with
overhanging tree branches can be modeled accurately while maintaining the surface information.

The above described mesh representation using an index and vertex buffer does not represent
the connectivity of faces and vertices in an efficient manner. In this representation, the mesh
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(a) HEM Orientation
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(b) HEM Pointers

Figure 2.4: Half-Edge Mesh Data Structure

cannot be traversed efficiently, since for each vertex or face, neighborhoods must first be searched
in the respective buffer.

A popular mesh data structure allowing to efficiently traverse over the mesh is the HEM
(Half-Edge Mesh). Efficiency is further provided by ensuring consistent edge alignment.

Figure 2.4 shows two common ways of sketching an HEM data structure. With respect
to the normal’s orientation of a face, the traversal is defined counterclockwise with the right
hand rule. In Figure 2.4a this is represented by the three dashed arrows and the round dashed
arrow in each triangle. This sub-figure shows a sketch of the half-edge mesh data structure
for a triangular mesh. The three dashed triangles in Figure 2.4a represent the half-edge. The
surface in Figure 2.4 is shown from above, which means the surface normals point towards
the viewer. In this sub-figure, each triangle has three half-edges, each pointing to the next
half-edge in the triangle and to the target vertex, which are sketched as black dots. This is
more generally sketched in Figure 2.4b for a half-edge mesh representing a polygonal mesh.
Additionally, each half-edge has a pair reference pointing to an half-edge of an edge-adjacent
face, i.e., the direct neighbor triangle or face. In Figure 2.4a these references are sketched as
arrows between the triangles. Finally, each half-edge vertex references only one outgoing half-
edge and 3D position. This one outgoing half-edge is enough to iterate over all outgoing or
incoming half-edges. Each edge can point to a face handle or face object and each face handle
or face object can point to one corresponding half-edges. Thus all links are given to traverse
efficiently over the mesh. It allows to traverse over all adjacent neighbor triangles by following
the half edges of a triangles and access the corresponding pair edge each time. Iterating over the
edges or faces around a vertex in clockwise direction can be done by accessing the one half-edge
linked in that vertex, first switching to the pair half-edge and second following that half edge
and switching to the next half-edge, looping back to step one until the half-edge linked in the
vertex has been reached again. We use this half-edge mesh data structure for the mesh map
and algorithms presented in Chapter 6. Beside this half-edge mesh data structure, there are
other data structures like the winged-edge data structure which requires orientation checks while
iterating. Due to the guaranteed consecutive edge ordering in the half-edge data structure it
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is easier to write correct algorithms. In the following we provide an overview of all pointers or
references, see the corresponding Figure 2.4b:

1. Each vertex points to exactly one half-edge of an adjacent face.

2. Each face points to exactly one half-edge of an adjacent face.

3. Each half-edge points to one target vertex.

4. Each half-edge points to one corresponding face if it exists, null otherwise.

5. Each half-edge points to the next half edge of the same face.

6. Each half-edge points to the pair edge of the edge-adjacent face.

Furthermore, border half-edges or faces are given if the corresponding face reference of this
half-edge is a null pointer. However, there are always two half-edges, even in the case of a mesh
border where one of the half-edges points to zero.

2.8 Summary and Conclusion

In the following the presented map representations are compared and advantages and disadvan-
tages are contrasted in Table 2.1.

While point clouds are easiest to work with when it comes to simply visually representing an
environment, they are generally not useful in their raw format when it comes to path planning.
Regarding localization in 3D, point clouds are also a widely used method for localization or pose
tracking by aligning recorded point clouds. In most cases, 3D voxel grids are used to reduce
the amount of data and to accelerate the scan alignment process without significantly degrading
the quality of the registration. Scan matching is described in Section 3.2.1 with regard to the
datasets generated during the PhD project presented in Section 6.2.

Using high-resolution 3D laser scanners, 3D point clouds can consume a lot of memory,
especially in outdoor environments. These point values can be reduced enormously by some of
the presented representations without losing serious informational value. Of course, the robotics
application and usability of the models is in the foreground. Thus, natural advantages of point
clouds are that they represent the measured environment very precisely - within the inaccuracy
of the respective sensor. The data is thus not further discretized and represented in floating point
accuracy. Furthermore, additional points can be added easily, since there is no more complex
data structure to organize. However, in their raw form they are useless for planning approaches
since they only implicitly represent the free and unknown space and again a data structure,
for example, a tree, would be necessary to efficiently distinguish whether a query point with a
certain expansion collides with the map model.

Apart from organized point clouds given by a matrix structure where the two index dimen-
sions are given, e.g., by the constant angle offsets in phi and theta in spherical coordinates,
unorganized point clouds do not follow any structure that imposes a useful topology, e.g., for
neighborhood retrieval.
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Individual scans may be organized and invalid or filtered points are set to NaN (Not a
Number). As soon as these point clouds of the individual 3D scans are combined, the organized
structure is lost. However, the organized structure of single scans can be very important to detect
features as fast as possible using the given neighborhoods, see e.g. [122]. Mostly organized point
clouds are used in the context of RGB-D images but also for laser scans they make sense as it
will be described later in chapter Section 3.3.

Topological maps are to be classified on a different level of abstraction, these are much more
abstract than metric maps and must first be derived from spatial information, e.g., via feature
points, landmarks, or external knowledge.

They occur in the broadest sense in many scan matching and SLAM approaches. Often
feature points are computed in the 3D and these are retrieved in later observations and thus the
position is related and determined. The field of pose-graph optimization and waypoint planning,
or linking to more abstract semantic information, i.e., information that is no longer directly tied
to the metric, can also be counted to the field of topological maps.

Rooms in a building can, for example, be topologically connected to each other via the
corridor and thus generally represent the accessibility of a room via a graph. Even if a door
to a room is closed, the general accessibility of this room can be represented by an edge in the
graph between two nodes representing, for example, the entry points to the respective room.
As can be seen in the table, geometric information is generally not provided, nor is occupancy
information unless modeled separately, which is obviously an exclusionary argument when using
this map representation for path planning on a metric scale.

2D occupancy maps are easy to implement and can usually represent indoor environments
well enough to enable autonomous robot navigation including path planning. Obstacles can
also be considered probabilistically. These maps are currently the most widely used in the
world. They allow to determine in constant time whether a certain cell is associated with
free, occupied or unknown. This enables efficient path planning and obstacle avoidance in a
2D environment. Also, these maps support efficient localization techniques, such as Adaptive
Monte Carlo Localization (AMCL), as will be briefly described later in Section 3.1. Indoors,
additional 3D obstacles perceived, for example using a RGB-D camera, are often projected onto
the 2D map to take them into account in global and local path planning and navigation in
general. Probably the most widespread and used implementation is costmap 2d. This has been
widely used for more than a decade, as it is the main component of the ROS navigation stack,
as described later in Section 5.2.1. Today it is a component in many applications in research,
hobby context, but also in applications of robots in production bound and warehouses.

However, 2D Occupancy Grid Maps are not suitable for use in outdoor environments, since
elevation information cannot be represented. Thus, no elevations, let alone multiple levels, such
as tunnels, can be displayed.

Going one step further, 2.5D elevation maps allow for the accurate representation of elevation
and models have been developed to probabilistically predict or determine elevation even for
unknown and fuzzy areas.

They bring all the strengths and advantages of normal 2D occupancy grid maps and can
represent a simple geometric surface within the resolution range of the map. However, it is still
not possible to represent multiple layers and like the other spatial representations previously
mentioned, the respective resolution level opens up a discretization error that can be seen as
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a trade-off for fast access times and manageability. The use of these map representations is
currently experiencing an upswing, as they are considered to be the obvious next step in the
development of 2D Occupancy Grid Maps for planning in outdoor environments as a suitable
representation for many applications. The GridMap Library also provides a software library on
which many applications and navigation approaches are already based, as referenced above by
way of example.

When it comes to the processing of 3D PCD, voxel grids are often used. They are the 3D
analog to 2D occupancy grid maps. They are often used for the reduction of point clouds and
when the input space is manageable, i.e., when the AABB is not too large, because this map
representation consumes a lot of memory. Otherwise, the simplicity of this data structure is
also an advantage. This structure is not intended for dynamic expansion, otherwise a new voxel
grid with the new size must be created and the data must be copied from the old grid to the
new grid. A big advantage of this data structure is the constant access or query time whether
a cell is occupied, free or unknown. This full 3D data structure also does not represent 3D
geometric surface information. From this representation, a geometric surface would have to be
reconstructed, as is done, for example, with the methods described in Section 3.4.1.

With 3D occupancy trees, e.g., octrees, R-trees, and the SkiMap, we describe intelligent
tree data structures that handle the previously described storage problem of simple voxel grids.
Only occupied data is explicitly stored and managed in the tree structure. Thus, it can be
efficiently queried, in logarithmic time, whether a given cell is associated with occupied, free, or
unknown. Of course, this compromise comes at the expense of the access time for a particular
cell. However, the logarithmic access time is much better than the static expansion of the voxel
grid representation, which also takes a long time and requires memory, so in most cases where
the dimensions of the full environment are not known, a tree structure, such as an octree, is
of advantage. In the cloud, where, for example, a huge amount of point clouds have to be
processed, managed and provisioned, such data structures are a good choice [71].

In contrast to the 2.5D height maps, 3D Occupancy Maps also discretize in height, i.e., in the
z-axis, so that a surface would have to be defined first in order to plan on a surface. However,
there are planners that do not plan on surfaces but in free or drivable space, e.g., for UAVs, or
Unmanned Underwater Vehicles (UUVs). 3D occupancy maps can be used to generate multiple
2D navigational map layers depending on the robot’s geometry and to allow safe navigation in
environments to avoid additional obstacles which can be seen with a horizontally aligned 2D laser
scanner [124]. Furthermore, 3D occupancy maps are used for grasping and are also integrated
in the well known MoveIt3 bundle in ROS [43]. 3D occupancy maps have successfully used for
6-DoF (Degrees of Freedom) localization for a mobile robot in urban environments [291]. Addi-
tionally, 3D occupancy maps are used and assembled together with semantic information [17].
There are also sample-based motion planning approaches that coordinate, for example, the loco-
motion of legged robots in a 24-dimensional space using a hybrid environment model, in which
fine 2D elevation map is derived from an octree environment model while integrating semantic
information [10].

Surfel maps and especially multi-resolution surfel maps have been further developed in the
last years. Efficient loop closing approaches and derived surface reconstruction methods have
been proposed. Additionally, there are MRS based approaches that are more specialized in high
3 moveit.ros.org
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accuracy pose tracking and mapping. However, with respect to robot navigation for wheeled
UGVs these maps are no suitable and a navigational map, e.g., as 2D or 2.5D grid map, has to
be derived and constructed from a corresponding MRS map [261] defining the 2D trafficability
as described above.

For this reason, the main drawback of MRS maps, as well as all other voxel-based maps
when considered as a stand-alone module, is the discrete nature of the representation. Today,
MRS are also used for efficient real-time reconstruction of surfaces and successfully compete
with SDFs as described in detail in Section 3.4.2.

As described by Oleynikova et al, [214], surfel representations can take advantage of SLAM
techniques developed for sparse, keypoint-based maps and are better suited for distorting ge-
ometries, such as when loop closures occur. Using SDF and MRS methods, high accuracy for
state estimation can be achieved, which then leads to accurate environmental models [214, 289].

In 2D, a continuous surface is naturally given, here only the metric is discrete, so that accu-
rate paths can be computed with suitable path planning algorithms and, if necessary, smoothing
algorithms. If the height gradations are not discretized, continuous surfaces can also be modeled
on a regular grid, i.e., by means of 2.5D maps. Then this structure resembles a regular mesh,
which of course can, in this sense, only represent a single plane of the world, and not several
planes on top of each other, let alone vertical structures.

Compared to a regular 2.5D grid, a mesh offers arbitrarily many choices of supporting surface
points, i.e., vertices. This makes it possible, for example, to represent fine structures with many
vertices, while large planar surfaces can be modeled with few faces, for example. [262]. Of
course, this also involves a high degree of complexity when reconstructing these meshes. If
you look at the presented remapping representations separately from each other, they all have
their advantages and disadvantages with respect to special applications. However, these data
structures can also be linked. Today, for example, meshes are often calculated from SDF or
MRS maps and there are approaches that do this in real time for RGB-D data as well as for
laser scan data.

Ultimately, path planning results can better represent paths in a real-world complex outdoor
environment if the map representation is as continuous as possible. In particular, this means
that the more continuous the surface representations, the more the length of the planned path
corresponds to the path length in the real world. This in turn means that more discrete en-
vironment representations represent the environment more inaccurately, leading to larger path
length discrepancies in Euclidean space, as described later in this paper. Due to that, we will
deal specifically with path planning on triangular meshes in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7. The
linear access time to certain nodes, faces, or edges of a mesh can be overcome, for example, by
using a k-d tree to determine, e.g., the start and end face on the mesh in logarithmic time.

Furthermore, the complexity of these models and especially of the surface reconstruction,
which has been mentioned several times before, has become manageable in the meantime and
can be solved with state-of-the-art technology. Today, there are more approaches in the field
of surface reconstruction, also advanced by developments in the areas of AR and VR. For
navigation in free space, for example, for UAVs, meshes as a detached structure are not suitable,
because they represent precise surfaces, but not very efficiently the free space. Given the current
state of knowledge, only hybrid solutions solve the problem of autonomous robotic navigation,
mapping, and exploration in a holistic manner. Such hybrid solutions will be briefly discussed
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in Section 3.4.2. There are, for example, MRS-based real-time RGB-D SLAM and surface
reconstruction methods which also perform loop-closure.

Next, we investigate the most relevant localization and mapping techniques as a prerequisite
for path and motion planning and navigation control in operation on real wheeled robots and
for building large outdoor maps and to localize within these maps.
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Map Representations Pro Contra

Point Cloud • No discretization of data
• Mapped area not limited

• Unbounded memory usage
• No free or unknown information
• No topological information

Topological Maps • topological abstraction
• object relational information

• No geometric information at all
• No free or unknown information

2D Occupancy Grid Maps • Simple metric data structure
• Probabilistic occupancy
• Constant access time

• No elevation information
• No 3D and multiple levels
• Discretization errors

2.5D Elevation Maps • Constant access time
• Simple data structure
• Relatively memory efficient
• Probabilistic height estimation
• Implicit geometric surface

• No 3D and multiple levels
• Discretization errors

3D Voxel Grids • Full 3D model
• Constant access time
• Probabilistic update

• Expensive memory requirement
• Expensive extent of the map
• Discretization errors
• No geometric surface

3D Occupancy Tress
(Octrees, R-Trees, SkiMap)

• Full 3D model
• Probabilistic occupancy
• implicit multi-resolution
• Memory efficient
• Logarithmic access time

• Discretization errors
• No geometric surface

Multi-Resolution
Surfel Map

• Full 3D model
• Probabilistic occupancy
• Implicit multi-resolution
• Memory efficient
• Implicit surface information

• Discretization errors
• No geometric surface

Signed Distance Fields • Full 3D model
• Probabilistic occupancy
• Implicit multi-resolution
• Implicit surface information
• Fast GPU implementation

• Discretization errors
• No geometric surface

3D Triangle Mesh • Full 3D model, multiple levels
• Continuous geometric surface
• Efficient surface traversal
• Reduction of planar areas
• No strict discretization

• No free or unknown space
• Expensive extent of the map
• Linear query complexity

Table 2.1: Comparison of Map Representations with their Advantages and Disadvantages
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Chapter 3

Localization & Mapping

For map-based autonomous navigation of mobile robots, localization and mapping usually need
to be considered as well. In this chapter state-of-the-art localization and mapping approaches are
shortly described. Particular attention is paid to the methods used in the dissertation projects.
The basics of robot localization and pose tracking are presented and reviewed in Section 3.1, as a
basic understanding is necessary for path planning and motion control. Established localization
and pose tracking methods used in the context of robot navigation in Chapter 5 in 2D environ-
ments modeled by 2D occupancy grid maps are briefly described, since 2D and 2.5D occupancy
grid maps are the most commonly used representations. However, since this thesis does not
focus on localization, this chapter gives just a basic overview of used and related approaches
and methods.

More important and with respect to Chapter 6, and Chapter 7, the field of 3D mapping is
investigated in Section 3.2 and the developed pipeline to filter, align, and combine several high
resolution laser scans from outdoor scenes to one consistent point cloud is presented. Modern
laser scanning methods and techniques are presented from the software side and the recent
hardware trends are sketched. For the PhD project investigated in this thesis, several different
3D datasets of different real-world outdoor terrains were recorded and reconstructed. These
complete datasets are described in detail as presented later in Section 6.2. These datasets
provide and has been the basis for the development and testing of a new flexible and modular
3D navigation map, corresponding trafficability estimation methods, path planning, and motion
control methods. In order to create an adequate surface model from the aligned high-resolution
point clouds, we briefly present the state of the art in the field of surface reconstruction in
Section 3.4.1 and refer to the method used as part of the developed pipeline for creating datasets
that represent complex outdoor environments.

After that, online 3D SLAM approaches based on online laser scanners and SfM (Structure-
from-Motion) approaches are discussed in Section 3.3. We adapted the online 6-DoF SLAM
method LeGO-LOAM to localize a robot in a reconstructed environment. This is only briefly
described and is not a focus of the PhD project and the thesis, but is used to test the developed
navigation and path planning algorithms for navigation on reconstructed surfaces in a forest
with a stone quarry as a complex environment, as shown later in a video for demonstration.

As an outlook and to point out the feasibility, we give a short overview of existing online
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surface reconstruction methods. However, these will not be discussed further in depth and only
support the relevance of new research and applications for navigation on surfaces. Taking all
parts together, a complete system with localization, mapping, path and motion planning, and
exploration on meshes seems to be feasible and possible soon, since the partial solutions already
exist with the developed software for navigation and the described approaches for localization
and online surface reconstruction.

In addition, 3D laser scan drivers have been written or adapted to cover organized point
cloud structures with different dimensions in ROS. These enable rapid computation of point
normals and features in future work, likely enabling improvements to LOAM -like approaches
through faster processing and access times to organized point clouds available from the outset.
However, this is also not within the focus of the PhD project and thus also only briefly described.

3.1 Localization

Robot localization is one of the most fundamental components that an autonomous mobile robot
needs to be able to move around in its environment in the real world. Knowing where the robot is
at any given moment is one of the fundamentals of robotics. Knowing the robot’s own position
and orientation is essential for making decisions about future actions. Typically, the robot
localizes itself in a map of the environment that has been previously recorded or is currently
being recorded (SLAM). Sensors that can both sense the environment and track the robot’s own
motion, are the basis for successful localization of the robot in its own representation of the
environment. The localization problem is to estimate the pose of the robot in this environment
map based on the continuously incoming and processed sensor data. Localization methods must
be able to handle noisy sensor data and inaccuracies and must also be able to provide a degree
of uncertainty for position and orientation estimation. It can have disastrous consequences if
decisions are made under the assumption that the position estimates are perfect when they are
actually uncertain.

We describe basic approaches for robot localization when the map is already known and
has been built beforehand. 3D SLAM approaches are shortly described in Section 3.3. Robot
localization based on external knowledge, e.g., by using GPS (Global Positioning System), or a
calibrated camera tracking system which is fixed in the robot’s environment, is not discussed in
the following.

A mobile robot equipped with sensors to measure its own movement can compute an estimate
of its pose relative to the previous one. To do this, a mathematical model of the motion must be
known and it must be possible to calculate it online. The computation model of the locomotion in
relation to the previous pose is called odometry or dead reckoning. The robot’s pose estimates
obtained from the odomerty become more and more unreliable and globally seen more and
more inaccurate, because the errors of the estimate accumulate the more the robot moves in
its environment. These accumulated errors of the odometry estimation can be corrected by
estimating the robot’s position in the environment map additionally. To continuously estimate
the position in the map, the exteroceptive and spatial sensor data and / or derived information
are continuously correlated with the information in the environment map.

The robot localization problem depends on the map representation and the sensors that
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are used to perceive the environment. The two classical map representations, grid-based or
topological, described in depth in Chapter 2, can be used with different mathematical methods
to solve the localization problem. Using landmarks or features that exist in the environment,
the robotic system can compute the distance to these features relative to the robot pose and
thus estimate its pose relatively to the landmarks if the landmarks from the map can be found
or retrieved from the sensor data or vice versa. For grid maps that model the occupied and free
regions of the environment, usually localization models are based on measuring the distance to
the closest occupied cells.

In 2D maps, there are three DoFs for the localization pose, namely x, y, and ϑ as orientation
angle around the z-axis, with respect to the a right-hand coordinate system, as it is used in ROS.
For the pose to be estimated successfully, usually a sensor model and motion model are defined
mathematically. The sensor model describes the relation between the incoming sensor readings
and the current robot pose, whereas the motion model describes the change in position and
orientation given the angular and linear velocity. Both models should usually have a common
coordinate system at the end. For differential drive motion models the origin (x, y, ϑ) is often
centered in the robot’s base to which all wheels are mounted.

In the following we take a deeper look into the wheel odometry calculation for differential
drive kinematics as one of the most important and established pose tracking approaches evolved
in robotics. Further, we investigate the Kalman filter to fuse uncertain information, as an
important probabilistic approach.

3.1.1 Odometry

Odometry measures robot motion in real-time to estimate the robot pose in a global coordinate
frame. In particular, we discuss the odometry of differential drive kinematics, as it is also used
in for the robots in the 2D navigation experiments. Beside this vehicle motion model there
are several others for different wheel configurations, e.g., lateral, bicycle, synchronous drive,
tricycle, omni directional, etc. Incremental encoders are used to determine the rotational state
of the wheels and thereby how it is approximately moved. By measuring the wheel rotations,
the change in position can be estimated as follows:

Using the radian measure, the relations in equation 3.1 can be stated with respect to Fig-
ure 3.1. It sketches an incremental movement elapsed in a very short time ∆t, namely the time
between two measurements of the wheel encoders. The line segments dl and dr can be seen as
the unrolled wheel contact arc to the ground for the left and the right wheel. In the following
we find an approximation of the new position (x′, y′, ϕ′) after the measured wheel increment.
Since the wheel radius rw is known, the arc lengths dl and dr can be computed from the wheel
encoder values which can be translated to the wheel rotation angles αl and αr in radians thus
dl = αlrw and dr = αrrw. This allows to track track the odometry by the wheel rotations.
Furthermore the velocity can be calculated as dc/∆t. Since a time increment between two con-
secutive measurements of the wheel encoders is usually in the order of several milliseconds, the
calculated velocity can be quite unstable with small inaccuracies within measured time or wheel
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Figure 3.1: Differential Drive Odometry Calculation

increments.

dr = rr ϑ dl = rl ϑ

dc = rc ϑ = dr + dl
2

(3.1)

Next, we can consider the position and orientation of the robot from the perspective of
the coordinate system originated in P before the incremental movement with (xp, yp) as stated
in equation 3.2 and after incremental movement with (x′p, y′p) as stated in equation 3.3.

xp = rc cos(ϕ+ π/2) = rc sinϕ
yp = rc sin(ϕ+ π/2) = −rc cosϕ

(3.2)

x′p = rc cos(ϕ+ π/2− ϑ) = rc sin(ϕ− ϑ) = rc(− cosϕ sinϑ+ cosϑ sinϕ)
y′p = rc sin(ϕ+ π/2− ϑ) = −rc cos(ϕ− ϑ) = −rc(cosϑ cosϕ+ sinϑ sinϕ)

(3.3)

Next, we can formulate the position increment (∆x,∆y), as stated in equation 3.4.

∆x = xp − x′p = rc(sinϕ+ cosϕ sinϑ− cosϑ sinϕ)
∆y = yp − y′p = rc(− cosϕ+ cosϑ cosϕ+ sinϑ sinϕ)

(3.4)
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For small increments with a small ϑ, we can approximate sin ϑ ≈ ϑ and cosϑ ≈ 1 to simplify
equation 3.4 to equation 3.5. This approximation is valid through a truncation of the Taylor
series as an approximation of the corresponding function. For a deviation of 7.5° the accuracy
is about 0.3% for sinϑ ≈ ϑ and 0.9% for cosϑ ≈ 1.

∆x = xp − x′p ≈ rc ϑ cosϕ = dc cosϕ
∆y = yp − y′p ≈ rc ϑ sinϕ = dc sinϕ

(3.5)

ϑ = dl − dr
L

(3.6)

Adding the position update (∆x,∆y) to the previous position and the angle update ϑ to the
previous orientation, the pose after the incremental movement can finally be approximated by
equation 3.7.

x′ ≈ x+ dc cosϕ
y′ ≈ y + dc sinϕ

ϕ′ ≈ ϕ+ dr − dl
L

(3.7)

Since the computed velocity can be quite unstable with small inaccuracies within the mea-
sured time or wheel increments, fusion using an EKF (Extended Kalman Filter) with other
sensor sources usually helps to improve pose tracking.

3.1.2 Extended Kalman Filter

A robust odometry is the basis for a good pose tracking especially in uneven terrain. These
days, sensor readings are combined with an EKF, as a nonlinear version of the Kalman filter.
Additional sensor information beside the wheel odometry, which has been investigated above,
are fused to an estimated pose.

An IMU can be used to improve the estimation of position and orientation. The IMU comes
up with measured accelerations in 3D and can be used for pose and velocity estimation of the
robot, as well or additionally. Integration of acceleration delivers a velocity. Assuming that
the sensors noise is normally distributed an EKF with the sensor’s standard deviation can fuse
and estimate the robot pose very well. The EKF has evolved to be the state of the art in the
nonlinear state estimation for robot navigation and other applications.

Kalman Filter

The Kalman filter is a very general and powerful approach to combine information under un-
certainty. It has been introduced in 1960 by Rudolf Emil Kálmán [169]. A mathematical model
must be added to the filter as a constraint, if the system is dynamic. Thus, dynamic relation-
ships between the system variables are taken into account. In this section the Kalman filter is
investigated following the explanations of Faragher [76]. An equation of motion can help improve
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the current position estimation and its change over time, i.e., the velocity, at the same time.
The filter helps to deal with uncertain information about the current system state, for example,
the position estimate and the corresponding velocity. In this example, the current system state
is denoted as ~xk = (~p,~v). In general, it could be any other measurement with uncertainty, or a
derived value, we want to keep track of. As discussed in the previous section, we might know
about the wheel revolutions and thus have a good guess where the robot might be. This way, if
the robot is moving in one direction and nothing is disturbing the robot, it is likely that it is still
moving in that direction. However, we do not know everything about the robot’s movement in
this approach, it could be that the wheels are slipping and spinning and that it does not move
as far as the simple approach described above approximates.

In our example we don’t know what the actual position and velocity are. If the velocity and
position are assumed to be Gaussian distributed, the Kalman filter can be used to evaluate a
combined guess of the current system state. At this point a multivariant Gaussian distribution
approximates the system state. A correlation of the system variables helps to get better results
estimating the current system state, for example correlating position and velocity. This relation-
ship adds new information to the system. This is important when a system has a high degree
of uncertainty. Each value in xk is normal distributed around the mean µ with a variance σ2.
Usually a correlation of the values in xk are given by a symmetric covariance matrix denoted as
Σ. A matrix element Σij describes the correlation between the ith and the jth state variable.

However, in the scope of the Kalman filter, the best estimate, i.e., the mean, at a discrete
time k, is denoted as x̂k, and the covariance matrix is denoted as Pk. A prediction of the state
at time step k − 1 for the state at the consecutive next incremental time step k helps to keep
track of the system. Every state estimate value is moved, i.e., transformed, to the next state
location in the multi dimensional space. The prediction step is stated as a prediction matrix Fk

In a simple case, for the position and velocity, this could be displayed as

x̂k =
(

1 ∆t
0 1

)
x̂k−1 = Fkxk−1 (3.8)

The covariance update is represented by Pk = FkPk−1F T
k . Furthermore, external influences

need to be taken into account. Effects from outside the system can affect the transitions. An
external influence could be an acceleration a to the system. The position and velocity are
updated by adding an integral part for the position 1/2a∆t2 to the position estimate pk and
an integral part for the velocity part a∆t to the velocity estimate resulting in the following
equation:

x̂k = Fkx̂k−1 +
(1

2∆t2

∆t

)
a (3.9)

= Fkx̂k−1 + Bkuk (3.10)

Bk is denoted as the control matrix and ~uk is denoted as the control vector. In systems
were there are no external influences or where these should not be modeled, the part Bkuk can
be omitted. To cover unknown influences, external uncertainties need to be taken into account.
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This will be covered by another covariance Qk, as the state at a time k − 1 could move to
a position inside the hyper space covered by Qk. This covers unknown influences as normal
distributed noise. The full formulation results in the following equation.

x̂k = Fkx̂k−1 + Bk~uk (3.11)
Pk = FkPk−1 + F T

k Qk (3.12)

In conclusion, the new state estimate x̂k is predicted with Fk using the previous state estimate
x̂k−1, and with a correction model Bk, i.e., the control matrix, taking the external influences
~uk into account. Farther, the uncertainty covered by Pk is predicted by Fk using the previous
uncertainty covered by Pk−1 and the additional Qk covering the supplementary external uncer-
tainty. Next, a refinement is applied based on sensor readings. The current state is transformed
into the sensor space with a matrix Hk.

The distribution for the prediction, which were transformed to the sensor space, is then
covered by the following equation:

( ~µ0,Σ0) = (Hkx̂k,HkPkH
T
k ) (3.13)

On the other hand, to model the sensor noise and the associated uncertainty about the true
measured state of the real world, another covariance Rk can be used together with a mean ~zk
representing the measured value. Consequently, this results in a second normal distribution
( ~µ1,Σ1) = (Rk,~zk).

In conclusion, now we have two Gaussian distributions, one covering the transformed pre-
diction as stated in equation 3.13, i.e., the predicted measurement, and one modeling the uncer-
tainty around the sensor readings. The multiplication of two normal distributions (µ0,Σ0) and
(µ1,Σ1) can be formulated with K = Σ0(Σ0 + Σ1)−1 which will be later the foundation for the
Kalman gain.

Now, the combination of the two normal distributions results in equation 3.15 and should
reduce the uncertainty, since more information is included to predict the system state update.

µ′ = ~µ0 + K(~µ1 − ~µ0) (3.14)
Σ′ = Σ0 −KΣ0 (3.15)

Next, the gain, known as the optimal Kalman gain can be calculated following equation 3.15,
thus the optimal Kalman gain results in equation 3.16 if following a Minimum Mean-Square Error
(MMSE) approach. Finally, the update step can be formulated as stated in equation 3.18.

K ′ = PkH
T
k (HkPkH

T
k + Rk)−1 (3.16)

x̂′k = x̂k + K ′(~zk −Hkx̂k) (3.17)
P ′k = Pk −K ′HkPk (3.18)

These distributions are multiplied to get the most likely state, i.e., the expected value of the
multivariate normal distribution superposition. This allows to model any linear system with
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uncertainties while combining all information of the system to calculate the most likely current
system state, following the linear system model.

Most real world systems are not linear. The EKF deals with this problem by linearizing
the predictions and the corresponding measurements around their mean value, for example by
using the first elements of the Taylor series expansions applied to the corresponding nonlinear
functions.

However, in uneven terrain the odometry delivers much worse results than in flat terrain,
since the wheel contact to the ground is not as continuous as in flat terrain. The combination
of the wheel odometry and an IMU using an EKF improves the position estimate significantly.
There are two well known EKF implementations to fuse different sensor- and odometry in-
formation for an accurate and combined odometry pose estimation of the current robot pose.
The robot pose ekf package implements a 2D/3D position estimate, while the orientation is
estimated in 3D if an IMU is used. It also supports visual odometry as input enabling 3D posi-
tion estimation. The robot localization package implements a generalized EKF and a UKF
(Unscented Kalman Filter) [303] for ROS, which has been introduced by Moore et al. [200].

The relative poses of the sensors are used to fuse the sensor data to one estimated robot pose.
For each sensor a coordinate frame is registered to tf (Transform Library) and configured in a
URDF (Unified Robot Description Format) file. tf manages their transformations and computes
the relative pose between two different sensor coordinate frames.

Beside pose tracking using a combined odometry, where the robot’s motion is estimated
by combining data from measured wheel rotations, IMUs acceleration, and optionally visual or
range sensors (ego motion), and other positional data, localization is often necessary to correct
the drift in position which is accumulated over time, as mentioned before. In the next section, we
briefly review particle filter localization, also known as MCL, as another important probabilistic
method.

3.1.3 Monte Carlo Localization

In many robot applications and localization strategies therein, an MCL is used: Monte Carlo
Localization (MCL) uses a particle filter to represent a distribution of probable states. A par-
ticle filter predicts a posterior probability density over the state space given the data already
collected [85]. A state is a hypothesis about where the robot is and how it is oriented. Al-
though originating in the 1960s, probabilistic robotics became popular in the mid-1990s. In
this context, localization was one of the early successful implementations of particle filters [296].
Furthermore, particle filters with a variable number of dimensions have been successfully used
in SLAM approaches.

In a 2D grid map, a particle can be a pose with the three degrees of freedom (x, y, ϑ). If at
the beginning it is not known where the robot is located, then this is also called the abduction
robot problem or global localization.

The localization algorithms starts with randomly scattered states in the configuration space,
in our 2D example, so with randomly sampled poses on the 2D map. In general, particle filters
are initialized at the beginning with a large number of particles randomly spread over the entire
state space. The particles thereby represent the distribution of probable states.

“Approached probabilistically, the localization problem is a density estimation problem,
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where a robot seeks to estimate a posterior distribution over the space of its poses conditioned
on the available data” [295].

New sensor information, for example, from a 2D or 3D laser scanner, comes in throughout.
As the robot moves in the environment, particles converge around a single location over time.

Let xt be the state of the Markov chain at time t which is dependent on the previous state
xt−1. In practice or implementation xt is a sample. Let ut be the control between the last
time and the current discrete time steps, more precisely in the time interval (t − 1, t). The
dynamics of the system are described by the motion model, also known as actuation model. It
is usually described by the conditional probability p(xt|ut, xt−1). Let zt be the measurement at
time t, thus the measurement or sensor model is given by p(zt|xt), meaning the probability of
the measurement zt given the state xt. According to some initial distribution p(x0), the initial
state x0 is distributed in the beginning. Let wt be the importance weighting which sums up
to one in the particle filter’s belief representation. According to Fox [85], the sample set St is
denoted as St = {〈x(i)

t , w
(i)
t 〉|i = 1, . . . , n} and belief is updated according to the following three

sampling procedures, which are also known as sequential importance sampling with resampling:

Resampling Sample a random element x(i)
t−1 from St−1 with replacement, i.e., an element of

the sample set St−1 can be selected more than once. The sample is chosen according to
the discrete distribution defined by the importance weights w(i)

t−1, . Note, this sample can
be considered as an instance of the belief Bel(xt).

Sampling The sample from the Resampling step, i.e., the belief instance x(i)
t−1 and the control

ut is used to sample x(j)
t using the motion model, thus the distribution p(xt|ut, xt−1) is

sampled. The elements x(j)
t represent the density given by the product of the motion model

and the belief for the previous time step, and as such represent the proposal distribution
used in the next step.

Importance sampling The sample x(j)
t is weighted using the measurement model p(zt|x(j)

t ),
i.e., the likelihood of the sample x(j)

t given the measurement zt.

During iteration over all elements in St, the importance weights w(i)
t are accumulated to

a normalization factor α, while executing all three sampling procedures in each iteration step.
After iteration, all importance weights w(i)

t for all i = 0, . . . n are divided by α so that they sum
to one.

When we apply particle filters in the context of robot localization, the state xt is the robot
pose at time t. In a 2D representation, this corresponds to (x, y, ϑ). The state transition
probability p(xt|xt−1, ut) describes how the robot pose changes using the control ut, i.e., the
motion model [85]. The control information can be, for example, the change of the position
using the incremental encoders. It can also be the estimated odometry or combined odometry,
i.e., the fusion of wheel odometry and IMU using the EKF. The measurement model p(zt|xt)
describes the probability of making the observation zt when the robot pose is xt. zt is usually
represented by 2D laser scans, sometimes camera images, or other environmental measurements
that correspond to the map.
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Particles are propagated according to the motion model taking control data as input. Each
particle is weighted: Based on the sensor model, the likelihood of the measured values at the
sample location can be calculated for each particle with respect to the real measured values. So,
for our example, the 2D map data, as well as other parameters, such as information about the
noise, are included in the calculation.

In [85, 87], Fox et al. describe AMCL as a simple and computationally efficient improvement
of MCL. AMCL converges faster than MCL as the number of samples is adapted online. The
number of samples become larger only if necessary. In a global localization of a robot, a large
number of samples are distributed over the entire map. Thus, at the beginning, the 3D state
space for x, y, ϑ is sampled uniformly, since the robot could be everywhere. As the robot moves
new sensor and motion information is used to compute the new belief represented by a set of
samples and weights, as described above. Sampling is stopped whenever the sum of weights
before normalization exceeds a certain threshold. If the pose tracking system, e.g., combined
odometry using a EKF, accurately estimates the current pose, i.e., the drift is small, then the
number of samples remains small. As the odometry drift increases, the number of samples
increases and AMCL corrects the robot pose estimated using EKF.

This provides the basis for localizing and navigating in a given 2D map, as was necessary
for the experiments and during the development of the navigation framework Move Base Flex,
which is described in Chapter 5. In the course of that chapter, the developed ROS components
for pose tracking and localization are briefly described. In the following, however, we address
3D mapping and approaches to 3D localization, which serve as the basis for the datasets for the
mesh navigation approaches in developed Chapter 6.

3.2 3D Mapping

With the development of modern 3D laser scanners, opportunities arose to create large-scale 3D
environment maps. 3D laser scanners are often divided into continuous online laser scanners,
those that produce sparse real-time laser scans, and terrestrial laser scanners, which make single,
often very high-resolution scans.

In the case of terrestrial laser scanners, which are usually stationary, e.g., in use on a tripod,
the acquisition time can last several minutes, depending on the resolution level. Several years
ago, slowly tilting 2D laser scanners [211–213] and later rotating 2D laser scanners were used to
create 3D models of the environment. In 2016, as described in [231], we used a robot equipped
with a rotating laser scanner to create 3D point clouds, which were subsequently used for outdoor
robot navigation.

The principle of most modern 3D laser scanners does not differ from these initial methods.
A scan head also rotates around the z-axis in most non solid state 3D laser scanners. Often
a movable mirror is used inside the scanner, which has one DoF in the pitch angle to allow a
precise deflection in the z-axis with only one laser.

Many online laser scanners, e.g., from the companies like Velodyne Lidar, or Ouster, use a
series of lasers that have fixed tilt angles with respect to a deflection in the z-axis, with the
laser head then rotating around the z-axis, i.e., around the yaw angle. The horizontal resolution
around the 360 degrees depends on the rotation speed. The laser’s insensitivity to ambient light,
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optical structures in the scene and the immense measuring ranges are a major advantage of laser
scanners used for localization. Of course, certain materials, such as glass, can lead to distortions
and measurement errors. Today, laser scanners are so small and lightweight that they can be
handheld and carried or even installed on a drone. The development of autonomous self-driving
cars has also changed the laser technology industry, bringing more online laser scanners and now
new solid state laser scanners to the market.

The process of laser scanning is also called lidar. A directed laser beam is reflected when it
hits an orbital plane and then measured by a sensor in the same device. The time difference or
changes in the wavelength of the emitted light can then be used to draw conclusions or make
calculations about the distance at which the light was reflected by one or more structures, in
order to build a 3D model of the environment or an object through the further degrees of freedom
over time. Originally, the term lidar was the combination of light and radar (a portmanteau).
Many times, one also reads the meaning “Light Detection and Ranging” or also “Laser Imaging,
Detection, and Ranging”. Independent of the distances measured, laser scanners provide high
frequency range measurements with small and relatively constant errors.

The availability of these 3D laser scanners that generate 3D point clouds has been accompa-
nied by new research and software development for processing these point clouds. PCL (Point
Cloud Library)1 [253, 254], for example, is a library for processing point clouds that was de-
veloped around 2008 and is still widely used in robotics today. In addition there is the library
Open3D2, presented in 2018 by Zhou et al. [326], which has additional other features and a
python interface for rapid prototyping.

In the course of the libraries, known and new methods for processing point clouds were
developed. In addition, there has been and continues to be research to, for example, learn or infer
semantic information [110, 211, 256], and to create hybrid semantic and surface maps [194, 255]
of interior spaces. In our work [59], for example, we used semantic information in navigation
planning by incorporating 3D interior surface maps reconstructed from 3D point clouds sliced
and projected to 2D grid maps.

One of the basics for building globally consistent maps is scan matching. We later use scan
matching based on ICP (Iterative Closest Point) and a pose graph optimization in Section 6.2
to construct globally consistent outdoor surface maps and datasets.

3.2.1 Scan Matching

When an agent moves through an environment, it can only perceive a snapshot of its current
surroundings. If the agent moves a little further, it takes a different perspective on the same
previously perceived structures or objects. At its core, this principle corresponds to localization
using landmarks, which can be simplified and generalized in scan matching as, for example, 2D
or 3D environmental structures or, in the simplest case, 2D or 3D point measurements. The
different viewpoints of the robot can be aligned with each other to obtain larger map fragments
and later a global map. As a by-product, this results in the position of the measurement in
relation to the position of the previous measurement. Regarding laser scans, and especially 3D
scans or point clouds, this alignment is known as scan matching or point cloud registration.

In recent years, mapping and scan-alignment techniques have been significantly improved and
1 pointclouds.org 2 open3d.org
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new approaches have been presented. Especially in mobile robotics, the availability of distance
sensors that can quickly capture an entire 3D scene is responsible for the fact that research and
algorithms in this area have improved dramatically. Although high-precision IMUs are used for
pose estimation or combined odometry fused with wheel odometry using an EKF as described
before, the accuracy is not sufficient in many cases. The integration of small incremental motion
estimates lead to an error accumulation, a so called drift, over time. To reduce the drift in the
mapping process, techniques like loop closure are commonly used to post-process and improve
the alignment positions.

Also with GPS or other Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSSs), and even with ad-
vanced RTK (Real Time Kinematics) systems the position estimates are not accurate enough
for a globally consistent map, not to mention the estimation of orientation. But, of course
GNSSs and RTK systems can be used additionally within a setup for scan matching. GPS, as
map independent and global localization method, or RTK systems are often used as input for
the initial pose estimate of recorded scans in a fixed global coordinate system. However, scan
matching techniques can be used to compute relative transformation between overlapping point
clouds or scans with high accuracy. One of the most famous methods to perform scan matching
is ICP.

3.2.2 Iterative Closest Point

ICP (Iterative Closest Point) was originally used for scan matching in the early 1990s, and
variants of it have been developed much further in recent decades. Segal et al. [266] mention
Besl and McKay [13] as the most often cited analysis, whereas Chen and Medioni [42] considered
the more specific problem of aligning range images. ICP-based methods are usually very easy to
implement and are relatively fast at optimizing the transformation by using k-d trees. Problems
often occur with some assumptions of the ICP algorithm, which are usually not met. The first
assumption is that the two parts, i.e., the two point clouds, completely overlap and the second
theoretical requirement is that the points come from a known surface and not from a measured
one. However, the scans taken from different locations only partially overlap. Furthermore,
the measured noisy points, which have different point densities, cannot be aligned perfectly. As
described by Chen and Medioni [42], the plane problem can be relatively well solved by point-to-
plane correspondences, thus the iterative transformations are calculated along the point normals
to model the surface more precisely. Usually the assumption of complete overlap is sufficiently
circumvented by a maximum distance threshold for finding the correspondences.

Referring to the work of Segal et al. [266], the standard ICP algorithm can be formalized as in
Algorithm 3.1. A target point cloud Pt, a source point cloud Ps, and an initial transformation Ti
are given as inputs. The algorithm tries to optimize the transformation Ti so that Ps is aligned
with Pt. The initial transformation Ti is usually a guess transformation or the 4× 4 identity I4.
The output is the transformation result calculated iteratively, by minimizing a certain distance
term. In the default case the squared distances of the closest points are minimized. There
are different methods to find point correspondences, which usually require a fast neighborhood
lookup by using k-d trees as k-dimensional tree structure partitioning points in a k-dimensional
space.

Standard ICP works as follows: 1.) Correspondences are found between the source point
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cloud Ps and the target point cloud Pt, and 2.) A transformation T is computed that minimizes
the distances between the corresponding points. These steps are repeated until a certain conver-
gence criterion is reached. Since there is generally no complete overlap between the two scans,
for example because they were taken from different viewpoints, a maximum correspondence dis-
tance dmax must be used. This prevents, or at least reduces, correspondences being defined for
points from areas that do not overlap.

input : Pt = {ai} – target point cloud
Ps = {bi} – source point cloud
T0 – initial transformation

output: T – result transformation, which aligns Ps with Pt
1 begin
2 T ← T0 // initialize transformation
3 while not converged do
4 for i← 1 to |Ps| do
5 mi ← FindClosestPointInPt(T · bi) // find correspondence
6 if ||mi − T · bi||2 ≤ dmax then wi ← 1 // close enough?
7 else wi ← 0

8 T ← argT min
(∑|Ps|

i wi||T · bi −mi||2
)

// compute transformation

Algorithm 3.1: ICP (Iterative Closest Point)

Point to Point Point-to-point correspondences, as in the standard ICP (Algorithm 3.1), often
lead to poor results in terms of point cloud alignment, especially in partially obscured areas. The
algorithm minimizes the distances between the corresponding points, resulting in local minima
and not necessarily global minima. A good initial transformation can help to find the global
minima. The maximum distance threshold dmax may cause some points to have no corresponding
point in the other point cloud. The dmax threshold is a compromise between convergence and
accuracy. There are several approaches that try to find better point-to-point matches than the
closest one. A modified ICP method, namely point-to-plane tries to improve the standard.

Point to Plane The point-to-plane optimization considers implicit surfaces given by point
normals. This method was first introduced by Chen and Medioni [42], as mentioned in [266].
It usually provides more robust and accurate results when the point cloud contains surface
structures as encountered in many real-world environments. In point-to-plane ICP, the length
of the difference vectors T ·bi−mi, which is projected onto the normals ηi, is minimized. The dot
product of two vectors ~a ·~b = aba results in a projection where ba is the signed length portion of b
in direction a. The projection on the normals corresponds to the perpendicular on the tangents
as sketched in Figure 3.2. The transformation matrix is then computed by minimization as
stated in equation 3.19. A LLS (Linear Least Squares) optimization using SVD (Singular Value
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Figure 3.2: 2D Sketch of Point-to-Plane ICP:
The red curve at the top reflects the target cloud
with the example points s1, s2 and s3, with the ar-
rows and dashed lines indicating the correspond-
ing point normals and tangents. The points t1, t2
and t3 on the green bottom curve represent the
nearest points to s1, s2 and s3, while the dotted
lines represent the perpendicular to the tangents,
which length will be minimized.

s1

s2

s3

t1

t2

t3

Decomposition) for point-to-plane ICP surface registration was introduced by Low [187].

T ← argT min

 |Ps|∑
i

wi|| ηi · (T · bi −mi) ||2
 (3.19)

3.2.3 Global Consistence Map

We investigated the ICP algorithm which computes accurate relative transformations in order
to optimize the relative alignment of two scan pairs. Combining the relative transformations
by multiplying these transformations, can lead to a global map. However, this map probably
will have inconsistencies depending on its size and the amount of scans used. As the alignments
are not perfect and still have small errors, these alignments lead to error accumulations which
again lead to noticeable inconsistencies in the 3D map. This problem can be solved for example
using a pose graph optimization efficiently minimizing the global error in a map with several
loop closures. Modern pose graph approaches [46, 165] can optimize the global scan poses while
closing loops by minimizing gaps and the overall alignment error.

This will be investigated the pose graph implementation details in Section 6.1.3 as basis
of a 3D surface mesh mapping pipeline described in Section 6.1. This pipeline was used to
efficiently generate 3D real-world datasets which are presented in Section 6.2. The presented
pipeline can filter single scans, compute vertex normals, downsample, combine several aligned
scan with their optimized poses, and finally reconstruct the PCD to a mesh surface. Therefore,
we compare methods for surface- and online reconstruction, select appropriate methods, and
discuss modern RGB-D online surface mapping approaches that can be used, for example, in
future work for online SLAM methods in combination with autonomous path planning and
navigation in a 3D environment. However, in the PhD project we consider static surface mesh
maps only as we focus on navigation control and path planning. The static mesh maps consider
complex outdoor terrain to develop, test, and compare path planning methods running on a 3D
mesh representation.

Now that we have considered localization and mapping separately, we can consider the prob-
lem of SLAM in the following. In addition, we discuss new mapping possibilities for complex
outdoor environments via lidar odometry, which have also been made possible by the availability
of new online laser scanners. Furthermore, based on consistently registered global point clouds,
3D meshes can be reconstructed. To this end, we review the state of the art for surface recon-
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struction. In next section, modern laser-based SLAM approaches are described, as they are used
later for robot pose tracking on the generated 3D mesh maps.

3.3 Simultaneous Localization and Mapping

Assuming the starting position and the estimated motion transitions between the locations are
known and available for computation, pose tracking can be performed by using a combined
odometry, as discussed above in Section 3.1.1.

However, exteroceptive sensors can result in much better pose estimations and path planning
requires a map. Environment maps are beneficial for many applications, e.g., for goal-oriented
planning, and acting, as well as to optimize tasks within this environment, and to derive or infer
knowledge. In many cases, recording, building, and updating these maps is challenging as briefly
discussed in Section 3.4.2 with respect to surface reconstruction. Localizing in already known
map fragments is important to add and update new information. Further, adding and updating
this information to the map is important to localize the robot in its environment. Localization
and mapping are often interdependently connected with each other. This interdependence is
known as the SLAM problem.

The registration of consecutive scans or point clouds, collected using ICP in a stop-and-go
scheme, helps to estimate the robot’s pose or to correct the odometry pose estimate. For this
reason, it can also be seen as SLAM, as the robot’s localization improves as a newly captured
map fragment is aligned.

On the other hand there are feature-based matching methods, which are usually faster to
compute. Point Feature Histograms (PFH) and Viewpoint Feature Histogram (VFH) [257] have
been proposed for extracting such feature from point clouds using simple and efficient techniques,
as mentioned in [274]. In [182] a general-purpose feature-extraction method based on Kanade-
Tomasi corner detector is presented. Furthermore, a fast and robust feature-extraction method
based on line and plane features for sparse point clouds is presented in [267]

In outdoor robotics SLAM becomes more and more important, especially if GPS, or more
generally GNSS, is not available. The SLAM approaches highly depend on the desired map
representation as already indicated in Chapter 2. Typically, the term SLAM is used more for
online- mapping approaches and the classification is made in terms of the underlying estimation
technique and map representation, while offline methods are more likely to be classified in the
domain of scan matching, so that the previously mentioned stop-and-go scheme can be seen
between SLAM and scan matching. Moreover, SLAM requires scan matching techniques as a
sub routine, thus the fields of scan matching and SLAM overlap, as they are included in this
chapter.

As Choi et al. [44] pointed out, probabilistic approaches, such as EKF, particle filter and
exception maximization are prominent, because they can deal with the system uncertainties and
in the area of map representations or environment models, feature, grid and topological maps
are widely used depending on the environment structure.

A huge number of papers describe approaches of SLAM. The history of probabilistic SLAM
starts somewhere around 1988. A few historical papers has been published by Smith, Self and
Cheesman [279]. They started to describe relationships between landmarks, and manipulating
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geometric uncertainty as it is described in History of the SLAM Problem in [67]. Most of the early
published approaches were based on Kalman filters, particle filters or use maximum likelihood
techniques. Beside the stop-and-go SLAM approach, as described above and by Nüchter et
al. [213], there are online and real-time capable methods working within 3D to perform SLAM.

Due to online-capable 3D laser scanners, other special registration methods can help to keep
track of the robot’s pose while it is moving. Collecting the map fragments which are aligned to
each other results in a continuous mapping. A general pose in 3D has 6DoF, namely x, y and z
– the position given in Cartesian coordinates – and roll, pitch and yaw – the orientation given
as Euler angles.

In 2014, Zhan et al. [323] present a real-time method for odometry and mapping using range
measurements from a 2-axis laser scanner moving in 6-DoF which is called LOAM. As the scans
are received at different times and the 3D online data is sparse, the problem of building a
consistent map is difficult. In the last decade with the development of new online capable laser
scanners, new approaches for online SLAM 6-DoF have been presented. Before that time, batch
methods with stationary 3D or rotating 2D scanners have widely been used and are still used
in order to record static high resolution environmental scans.

Zhan et al. divide the SLAM problem into two parts: First, laser odometry by estimating
the velocity of the scanner running at a high frequency. Second, point cloud registration running
at a lower frequency of an order of magnitude lower, for a fine matching of the map fragments.
In both parts feature points are extracted and correspondences are computed. Selected feature
points represent sharp edges and planar surface patches [323].

The LOAM approach of Zhan et al. is briefly described according to [323]. The feature
points are computed using the smoothness function from equation 3.20. A laser sweep k is
defined as a complete scan, for example a 360° scan with a number of vertical scan lines. k ∈ Z+

indicates the sweep index, i.e., the consecutive scan number. Since the measured distances are
recorded at different times while the laser scanner rotates the vertical lasers, all points have
to be projected to the end time of the sweep. Let Pk ⊂ R3 be the projected set of points
from one laser sweep, for example from a Velodyne Puck3 with 16 vertical arranged lasers. Let
i ∈ Pk be a measured point and let S ⊂ R3 be the set of consecutive measured points around
i. Since points are measured clock wise or counter clock wise, S contains half of its points on
each side of i with fixed angle increments. Let XL

k,i be the coordinates of a point i ∈ Pk in
the laser coordinate system L in R3 originated and centered in the laser scanner, and let XW

k,i

the coordinates of the same point i in the world coordinate system W . In the initial position
of the laser scanner, L equals W and is originated in the world coordinate system, thus the
corresponding transformation from W to L is the identity at the beginning.

c = 1
|S| · ||XL

k,i||
||

∑
j∈S,j 6=i

(XL
k,i −XL

k,j)|| (3.20)

The challenge is to compute the egomotion of the laser scanner during each sweep k, and
finally build a map using the projected points Pk. After ordering the points in Pk by the c value
from equation 3.20 and applying a thresholding, the resulting points can be associated with edge
structures and planar patches. To distribute the feature points evenly in the environment, the
3 https://velodynelidar.com/products/puck/
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area is evenly divided into subregions, each contains maximally two edge and four planar points.
Generally, edge feature points and planar feature points are extracted if the corresponding c
value is lager or smaller than a threshold. Starting from the maximum c value, points are
selected as edge feature points, and starting from the minimum c value points are selected as
minimum feature points [323].

Unreliable feature points are sorted out: Points with selected surrounding points and local
planar surface points – where the represented surface is parallel within an epsilon with respect
to the laser beam – are not selected. Furthermore, points lying on the boundary of occluded
regions are avoided, as described in detail in [182].

Next, the feature correspondences to the next point cloud Pk+1 have to be found. The points
in Pk are reprojected to the time stamp tk+1 and afterwards denoted as Pk. Assuming P̄k and
Pk+1 are available, both clouds are used to estimate the ego motion.

Let Ek+1 be the edge feature points and Hk+1 be the planar feature points selected in Pk+1.
During the sweep k + 1, the point cloud Pk+1 is filled and the 6-DoF odometry is recursively
estimated, where the feature points are reprojected to the beginning of the sweep by using the
currently estimated transformation.

For each sweep, the edge and planar feature points are reprojected to the beginning of the
sweep of k + 1 and denoted as Ẽk+1 and H̃k+1. At this stage the forward reprojected sweep k
denoted as P̄k, and the backwards reprojected feature points from the sweep k + 1 denoted as
Ẽk+1 and H̃k+1 represent point sets for a common time stamp. The points in P̄k are stored in
a k-d tree and the correspondences for Ẽk+1 and H̃k+1 can be found following the previously
described rules.

Shan and Englot [274] improved the LOAM approach by Zhan et al. [323] by optimizing
it for environments with ground planes. In their LeGO-LOAM approach they first filter out
noise by applying a point cloud segmentation and second, they extract planar and edge feature
points similar to the original LOAM approach by Zhan et al. [323]. Next, a two-step Levenberg-
Marquardt optimization method is used to estimate and compute the different components of the
6-DoFs transformation between the consecutive sweeps. Additionally, LeGO-LOAM transforms
the point cloud to a range image using the second derivative of the depth value to distinguish
between ground and other structures, plus it supports loop closure while LOAM does not.

In [274] LeGO-LOAM is evaluated with two UGVs compared with the original LOAM ap-
proach by Zhang et al. in large variable outdoor environments with trees, grass areas, staircases
and buildings on the Stevens campus and on a forested hiking trail, in which the elevation change
is about 19 m.

As such, capable of localizing accurately in a forest environment, it is used to localize our
robots with 6-DoFs in a 3D environment for the thesis project when it comes to path planning and
motion control in complex outdoor environments based on a mesh representation as described
in Chapter 6.

Therefore, we adapted the LeGO-LOAM approach to track the robot pose on the recon-
structed surface models of the environment. As before in the LeGO LOAM approach, the laser
odometry runs at a high frequency and estimates the speed of the scanner. However, the second
step differs; the point cloud registration, which runs at a lower frequency, was adapted to align
the small fraction of point clouds – composed by the ego-motion step – with the mesh. The
registration is done with a point-to-plane ICP using the mesh vertex normals for projection.
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In summary, the last 20 laser sweeps are combined in one cycle by the LeGO LOAM lidar
odometry and aligned to the existing map using the PCL ICP point-to-plane implementation.
This transformation determines the robot pose on the mesh surface with respect to the map
origin. However, the developed pose tracking approach – called LOaL4 for laser odometry and
localization – is not focus of the PhD project, thus we do not elaborate further here, nor do we
present any evaluations of this pose tracking method. Primarily, it was developed as a means to
an end, in order to bring path planning and motion control on mesh surfaces with real robots
to exemplary use in complex environments, such as in a forest.

Beside that, we extended the Velodyne ROS driver to support different point attributes and
cloud structures allowing for organized point clouds and additional attributes in the PCD. These
extensions and modifications were contributed to the official velodyne pointcloud ROS driver.
Organized point clouds allow an efficient extraction of neighboring points in the scan, since
the points are organized in a matrix structure where invalid or filtered points are set to NaN .
An organized point cloud structure corresponds to a range image, in which a matrix element
is similar to a pixel, but with different values. The organized cloud consists of point values
usually containing x, y, z, and additional per point attributes like the time stamp, the intensity,
or the deviation. The matrix dimensions are the two laser angles yar and pitch (in a right
hand coordinate system) or with respect to spherical coordinates ϕ and ϑ. By means of this,
neighboring points in the matrix point cloud structure, i.e., organized point clouds, with a fixed
angle offset, can be accessed directly and usually represent neighboring points in the real world,
which allows for fast operations like normal computation, as it is done for RGB-D point clouds.
The organized point cloud structure is beneficial for fast image-like operations, for example,
computing the second derivative of the depth value.

In the next chapter, the computation and reconstruction of geometric surfaces will be dis-
cussed. The static reconstruction of fixed point sets as well as newer online and real-time
reconstruction methods running in parallel to SLAM are discussed. Surface reconstruction and
the resulting datasets are foundations for the developed mesh navigation stack presented in
Chapter 6, as a main goal of the work is to develop and evaluate path and motion planning
algorithms for complex real-world environments.

3.4 Surface Reconstruction

Based on 3D point clouds, surfaces can now be reconstructed as 3D triangular meshes. To create
a mesh-based consistent 3D model of an environment, scanned, recorded, and registered 3D point
clouds are used as input data. This way the amount of data to represent the environment can be
reduced significantly, as planes can be represented with just a few triangles. Triangular meshes
can be efficiently rendered to display mapped scenes. Using textured triangular meshes is well
studied in the field of computer graphics and used in CAD, VR, AR, and computer games.
Moreover, surface reconstructed meshes are the basis in order to create datasets that represent
in particular the surfaces of the environment. Such mesh datasets, reconstructed from large
PCD, are used for robot navigation, and in particular path planning on surfaces in Chapter 6
and Chapter 7.
4 https://github.com/uos/loal
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First, we introduce some mathematical definitions with respect to a geometric surface ac-
cording to the literature. We formally introduce an understanding of a surface and related terms
which will also be used in the remainder of this thesis.

In Definition 3 an n-dimensional manifold is defined based on a topological space, see In-
troduction to Topological Manifolds [179] for a detailed description on topologies and manifolds.
One could define a manifold as a metric space, but a metric space contains additional other infor-
mation. Topological spaces build a more abstract foundation, thus metric spaces and manifolds
are specializations. In Definition 2 a topology is defined according to [179].

Definition 2 (Topological Space). (i) X and ∅ are elements of τ . (ii) τ is closed under
finite intersections: if U1, . . . , Un are elements of τ , then their intersection U1 ∩ · · · ∩ Un is an
element of τ . (iii) τ is closed under arbitrary unions: if (Uα)α∈A is any (finite or infinite)
family of elements of τ , then their union ∩α∈AUα is an element of τ . A topological space is then
defined by the pair (X, τ) consisting of a set X and a collection τ of subsets of X.

Definition 3 (Manifold). (i) A manifold is a topological space that locally resembles Euclidean
space. (ii) An n-dimensional manifold (n-manifold) is a topological space with the property that
each point has a neighborhood that is homeomorphic to the Euclidean space of dimension n.

In Definition 4 a geometric surface is defined in accordance to the definition by O’Neill given
in his book Elementary Differential Geometry [216]. Furthermore, the fundamental terms sur-
face, geometric surface, Gaussian curvature, geodesics, etc., which are important in the context
of the thesis, are described in [216] in mathematical depth.

Definition 4 (Geometric Surface). (i) A geometric surface is the same as a 2D manifold
with a metric tensor, i.e., a 2D Riemannian manifold. (ii) A differentiable manifold of arbitrary
dimension with a metric tensor is called a Riemannian manifold. (iii) A metric tensor or
Riemannian metric defines a dot product in the tangent space of each point of the manifold.

Thus, lengths of vectors and angles between vectors, and lengths of curves and distances
between points are defined on the manifold [216]. Hoppe et al. [123] defines a surface as a
compact connected and orientable 2D-manifold defined in R3 with or without boundary.

From now on the term surface refers to geometric surface and a 2D-manifold refers to a Rie-
mannian 2D-manifold. Thus, when using the term surface, it is used in a sense of a Riemannian
2D-manifold embedded in R2 or R3.

3.4.1 Reconstruction Algorithms

In practice, points representing surfaces of an object or a structure come from sources such as
medical images, laser range measurements, seismographic or radar measurements, from contact
probe digitizers, as well as from mathematical models such as implicit surfaces [5].

In robotics, it seems obvious to reconstruct the captured point clouds of the environment to
a reduced surface model which can be represented efficiently and optionally with textures.

Yet, surface reconstruction is much more complex than filling in occupancy grid maps with
PCD. Furthermore, updating these maps when structures or things in the environment change
is difficult to manage, and computationally expensive and an open topic in research. Proposals
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include online reconstruction methods using re-meshing techniques based on RGB-D data and
MRS maps, as explained next in Section 3.4.2.

However, mobile robots often operate on locally continuous real-world surfaces, thus it is
plausible to model these real-world surfaces approximately by geometric surfaces, for example,
by using triangular meshes. We take the problem of reconstructing a surface from PCD measured
in a real-world environment into account while ignoring that the environment can change over
time.

In the last decades, the interest of surface reconstruction was focused on rather closed objects,
instead of representing large outdoor or indoor environments. Nevertheless, most approaches
work in the same way, although they require much more computational resources because the
amount of data in outdoor environments is much larger.

In the literature, the surface reconstruction problem is usually approached from a point of
view given a fixed set of noisy points sampling the object or structure of interest. To reconstruct
this set of points into a surface, various algorithms contributed over the years to the state of
the art. Reconstructing 3D triangular meshes or surfaces from PCD is a well studied field in
computer graphics.

In accordance to [146] a brief overview of surface reconstruction methods is described in the
following. The state-of-the-art approaches consider point normals to be available. The compu-
tation of point normals is also already solved satisfactorily and is assumed to be given. However,
the density and noise of the input data, for example, can make reconstruction difficult. Further-
more, in most environments there are shadows or occlusions caused by objects or structures in
the environment, resulting in regions where no data is available to model the real world. This
together poses a problem for surface reconstruction: Inferring and adequately modeling the sur-
face from measured points or input data, i.e., fitting it to noisy data and eventually filling holes
created by missing data, is a challenge for which several approaches exist.

Delaunay Triangulation In 1984, Boissonnat [19] proposed a surface-based method using
nearest neighbors structures, and a volume-based Delaunay triangulation approach. The first
method uses differential geometry, using the fact that a surface in R3 is essentially a 2D-manifold.
This method is local and can only be used if the point density is large enough. It requires O(n)
storage and O(n log n) runtime using a k-D tree. The second method is more general and uses
a global Delaunay triangulation taking discretization into account. It has a higher asymptotic
runtime O(n2 log n) in the worst case, but can be more easily applied to reconstruction applica-
tions.

Kolluri et al. [159] present the Spectral Surface Reconstruction approach to reconstruct noisy
PCD. It uses the Delaunay approach to create a set of tetrahedrons, and a spectral graph
partitioning to estimate weather a tetrahedron is inside the estimated object or outside. The
resulting partial surface set of tetrahedron is located where an inside and outside tetrahedron
meet.

Marching Cubes in 1987, the well-known Marching Cubes has been presented by Lorensen
and Cline in [186] as a high resolution 3D surface reconstruction algorithm for 3D medical
data from a CT and MR. It computes a triangulation based on linear interpolation and a case
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table for the triangle’s topology. The logical 3D cube cell containing a surface fragment is
detected in a divide and conquer fashion. The case of surface intersection with this cube is
determined before the algorithm “marches” to the next vexel. For each of the eight vertices
of a voxel the algorithms determines if a data point lies on or inside the respective surface, or
if it lies below it. This resulting in two states for each voxel vertex, inside or outside, thus
there are 28 = 256 possibilities of surface-edge intersections. Due to two different symmetries
the number of 256 cases reduce to 14 patterns. These 14 patterns are then used in a case
lookup to partially reconstruct data points. Depending on the sign configuration of the eight
voxel corners a certain surface fragment is selected. This sign can be determined by computing
SDFs. Zero-set approaches such as Marching Cube [123, 186], which build on SDFs, produce
approximating rather than interpolating networks [5]. Furthermore, in real-world PCD there
are regions with less points than others, i.e., an inhomogeneous density which leads to a lot of
holes. In other words, the algorithm does not take differences in density into account. Later,
improved approaches like the Dual Marching Cubes [262] have been proposed. Dual Marching
Cubes produces sharp details while reducing planar spaces using an octree data structure and a
dual grid connectivity . In [206] a survey of Marching Cubes approaches is given.

Alpha Shapes In 1994, Edelsbrunner and Mücke [68] propose 3D alpha shapes as recon-
struction of an input point set. Each α-shape is derived from a Delaunay triangulation with a
parameter α ∈ R controlling the level of detail, thus α = ∞ forms the convex hull and α = 0
represents the input point set itself. Alpha shapes can be described a generalization of the
convex hull. As α decreases, voids appear and the shape evolves closer to the represented object
until tunnels and holes appear and it ends up matching the input data set. In the paper [68] an
intuitive description is given: Imagine that the room containing the object data points is filled
with styrofoam, while the input data points are made of a solid material, such as rock. Next,
there is a spherical eraser with radius α which removes the styrofoam at all positions until it
touches a rock, i.e., the input points.

In 1995, Bajaj et al [7] propose a method to automatically reconstruct surfaces and scalar
fields from 3D scans, e.g for CAD models, where the scalar field defines properties over the surface
of the CAD model. It is based on the alpha shapes of a 3D Delaunay triangulation and uses
a signed distance commutation to estimate if a point is inside or outside the estimated object.
First, a Delaunay triangulation taking an unorganized point cloud as input is constructed.
Second, a Voronoi diagram and a set of alpha shapes is constructed. Third, an appropriate
alpha shape is selected so that there is no isolated vertex and that there are no missing edges.
Additionally, there is a incremental refinement and approximation step.

Voronoi diagrams In 1998, Amenta et al. [5] proposed a surface reconstruction algorithm
based on 3D Voronoi diagrams and Delaunay triangulations. According to [5] a Voronoi diagram
is the decomposition of Rn into Voronoi cells. These cells are convex polytopes and their vertices
are called Voronoi vertices. Furthermore, if the set of sample points is nondegenerate, then each
Voronoi vertex is equidistant from exactly d + 1 points from this set of sample points, which
then form a Delaunay simplex, as decribed in

In the power crust algorithm [6], an object is conceptually approximated as an infinite union
of spheres. Using this representation, a piecewise linear approximation of the object surface
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called power crust is conducted. It is based on a subset of Voronoi spheres of the sampled
input, i.e., the polar balls, as the union of the sphere representation, thus the algorithm requires
a sufficiently dense point cloud as input. Steps like filling holes, extracting a manifold, or
polygonalization, which are necessary in other surface reconstruction methods, are not necessary
in the power crust algorithm, since the crust always represents the edges of a polyhedral body [6].

In the last decade, other surface reconstruction methods, such as [20, 22, 61], based on
Voronoi diagrams, were proposed.

Ball Pivoting Algorithm In 1999, the well-known Ball-Pivoting Algorithm (BPA) for surface
reconstruction was proposed by Bernardini et al. [12]. It is based on the alpha shape approach
and follows the idea of a moving ball similar to the eraser in the explanation example for alpha
shapes. If a sphere or ball with a certain radius touches three points and does not include any
other point, then these three points form a triangle. Then the sphere is moved over one of the
three edges and a new triangle is inserted if a new point touches the surface of the sphere while
the criterion above must be fulfilled. The algorithm has a linear runtime which makes it suitable
for large datasets.

These algorithms, which are based on combinatorial structure, often results in jagged trian-
gulations of noisy input data. Thus, such approaches require a post processing step to smooth
the resulting mesh.

Poisson Surface Reconstruction In 2006, Kazhdan et al. [146] introduced Poisson Surface
Reconstruction, which applies a solution of the Poisson equation to the data points They use
an indicator function χ defined as 1 for points inside the model and 0 for points outside the
model, similar to SDFs. The surface is computed by calculating the isosubsurface at a certain
data point.

Kazhdan et al. [146] observed that the indicator function gradient is a vector field and that
it is zero almost everywhere, because the indicator function is constant almost everywhere, and
equal to the inward surface normals only at points near the surface. Kazhdan et al. conclude that
the oriented point samples can be considered as samples of the gradient of the indicator function
of the model. The calculation of the indicator function can thus be reduced to the inverse
of the gradient operator. Thus, the scalar indicator function χ is sought whose gradient best
approximates the vector field V given by the normal vectors. Using the divergence operator, this
problem results in the standard Poisson problem. Poisson reconstitution results in very smooth
surfaces which adequately approximate noisy PCD. The approach of Kazhdan et al. [146] uses
adaptive Poisson solvers for the reconstruction method which runs in linear space and time
with respect to the reconstructed surface. A parallel implementation is described by Bolitho et
al. [21].

In 2013, Kazhdan et al. presented an extension of their algorithm called Screened Poisson
Surface Reconstruction (SPSR) [145]. In their work SPSR, Poisson Surface Reconstruction
(PSR) and Smooth Signed Distance Surface Reconstruction (SSD) have been evaluated and
compared with scanned real world PCD. For evaluation the data has been partitioned into an
input set and a validation set. The accuracy has then been evaluated and expressed using the
Root-Mean-Square Error (RMSE) between the reconstructed surface and the validation set. The
original PSR and SSD methods over-smooth the data, whereas SPSR does not.
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In terms of computational efficiency, the constant number of conjugate-gradient iterations
in the multi grid solver of SPSR and the original PSR leads to a linear asymptotic runtime
complexity O(n) with respect to the number of nodes n in the corresponding octree. For
comparison, SSD uses conjugate-gradients to solve for all the coefficients simultaneously, which
has a complexity of O(n

√
n) as described in [145]. Further improvements and generalizations

have been made in [147, 148].
For future work and to illustrate that meshes can also be created on the fly, i.e., while

driving, when no map exists yet or the environment has changed, we describe online surface
reconstitution in the next section. The following approaches describe methods based on laser
scanners, but also on RGB-D data, partially for simultaneously localization and mesh mapping.

3.4.2 Online Reconstruction

As pointed out in [264], many applications such as collision detection in simulation, occlusion
handling, AR, obstacle detection, and path planning benefit from continuous geometric surface
representation on the one hand, but on the other hand, representations should also support loop
closures and SLAM. This is a challenge because a mesh representation is difficult to update or
deform. This means that when new information or changes in the environment are sensed by
sensors, this information is difficult to incorporate due to the irregular structure of the mesh
compared to voxel-based approaches.

Laser-based Approaches

In 2015, Romanoni et al. [245, 246] presented an online reconstruction method for autonomous
cars or cars equipped with a front camera. They use a Delaunay triangulation on the set of
sparse edge feature points. In 2017, Romanoni et al. [247] presented an improved urban mapping
approach for cars equipped with a laser scanner and a camera. In an hybrid approach they detect
and filter moving objects and the interior of cars before the downsampled scene is reconstructed
and textures are computed and applied on the computed surface. In their evaluation they
mention that their reconstruction approach accurately reconstructs the scene, whereas Ball-
Pivoting Algorithm, PSR, and Octomap does not. Due to the small amount of sampled laser
data, PSR, and BPA were not able to accurately reconstruct the scene. BPA created large holes
in the reconstruction and Octomap was unable to map a dense structure. However, this is not
surprising since the use case is very specific and the input data is very sparse.

In 2018, Piazza et al. [226] developed a large scale 3D mesh reconstruction running in real-
time. They proposed a method to incrementally build the mesh during the movement of the
vehicle. Their method is a trade-off between in-depth details and accuracy and the computa-
tional complexity.

The extended incremental algorithm by Piazza et al. [226] runs on a single CPU core. It
restructures the mesh incrementally while holding the manifold mesh constraint. The algorithm
uses a 3D Delaunay triangulation based on SLAM feature points.
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RGB-D-based Approaches

The field of 3D RGB-D mapping is experiencing a renaissance driven by manufacturing, AR and
VR, gaming and robotics, as well as the development of new RGB-D that are now even built into
mobile devices for consumers [55]. Additionally, RGB-D mapping is used as basis for 3D scene
understanding and perception. In an RGB-D real-time mapping system, the currently acquired
data is aligned against and added to the existing map, thus the SLAM problem is usually solved
in this context.

Voxel-based methods building on top of TSDF fusion [54] are state of the art and more com-
monly established than MRS maps. One of the best-known approaches is Kinect Fusion [205],
first introduced in 2011, which helped to push the research and development of similar approaches
based on TSDF forward. In the years after, approaches targeted larger environments [37] and
mesh optimizations, i.e reductions [127, 128]. A triangular mesh can be extracted from SDFs
using the Marching Cubes algorithm.

In 2017, Dai et al. [55] presented BundleFusion, a real-time reconstruction method for global
consistent RGB-D mapping. Dai et al. formulate the requirement that an RGB-D mapping
systems should produce a single textured and noise-free, high quality, continuous 3D surface of
the scene that can be rendered with normal GPUs. Further, it must consistently capture larger
spaces or entire rooms, e.g., for robot navigation, and it must maintain local accuracy on a small
scale as well as allow mapping of global structures on a large scale.

The online and real-time TSDF reconstruction approach [55] presented by Dai et al. enables
robust tracking, thus the trajectory for each image is globally optimized covering an implicit loop
closure. However, Schöps et al. [264] mention that Bundle Fusion is computationally expensive
and requires two GPUs. In terms of accuracy, i.e., the mean distance to the ground truth surface,
BundleFusion outperforms the MRS approach of Stückler and Behnke [289] and is slightly better
than the surfel-based ElasticFusion by Whelan et al. [307, 308].

However, these TSDF-based approaches are not very well suited for loop closure, as accu-
rately changing the implied surface encoded by the distances in the voxels can be very compu-
tationally expensive, and beside that, voxel resolutions are often fixed due to efficiency reasons
limiting the ability of adaption [264]. Schöps et al. [264] presented online and real-time RGB-D
SLAM and meshing approach which can deal with loop closures and efficient re-meshing. In-
stead of TSDF, it is based on MRS maps in a way that surfels fuse normal and color information
from different viewpoints. The open source code and supplementary videos of the surfel meshing
approach are available5. The adaption of sensor resolution in the scene and mapping of thin
structures are well covered by MRS maps as described by Schöps et al. [264]. The Surfel Mesh-
ing approach runs online and efficiently reconstructs MRS maps by reducing noise and adaptive
local remeshing of new or changed information in the MRS map. See [264] for details and re-
lated literature. Furthermore Schöps et al. compared SurfelMeshing with FastFusion [280] and
ElasticFusion [307, 308] and showed the advantages with respect to completeness and curvature.

5 https://github.com/puzzlepaint/surfelmeshing
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3.5 Summary & Future Work

In this chapter, we have covered all relevant methods and approaches in the area of localization
and mapping that support the proposal in this thesis. Thus, the principle of pose tracking
through wheel odometry based on wheel rotations and a differential drive kinematic was pre-
sented. Furthermore, we introduced and briefly described pose tracking using an EKF and
localization using adaptive particle filters, i.e., AMCL. These standard robotics procedures are
the basis for robot navigation in 2D, but can also be applied to 3D. These methods were used
on the robots developed and deployed as part of the PhD project in 2D environments. Many of
the methods for localization are standard approaches that have been used in research for years,
so there are also established ROS packages for these methods and approaches.

We describe the process of scan matching for 3D point clouds. ICP is described as a funda-
mental basis for point cloud registration. In addition to point-to-point correspondents, we also
describe point-to-plane correspondences, or optimization, which solve problems such as sensor
noise, and non-optimal overlaps.

These problems describe violations of the assumptions of the original ICP- algorithm that
data end up overlapping perfectly, so there are no shadowed or new areas, and the points are
exactly on the surface of the measured object, meaning there is no noise.

Building on this, in Chapter 6 we describe a software pipeline for pose graph optimization,
conversion, outlier filtering, global alignment, realignment, down-smapling, normal computation,
and concatenation, as well as reconstruction of colored point clouds. Consistent 3D datasets
of larger outdoor environments are thus generated from the consecutive ICP registered point
clouds using multiple partial loop closures.

In the SLAM section, we particularly address the LOAM and LeGO LOAM approach that
we have adapted for localization on 3D mesh surfaces. Our approach, called LOaL for Laser
Odometry and Localization, was developed for localization as a basis for motion control to
test and enable navigation on meshes in complex real-world environments with a real robot as
presented later.

Finally we investigated the field of 3D surface reconstruction and corresponding state-of-
the-art surface reconstruction algorithms. As pointed out, we choose SPSR as reconstruction
algorithm as it can deal with unequally distributed point sets and produces water tight geometric
surfaces which are suitable for mesh navigation. This has also been integrated into the developed
python command line tools enabling a seamless workflow for the creation of large and consistent
datasets of complex multilevel outdoor environments.

Based on the described approaches to online reconstruction of surfaces using online laser
scanners, or RGB-D cameras, an outdoor mapping and localization, or SLAM system can be
developed that continuously reconstructs the newly mapped environment to a consistent surface
on which further planning can be done. In addition, these hybrid approaches of, e.g., SDF,
TSDF, and MRS maps, which use octrees, are also suitable for the representation of the free
space and at the same time for the reconstruction of surfaces. Thus, a hybrid map can represent
the free space and surfaces, for example, for UAVs, and for UGVs at the same time, and thus
efficiently and consistently represent the environment. Such a hybrid map, however, is not part
of this thesis and is a consideration towards future work.

In the following chapter, the state of the art in path planning is now considered in order to
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delineate the necessary existing approaches in the respective domains and, in particular, to show
that the developed navigation control framework, in Chapter 5, and the developed surface path
planner, in Chapter 7, are based on the sound considerations of planners operating in established
2D and 2.5D map representations as well as 3D surface planners.
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Path Planning

Since the beginnings of AI, path planning has been a well-known problem and it has been solved
in various ways over time. However, with time new possibilities arise and due to the development
in computer graphics and larger memory units, larger and more detailed maps can be used as
basic computational basis, for example, for path planning in complex 3D outdoor environments.
The success of a mobile robot highly relates to the ability to move safely its environment. If a
map of the environment is available, and a robot can localize itself in it, this map can usually be
used to compute goal-oriented paths, for example between the current robot position and the
positions of future actions. Furthermore, knowledge about the length and difficulty of the paths
can be included in the decision making process on a higher level architecture.

In order to save time and energy on the robot, but might spend more time and energy
computing a better path, it is highly desirable to compute paths as short as possible with
respect to the robot’s capabilities and kinematic limitations. It becomes quickly apparent that
the quality and properties of this path depend strongly on the environment map or the used
representation. In the past decades many path planning algorithms have been developed for 2D
domains. The best known ones are also presented in this chapter and put into context. However,
these 2D algorithms are often transferred and used for more complex outdoor environments,
usually with the assumption that these 3D real-work environments can be reduced and encoded
in 2D map representations. As we focus on Autonomous Ground Vehicles (AGVs) as mobile
robots, and as we follow the pattern or convention of sub-dividing robot navigation into global
path planning and local motion control, we focus on path planning methods on the ground surface
and do not investigate motion planning with kinematic constraints, or taking the velocity into
account.

But, taking into account ideas and principles of the path planning algorithms discussed in
this chapter, Chapter 7 introduces a new approach in the field of geodesic path planning for robot
navigation in complex outdoor environments. We discuss state-of-the-art geodesic approaches
in order to find appropriate solutions for an applied robotic system. A major contribution of
the PhD project is the development of a robotic navigation framework towards path planning
algorithms and planners for continuous environment models and paths also on 3D surfaces, i.e.,
triangular meshes, which can be used in the real world. Therefore, a navigation stack for meshes
was developed in Chapter 6 on which the path planning algorithms can be executed, monitored,
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Figure 4.1: Path Planning Algorithms Overview

analyzed and further enhanced. In addition, the approaches discussed in this chapter form the
basis for a deeper understanding of navigation control in general, discussed in Chapter 5. These
two chapters are in turn, and thus ultimately together with this chapter, the basis for Chapter 7.

We investigate the state of the art in path planning algorithms and approaches and group
the most relevant approaches based on their domain. There are different categorizations of path
planning across literature. Historically, visibility graphs [58, 178, 188] and artificial potential
fields [150, 198, 244, 327] are probably the best known approaches along with grid-based planning
algorithms. In contrast, other approaches, including bio-inspired and reward-based path planning
algorithms, are rather unknown.

Following [318], bio-inspirede path planning approaches group algorithms that imitate hu-
mans, other creatures, or organisms and can in turn be divided into evolutionary algorithms,
i.e., genetic algorithms [73, 82, 111, 223], memetic algorithms [31], particle swarm optimiza-
tion [60, 292], ant colony optimization [41, 66, 259], shuffled frog leaping algorithms [227, 240],
and in path planning approaches based on neural networks [3, 142, 161, 162].

Moreover, in addition to well-known approaches such as visibility graphs and artificial poten-
tial fields, and the aforementioned bio-inspired and reward-based approaches, the most researched
modern path planning algorithms are covered by the categories grid-based, sample-based, and
geodetic path planning in terms of 2D and 3D navigation. We give an overview, contexts, and
lineages into these three categories in Figure 4.1. All the presented algorithms are abbreviated,
in most cases according to the literature, while a corresponding overview of algorithm abbre-
viations, authors and references is given at Algorithms Abbreviations on page 239. Since we
focus on search-based algorithms in the areas of grid-based and geodesic path planning, the main
sample-based approaches are only briefly summarized next.

Sample-based path planning methods are widely used as they perform path planning in multi-
and high-DoF robot configurations within accurate execution times. In 1998 La Valle introduced
Rapidly Exploring Random Trees (RRTs) [175], this sample-based path planning algorithm ini-
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tiated a whole series of further new algorithms. Between 2000 and 2006, for example, the
algorithms RRT-Connect (RRT-C) [163], Execution Extended RRT (E-RRT) [28], and also Dy-
namic RRT (D-RRT) [80] as a replanning algorithm similar to the grid-based approach D* (Dy-
namic A*), were introduced. Later, the algorithms Closed-Loop RRT (CL-RRT) [166], Rapidly-
exploring Random Graph (RRG) [139], Transition-based RRT (T-RRT) [131] and GradienT-
RRT (GT-RRT)[11] were introduced in particular for real-time motion and manipulation plan-
ning, as well as for planning on configuration-space costmaps. Subsequently, in 2011, Optimal
RRT (RRT*) [140] was introduced, which was proven to plan paths converging to the optimum
in infinite time. Building on this, the algorithms Anytime RRT* (A-RRT*) [141], RRT*-Smart
(RRT*-S) [129], Linear Quadratic Regulation-RRT* (LQR-RRT*) [224], and Spline-RRT* (S-
RRT*) [177] using different approaches to optimize the runtime towards a faster convergence
were presented. Later, a number of algorithms were introduced between 2014 and 2020 to
shrink the state space to an elliptic informed subset, drastically improving the convergence rate:
Informed-RRT* (I-RRT*) [91], Batch Informed Trees (BIT*) [92], Bidirectional Informed RRT*
(BI2RRT*) [30], and lastly in 2020 Advanced Batch Informed Trees (ABIT*) [288] and Adap-
tively Informed Trees (AIT*) [287] In 2015, the algorithms Fast Marching Trees (FMT*) [132],
and Motion Planning using Lower Bounds (MPLB) [260] were introduced as a approach com-
bining the well known Probabilistic Roadmaps (PRM) [144] algorithm, and later Probabilistic
Roadmaps* (PRM*)[140] with RRT*. Furthermore, an interactive and a haptic motion planner,
namely Interactive RRT-C (I-RRT-C) [15] and Haptic RRT-C (H-RRT-C) [16], which are based
on RRT-C, were presented in 2016 and 2017.

However, arguably the best known group of path planning algorithms is the category of
grid-based path planning which belongs to the meta group of search-based path planning. Since
occupancy grid maps have been established for decades [69] and due to their simplicity, grid-based
path planning methods are widely used for robot navigation. Finally, geodesic path planning –
also belonging to the group of search-based path planning – can be used for robot navigation
in complex outdoor terrains as shown in this thesis. It generally considers the surface as a
2D manifold which is usually represented in 3D. Approaches in this area are more complicated
than conventional path planning algorithms on regular 2D occupancy grids as we will see in
this chapter. This is probably, besides the technical development, another reason why they
are rather rarely used in robotics research and even more rarely found in practice for mobile
robots in outdoor environments. Algorithms of these two large research areas are described in
this chapter after the fundamentals. Furthermore, characteristics and asymptotic runtimes are
presented and compared.

4.1 Path Planning Fundamentals

In general, almost all path planning algorithms are based on the corresponding fields in topol-
ogy, graph theory and graph algorithmics or partly use graph search techniques. Hence, the
fundamental Dijkstra and A* algorithms are found in many path planning methods because
they are simple, efficient, and guaranteed to find the shortest path in the graph if a path exists.
Of course the use of a correct or valid heuristic function must be ensured when using A*.

In the domain of robotics and AI (Artificial Intelligence), where graphs are connected to a
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metric space (cf. Definition 1), a qualitative environment, or a world model, the respective graph
search operation can be called path planning. Thus, a path defined on a graph is transformable
into a path or number of transitions in the metric space of the environment model or the
underlying manifold. In addition to this rather fuzzy definition, in this section path planning is
formally defined in terms of a configuration space. In the following the basics for the subsequent
sections are covered and definitions for a path, a path-connected space, and a configuration space
are given. Then path planning is formally described according to the Piano Mover’s Problem.

Additionally, the term shortest path is described as an optimization criteria. Furthermore, we
investigate Euler’s formula and topological invariance in order to use algebraic relations between
the number of triangles and vertices in a triangular mesh for asymptotic runtime comparisons
depending either on the number of triangles or the number of vertices.

4.1.1 Definitions

Formally, a path can be described by the Definition 5 following LaValle, Section 4.1.3 in [176].

Definition 5 (Path). Let X be a topological space, a path is then given by a continuous func-
tion, τ : [0, 1]→ X, thus each point of the path is given by τ(s) for some s ∈ [0, 1].

Additionally, now we can define the term path connected with respect to a topological space,
according to Definition 6. This means in a path connected topological space there exists a path
between each two points. In the following, we also define topological space as a manifold, so
that a path-connected topological space or subspace can also be viewed simply as connected.
Furthermore, there can be connected subspaces which are not path-connected, for example if the
connected space is blocked or covered by obstacles.

Definition 6 (Path-connected Space). A topological space X is path connected if ∃ τ(τ(0) =
x1 ∧ τ(1) = x2) ∀x1, x2 ∈ X.

Again, with Definition 7, we follow the definition by LaValle (Section 4.2 in [176]). The
configuration space, in short C-space, is used for path planning, in a way that path planners
conduct a search in the C-space. If a robot has n DoF the set of transformations is usually a
manifold with the dimensionality n.

Definition 7 (Configuration Space). The free configuration space is denoted as Cfree
and the obstacle configuration space is denoted as Cobs. A configuration in Cobs leads to a
collision. Configurations in Cfree lead to no collision.

Path Planning A formal and general definition is given by La Valle (Formulation 4.1 in
[176]). He defines the popular Piano Mover’s Problem, see Definition 8, which is a classical
formulation from the beginnings of AI for the problem of path planning. The Piano Mover’s
Problem is generally described for motion planning, which is conceptually used more commonly
considering particular kinematic constraints, the orientation and the shape of the robot, often
also including the motion’s velocity. In contrast, path planning is rather understood without
such constraints. “In robotics, motion planning was originally concerned with problems such
as how to move a piano from one room to another in a house without hitting anything” [176].
Reif [243] showed that this problem is PSPACE-hard, which implies NP-hard.
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Definition 8 (Piano Mover’s Problem [176]).

1. A world W in which either W = R2 or W = R3.

2. A semi-algebraic obstacle region O ⊂ W in the world.

3. A semi-algebraic robot is defined in W. It may be a rigid robot A or a collection of m
links, A1,A2, . . . ,Am.

4. The C-space C determined by specifying the set of all possible transformations that may be
applied to the robot. From this, Cobs and Cfree are derived.

5. A configuration, qI ∈ Cfree designated as the initial configuration.

6. A configuration qG ∈ Cfree designated as the goal configuration. The initial and goal con-
figurations together are often called a query pair (or query) and designated as (qI , qG).

7. A complete algorithm must compute a (continuous) path, τ : [0, 1] → Cfree, such that
τ(0) = qI and τ(1) = qG , or correctly report that such a path does not exist.

Shortest Paths Following the path definition, we can define a criteria for path optimality.
Beside path length, other criteria could be used to define optimality, for example, travel time,
or a cost function taking the total distance, twist and underlying costs into account, etc. Never-
theless, the Euclidean shortest path in R2 or R3 will be used as optimality criteria if not stated
differently. According to La Valle [176], we consider the robot to be a rigid body that moves in
either W = R2 or in W = R3. Additionally, as above, an obstacle region is denoted as O ⊂ W .
Since Cfree is an open set, any path τ : [0, 1] → Cfree can be shortened, such that a shortest
paths is defined on the closure cl(Cfree) of the free configuration space. However, often paths
are defined as the shortest path with respect to the underlying topological space, for example
the space defined by a graph. As a graph is not generally bound to a manifold within W = R2

or W = R3 a shortest path in graph theory is simply defined as the smallest sum of costs of
consecutive edges from a start node qI to a goal node qG if not stated differently. Thus, many
graph-based path planning algorithms based on Dijkstra or A*, which are defined on a grid, are
not finding the Euclidean shortest path as they use a Manhattan distance or Chebyshev distance
metric, see Section 2.5.

Geometric Path Planning Geometric path planning is usually defined as path planning
between polygonal and polyhedral obstacles in the Euclidean space. In 1993, Hershberger and
Suri [120] presented an algorithm to efficiently compute the Euclidean shortest path in a 2D
domain by first propagating a wavefront and than computing a weighted Voronoi diagram. It
has an asymptotic run time of O(n log2 n)

In a polygonal map representation, meaning Cobs is a set of polygonal obstacles, a visibility
graph approach can be used to compute the shortest path. Visibility graphs – sometimes also
called shortest-path roadmaps – can be used to compute the shortest path on the closure cl(Cobs).
In a visibility graph the nodes are the vertices of all polygonal obstacles. For each mutually
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visible vertex pair an edge defines their visibility. Running, for example Dijkstra’s algorithm, or
A*, leads to the shortest path. Theoretically, a robot would touche obstacles on cl(Cobs), thus
an offset could be used in the real world [58, 174, 176]. In 1991 Ghosh and Mount [99] presented
an approach to construct visibility graphs in the optimal asymptotic runtime O(n log n + |E|),
where |E| is the number of edges.

However, in the 3D case, with respect to a Euclidean polyhedral space, or more specifically
a simplicial complex, a shortest path do not necessarily go trough vertices when they touch
cl(Cobs) thus visibility graphs can not be used to compute the shortest path in this domain.
Furthermore, finding the shortest path in such a domain has been shown to be NP-hard by
Canney and Reif [36]. Nevertheless, as pointed out in [176] approximations exists, for example
by Choi et al. [45], and [222]. However, finding the shortest path on a surface is less complex it
terms for computational complexity. Regardless, path planning defined on map representations,
which are actually used and suitable in the sense of mapping and localization, can be performed
efficiently in 2D and 3D occupancy grid maps as well as on the surface of 2D and 3D triangular
meshes as presented with the following state of the art algorithms.

Euler’s Formula and Topological Invariance Leonhard Euler showed that the number of
faces plus the number of vertices equals the number of edges plus two, F + V = E + 2, for any
convex polyhedron and in 2D for any planar graph. The more general form is V − E + F = χ,
where χ is the Euler characteristic. In the case above the Euler characteristic is 2. Euler’s
formula is a topological invariance which provides an important relation for polyhedrons with
respect to the number of faces, vertices, and edges.

However, in the 3D case, there are a lot of cases of polyhedra which are not convex, this
especially counts for the most real-world environment models. The Euler characteristic will
differ from 2 in these cases. According to Limper [185] the Euler characteristic is related to the
genus of the 3D mesh so that its genus is a topological measure and defines how many topological
holes (or handles) are present in a triangular mesh represented in 3D. These holes should not be
confused with holes in the mesh, i.e., holes in the surface. If a mesh does not contain holes, it
is also called watertight. A watertight mesh can also contain topological holes, e.g., the donut,
or more formally the torus.

Thus, the Euler characteristic can be calculated from the mesh’s genus, or more preciously,
the topology’s genus, i.e., the number of topological holes or handles in the mesh. χ will
decrease by two for every topological hole. Following this rule, the torus’ Euler characteristic
equals zero [185].

However, considering meshes which are not closed-polyheda, i.e., not watertight, we also have
to take the boundaries into account. Note that the term watertight is also used in the literature
for meshes with a boundary. We do this in some parts of this thesis as well, so the watertight
property is meant or defined up to the one main boundary. Using Euler characteristics in these
cases let us define the topology of the mesh in more general case. Assuming that each boundary
can be replaced by one polygon-face we get V + F − E + B = 2 − 2G, where B is the number
of boundary polygons and G is the genus, with respect to a mesh M = (V, F,E)

Finally, this allows us to estimate the relation of vertices, faces and edges. Furthermore, this
allows the comparison of the asymptotic runtimes of geodesic path planning algorithms that
depend on either surfaces or vertices. In the simplest case and with respect to a triangular
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mesh, if we assume the mesh to be closed and has a genus of zero, so there are no topological
holes, then we can define a direct relation of the number triangles and the number of vertices
only. Each edge has two incident triangles and each triangle has two edges, thus we can reduce
Euler’s formula for this specific case to V + F − 3

2F = 2 ⇔ F = 2V − 4. In the general case
including χ, we get V + F − 3

2F = χ⇔ F = 2V − 2χ

4.1.2 Graph Search

For path planning a standard and well known approach is to use networks resulting from graphs.
In the following we present the part of graph theory basics which are useful for navigation and
path planning. Referring to [62], we define some basic terminologies. Graph theory is a field
in mathematics and brings the necessary tools to consider problems dealing with networks,
connections in almost all aspect. Many problems or challenges in computer science are strongly
connected to graph theory and make use of it.

Graphs

Graph A graph is a tuple G = (V,E) that combines a set of vertices or nodes V with a set of
edges E such that edges and vertices connect, thus E ⊆ V × V , meaning that in an undirected
graph, the edges are 2-element subsets of V . In a directed graph, the edges can be formalized
as tuples, i.e., pairs, thus the order of elements matters. An element e ∈ E connects exactly two
elements of V with e = (a, b), in a directed graph, and with e = {a, b} in an undirected graph.
Graphs are normally displayed or drawn by dots for the vertices and lines for the edges. The
number of the nodes of a graph G is usually denoted by |V | and the number of edges usually
by |E|. We will use n = |V | in the following sections and chapters when it comes to asymptotic
runtimes, if not stated differently.

Incident & Adjacent A node v is incident with an edge e if v ∈ e, thus e is an edge of v.
The set of all edges in E at a node v is denoted by E(v). Two nodes a and b of a graph G are
adjacent, or neighbors if there is an edge {a, b} ∈ E. The notation of an edge {a, b} is often
simplified by writing ab, or (a, b) when it is clear that an undirected graph is used. The set N(v)
denotes the set of all to the node v adjacent nodes.

Weighted Graph In a weighted graph each edge in E is assigned a number or cost value.
Depending on the application or problem being modeled, these weights can reflect for example:
traversal costs, probabilities, capacities, relatedness, distance, length, and so on. In this context,
there are also weights for nodes with similar meanings, e.g., for reachability, distance values, a
Boolean values, whether a node has already been visited during an algorithm run, and so on.
Furthermore, edges and nodes of a graph can be supplemented with arbitrary values that help
to model the respective problem.

Dijkstra’s Algorithm

The shortest path algorithm is named after Edsger W. Dijkstra, who developed it in 1965 and
published it a few years later, in 1959, in Numerische Mathematik 1 [63]. “What is the shortest
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path from Rotterdam to Groningen,” Dijkstra asked himself as he sat in a café in Amsterdam
thinking about a demonstrator program [88]. He invented the algorithm at that time in about 20
minutes, originally intended for a demonstration at the ARMAC (Automatic Calculator Math-
ematical Center). In this, the shortest route between two cities in the Netherlands was to be
calculated using a reduced road map with 64 selected cities [88].

Originally, the algorithm stopped immediately as soon as the goal node t was discovered and
the shortest path from the node s to t was found. Dijkstra’s algorithm computes the shortest
or cheapest path on a graph G from a source s to all other nodes that are connected to s.
The algorithm results in a complexity O(|E| + |V | log |V |) if a Fibonacci heap or another data
structure with logarithmic access time is used. Often this is validly simplified, as shown above,
to O(n log n). Thereby Dijkstra’s Algorithm is asymptotically the fastest known algorithm for
the SSSP (Single-Source Shortest Path) problem for directed or undirected graphs with non
negative edge costs. Of course A* can be used if we have a start and goal pair, as well as a valid
heuristic.

The algorithm updates the cost for a node if a cheaper path from the start or source s to
that node was discovered. Therefore a distance map u : V → R, denotes the cost from s to each
node v ∈ V , so far. Initially the distances to or from s are unknown and thereby set to infinity.

input : G = (V,E) – a graph, s – start node
output: u – distance map, p – predecessor map

1 begin
2 u(v)← inf ∀ v ∈ V // initialize distance map u
3 u(s)← 0, p(s)← s, Q← Q ∪ {s} // initialize start node s

4 while Q 6= ∅ do // loop until Q is empty
5 v0 ← argmin

v∈Q
(u(v)), Q← Q \ {v0} // extract most favorable node

6 foreach vn ∈ N(v0) do // iterate over all neighbor nodes
7 ctmp ← u(v0) + cv0vn // compute tentative distance to vn
8 if ctmp < u(vn) then // check if costs decrease
9 u(vn)← ctmp // update distance to vn

10 p(vn)← v0 // memorize predecessor
11 Q← Q ∪ {vn} // add neighbor node to Q

Algorithm 4.1: Dijkstra’s Algorithm

Dijkstra’s algorithm is shown in Algorithm 4.1 and can be described as follows: In each
iteration, the algorithm takes the most favorable node in Q and evaluates its neighbors. Often,
a priority queue, for example, implemented as min-heap, is used to determine the cheapest node
in Q in logarithmic time with respect to the distance map u. The cheapest node in Q is denoted
as v0 with u(v0) ≤ u(v) ∀ v ∈ Q. In each iteration the neighbors vn ∈ N(v0) of the node v0 are
evaluated and the distance map u is updated if the path cost to v0 and the edge cost of v0vn
summed are cheaper than the previously registered cost u(vn), in short, if u(v0) + cv0vn < u(vn)
is satisfied, where cv0vn denotes the respective edge cost. If a path exists, then the predecessors
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p can be used to extract the path, starting from the goal node t. If t has no predecessor, no
path from s to t exists – s and t are not path-connected. The algorithm shown can of course be
equipped with additional stop criteria to the on in line 5, for example if v0 extracted in line 5 is
the goal node t.

A*

Around a decade after Dijkstra’s algorithms has been published the first time, Hart, Nilsson
and Raphael published A* in A Formal Basis for the Heuristic Determination of Minimum
Cost Paths [115]. At that time they were working on Shakey which used a hierarchical quad-
tree for path planning, i.e., on a multi-resolution 2D occupancy grid map. The map was not
that large and there was no real need to increase performance on such a size scale, but they were
interested in general methods that search efficiently on larger and more difficult problems [208].

At the time, Nils Nilsson was thinking about a good heuristic estimate that described the
difficulty of getting from a waypoint position to the goal before continuing the actual search
at each step. The beeline distance from this current position to the target was considered, so
that intervening obstacles are ignored in the distance [208]. At the time Bertram Raphael was
leading the work on Shakey. He noted that the sum of the distance traveled so far from the
starting position plus Nilsson’s estimate, i.e., as the crow flies, was a better estimate [208]. They
first described this idea in a report in 1967 [249]. The idea of A* is to evaluate nodes that are
likely better to reach the goal node, at first. A* is shown in Algorithm 4.2.

input : G = (V,E) – a graph, s – start node, t – goal node, h – heuristic
output: f – goal cost map, p – predecessor map

1 begin
2 Q← {s}, S ← ∅ // initialize open and closed set
3 g(v)← inf, f(v)← inf ∀ v ∈ V // initialize g and f with infinity
4 g(s)← 0, f(s)← h(s) // initialize the start node s

5 while Q 6= ∅ do // loop until Q is empty
6 v0 ← argmin

v∈Q
(f(v)), Q← Q \ {v0} // extract most favorable node

7 if v0 = t then return // stop if goal node t reached
8 S ← S ∪ {v0} // finally evaluated, add v0 to FIXED
9 foreach vn ∈ N(v0) \ S do // for each neighbor not in FIXED

10 ctmp ← g(v0) + cv0vn // compute tentative cost for vn
11 Q← Q ∪ {vn} // add vn to CLOSE
12 if ctmp < g(vn) then // check if cost decreases
13 p(vn)← v0 // memorize predecessor
14 g(vn)← ctmp // update known cost to vn
15 f(vn)← g(vn) + h(vn) // update f for vn

Algorithm 4.2: A* Algorithm

The sum, Raphael meant, is denoted as f(v), see equation 4.1. Thus, the node with the most
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favorable value of f is evaluated next in every iteration of A*, as the open set Q is organized
as priority queue, where v0 is denoted as the node with the most favorable value of f . Smaller
values of f(v) results in a higher priority in the queue. Each iteration of A*, the most favorable
node v0 ← argmin

v∈Q
(f(v)) with the smallest value in f is removed from Q and all f(vn) and g(vn)

values are updated for all neighbors vn ∈ N(v0). The map g(v) for a node v denotes the known
costs to reach the node v from the start node s so far and h(v) maps the heuristic estimate cost
from the node v to the goal node t, for example the beeline distance in the Euclidean space.

f(v) = g(v) + h(v) (4.1)

For the algorithm to find the shortest path, h must be admissible, i.e., it never overestimates
the optimal cost. Note that h depends on the problem to solve. If we are looking for the
shortest path in the Euclidean space, h is normally defined as the beeline distance, because this
is the shortest possible distance and the actual distance can not be smaller. If the heuristic h is
monotonic, for which equation 4.2 must be true, then a node need not be evaluated more than
once.

h(n) ≤ cvvn + h(v) ∀ vvn ∈ E (4.2)

Thus, A* can be implemented more efficiently by using a closed set S to remember already
evaluated nodes, e.g., implemented as a Boolean array or node property. We will use the key
word FIXED for nodes in S and CLOSE for nodes in Q, according to the wide variety of other
algorithms described in this chapter.

In this case, A* additionally is equivalent to Dijkstra’s algorithm with the reduced costs
c′vvn = cvvn + h(v)− h(vn).

The neighbors nv ∈ N(v) of v are then added to the CLOSE set Q. The algorithm terminates
if the goal node t has a smaller value f(t) than any other value f(v) ∀ v ∈ V \ {t} or if the Q
is empty. This means the goal node t can be evaluated multiple time if there are nodes which
indicates a cheaper path. At the end h holds the cost of the shortest path from s to t, since
h(t) is zero for an admissible heuristic h. With the fundamentals above, we can now investigate
the state-of-the-art path planning methods starting from more classical approaches which are
widely used, to more and more continuous methods in terms of including the underling metric
space. Thus, we will end up with geodesic methods computing the shortest path on an arbitrary
surface represented as triangular mesh taking the underling metric into account. We will briefly
outline the most relevant methods and their core ideas in order to incorporate the ideas for the
development of our methods and software modules.

4.2 Grid-Based Path Planning

Grid-based path planning is probably the most widely used and established group of algorithms
to compute paths for robot navigation. In the following, we will discuss the most popular
replanning methods and then move on to any-angle methods developed a little later, which
break the rigid constraints of the grid world slightly. Finally, we discuss the more complicated
Partial Differential Equation (PDE) methods running on a grid level.
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4.2.1 Replanning Methods

Replanning methods are characterized by the smart and high-performance conception for pos-
sible cost updates in the grid map. In many environments, area-wide changes are normal in a
way that they should be considered in the planning algorithms, especially for large maps. These
changes in the map can be, e.g., unexpectedly locked doors, boxes, containers, chairs, or other
objects that are usually not located at the considered place.

D* and Focused D*

D* is similar to A*, except that cost parameters can change. It has been introduced in 1993 by
Stentz [281, 282, 284]. At that time sensors were much more limited in range and resolution. Also
the interest to optimize the replanning methods on huge (but from today’s point of view simple)
2D-grid maps regarding the computing power was probably stronger than today. D* mainly has
two stages, first, process-state, and second, modify-cost. The abbreviation D* stands for Dynamic
A*, as it dynamically changes the costs at runtime, when it discovers new previously not mapped
obstacles. Well, for correctness, it is the Focused D* (Focused Dynamic A*) algorithm that
introduces the heuristics which is common for A*, as described below.

D* starts from the goal pose and expands towards the start pose, while maintaining a
predecessor pointer (back pointer) for each accessed cell. Swapping the start and goal allows
to elegantly modifying the previously computed state space if new obstacle occur. Due to that,
it belongs to the class of SDSP (Single-Destination Shortest Path) solvers. While traversing, a
cell is assigned by the cost to the target. This is similar to Dijkstra and A* when starting the
SSSP search from the goal node.

However, D* distinguish between known obstacles and unknown obstacles. The known ob-
stacles in the map are taken into account during the first run and the predecessor pointers
deflect around obstacles towards the target cell where the robot is located. As soon as a new
obstacle cell (which was previously free) is discovered, the state, i.e., the internal cell cost of
the algorithm, is modified to reflect an obstacle (modify-cost stage). The state becomes a raise
state and neighbor cells are set to be lower. Next, the path to the current cell is updated in the
process-state stage. As the robot moves along newly detected obstacles the successive calls of
modify-cost and process-state command the robot around the obstacles until it reaches the goal
if start and goal are path-connected. Starting at any cell, following the predecessor pointers will
lead to the goal. However, D* is constrained to the grid topology, only allowing for 45° transi-
tions to the eight direct cell neighbors for each cell. The algorithm takes environmental changes
into account, thus it deals with open and closed doors, or blocked corridors, etc. Stentz [281]
proved the soundness, optimality and completeness of his algorithm.

Two years later he proposed the Focused D* [283] path planning algorithm. As the previous
one, it replans in a way that it repairs paths, as new information is discovered. The algorithm
Focused D* describes an extension to D*, which drastically reduces the total runtime for the ini-
tial path computation and subsequent replanning and repairing processes. With this extension
Stentz completed the development of D* to the Focused D* algorithm as a complete general-
ization of A* for dynamic environments where costs may change as new unmapped obstacles
are detected. In the Focused D* algorithm, a Focusing Heuristic was introduced to guide the
expansion and propagation preferentially towards the robot position, starting from the target,
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as mentioned above. Due to the incremental update structure, when new cost information be-
comes available, Focused D* is more efficient than repeated A* searches by one to two orders
of magnitudes, as pointed out in [157].

LPA* and D* Lite

The LPA* (Lifelong Planning A*) algorithm has been introduced by Koenig and Likhachev [158]
in 2002. LPA* is an incremental replanning shortest path algorithm based on A*. As D* and
Focused D*, it computes a complete search to the target in the first run and incrementally
repairs the paths if cost updates are registered. Unlike D* and Focused D*, it does not start
its propagation from the goal, but from the start position. Again, it runs on eight-connected
occupancy grids only allowing for 45° transitions to the eight direct cell neighbors for each cell.
As A* and Focused D*, it uses a heuristic. Also, like in A* it maintains a g value as distance
or cost estimate to the goal, which is refined during the search. But, on top of that for each cell
v it maintains a look-ahead value rhs(v). As described in [158], Koenig and Likhachev define a
node v as locally consistent if the values g(v) and rhs(v) are equal. Locally inconsistent nodes
potentially need to be updated, so that LPA* keeps the used priority queue organized to retrieve
the cheapest node at any time. The queue is sorted by the cost value g(v), or by the look-ahead
plus the heuristic value rhs(v)) + h(v) if it is smaller. If such key values are equal, entries with
equal keys are sorted by first, only the cost, or second, the look-ahead value if it is smaller. A
locally inconsistent vertex v is called overconsistent if its cost value g(v) is larger than the look-
head value rhs(v) and it is called underconsistent if g(v) is smaller than rhs(v). If a cost value
of node changes, these consistency checks with overconsistent and underconsistent can cause
updates which again can propagate updates at successors in an efficient way. LPA* expands
a node at most twice during the initial path computation. It waits for edge-cost-changes and
updates the look-ahead vales and updates or inserts the corresponding entries in the priority
queue if the corresponding node is locally inconsistent, or removes the corresponding entry
otherwise.

The D* Lite (Dynamic A* Lite) algorithm by the same authors Koenig and Likhachev [157]
is based on LPA* and has also been introduced in 2002. For the D* Lite algorithm the search
direction of LPA* is switched, so that it starts from the goal. The cost value g therefore
reflects the distance from the goal. The update of the priority queue was changed accordingly.
Switching the start and the goal affects the priorities in the queue, but not the definition of
inconsistent nodes as overconsistent and underconsistent scheme. Unlike in the original LPA*,
in the customized D* Lite the current node must first transition to the next node, since the
heuristic is calculated with respect to the current node.

Field D*

Ferguson et al. [78, 79] introduced the Field D* algorithm in 2005. The Field D* algorithm
overcomes the limitations of previously known path planning methods which are constrained
to the direct cell connectivity, i.e., the topology of the grid. It extends D* and D* Lite. It
uses linear interpolation during path planning within each accessed grid cell. Instead of defining
the graph nodes of a cell on the cells center, the nodes are defined on the cell corners. In this
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Figure 4.2: Field D* Interpolation

way, the foundation for a linear combination of adjacent cell costs for every transition is given.
Classically, the g value is calculated following equation 4.3.

g(v) = min
vn∈N(v)

(cvvn + g(vn)) (4.3)

This classical formulation describes straight-line to a neighboring node vn of cell v. According
to [78], FD* (Field Dynamic A*) is structured as follows: FD* relaxes this constraint and
considers straight-line trajectories from node v to any point on the boundary of the grid cell
of v. Assuming we would know the values of each point w along the perimeter of the cell, the
optimal value of node v can be computed by minimizing cvw + g(w). Here cvw is the cost value
between v and w, this is obtained, for example, by multiplying the distance by the traversal cost
of the cell in which s is located. But the problem is that there are infinitely many points w on
the boundary of the cell v, so that the calculation of g(w) is not possible.

However, it is possible to approximate the value g(w) for each point w on the boundary of
cell v. This is done in FD* by linear interpolation. By prescribing or redefining the nodes on
the spaces between the cells (a node lies on the corner point of four cells), the traversal costs of
each cell can be considered individually; previously, one would have had to add values from the
current cell and the neighboring cell proportionally.

Let v1 and v2 be two consecutive direct neighbors of v, see Figure 4.2. In FD* a linear com-
bination of the costs g(v1) and g(v2) is formed which determines the value g(w), cf. equation 4.4.

g(w) = yg(v2) + (1− y)g(v1) (4.4)

If c is the weight or cost value of the current cell and b is the value of the adjacent lower cell,
as in Figure 4.2, then again there is the linear combination of the proportional distance across
x and the distance through the cell of length

√
(1− x)2 + y2, which are thus determined by the

variables with x, y ∈ [0, 1], see equation 4.5,

min
x,y

(
bx+ c

√
(1− x)2 + y2 + yg(v2) + (1− y)g(v1)

)
(4.5)

The path goes either, 1) completely along the bottom edge to v1, 2) the portion x along
the bottom edge and then through the cell directly to v2, or 3) the direct path from v to w
on the edge. Which of these paths is the cheapest depends on the costs c and b, and also the
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difference f = g(s1)− g(s2). The procedure for the cost calculation and the algorithm itself are
described in detail the paper [78]. The look-ahead value rhs(v) described before is then set to
the minimum of the computed costs across all eight consecutive direct neighbor combinations
(v1, v2), (v2, v3), (v3, v4) . . . (v8, v1). Finally, FD* makes the transition from the previous path
planners restricted to eight cell neighbors to the any-angle path planners, which relax this
restriction.

4.2.2 Any-Angle Path Planning

Theta*

As already figured out paths planned on the topology of the grids, i.e., the grid edges, can
result in sub-optimal paths compared to the Euclidean shortest path. A path formed by the
edges of 8-neighbor transitions can be around 8% longer than the actual shortest path in the
2D environment, as pointed out by Nash et al. [204]. By means of this, the formed paths
when following the grid edges are usually longer then the shortest paths in the represented
terrain. In [56] Daniel et al. compare the two Theta* algorithms Basic Theta* and Angle-
Propagation Theta* (AP Theta*). Both are variants of the A* algorithm, which propagates
the cost information along the edges without restricting the calculated path to the cell edges.
Their goal is to find the shortest path from a starting vertex to a destination vertex, where both
vertices lie on cell corners and not in a cell. Previously known shortest path algorithms often
calculate only combinations of cell transitions with a multiple of 45°. As stated in [56], the two
Theta* algorithms are not guaranteed to find the shortest paths in the terrain, which are not
bound to the edge topology. Additionally, the two Theta* algorithms were extended to cover
occupancy grid maps with non-uniform travel costs.

The Basic Theta* path finding algorithms has been introduced by Nash et al. [203] in 2007
which is a version of A* for any-angle path planning. Computationally, it is a bit slower then
A* on visibility graphs, which find the exact shortest path. The simple key difference of Theta*
and A* running on grids (an not visibility graphs) is the predecessor or parent of a vertex. In
Theta* the predecessor of cell vertex is not necessarily a neighboring cell vertex, it could be any
other grid cell corner. The difference is simply the update step of the distance value and the
predecessor of the next vertex. It considers the two possible sub solution paths with identical
path lengths in different directions. If the straight line to the predecessor of the current vertex
is blocked by an occupied cell, the predecessor of the next vertex with the blocked line is set
to the current vertex and the predecessor of the other next vertex is set to the predecessor
of the current vertex, which might be the start vertex or another intermediate vertex. We
will rediscover this for geodesic path planning where these intermediate nodes are called saddle
vertices. AP Theta* differs from Basic Theta* in that AP Theta* propagates angle ranges and
uses them to determine whether or not two vertices have a line of sight, as described in [56].

Daniel et al. [56] compared the runtimes and path length of A*, post-smoothed A*, FD*,
Basic Theta* and AP Theta* on a random 100 × 100 grid with 20% blocked cells in relation
to a visibility graph which finds the exact shortest path. Their results show that Basic Theta*
generates slightly longer paths than the exact shortest path, i.e., the Euclidean shortest path
computed with A* on the visibility graph of the grid cells, but in doing so, Basic Theta* takes
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only one hundredth of the time, since the construction of the visibility graph takes time. Then in
the comparison there is FD*, which, however, apart from the exact solution, takes the most time,
but producing shorter paths than A* and post-smoothed A*, which, of course, is not surprising.
AP Theta* needs almost the same time as Basic Theta*. The runtime of the approaches increase
if there are more blocked cells. Here, there runtime increases especially fast for FD* and AP
Theta* in comparison to the other approaches mentioned. However, these runtimes and path
length have been evaluated on a grid with uniform costs, whereas FD* is especially taking non-
uniform cell costs into account. In a 1000 × 1000 grid with non-uniform traversal costs with
many smaller regions of uniform costs FD* performs better than Basic Theta*, and also the
runtime of Basic Theta* increases in these scenarios, see Table 6 in [56].

Lazy Theta*

The Lazy Theta* algorithm has been introduced especially for the increasing complexity of the
line-of-sight checks in a 3D occupancy grid map. The shortest path constrained to the edges of
26-neighbor transitions in a 3D occupancy grid map can be around 13% longer than the actual
shortest path in the represented 3D environment, as again pointed out by Nash et al. [204]. The
Lazy Theta* algorithm described by Nash et al. [204] introduced in 2010 finds approximately
shortest paths in the free space between the occupied cells in a 3D grid map. The Lazy Theta*
algorithm computes a line-of-sight check only once for each expanded vertex. Due to that, the
Lazy Theta* algorithm is faster than the Theta* algorithm in a 3D grid map constrained to
26-neighbor transitions between the cells. In such a case Lazy Theta* computes one order of
magnitude fewer line-of-sight checks than Theta* as shown in [204].

Nash et al. mention that shortest paths in continuous 3D environments with polyhedral
obstacles cannot be found by the A* algorithm running on a visibility graph, since the shortest
path is not necessarily formed by the edges of the visibility graph as described by Choset et al.
in the book Principles of robot motion: theory, algorithms, and implementation [47].

Anya

Anya is an optimal any-angle shortest path planning algorithm by Harabor and Grastien [113]
for path planning on 2D occupancy grid maps, which was introduced in 2013. Anya, has a
similarity with Continuous Dijkstra [199]. Instead of planning via the individual grid vertices
or nodes, planning is done via contiguous sets of states that form intervals. The idea to use
intervals in the state space will also be rediscovered in the field of window propagation which
form some basic approaches to compute exact geodesic paths on triangular meshes as we will
see later.

A representative point is used for each interval to derive an f-value, as in the A* algorithm,
and each is projected from one row of the grid to another until the target is reached. Anya
is not based on pre-calculations, and it does not have any memory overheads taking A* as a
base line. Finally, it always finds an optimal any-angle path, which is the shortest path which
can be defined on the underlying representation in the Euclidean space while avoiding occupied
cells, i.e., the exact shortest path. As describe in [113], these intervals are connected by turning
points, which are points which connecting the two consecutive sub-paths with an angle other
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than 180°, i.e., no straight line. This concept is again closely connected to the saddle vertices we
will introduce later in the context of geodesic path planning. Moreover, these turning points in
an optimal any-angle path are corner points, which means three of the adjacent cells are free and
one is occupied as showed in [199]. In the Anya algorithm, the solution-cost estimate of Theta*
is optimized in a way that it increases monotonically in all update steps of the successors of a
vertex or node, in order to fulfill the optimal path criteria. To achieve this, Anya evaluates all
points of an interval together simultaneously and selects a representative point with a minimum
solution-cost estimate. Harabor and Grastien [113] showed that their algorithm is optimal and
complete.

4.2.3 Partial Differential Equation Methods

The PDE grid-based methods have evolved from mathematical methods in physics. They in-
clude, for example, the Fast Marching Method as an algorithmic solution to the Eikonal equation
for waves, which can also be derived from Maxwell’s equation. In addition, other gradient-based
methods are also included. In contrast to any-angle methods where line-of-sight checks are
performed, PDE path planning methods usually take only the eight direct cell neighbors into
account. Although, they can deal with the continuity of the underlying Euclidean metric. Sim-
ilar to the replanning methods that plan from the goal to the start, the PDE methods can also
compute a gradient field from the goal that determines the shortest path through a gradient
descent.

Fast Marching Method

Just like many of the other search-based approaches, FMM is similar to Dijkstra’s algorithm,
but uses a different update step that considers multiple neighbors, which allows the topological
restriction to be resolved. Thus, the propagation scheme is the same as in all other Dijkstra-like
algorithms, but in addition, they manage to deal with the continuity of the grid-divided space.
Since FMM is a basis for the developed geodesic path planning algorithm in Chapter 7, we will
elaborate on this algorithm in the context of grid-based path planning now, and geodesic path
planning in Section 4.3.2. The formulation of these wavefront propagation methods guarantee
to converge during the grid is refined to an approximate shortest path in terms of traversal time,
and if the velocity is constrained to be constant, the path will be optimized in terms of path
length with an Euclidean metric. In the following parts of FMM are introduced according to
our work [235].

Inspired by physics, alternative approaches based on FMM have been introduced. It is
obvious that methods from physics such as equations of motion and waves can be used for path
planning, since waves and other carriers also travel along the shortest path in the real world, of
course taking into account the medium through which they are moving. The Hamilton Jacobi
PDE is an alternative formulation of classical mechanics and equivalent to, e.g., Newton’s laws of
motion, Lagrangian mechanics and Hamiltonian mechanics and reduces to the Eikonal equation
describing physical waves if the formulations depend on the position state variable only, as
described in [235, 273].

Sethian developed the Fast Marching Method (FMM) [268–270] as a fast level set method
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around 1996. At that time, first in December 1994, the basis of FMM were also developed and
introduced by Tsitsiklis [300, 301] as a solution to isotropic control problems using first-order
semi-Langragian discretizations on Cartesian grids, as described in [109, 299]. Tsitsiklis solved
the steady state equation for a more general formulation of the Eikonal equation by combining
a heap sort with a variation of Dijkstra. The problem was also solved by Sethian around that
time and published in 1996 in [268, 269] and is today known as the Fast Marching Method.

It can be designed as a Dijkstra-like method which simulates a wave front propagation in a
way that it approximates the travel-time of the wave on the grid with a given speed function
depending on the location. Due to that, it is not restricted to topology of the grid, in a way
that it approximates the travel-time in the Euclidean space which is discretized by the grid.
Furthermore, it is based on the Level Set Methods introduced by Osher and Sethian, published
in the Journal of Computational Physics in 1988 [219, 220].

FMM is a fast numerical algorithmic solution of the Eikonal equation. The eikonal equa-
tion 4.6 is a nonlinear PDE which describes the propagation of physical waves mathematically.

|∇u(x)| = 1
f(x) , x ∈ Ω (4.6)

Let u|∂Ω = 0, where ∂Ω is a well-behaved boundary, Ω is an open set in Rn, f(x) is a function
with positive values. The nabla operator denotes the gradient. In the physical domain, u(x)
denotes the shortest travel time of a wave to x from the boundary ∂Ω, with u(x) = 0 ∀ x ∈ ∂Ω.
Further, the wave moves in Ω with the speed given by f(x). The inverse of the speed function
f(x) can be seen as damping-factor at a position x, thus u(x) represents the time to travel from
the boundary ∂Ω to x. If the seed function is set to 1, the function u(x) represents the distance
of x to the boundary ∂Ω.

Translating this PDE to the path planning domain, we have Ω = Cfree, and ∂Ω = {s}, thus
the propagation starts at s, and u denotes the distance to s from each configuration x assuming
a constant speed f(x) = 1.

The analogy to a wave can be observed in the real world, for example, in the propagation
of a circular wave on a water surface, in that it spreads from a point, e.g., caused by a pebble,
as quickly as possible in all directions and is damped or slowed down by the medium. If the
speed of propagation is the same everywhere (for simplicity’s sake 1), then it propagates circular
outwards and moves around obstacles, taking the shortest path. With |∇u(x)| = 1, the function
u(x), further, represents the distance to the boundary ∂Ω. If there are more boundary points a
wave front stops if it touches another front. In the real world this would cause interference and
smaller or bigger sub waves. The principle of multiple sources used for propagation is used, for
example, for the computation of Voronoi maps.

FMM for a grid domain, is sown in Algorithm 4.3. It uses three sets: The UNPROCESSED
set, the CLOSE set and the FIXED set. The UNPROCESSED set corresponds to Cfree ∪ Cobs,
or just to Cfree if we assume that obstacles can not be partially passed, i.e., with a slower speed.
We could also define the damping 1/f(v) = ∞∀ v ∈ Cobs. The CLOSE set corresponds to the
current wavefront, and FIXED corresponds to all vertices or configurations which have already
been traversed by the wavefront. At the beginning the UNPROCESSED set contains all vertices
of the grid which should be used for path planning, thus we do not distinguish further between
UNPROCESSED set and the c-space C in Algorithm 4.3 as all unprocessed vertices are in C
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The CLOSE set is represented as a priority queue Q, since the cell node with the most favorable
value is needed for each update. The distances for the node in the CLOSE set might decrease,
when new cheaper solutions exist. The FIXED set S contains all vertices with distance or time
of travel values uij which have been processed finally.

inputs : C c-space, f(v) speed function, Cs start nodes, Cg goal nodes
outputs: u(v) travel time

1 begin
2 u(v)←∞ ∀ v ∈ C // initialize u with infinity
3 foreach v ∈ Cs do // initialize start nodes
4 u(v)← 0 // set travel time to zero
5 Q← Q ∪N4(v) // add neighbors to CLOSE

6 S ← Cs // add start nodes to FIXED

7 while Q 6= ∅ do // until CLOSE is empty
8 v0 ← argmin

v∈Q
(u(v)), Q← Q \ {v0} // extract most favorable node

9 S ← S ∪ {v0} // add most favorable node v0 to FIXED
10 foreach vn ∈ N4(v0) \ S do // for each neighbor not in FIXED
11 Q← Q ∪ {vn} // add neighbor node to CLOSE
12 utmp ← λ(vn, f) // compute tentative travel time
13 if utmp < u(vn) then // check decrease of travel time
14 u(vn)← utmp // update tentative time

Algorithm 4.3: Fast Marching Method (FMM)

A numerical solution or more precisely a discretized solution for the Eikonal equation on 2D
grid for the update function or procedure λ in line 12 is given by equation 4.8. D±xij denotes the
standard finite difference operator for the horizontal grid dimension and D±yij for the vertical
grid dimension, as defined in equations 4.7.

ux(vij) ≈ D±xij u = ui±1,j − uij
±∆x (4.7a)

uy(vij) ≈ D±yij u = ui,j±1 − uij
±∆y (4.7b)

The 1D finite difference operator has been introduced by Osher and Sethian in 1988 [220]
and used to to define an upwind scheme which has been introduced by Sethian [268].[max(D−xij u, 0)2 + min(D+x

ij u, 0)2+
max(D−yij u, 0)2 + min(D+y

ij u, 0)2

]
= 1
f2
i,j

(4.8)

According to [272], a simpler solution is given by the first order approximation described by
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Rouy and Tourin [252] in 1992.[max(D−xij u,−D+x
ij u, 0)2+

max(D−yij u,−D
+y
ij u, 0)2

]
= 1
f2
i,j

(4.9)

To simplify the following equations, the minimum of the four neighborhood of the current
cell i, j for both dimensions is considered only. This is valid due to causality, as values prop-
agate outwards, the wavefront values depend on the smaller travel costs in FIXED. Thus, the
relevant values are substituted to access the current wavefront with ux and uy as in following
equations 4.10.

ux = min(ui−1,j , ui+1,j) (4.10a)
uy = min(ui,j−1, ui,j+1) (4.10b)

Lets assume that ∆x, i.e., the vertical cell spacing, and ∆y, i.e., the horizontal cell spacing
are equally sized with h = ∆x = ∆y. Thus, the relation between three cells and the damping
function can be stated as in equation 4.11

max
(
uij − ux

h
, 0
)2

+ max
(
uij − uy

h
, 0
)2

= 1
f2
ij

(4.11)

We now want to solve this equation for uij For this we take the equation 4.12a as a basis,
which we can transform to a quadratic equation, as stated in equation 4.12b.

(uij − ux)2 + (uij − uy)2

h2 = 1
f2
ij

(4.12a)

⇔ u2
ij − uij(ux + uy) +

u2
x + u2

y

2 − h2

2f2
ij

= 0 (4.12b)

In the equation 4.12b we can easily identify the coefficients k0 = 1, k1 = −(ux + uy) and
k2 = u2

x+u2
y

2 − h2

2f2
ij

to solve the quadratic equation of the form k0u
2
ij +k1uij +k2 = 0 to uij . Thus

we can solve equation 4.12 to uij and after rearrangement and simplification the solution can
be represented as in equation 4.13.

uij = ux + uy
2 + 1

2

√
2h2

f2
ij

− (ux − uy)2 (4.13)

Finally, together with equation 4.10, this equation 4.13 is used for the update step of FMM.
It will be a valid solution if |ux − uy| ≤

√
2 h
fij

and if it is larger than ux and uy as long as
|ux − uy| ≤ h

hij
required by equation 4.11. The solution falls back to a one dimensional update

stated in equation 4.14 if |ux − uy| > h
fij

.

uij = min(ux, uy) + h

fij
(4.14)
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Thus in Algorithm 4.3, the update function λ(vn, f) in line 12 can be computed using equa-
tion 4.10, equation 4.13, and equation 4.14, where the node vn corresponds to a cell with the
coordinates i, j and the fixed cell resolution h. Furthermore, the speed fij or the slowness 1

fij

at the cell position i, j can be encoded by the cell’s value.
Moreover, this computationally efficient algorithm can be extended to run in 3D or n-D

grids and as such FMM is popular in robotics for path planning in difficult 2D environments
for differential-drive and car-like robot-path-planning [64], and in other fields such as image
processing [84, 191, 317] and image segmentation [84]. It is also used for medical imaging, more
precise diffusion tensor imaging, a variant of magnetic resonance imaging [133, 181] to study
the human brain connectivity network. Additionally, FMM provides an elegant way to perform
Voronoi partitioning, e.g., for path planning [94], or to extracts streets from satellite images as
described in [317].

Gómez González [109] describes in detail some variants of the grid-based FMM or algorithms
inspired by FMM. In his dissertation he bundles these as Fast Methods, describes and compares
nine different sequential single-thread methods in detail. Beside the described FMM, we briefly
describe the main ideas and concepts of the FMM implementation using a Fibonacci min-heap
(FMMFib), Simplified Fast Marching Method (SFMM), Untidy priority queue FMM (UFMM),
Group Marching Method (GMM), Fast Iterative Method (FIM), FSM, Lock Sweeping Method
(LSM), Two Queues Method (TQM). All methods produce the same solution except UFMM and
FIM, these two have bounded errors. Until his work, the approaches had only been partially
compared. In the following, each method is described in accordance with [109] and the papers
on the respective algorithm.

FMM implementation using a Fibonacci min-heap Similar to Dijkstra and other al-
gorithms, in FMM the wavefront which propagates outwards has to be organized in a data
structure to efficiently retrieve and remove the cost minimum for each iterative step, as well as
to insert, or update key-value pairs (cells, voxels, vertices, with a cost value). These actions
are usually called: top, pop, push, and increase. Thus, FMM can be implemented with differ-
ent kinds of these data structures, e.g., a binary heap, or Fibonacci heap. Since the wavefront
propagates outwards similar to Dijkstra, and the current travel time entries of the wavefront are
not yet final and can be improved, we need a min-heap to efficiently determine the element with
the lowest cost or travel-time in order to calculate an improvement of the values in the current
wavefront or to add new values to the wavefront as it is propagating. FMMFib relates to an
FMM implementation using a Fibonacci Heap. However, according to Larkin et al. [173] there
are many other heap data structures with different advantages, which could also be considered,
as they have different strength and weaknesses.

Simplified Fast Marching Method According to Gómez González [109] this variant of
FMM is abbreviated as SFMM. The simplified FMM uses a priority queue. Updating elements
in the priority queue as new distance values are computed, usually requires some kind of handle
to access values in the queue. SFMM avoids these handles by simply reinserting cell distance
values, so that there can be multiple entries for the same cell. The smallest value of a cell in
the queue will be retrieved before other entries in the queue could be taken into account. All
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following values for the same vertex will be ignored. The corresponding voxel or cell is then
marked as frozen. Following these scheme, no increase operation is needed to update the queue,
as this operation is replaced by reinserting the value to the queue and freeze a voxel or cell if it
is extracted from the queue which leads to ignore all other values for the extracted node in the
queue. However, the complexity for each push operation to the priority queue is O(n log n).

Untidy Fast Marching Method Yatziv et al. [242, 319] propose an FMM variant with an
computational complexity of O(n) using a so called untidy priority queue. According to [109]
the algorithm is abbreviated as UFMM and can described as follows: At the expense of the good
asymptomatic runtime, the algorithm has error bounds of the same order of magnitude as the
original FMM. In the untidy priority queue the priorities, that is, the travel-time, or distance
values, are organized in a quantization fashion. The basic assumption here is that the distance
values are bound as the velocity of the wavefront, i.e., the underlying speed function, is bound.
The maximum distance is partitioned into a number of equally sized buckets, each containing an
unordered queue of cells with similar distance or travel-time values. Thus, values are stored in
the consecutive buckets organized within an underling circular array. During the run, the bucket
thresholds are adjusted to maintain an uniform distribution in the untidy priority queue, so that
in fact it is more compatible to a look-up table, as described in [109]. Similar to a hash-map the
index is computed thus push and top can be achieved in O(1). Further, as long as the number
of buckets is in O(n), pop and increase can be achieved in O(1) in the average case. This leads
to a asymptotic runtime of O(n). Furthermore, as the elements in each bucket are not sorted,
i.e., they are maintained in a queue-fashion (FIFO), UFMM leads to errors. However, Yatziv et
al. [319] showed that this error cannot be negative and is within O(h), where h is the grid cell
size as introduced before.

Fast Sweeping Method

The idea of the Fast Sweeping Method(FSM) is described by Tsai et al. in [299] and by
Zhao [325], one of the coauthors of the first paper. It follows the idea by Danielsson [57]
where the grid is traversed in a predefined order for to compute the Euclidean distance to a
grid-subset. Furthermore, as mentioned by Tsai el al. a similar sweeping approach has been
proposed by the Boué and Dupuis [26] which solves the steady-state equation and which results
in an O(n) runtime complexity. In [298, 299, 324] this method has been used to compute a
distance function to an arbitrary data set in the research areas of computer vision. In comparison
to the original FMM, this sweeping approach does not require heap-sorting and can perform
the distance computation in O(n) instead of O(n log n). There is no need for a sorting data
structure since the algorithm do not order the cells to traverse these depending on propagated
costs. FSM “sweeps” over the grid using the Gauss-Seidel method and computes traversals
during the iteration until the distance or traversal-time value for each cell is converged. Sweeps
are performed in each direction. On a one dimensional grid, i.e., an array, there are only two
sweep directions, namely left and right. On a 2D grid there are four sweeping directions, namely
up-left, up-right, down-left, down-right.

At the beginning all cell travel-times are initialized with infinity. Next, source cells are
initialized with fixed values. During the sweeping until no cells are updated, the travel-time is
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computed for each cell following the Godonov Hamiltonian derived equation, as described in [8].
A cell’s travel time is not updated in the current iteration if the calculated travel-time value is
greater than or equal to the current value, otherwise it is updated. During the sweep 22 = 4
loops are iterated. In the general case there are 2n loops, for n dimensions. In the 2D case,
these four loops are two nested loops with, for example, I and J being the grid bounds each.
The loops are then defined by all start and end permutations: 1) for i = 0 : I, j = 0 : J , 2) for
i = I : 0, j = 0 : J , 3) for i = I : 0, j = J : 0, 4) for i = 0 : I, j = J : 0.

Furthermore, according to [8], the complexity is bound by O(n), since the number of times
the characteristic changes direction defines an upper bound on the number of iterations required.
Due to that, the complexity for each cell is O(1). However, the actual processing time depends
on the velocity or damping function. Thus, the number of sweeps highly depend on the cost
in the grid. The computed distance field will be identical to the other FMM methods, except
UFMM. Bak et al. [8] wrote that FSM works best when the speed changes slowly, and FMM is
better when the speed changes rapidly. Moreover, with [8] they introduce the LSM described
next. Beside this FSM has been extended to run in a triangulated domain.

Lock Sweeping Methods Bak et al. [8] point out that FSM runs slower than FMM in certain
scenarios where the speed function changes rapidly. The Lock Sweeping Methods (LSM) provide
improvements of FSM to accomplish better runtimes by introducing a procedure to lock grid
cells for which final costs values have already successfully been computed, or if corresponding
values cannot be calculated successfully at the current iteration, as described in details in the
corresponding paper [8]. Due to the cell locking, further expensive computations are avoided.
Unlocked cells are stored in a data structure to only take these into account and ignore locked
cells. At the beginning after all cells have been set to infinity and source cells were set, all cells
are locked. Next, only the four direct cell neighbors of cells with fixed values are unlocked. At
the beginning these cells are the source cells. During the sweeping if a locked cell is selected,
it will be ignored and the algorithm will continue with the next cell. However, if a unlocked
cell is selected the travel time is calculated following the Godunov numerical flux. The Godunov
numerical flux is proposed in [299]. A cell’s travel time is not updated in the current iteration
if the calculated travel-time value is greater than or equal to the current value. Otherwise,
the corresponding cell is updated and a cell of the four direct cell neighbors is unlocked if its
travel-time value is greater than the currently updated value in the center of the four cells. Bak
et al. further mention that their LSM approach could be extended to the triangular domain as
it is been done for the FSM by Qian et al. [236].

Other Fast Methods

Group Marching Method GMM has been presented by Kim et al. [151] and is described
according to [109, 151]. GMM is a solver for the Eikonal equation based on FMM. It com-
putes the travel-time simultaneously for a number of grid cells which are related to the current
wavefront. This group of cells is composed of the global minimum and the local minima in the
current wavefront. When selecting cells for this group it must be ensured to not violate the
causality of propagation, as the cells are not sorted by the currently assigned travel-time like it
is been done in FMM which again drops the computation complexity from O(n log n) to O(n).
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All grid cells which are related to the current wavefront with a travel-time within a delta δτ with
respect to the current global minimum in this wavefront are composed of the mentioned group.
Consequently, δτ has to bee chosen carefully to not violate the causality of propagation. Gómez
González uses δτ = 1/max f in contrast to the original GMM proposed by Kim et al. [151],
where δτ = h/max(f)

√
2 is used with the grid resolution h = ∆x = ∆y. Moreover, an equiv-

alent formulation in [151] for δτ uses the slowness or damping functions with s = 1/f . Note
that f is the speed function of the Eikonal equation, due to that a damping or slowness value
si can be seen as some kind of cost value at a cell vi. Thus, Kim el al. use δτ = hsr,min/

√
2 for

a 2D grid and δτ = hsr,min/
√

3 in a 3D grid with sr,min = min{si : vi ∈ Q}, where Q denotes
the current wavefront and si denotes the slowness at the cell vi. Gómez González mentions that
his proposed δτ has not been proven, but produces much better results in comparison to FMM.
Additionally, if the traversal-time difference of two cells is larger than δτ their time values will
barely effect each other as the wavefront direction, i.e., its propagation normal is more perpen-
dicular than parallel to their corresponding formed line-segment. GMM requires two traversals
through the grid to converge as there are cells to be evaluated in a second run.

Two Queues Method The Two Queues Method (TQM) has been proposed in [8] as another
improvement beside LSM. All unlocked cells are divided into two groups: The first group are
cells with small travel-times and can be processed earlier. The second group are cells with a
large travel-time and should be considered later. These two groups are organized by two queues.
The cells to be computed are removed from the first queue and their locked neighbors, see LSM
are added to one of the queues if they have larger predicted travel times than the current cell.
These neighbor cells are assigned to the first queue if their travel-times are small than the queue
cutoff threshold, and added to the second queue if their travel-times are rather greater than the
queue cutoff threshold. Next, the cell in the center of the neighbors is locked. The easiest way
to predict the travel time of a recently unlocked cell is to use the travel time of the cell just
updated.

As soon as the first queue with the smaller travel-times becomes empty, the two queues are
swapped, so that all entries from the second queue now belongs two the first queue. Additionally,
the cutoff-threshold will be increased. Following this TQM scheme cells with smaller travel-time
have priority. Finally, the complexity is still O(n).

Bak et al. [8] evaluated FMM, FSM, LSM, and TQM and stated that TQM outperforms
LSM. Furthermore the performance highly depends on the change of velocity or damping, i.e.,
the change of grid cost values. The authors also mention that their LSM relates to D’Esopo–Pape
algorithm and that this algorithm could be improved in a TQM fashion by using a small label
first (SLF) and large label last (LLL) paradigm. In [109] the threshold update has been corrected
formally to use the speed function in the denominator of the fraction instead of the slowness or
damping. The threshold is updated systematically with the effect that 65% to 75% of all inserted
cells are added to the first queue. Furthermore, the method without an adaptive queue-cutoff
threshold is called static two queue method instead of dynamic two queue method. The dynamic
queue method preforms better on maps with noticeable speed / slowness or damping values.

Fast Iterative Method FIM is based on the iterative method proposed by [252], but is
adapted from FMM and was developed by Jeong and Whitaker [134]. Accordingly, it is also a
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method to solve the Eikonal equation in 2D or 3D grid. In the following, the method is described
following [109, 134]. FIM iteratively evaluates each node in CLOSE at the same time until it
converges. Once a node is determined to have converged, its neighbors are inserted into CLOSE
and the process continues. The CLOSE set is implemented as an unsorted list. This method
has a non-optimal asymptotic runtime, but it is specially designed for parallel architectures, for
example, GPUs in a way that all elements in CLOSE can be evaluated simultaneously. This
means the operations on the list are in O(1) and the runtime is in the worst case in O(n) if
all cells or nodes are in CLOSE and each value has to be iterated over several times until it
converges. Furthermore, FIM uses local synchronous updates only, and thus has better access
times due to a better usage of hardware caching.

The algorithm is initialized in the same way as FMM. However, each node in CLOSE is then
updated until the value difference is less than a certain epsilon which serves as the convergence
parameter. At a selected node, the neighbor cells are then evaluated and added to CLOSE if the
corresponding value of this neighbor cell has improved. The selected node itself is then removed
from CLOSE and added to FIXED, marking the node as frozen. Unlike the FMM-methods
described above, a node may be re-added to CLOSE multiple times during the runtime of FIM.
This can happen when an upwind neighbor is updated, thus in this case the considered node
can improve its value.

For small epsilons, it yields the to the same solution as FMM produces, but this epsilon
can be relaxed to speed up the algorithm with the trad-off of larger errors. Compared to FSM,
which performs a Gauss Seidel update to converge quickly, FIM does not need to read and
write to a single memory location and is better suited for parallel architectures. Some of the
previously presented methods argue that their worst-case runtime is O(n), but there is not much
comparison of how the best case behaves in terms of runtime. FIM is similar to the single-queue
variant of TQM as pointed out in [109].

In addition, FIM has been compared against GMM, FSM, and of course FMM, see [134].
In [109] sequential variant of FIM was furthermore compared against other approaches. FIM
has also been proposed for triangulated surfaces and has been adapted in the context to Fast
Iterative Method for Triangular Meshes (meshFIM) as described later in Section 4.3.3.

Fast Marching Square As Gómez González [109] focused on grid-based path planning using
FMM approaches, he presented Fast Marching Square (FM2) in his PhD thesis [109]. The
principle and the name will become clear quickly, but let us start with the motivation first.
Usually the planning of paths on grid maps is simplified by representing the robot as a point.
This is not the case for sample-based algorithms that use motion primitives, but it is the case for
most search-based algorithms. This requires that all obstacles on the global map be artificially
expanded by at least the outer radius of the robot around its center point so that the point,
usually the center of the robot, does not collide with these obstacles.

In the first part of FM2, the map is expanded using FMM starting from the obstacles, so that
a SDF is built to the obstacles, resembling a Voronoi diagram. However, it differs considerably
about the continuation to the obstacles. In many environments it is not necessary to keep the
maximum distance to the obstacles, i.e., to move always in the middle of everything. This is well
solved by FM2 for grid maps. It calculates a path that minimizes the path distance and at the
same time maximizes the distances to obstacles. After this first run of FMM on the grid map
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where the sources are the obstacles in the map, the resulting map is scaled and bounded. In the
second step, this map is used as a speed map or deceleration map. This means that this map
defines the velocity f for each cell. So the speed far from obstacles is fast and near the objects is
rather slow. This leads to the robot moving more in the middle of the floor in an office corridor
and turning only at the last moment to drive through a door. This avoids passing obstacles
within very close distance with steep angles already during path planning. At the same time,
the approach produces smooth transitions by the nature of undulating propagation while the
search itself is not fixed to the topology of cells as in Dijkstra, A*, D*, etc. For this purpose,
Gómez González introduces, besides FM2, an A* variant called FM2* and additionally Greedy
FM2* and Directional FM2, which are variants of FM2 and favor a goal-oriented propagation.

4.3 Geodesic Path Planning

We have encountered grid-based methods to compute exact Euclidean shortest paths in the
grid, such as Anya, but also efficient approximate methods that take into account underlying
costs, such as FD* and PDE methods like FMM and other variants. Having explored grid-based
methods in the direction of continuous path planning involving the underlying metric space, we
now go a step further and break the rigidity of the strict grid discretization.

Finding the shortest path on a surface is also known as computing geodesic distances or
paths. The noun geodesic comes from the word geodesy. Geodesy is the science of measuring and
mapping the earth’s surface, size and other properties, e.g the geometric figure, the gravitational
field and the orientation in space. In its original meaning, geodesic was the shortest path between
two points on the earth’s surface. In mathematics, more precisely in geometry, however, the
term geodesic is used for the shortest theoretical connection between two points on a curved
surface. With respect to the figure of the earth, this corresponds most likely to the great-circle
distance, spherical distance or the field of geodesics on an ellipsoid.

The field of geodesic path planning covers algorithms that compute shortest paths on surfaces
which are usually represented as 2D manifolds in the Euclidean 3D space R3. Considering an
UGVs, the line of sight is not what we are looking for. Rather, we are looking for the shortest
path on the surface, such that these methods could be of interest with respect to uneven and
curved outdoor environments. It is different, however, for UAVs, here the line of sight is what we
are looking for, neglecting the motion dynamics, and inertia. The most geodesic path planning
algorithms run on triangular meshes as they represent surfaces very well in a simple way.

There are many applications using efficient approaches to compute geodesic distances on tri-
angular meshes. Direct applications for geodesic path planning are in, e.g., robotics, geographic
information systems, medical imaging, flight simulation, and water flow analysis, as mentioned
in [2]. Moreover, many geodetic algorithms have been developed and used in the field of CAD
and computer graphics. In robotics, however, they have rarely been applied and implemented in
terms of robot navigation, not to mention applications for real outdoor environments. However,
in this work we want to consider this field explicitly and use it later for mobile robot navigation
in real-world complex outdoor environments.

As we figured out in the previous section with respect to grids, and as pointed out by
Martinez [195], Dijkstra’s algorithm can lead to suboptimal paths on triangular meshes because
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it considers only the edge cost, not the underling surface. Similar to Dijkstra’s algorithm, the
algorithms investigated in this section solve the SSSP problem, thus a comparison to Dijkstra’s
algorithm is reasonable.

The following brief overview shows the evolution towards better runtimes and extensions over
time for the most prominent geodesic path planning algorithm. In 1985, O’Rourke et al. [218]
presented an algorithm with the asymptotic runtime O(n5). In 1986, Sharir and Schorr [276]
presented an algorithms finding the shortest path on convex polyhedrons in O(n3 log n). In 1987,
Mitchell et al. [199] were able to solve the geodesic path problem within O(n2 log n). In 1990,
Chen and Han. [38] presented an algorithms with a runtime within O(n2). In 1999, Kapoor [138]
presented a single source single destination geodesic path algorithm with a similar base structure
as the one of Mitchell et al. [199] but with the asymptotic runtime O(n log2 n). Surazhsky [290]
writes that it is unclear whether Kapoor’s algorithm will ever be implemented because it is
very complex and calls a number of other complicated computational geometry procedures and
algorithms as subroutines. Also, O’Rourke [217] comment on Kapoor’s algorithm and mention
that it will be challenging to implement.

In 1997, Lanthier et al. [171, 172], and in 2000 Kanai and Suzuki [136], presented an approx-
imation approach using a number of additional Steiner points lying on each edge and connecting
to other vertices and Steiner Points of the edge-adjacent faces. We call it Steiner Points Re-
finement (SPR). If additional nodes are added to the graph (virtually or reformatively), the
planning with Dijkstra’s algorithm on this classical graph, where the nodes and edges are the
vertices and edges of the mesh and the edge weights are the length of the edges in Euclidean
space, then can be seen as a geodesic approximation based on surface or mesh refinement steps.

In 1998, Kimmel and Sethian [152] extended FMM to run on triangulated manifolds which
runs in O(n log n) to compute the approximate shortest path or traversal time of a wavefront
propagating outwards without any refinement.

In the following, we provide an overview of prominent approaches and their extensions.
We grouped these geodesic algorithms in the sub sections Window Propagation Methods, Fast
Marching Methods, and Precomputation & Other Methods.

With respect to geodesic path computation, the term unfolding is also often used and means
the unfolding of adjacent triangles onto a common plane. Let M = (V,E, F ) be a mesh with
vertices, edges and triangles. Consider a sequence of adjacent faces f1, f2, . . . , fm−1, fm ∈ F ,
in a way that two directly adjacent faces f1 and f2 share a common edge e1 ∈ E. Thus, such
a sequence of faces also leads to a corresponding sequence of edges E = e1, e2, e3, . . . , em−1. A
triangle f1 fanned out to f2 is given such that f1 is rotated around the common edge e1 and thus
f1 and f2 lie on a common plane. This can be repeated with f3 and f2 and edge e2, and so on.
Such a face and edge sequence is sketched in Figure 4.3 with the geodesic path shown as green
dashed edge sequence and the red dashed edge sequence resulting from Dijkstra’s algorithm.
Mitchel et al. showed “If p is a geodesic path which connects the edge sequence E then the planar
unfolding of p along the edge sequence E is a straight line segment” (Lemma 3.3 in [199]).
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Figure 4.3: Path on an Unfolded Mesh: A geodesic and an edge-restricted shortest path and the
corresponding face and edge sequence.

4.3.1 Window Propagation Methods

Mitchell, Mount, and Papadimitriou’s algorithm (MMP)

In 1987, Mitchell, Mount, and Papadimitriou [199] presented an algorithm which computes the
exact shortest path with an asymptotic runtime of O(n2 log n). Furthermore, it requires O(n2)
space, where n is the number of edges. In literature the algorithm is abbreviated using the
authors names Mitchell, Mount, and Papadimitriou to MMP. During the Dijkstra-like propa-
gation each edge is partitioned into a set of intervals, i.e., windows. Conceptually, it is a cross
between Dijkstra’s algorithm and the plane sweep paradigm of computational geometry [199].
Thus, similar to many other Dijkstra-like algorithms it behaves like a wavefront propagating
outwards. After the initial window propagation, the shortest distance to any other goal vertex
can be retrieved in O(log n). The shortest path from a start vertex to a goal vertex on the mesh
surface can be back-traced in O(k), where k is the number of traversed triangles by the shortest
path [199].

The shortest path within a triangle is the straight line. Also, the shortest path when crossing
an edge is through the straight line on the unfolded set of triangles. Furthermore, Mitchell et
al. proved that in the shortest path there is a vertex only if it is an boundary vertex, saddle
vertex, or parabolic vertex. Saddle vertices have an angle greater than 2π, whereas a parabolic
vertex has an angle equal to 2π.

An interval or window on an edge is given by a 6-tuple (b0, b1, d0, d1, σ, τ). b0 and b1 are the
interval borders on the edge defined by a scalar between zero and the edge length, thus these
two points define the window endpoints. d0 and d1 are denoted as the corresponding scalar
distance values to the source. τ defines on which side of the edge the source s is located and σ
is denoted as the sum of shortest path sequence segments which go through boundary vertices,
saddle vertices, or parabolic vertices. The interval propagation is sketched in Figure 4.4. The
shortest paths lie within the window on the arc w and are represented by rays to s on the
unfolded set of triangles. The position of s on the unfolded set of triangles can be defined by the
endpoints b0, b1 and the corresponding distance values d1, d2 in a way that d1 and d2 are radii
around p0 and p1 and intersect at the location of s. With respect to Figure 4.4b, s is a pseudo
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Figure 4.4: MMP Window Propagation: The interval or window propagation over the edges is shown
in (a), and the distance of the pseudo source s to the source vs as the sum of shortest path sequences
colored in blue is shown in (b).

source for the window propagation shown to the right side of s, whereas the length of the blue
sequence represents σ.

The MMP algorithm propagates the distance field described in an interval w over an adjacent
surface. This is done by calculating the further ray trajectory on the opposite edges of the
triangle. However, these opposite edges may contain previously propagated intervals, so the
information must be merged. The merging minimizes the distance field. For further details and
mathematical proofs we refer to [4, 199].

Improved exact MMP (K-MMP) In 2004, Kirsanov [153, 154] presents an approximate
and exact algorithm based on the window propagation concepts of MMP and FMM with some
simplifications and improvements. Their simplified interpretation does not have a special han-
dling of saddle vertices and it guarantees that there are no gaps in the distance field which could
be caused by numerical errors. We abbreviate this improved exact shortest path algorithm as K-
MMP. Furthermore, we abbreviate the approximate flat-exact algorithm by Krisanov as K-FMM
which is described below. It follows similar ideas as FMM, as also described in [154, 290].

The back-tracing is done by using a directed acylic dependency graph to track inherited
intervals of adjacent edges. The directed acyclic dependency graph tracks interval dependencies,
since each interval is the result of another interval. A node in such a graph corresponds to an
interval or window which is defined for a mesh edge and a directed graph edge points to the
parent window on an adjacent mesh edge. In the exact K-MMP algorithm, each window has
only one parent node by construction, whereas the approximate algorithm can have multiple
nodes in the dependency graph. Merging the intervals leads in inheriting all children and parent
nodes in the dependency graph. The graph is back traced from children to parents only while
constructing the geodesic path at the same time, thus it will converge to the source along
the shortest path. When a new interval or window is created that completely covers another
interval, there is only one corresponding parent node that inherits all children of that previous
interval. Intervals are not merged if the graph would become cyclic. The runtime evaluation of
the corresponding paper [154] is briefly addressed below in the context of K-FMM.
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Fast and improved MMP (SSK*) In 2005, Surazhsky et al. [290] proposed an MMP
implementation and found that, contrary to the asymptotic runtime, the algorithm runs in
sub-quadratic time in practice. Additionally, they propose a merging-extension to improve
the efficiency and the accuracy with bounded errors for the approximation similar to previous
described merging strategy by the co-author Kirsanov [154]. Surazhsky et al. [290] pre-compute
lower and upper bounds with Dijkstra and an approximate algorithm to shrink the search space.
The lower-bound distance function of their approximate algorithm efficiently prunes the number
of propagated windows to consider for the exact path computation. We abbreviate the fast
MMP by Surazhsky et al. [290] as Fast and improved MMP (SSK*) according to [35]. It could
be categorized as a partial precomputation algorithm, since the pruning of the search space
computing lower and upper bounds can also be performed for other algorithms. In [320] the
approximate MMP algorithm by the authors Surazhsky et al. [290] is abbreviated as AMMP. The
computational steps to shrink the search-space for the exact path computation by systematically
computing lower- and upper-bounds are described in the following (cf. [290]):

1. Simultaneously running Dijkstra’s algorithm on the edges from the start and goal vertex
to compute an upper-bound distance. It stops if they share a common vertex with final
distances.

2. Running the approximation search of SSK* starting at the goal position. It computes a
lower-bound function by pruning the search to only propagate windows that have at least
one point which does not violate the upper bound of the previous Dijkstra run.

3. Back-tracing the windows obtained in the previous step from the start to the goal vertex.
The resulting approximate shortest path is then used as better, tighter upper-bound.

4. Running the exact search from the start vertex to the goal vertex while only propagating
windows that again satisfy the new tighter upper-bound from the previous step.

5. The geodesic distance has been computed. The path can be back-traced by using the
windows computed in the previous step.

According to the paper [290] the approximate version needs at least about three times as much
time as Dijkstra’s algorithm, while their exact version needs at least around five times as much
time compared to Dijkstra. Compared to the original FMM version is has a similar runtime
and is just slightly faster. Additionally, Surazhsky et al. [290] compare the approximate SSK*
with the approximate Flat-Exact based on FMM (K-FMM) by the coauthor Kirsanov [153], and
FMM version by Kimmel and Sethian and show that it has a much better accuracy.

Fast Wavefront Propagation MMP (FWP-MMP) In 2015, Xu et al. [316] presented the
Fast Wavefront Propagation framework which implements a bucket data structure to efficiently
organize windows in buckets. Their improved version is abbreviated as FWP-MMP. Moreover,
Xu et al. [316] pointed out that the shortest path is exact if the numerical computation opera-
tions are exact, which is obviously not the case when using, for example, floating point precision.
Thus, the exact shortest path is bound to the respective error bounds. These numerical error
depends on the floating point truncation with respect to the machine. Furthermore, propagating
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Figure 4.5: The One-Angle One-Split Rule: It reduces four possible child window intervals to the three
yellow intervals for the windows w1 and w2 originated in the pseudo sources s1 and s2 which are connected
through shortest path segments via saddle vertices with the source vs.

small windows is not cost-efficient, since they only cover small or narrow regions. In particular,
small windows are discarded by a user defined threshold. In their paper Xu et al. [316] also
present an implementation of Chen and Hans’ algorithm (CH) using the Fast Wavefront Prop-
agation framework with the bucket data structure, which is abbreviated as FWP-CH. Xu et al.
observed that the runtime of MMP and CH is highly dependent on the triangulation, i.e., the
mesh structure. This means that runtime increases substantially when dealing with anisotropic
meshes, which are those that use extremely narrow triangles. Accordingly, the framework algo-
rithm implementations are more robust against anisotropic meshes.

The fast wavefront propagation framework implements the two classical exact algorithms
MMP and CH (or more precisely ICH) on a macro scale. As described in the paper [316], the
resulting macro-algorithms Fast Wavefront Propagation CH (FWP-CH) and Fast Wavefront
Propagation MMP (FWP-MMP) propagate wavefronts at similar rates and then converge in
about the same number of iterations, although their window propagation procedures are very
different.

Chen and Han’s algorithm (CH)

In 1990, Chen and Han [38–40] introduced an exact geodesic path planning algorithm which
runs in O(n2). In literature the algorithms is abbreviated as CH. The algorithm also runs on
convex and non-convex polyhedral surfaces with or without boundaries. The algorithm is one
of the few that does not follow the Dijkstra paradigm.

In the first phase, the shortest path from the source to each vertex is computed. This is
done with a set of windows that encode information about the shortest paths from the source
to intervals on the edges, similar to MMP. In the second phase, these windows are back-traced
to reconstruct the path on the surface. Thus, in the second phase, the one shortest path of all
the shortest paths to all targets can be determined in O(log n).

According to [137], the CH algorithm can be described as follows: The algorithm iterates over
all faces and builds a sequence tree, where each node of the tree represents a set of shortest paths
that converge at the source s. Each of these paths crosses the one at the node considered triangle
or face. Furthermore, for a node in the sequence tree, all these paths have the same ordered
sequence of crossed polyhedra or mesh edges on the way to the considered triangle. In [137] each
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bundle of these shortest paths is called a cone which correspond to the term window, and the
sequence structure is called a cone tree which is the sequence tree. The level of the tree is the
number of crossed triangles of a window and thus is at most the number of triangles in a case
where the shortest path crosses all triangles. In each iteration a sequence tree leaf is selected
for rolling out over a face f crossing the last edge in the tree in the current branch. This tree is
similar to the direct acyclic dependency graph used in the Improved exact MMP (K-MMP) and
K-FMM. Windows are similar to the windows in MMP spanning intervals over an edge while
they have also additional properties. If a window includes the vertex v opposite the last edge
e = (v1, v2) of the current face f , then a window has at most two sub-branches or children as
stated in Chen and Han’s one angle one split Lemma [38, 40]. If two windows occupy the vertex
v (one angle ∠v1vv2) from the same edge e, then at most one of these windows has two children
(one split) that enclose the shortest paths. This is sketched in Figure 4.5 according to [313].
The three yellow intervals are child window intervals that will continue to develop at this point.
The red child interval will not be continued because the shortest paths mapped by it cannot
continue across the triangle due to the one angle one split rule by Chen and Han, see [38] for
more details. If two windows w1 and w2 are on the same directed edge v1v2 of the 4v1v2v, as
also shown in Figure 4.5, then at most one of the two can have two children defining the shortest
sequence. In this example s1 and s2 are pseudo sources with the two windows w1 and w2. The
pseudo vertices span a sequence of blue colored shortest path edges through a number of saddle
vertices to the source vs. Xin and Wang [313] argue that the key idea of Chen and Han, i.e.,
the one angle one split rule, is still too loose to effectively check the validity of a new window.
The inefficiency, they argue, is due to the generation of significantly many useless windows that
do not contribute to any shortest path.

An efficient implementation of the CH algorithm has been proposed in [137]. Also, the algo-
rithm is nicely described in [313] if the reader is interested in a better and detailed understanding
at this point.

Improved CH (ICH) In 2009, Xin and Wang [313] improved the exact CH algorithm. It is
abbreviated as ICH. Kaneva and O’Rourke [137], as well as Surazhsky et al. [290] found in the
experimental results that the MMP algorithm with complexity O(n2 log n) is faster than the CH
with asymthotic running time O(n2).

The experiments in [313] show that CH generates too many useless windows, which do not
lead to any shortest path. Thus, over 99 % of the generated windows could be avoided in many
cases, as described in [313]. Therefore, Xin and Wang introduce two new principles in the course
of Improved CH (ICH). First, useless windows are identified and filtered by current estimates
of distances to nodes. Second, a priority queue is used, as in many other approaches. Xin and
Wang can experimentally show that ICH improves on the original CH in both time and space,
despite the worse asymptotic runtime complexity O(n2 log n). Also, according to the authors,
this runs faster than the original MMP algorithm and requires less space.

If an area is anisotropic, i.e., contains many long and thin triangles, all windows that may
contribute a shortest path are stored instead of discarding these simple windows, although this
requires more space as described in [313]. In the end, the window that provides the shortest
distance is chosen, as is done in the context of SSK* by Surazhsky et al. [290].

As described in [316], MMP and ICH always take the window with the minimum value at
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each iteration, similar to Dijkstra’s algorithm. This differs from the original CH, which used a
normal queue following the principle first-in first-out. This has a constant time overhead, but
as a result produces a wavefront with poor quality. This in turn ensures that the CH algorithm
spans many useless windows that converge very slowly, as described in [316]. On the other hand,
computational results in [316] show that more than 60 % of the time is spent reorganizing the
one priority queue in ICH.

The algorithm ICH has further applications and was, for example, further developed by its
main author into a geodesic offset algorithm that allows for parallel sources and adapts the one
angle one split, as well as the filter theorem and generalises it for parallel sources, see [314].

Parallel CH (PCH) CH by Ying et al. [321], divides the algorithm into four phases and
brakes the strict first-in first-out order, or the priority queue order with respect to ICH. The
four phases are window selection, window propagation, data organization, and events processing.
PCH is designed to run on modern GPUs. Compared to sequential algorithms, the performance
improvement is very consistent with GPU double precision performance, as described in [321].
The four phases enable the parallelization of the algorithm, since there are no data dependencies
in each phase so that the operations in each phase can be executed in parallel. PCH follows three
main factors, first, propagate the windows as parallel as possible, second, effectively control the
total number of windows, and third, avoid data conflicts when propagating the windows.

Fast Wavefront Propagation CH (FWP-CH) The fast wavefront propagation framework
implements a macro version of ICH which is abbreviated as FWP-CH.

FWP-CH and FWP-MMP have runtimes in the complexity classes O(n2) and O(n2 log n),
respectively, see [316]. Similarly, the relation of iterations of MMP and ICH are contrasted
and show that without the FWP framework, MMP always requires fewer steps than ICH. This
indicates that, contrary to the conjecture by the worst-case complexity classes, MMP tends to
perform better than CH and ICH which was also indicated in [154].

For meshes with a more regular resolution, the framework improves the runtime by a factor
of three for MMP and by a factor of two for ICH. However, if the mesh is very high resolution
and anisotropic, the framework provides an improvement in an order of magnitude for MMP
and a factor of five for ICH.

4.3.2 Fast Marching Method

We investigated FMM applied to the grid domain in Section 4.2.3. Now, the wavefront is not
propagated over a regular grid, but over a triangular mesh surface which is a 2-manifold in R3.
Kimmel and Sethian extended FMM for arbitrary triangulations [152].

The FMM mesh version is described in Algorithm 4.4 and similar to Dijkstra’s algorithm with
a small difference in the way neighbor costs are propagated and updated. As in the grid version
of FMM, we have the sets: UNPROCESSED, CLOSE, and FIXED, where FIXED contain all
vertices with fixed distance values and CLOSE contains all vertices associated with current
wavefront. Again, CLOSE can be implemented as a priority queue to retrieve the vertex with
the smallest distance value, see line 8. This will lead to an asymptotic runtime of O(n log n)
with n being the number of vertices. As the update step procedure, which is discussed below,
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considers a triangle and not a single edge, we iterate over all neighbors of v0 which are in FIXED,
cf. line 10, and look for a third vertex v′ which is not in FIXED. For this we consider the triangles
adjacent to the edge (v, n), see line 11. Here F (v, n) returns one or two triangles f1, f2. These
queries of edge adjacency triangles can be efficiently done with an HEM data structure. If one
of the two possible triangles has a vertex that is not in FIXED, we have found a triangle where
exactly two vertices are in FIXED and one vertex is not. This allows us to calculate the third
non-fixed distance value based on the two fixed distance values using the FMM update scheme,
seen line 13 of Algorithm 4.4.

If the computed value improves, cf. line 14, we set the previous value of the vertex that
was not in FIXED to the newly computed value and add it to CLOSE if it was not already
in CLOSE, see line 16. If CLOSE is implemented as a priority queue, for example using a
min-heap, this queue is reorganized at this point (lines 15 and 16) in order to place the vertex
with the smallest distance value at the front again.

inputs : M = (V,E, F ):triangular mesh s: start vertex
outputs: u(v): distances map ∀v ∈ V

1 begin
2 u(v)← inf ∀v ∈ V // initialize all distances with infinity
3 u(s)← 0, S ← {s} // initialize s and add to FIXED
4 foreach vn ∈ N(s) do // initialize neighbors of s
5 u(vn)← ||vn − s||2 // assign Euclidean distance to s
6 Q← Q ∪ {vn} // add neighbor to CLOSE

7 while Q 6= ∅ do // loop until Q is empty
8 v0 ← argmin

v∈Q
(u(v0)), Q← Q \ {v0} // extract most favorable node

9 S ← S ∪ {v0} // add v0 to FIXED
10 foreach n ∈ N(v0) ∩ S do // for all neighbors n in FIXED
11 f1, f2 ← F (v, n) // two triangles f1, f2 of edge (v, n)
12 if ∃v′ /∈ S|v′ ∈ f1, f2 then // pick f with v′ not in FIXED
13 uv′ ← λ(4vnv0v

′, u(vn), u(v0)) // update step, Procedure 4.5
14 if uv′ < u(v′) then // if new distance decreases
15 u(v′)← uv′ // update distance of v′

16 Q← Q ∪ {v′} // add considered v′ to CLOSE

Algorithm 4.4: FMM on a Triangular Mesh (meshFMM)

FMM follows the construction of the upwind approximation on triangular meshes, which was
developed by Barth and Sethian [9]. Starting from a center point, all arrival time u for adjacent
triangles are to be calculated. We consider the speed to be uniform, thus the arrival time u(v)
equals the distance to a vertex v. As from the point of view of different triangles admissible
distance values for u(v) can be calculated for the same vertex v, the distance value with the
smallest value for u must be chosen here. Starting from a triangle 4v1v2v3 we now search for
an update function for the vertex v3. The arrival time function is again denoted as u and we
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Figure 4.6: FMM Update Step Trigonometry: An update step using trigonometry for a triangle 4v1v2v3
with the sides a = ||v3 − v2||2, b = ||v1 − v3||2 and c = ||v2 − v1||2 to illustrate the rectilinear wavefront
f which reaches v3 in the time t from v1. The wavefront already passed v1 to p0 when it reaches v2
assuming u1 < u2. The gradient magnitude is encoded in (t−∆u)/h.

simplify the notation to u1 = u(v1), u2 = u(v2).
In the following, with respect to Figure 4.6 and according to [152, 270], we describe the

update procedure for u(v3). Here we have a more detailed exploration, as we later develop
a similar yet different update procedure for the planner described in Chapter 7. Our planner
update procedure determines the new distance value with the same input parameters, but relates
to a single wavefront source and also calculates a vector field to that source.

The update function should calculate u(v3) as a function of v1, v2 and the already known
values for u1 and u2. We assume 4v1v2v3 to be not obtuse and u2 > u1, which will later be
satisfied by the algorithm properties. We first make sure that the update comes from within
the triangle, which means that the height h3 to the vertex v3 should be inside the nonobtuse
triangle 4v3v2p0.

See Figure 4.6 for an intuitive definition of the following variables. The difference of travel
time or distance of v1 and v2 is denoted as ∆u = u2−u1, and let a = ||v2−v3||2, b = ||v1−v3||2,
and t = ||v′3−v3||2. Furthermore, let d = ||v1−p0||2, e = ||v3−p0||2, thus d+e = ||v1−v3||2 = b,
and f = ||p0 − v2||. Additionally, to support the reader, ∆u = ||v′2 − v2||2 = ||p0 − p′0||2. By
similarity of 4v3v1v

′
3 and 4p0v1p

′
0, we have t

b = ∆u
d and thus d = ∆ub

t . Since e = b − d, by
substitution we get equation 4.15.

e = b− ∆ub
t

= bt− b∆u
t

= b
t−∆u

t
(4.15)

With respect to 4v2v3p0 applying the law of cosines using ϑ, we get equation 4.16, and by
the law of sines, this yields to equation 4.17.

f2 = a2 + e2 − 2ae cosϑ (4.16)
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inputs : 4v1v2v3: current triangle, u1, u2: distances to v1 and v2
outputs: u3: computed FMM distance to v3

// calculate side lengths of the triangle
1 a← ||v3 − v2||2, b← ||v1 − v3||2, c← ||v2 − v1||2

// calculate cosϑ (law of cosines) and ∆u as difference of distances
2 cosϑ ← (a2 + b2 − c2)/(2ab), ∆u← u2 − u1

// coefficients to solve the quadratic equation for t, see equation 4.19
3 k0 ← a2 + b2 − 2ab cosϑ, k1 ← b∆u(a cosϑ−b), k2 ← b2(∆u2 − a2(1− cos2

ϑ))
4 r ← k2

1 − 4k0k2 // calculate the inner root term
5 if r < 0 then r ← 0 // validate inner root term
6 t← (−k1 +

√
r)/(2k0) // calculate t by solving equation 4.19

7 e← b(t−∆u)/t // calculate length e, see equation 4.15
8 if t > ∆u ∧ e < a/ cosϑ ∧ e > a cosϑ then // validate t, see equation 4.22
9 return u1 + t // valid t, return new FMM u3 distance

10 else // invalid t value, fallback to edge distance
11 if u1 + b < u2 + a then return u1 + b // edge distance from v1 to v3
12 else return u2 + a // edge distance from v2 to v3

Procedure 4.5: meshFMM Update Step

e

sinϕ = f

sinϑ ⇔ sinϕ = e

f
sinϑ (4.17)

As mentioned in the original papers by Kimmel and Sethian [152, 270], using the right-angled
triangle leads to multiple equations for h. In our case this triangle is 4v3p1v2 and leads to
equation 4.18.

h = a sinϕ = a
e

f
sinϑ = ae sinϑ√

a2e2 − 2ae cosϑ
(4.18)

Finally, the previous equations yield to the quadratic equation 4.19, see also [152, 270].

(a2 + b2 − 2ab cosϑ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
k0

t2 + 2b∆u(a cosϑ− b)︸ ︷︷ ︸
k1

t+ b2(∆u2 − a2(1− cos2 ϑ))︸ ︷︷ ︸
k2

= 0 (4.19)

In the quadratic equation the coefficients k0, k1, and k2 which are explicitly written down
in the following equations 4.20 can be identified.

k0 = a2 + b2 − 2ab cosϑ (4.20a)
k1 = 2b∆u(a cosϑ− b) (4.20b)
k2 = b2(u2 − a2(1− cos2 ϑ)) (4.20c)
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Consequently, the quadratic equation can be solved following equation 4.21.

t1,2 =
−k1 ±

√
k2

1 − 4k0k2

2k0
(4.21)

The solution for t has to be greater than ∆u, and as already mentioned, be updated from
within the triangle, which leads to:

a cosϑ < e = b
t−∆u

t
<

a

cosϑ (4.22)

The evolved update rule for u3 for the vertex v3 using t derived from the equations above can
be implemented by following Procedure 4.5. Note, we assume u1 ≤ u2 as precondition. This is
satisfied by the order of the vertices we use to call the procedure λ. The input triangle or vertices
4v1v2v3 correspond with 4vnv0v

′ in the algorithm above. Since vn was already in FIXED when
we fetched v0 from CLOSE, u(vn) ≤ u(v0) is satisfied. Thus, cf. line 13 of Algorithm 4.4, vn is in
front here, resulting in the triangle 4vnv0v

′ and not 4v0vnv
′. Furthermore, the corresponding

distance values are u1 = u(vn) and u2 = u(v0). If u1 > u2, the values for u1 and u2, as well
as the corresponding vertices v1 and v2 can be flipped before calling the procedure which is not
necessary with the algorithm version above. Furthermore, u(v3) is only updated if the returned
value from Procedure 4.5 is smaller than the current value u(v3), see line 14 of Algorithm 4.4.

Flat-Exact based on FMM (K-FMM) The approximate K-FMM version skips the MMP
typical edge-splits and remains stable after interval approximation. The simplified approximate
version – called flat-exact [153, 154] – propagates distance values assigned to vertices. It is called
flat-exact because the algorithm would lead to the exact solution if the whole mesh is in the
plane. It follows similar concepts as in FMM, as also mentioned in [154, 290], this is why we
abbreviate the algorithm as K-FMM.

When comparing with MMP and K-MMP, the edge interval now corresponds to the full
range of the edge, so edge and interval can be considered the same here. However, the main
structure of the interval-based approach is the same as in K-MMP.

In the exact algorithm each window has only one parent node by construction, whereas the
approximate algorithm can have multiple nodes in the dependency graph. Merging the intervals
leads in inheriting all children and parent nodes in the dependency graph. When a new interval
or window is created that completely covers another interval, there is only one corresponding
parent node that inherits all children of that previous interval.

In [153, 154], K-MMP and K-FMM are evaluated and compared with Dijkstra running on the
mesh edges, FMM by Kimmel and Sethian, and CH. The approximate K-FMM runs in about
O(n log n) and is slightly slower but gives more accurate results than the original FMM as
described in [154]. Dijkstra, the fastest known SSSP algorithm, requires about 0.23 s on a mesh
with 50 thousand vertices, while producing the largest relative error of about 6.4% with respect
to the geodesic path, i.e., the exact shortest path on the geometric surface, see [154] for a detailed
description of the relative error computation. For this mesh, the FMM version of Kimmel and
Sethian [152] requires 2.3 s with a relative error of 2.3%, which means that the computed path
is about 2.3% longer than the optimal geodesic path on average. K-FMM required 2.7 s and
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with a relative error of 0.42%, whereas the exact shortest path K-MMP algorithm required 64 s.
Consequently, here the algorithm takes around 12 times more time than Dijkstra’s algorithm.
We will show that using our developed CVP algorithm described in Chapter 7, we obtain much
better results considering the relative time improvement compared to Dijkstra’s algorithm.

Interestingly, CH has only been evaluated on around five of the eleven meshes due to problems
in the implementations as described in the paper [154]. On a mesh with 15 thousand vertices,
the original CH requires already 101 500 s, which is more than 28 h, whereas Dijkstra need 60 ms,
FMM 0.62 s, K-FMM 0.85 s, and the exact K-MMP 10.9 s.

Single Source FMM (NK-FMM) In 2002, Novotni and Klein [210] proposed an update
step for FMM to compute wavefront propagation updates for a single source rather than a linear
front.

The original update step is described in [210] deviating from the original FMM. The inter-
section between the original triangle and a triangle rotated by π/4 is supposed to represent the
straight line wave front and the distance of the point to be calculated between the tilted triangle
and the original triangle is supposed to be the value for the update. In our opinion, this kind
of representation has little to do with the original FMM method and is wrong. However, the
authors go on to describe in the paper a new method to calculate the update step for a single
source.

The update term proposed by Novotni and Klein [210] calculates the coordinates from the
source s with respect to the triangles frame originated in v1 where v2 lies on the y-axis with an x
values given by the distance to v1 which is the triangle side c. They have used an unnecessarily
complicated formulation which we have simplified as follows without changing the mathematical
meaning. First, they use (v2)x, which is simply the length c = ||v2−v1||2, second they use T (v1)
and T (v2), which is u1 = u(v1) and u2 = u(v2) in our terminology. They use the substitutions
A and B defined in equation 4.23b and used for equation 4.24b.

A = 2T (v1)2(v2)2
x − (v2)4

x + 2T (v2)2(v2)2
x (4.23a)

B = (T (v1)2 − T (v2)2)2 (4.23b)

In [210], the terms in equations 4.24 indicate as solutions for the coordinates (v3)x and (v3)y.
However, these terms define the coordinates of s, because T (v1), T (v2) and (v2)x are the sides
of the triangle 4v1v2s, since T (v1) and T (v2) are the distance to source s. Thus the formulation
(s)x and (s)y would be correct here and not (v3)x and (v3)y.

(v3)x = 1
2

(v2)2
x + u2

1 − u2
2

(v2)x
(4.24a)

(v3)y = ±1
2

√
A−B
(v2)x

(4.24b)

In equation 4.25 we have written this down correctly using our notation. Furthermore, the
term can also be transformed according to Heron’s formula and thus the correctness of the
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formula reflecting the height sy = hc of the triangle 4v1v2s can be verified. Or in other words,
we show that a solution can much more easily obtained using trigonometry.

sx = c2 + u2
1 − u2

2
2c (4.25a)

sy = ±

√
2u2

1c
2 − x4 + 2u2

2c
2 − (u2

1 − u2
2)2

2c = ±2A4v1v2s

c
(4.25b)

The area of the corresponding triangle 4v1v2s is given by Heron’s formula, see equation 4.26.

A4v1v2s = 1
4

√
(u1 + u2 + c)(−u1 + u2 + c)(u1 − u2 + c)(u1 + u2 − c) (4.26)

The triangle’s area A4v1v2s times two results in the area of a parallelogram with the height
hc = sy with respect to the side c. Dividing this parallelogram area by c results in hc = sy.
Thus equation 4.25 should be true if the inner term for A and B by Novotni and Klein used for
sy – or (v3)x, as in their paper [210] – is correct. The equality has been validated by hand and
using the computer algebra system sympy.1

However, as Novotni and Klein [210] just calculated the coordinates of s in the triangles frame
mentioned above, the relation to the upper triangle 4v1v2v3 is missing. Rather, the distance
from s to v3 in the triangles frame should have been considered. This will been addressed in detail
and implemented for our continuous vector field planner described in Chapter 7 to compute the
correct single source distance to v3, while we simplify the underlying math to equivalent terms
avoiding unnecessary complex terms.

4.3.3 Precomputation & Other Methods

In addition to the exact window propagation methods MMP and CH described above and their
partly approximate extensions, as well as the approximate FMM, there are also methods that
extend or refine the topology, which we have summarized as refinement methods. In part, these
are used in combination with other methods and also with the methods above. In addition,
there are methods that make precomputations on the map in order to be able to query paths as
quickly as possible on the precomputed representations at the time of the query. We summarize
these methods as precomputation methods. In addition, there are other methods that are not
summarized to a special group.

Fast Sweeping Method for Triangular Meshes (meshFSM) The original iterative method
FSM, which uses stationary Hamilton-Jacobi equations, can be applied to the regular structure
of a rectangular mesh, i.e., a grid, but not for irregular meshes. In 2007, Qian et al. [236] propose
an extension, i.e., Fast Sweeping Method for Triangular Meshes (meshFSM), for unstructured
triangular meshes. For this, they use a novel ordering strategy to efficiently extend FSM to
meshes. This ordering strategy has an asymptotic running time of O(n log n). Multiple refer-
ence points are introduced, and accounts are sorted according to a certain distance metric to
these reference points. In the initialization phase reference points are determined and all nodes
1 https://www.sympy.org/
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are sorted. The second phase after initialization consists of the Gauss-Seidel iteration that is
feasible in (O)(n).

However, as pointed out by Fu et al. [90] meshFSM cannot be easily used for surface meshes
for example in R3, as the Euclidean distances between nodes are not consistent with geodesic
distances on the triangular mesh.

Fast Iterative Method for Triangular Meshes (meshFIM) In 2011, Fu et al [90] propose
an extension of FIM for unstructured triangular meshes designed for parallel execution, for
example, on GPUs. The paper also describes meshFIM for single-core CPU execution. Like
many other algorithms, this approach is proposed to solve the Eikonal equation. The method
uses a narrow band method (which corresponds to a wavefront) to track the mesh vertices to be
updated. It iteratively updates the vertex values until they converge. To efficiently parallelize
the distance computation, a method must forgo a conventional causality ensuring by sorting.
Just as in FIM, a simple unsorted list is used to store and update active vertices. This list
adheres to an asynchronous ad-hoc organization given by the hardware. As with FIM, vertices
are removed from or added to the list based on convergence. In [90] the runtimes of the single
code and the parallel executed version are compared with FMM. The single-core CPU version
is slower than FMM, while the parallelized meshFIM version is many times faster than FMM,
although the runtime improvement varies depending on the mesh.

Geodesic Triangle Unfolding (GTU) In 2012, Xin et al. [315] present a pre-computation
approach to compute all-pare geodesic paths on a mesh surface. The same main author also
presented ICH. According to Xu et al. [316], the algorithm is abbreviated as Geodesic Triangle
Unfolding (GTU). Computing a geodesic path between all start and goal pairs on the surface
is computationally expensive and can become problematic for large meshes. For this, the work
of Xin et al. provides an approximate approach whose preprocessing step has an asymptotic
runtime of O(mn2 log n). Where n is the number of vertices and m corresponds to the number
of samples. The sample value is set by the user and is usually between a few hundred to several
thousand [315]. In the query step, GTU can be used to determine the approximated geodesic
distance between any start and goal point pairs – which can also be on triangles – in O(1).
Furthermore, the approximated geodesic path and the geodesic distance field can be determined
in O(n). Xu et al. [316] mentioned that this method heavily depend on ICH and MMP for the
precomputation of geodesic paths. It quickly becomes clear that the method executes m times
MMP or ICH, this also coincides with the asymptotic term of O(mn2 log n),

Geodesics Heat Method (GHM) In 2013, Crane et al. [51] proposed the Heat method
for calculating the geodesic distance. We have abbreviated this method as GHM. The authors
advertise that the Heat method is robust, efficient and easy to implement because it is based on
solving a pair of standard linear elliptic problems [315]. This method can also be counted among
the precomputation methods, since the Laplacian matrix must be factorised before sending the
start and end query pair to the method. Similar to wave propagation, the analogy here can be
made to the propagation of heat across the surface over time. This is done using a heat kernel
and Varadhan’s formula. Varadhan’s formula states that the geodesic distance between two pairs
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of points on a Riemannian manifold can be described via a simple point-wise transformation
of the heat kernel, as described in detail in [315]. The authors have compared Geodesics Heat
Method (GHM) and FMM and can show that their method is approximately up to twice as fast
including the precomputation of the Laplacian matrix. Considering only the query time, the
method is 20 to 68 times faster than FMM with a marginally better mean error with respect
to the exact shortest geodesic path. However, FMM always has a better maximum error with
respect to the exact shortest path in the experiments in the paper. For details see [51].

Saddle Vertex Graph (SVG) The Saddle Vertex Graph (SVG) approach is a precomputa-
tion approach in which a saddle vertex graph is first computed in a computationally intensive
way, but on which very fast start and target pair queries can then be made. It has been proposed
in 2013 by Ying et al. [320]. In SVG a geodesic disk is created around each node in the graph
and geodesic connections are computed. In their paper, the maximum number of vertices in
this slice is denoted by K. This disk is centered around the vertex associated with the node
and the geodesic shortest paths then become the edges in the graph. The geodesic paths in the
disk themselves can be computed using, for example, the exact methods CH or MMP or exact
extensions, e.g., ICH, SSK*, or K-MMP. This is similar to the GTU approach. For the imple-
mentation of the precomputation step, the authors have chosen ICH. The geodesic disks can be
computed in parallel with a runtime for the entire precomputation of SVG is in the complexity
class O(nK2 logK/N) where N is the number of threads for palatalization [320]. In the paper,
this approach is compared to a flight map between large cities with airports, where the flight
lines are the shortest geodesic paths. In SVG these run between saddle vertices and are mapped
as edges, i.e., the bidirectional connections of geodesic disks, so that the shortest geodesic path
can be computed with a simple shortest path search, for example, running Dijkstra on the saddle
vertex graph. The authors have compared their SVG method with FMM, Approximate MMP
(AMMP), GHM, and GTU, see [320].

Short-Term Vector Dijkstra (STVD) In 2013, Campen et al. [35] proposed Short-Term
Vector Dijkstra (STVD) which addresses the problem of finding accurate geodesic solutions
in anisotropic mesh surfaces. Campen et al. use Dijkstra’s algorithm, where in their STVD
method no edge lengths are accumulated, since their version of Dijkstra’s algorithm is vector-
based. Thus, the edges of the mesh are interpreted as vectors and added before the length
of each individual vector is considered as a measure. A vector addition results in the linear
beeline and thus in a linear distance from the origin of the first vector to the destination of
the last vector in the addition. In the plane, of course, this is the shortest path if one excludes
boundary cases. If we assume that the surface is only slightly curved with respect to the vertex
density, this composition of short beelines or line distances provides a good approximation. In
conclusion, in STVD, the scalar variant of Dijkstra’s algorithm is equipped with a vector-valued
short-term memory [35]. Due to the short beelines, crude triangulations are implicitly smoothed
out. As a consequence the method produces accurate results also on rather difficult anisotropic
triangulations. In addition, the runtime is also more stable and does not vary as much as the
other methods in relation to the change in topology with respect to the degree of anisotropy.
In the corresponding paper, an evaluation comparing Dijkstra’s algorithm, GHM, FMM and
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other approaches is investigated in detail. It may also be mentioned that Campen et al. have
developed a method that is suitable for propagating distances across holes in the surface, see [34].

4.4 Conclusion

After describing a detailed review starting from grid-based to geodesic path planning meth-
ods, it is noticeable that there are sound algorithms for propagating distance values over the
configuration space that take the underlying metric into account. In addition to the exact grid-
based approach Anya which, however, does not consider grid costs, and the approximate grid
approaches, such as Field D*, which includes grid costs, we then considered PDE methods and
in particular FMM which are rarely used in practice.

In doing so, we also considered a number of methods that can be parallelized. From the
classical grid-based methods, we have further considered continuous methods in order to break
the strict discretization of grid maps in the direction of the more continuous triangular mesh
map representation using geodesic approaches.

There are the well-known exact methods MMP and CH and their extensions and improve-
ments. Also in the area of geodesic methods we have taken a closer look at FMM. In particular,
it was noticed that NK-FMM has some gaps and deficiencies in the calculations.

For the more simple grid-based approaches, there are frameworks for this and a wide range
of implemented algorithms that are directly suitable for use with robots, for example in ROS.
We have also identified a mesh map representation and approaches for ROS as a major missing
building block, so that one can develop and test geodesic approaches for robot navigation in
the first place. Most of these geodesic methods have had little or no testing on real robots.
Hence, we think that this is also a gap in the state of the art and have implemented this in the
dissertation project.

However, there are a few approaches that also implement robot navigation in real outdoor
environments on meshes. In 2010, Gingras et al. [101] presented a method based on Fluid Me-
chanics to plan on arbitrary triangular meshes. Their approach was developed for unstructured
and rough terrain for a rover, but has an asymthotic running time of O(n3), which is above the
better exact methods that existed at the time already.

In 2019, Brandão et al. [27] presented an approach for navigatoin on triangular meshes
for legged robots. In their approach, path planning is implemented using triangular meshes
for legged robots in an industrial setting. They use A* to compute a sequence of triangles
between the start triangle and the target triangle. In their paper, they show that their approach
outperforms sampling-based planners. However, their plan is restricted to the topology or the
structure of the mesh. Similar to topology constraints in grids, simple graph-based planning
methods running on 3D triangular meshes are usually topologically constrained and lead to
suboptimal paths, as also described by Martinez et al. [195].

Many of the geodetic methods described in this chapter compute a distance field in the
propagation step, which is then backtracked to compute a path in the second step.

Even this second step, which is often done via a gradient descent, must not be an essential
part of robot navigation, as it is often sufficient to just follow the gradient field without following
an explicit path. We have taken this into account in out developed continuous vector field planner
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presented in Chapter 7. The research field of geodesic path planning still has some questions
of a more theoretical nature which seem rather unimportant with regard to robot navigation.
Bose et al. [23] present a survey of geodesic path planning methods on 3D surfaces and describe
open problems with respect of finding these geodesic paths on 3D surfaces.

The step towards application for navigation on real robots seems mostly to indicate labor-
intensive custom solutions and developments. For example, we could not find any freely available
methods for robot navigation on triangular meshes in ROS. For this reason, we have developed
a software stack for ROS, which allows easy testing, development and integration of such navi-
gation methods into existing control architectures. This stack is presented in the next chapter
and describes the development of a flexible navigation control framework which is designed to
be extendable for other map representations, for example a triangular map representation as
described in Chapter 6.
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Navigation Control

Complex high-level autonomous robotic applications, in the area of rescue operations, fetch and
delivery, guided tours, exploration, inspection, transportation, and agricultural cultivation, etc.
all increasingly need an intelligent and flexible integration to perform reliable robot navigation
in order to fulfill the operation goal. Finding a common interface for a huge number of ap-
plications is desirable, since using the same tested and approved navigation software saves a
lot of development time, reduces common implementation errors, and allows to build on top of
established and tested strategies.

In addition, different environmental structures and terrains, from simple office environments,
through advanced flat outdoor areas, to difficult rough and uneven fields, forest and rock ter-
rains, require different navigation techniques and usually different map representations to model
the increasing DoF and the increasing number of unstructured obstacles. Moreover, the abili-
ties, characteristics and limitations particular to any robot further constrain the choice of map
representations, planners and controllers as described in our corresponding publications relevant
for this chapter [125, 230, 232].

Robots can be grouped with respect to their workspace and surroundings which require
certain locomotion abilities and kinematics. The following groups have been established and
are commonly used to narrow down the type of robot with respect to its workspace and the
environment of operation. The abbreviations containing the word unmanned specify vehicles
which are not necessarily autonomous, but they are often used for autonomous vehicles. By
means of this, they include remote controlled vehicles. Nevertheless, the following list includes
the terms which specify autonomous vehicles.

UUVs UUVs are vehicles operating underwater including the sub group of AUVs. Sometimes
UUVs are also called underwater drones. UUVs operate underwater without a crew or a
human occupant.

USVs Unmanned Surface Vehicles (USVs) are boat vehicles operating on water including Au-
tonomous Surface Vehicles (ASVs). USVs are also called drone ships.

UAVs UAVs are flying vehicles, also called drones, whereas autonomous flying robots are com-
monly called autonomous drones.
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UGVs UGVs are robots moving on the ground including AGVs. Further, UGVs can be divided
into the two sub-groups wheeled robots and legged robots, which require fundamentally
different kinematic control software.

In the group of UGVs, there are legged humanoid robots with two mechanical legs, a torso,
two arms and a robotic head. Additionally, there are wheeled humanoid robots with a wheeled
torso to reduce the complexity, since the dynamics of legs and their placements and movements
can be challenging. On the other hand, mechanical legs enable robots to perform a plurality of
kinematic movements and actions, e.g., lifting, walking, jumping, running, etc., whereas legged
robots are more likely able to access and cross real rough terrain, where wheels are not an
option anymore. Also, combinations of robotic legs with wheels have been developed and used
for locomotion. For a long time now, robots have been developed that mimic or are inspired
by the locomotion capabilities of animals. For example, there are robots that move like spiders,
snakes or beetles.

However, in this thesis, we consider mobile robots as wheeled robots with a low complexity
in kinematic dynamics with respect to the groups stated above. Even though more complex
kinematics can be achieved with the framework presented here in combination with special
planners, and controllers, we do not focus on kinematic dynamics and complex motion control
problems of robots and their joints. Moreover, we focus on the design of control software to
support a wide variety of robots with kinematics requiring different map representations during
planning and locomotion. Thus, autonomous plan-based robot navigation techniques, on the
one hand, do not only depend on the map representation used, and vice versa, the choice of an
adequate map representation is not only essential for the given task. But on the other hand,
certain techniques and representations are more useful and better suited than others with respect
to the variety of different robot architectures and kinematics.

Long-term autonomy, for example, requires the robot to deal with unpredictable incidents.
In these scenarios, robots have to find a way back to the normal operation mode if an unpre-
dictable incident occurred. Further, changing navigation strategies between different parts of the
environment can be beneficial, e.g., navigation strategies in free space can differ from navigating
in narrow corridors. With this in mind, we presented work towards context-aware navigation for
long-term autonomy in agricultural environments, see [125]. This work uses the developed MBF
– presented in this chapter – as navigation middle layer. During long term autonomy, robots
have to additionally find a way back to the charging station and for example a container base to
be protected from rain, severe weather, and at night. To autonomously connect to a charging
station, robots often have to navigate carefully during the last section with a special maneuver
in order to dock to the station.

These special maneuvers and navigation techniques, which should be selectable at runtime,
all need to access the map to avoid obstacles, depending on their complexity and granularity,
but then may involve other sensor information in addition. All these maneuvers and navigation
techniques can be invoked and monitored cyclically and similarly to compute the robot’s velocity
and be integrated into the overall system via a unified interface.

As mentioned before, navigation can almost always be decomposed into path planning, mo-
tion control and some kind of recovery behavior. We defined Navigation Control as controlling
these components in a reasonable way to achieve the mission. As such, plan-based robot naviga-
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tion requires one or more planners to compute a collision-free path, and one or more controllers
to compute velocity commands following that path, while avoiding dynamic obstacles, and at
the end appropriate strategies to recover from the most common failures during navigation.
Consequently, plan-based robot navigation is commonly divided into the following three parts
in practice:

Path Planning Path planning is defined as planning a sequence of poses on an underlying map
representation to reach a certain goal. During the path planning the path is usually optimized
by minimizing the path length and avoiding obstacles and simultaneously maintaining a safety
distance to obstacles. A formal definition is provided in Section 4.1.1.

Motion Control Motion control is defined as controlling the robot towards a certain goal,
usually this means to follow a previously computed path by controlling the velocity (and accel-
eration) in different directions while also considering the kinematics. Consequently, there is a
control loop trying to adjust the parameters to keep the robot on track. Also, taking (dynamic)
obstacles into account requires a controller to compute a local path which leads around obstacles.
This is why such controllers are also called local planners.

Exception Handling Exception handling is defined as performing a number of recovery
strategies to resolve situations in which the robot is stuck, e.g., it came too close to an ob-
stacle or the underlying map representation state blocks path planning or motion control. Here,
special recovery behaviors, which can be seen as special controllers, should resolve the situation.

These three components are already provided by ROS in a simple form through move base,
but as stated above, they have some limitations and drawbacks that make integration into more
complex applications difficult. In the following, we consider the state-of-the-art ROS navigation
stack with its main navigation control software move base in the context of ROS and its main
drawbacks in Section 5.2.1 (Navigation Stack), and then also compare these with alternative
ROS navigation control software packages. For the design of the navigation middle layer MBF
we developed, just like move base, some core components of ROS are used, which are first
presented in an overview and short introduction to ROS.

5.1 Fundamental ROS Components

Since robotics combines many disciplines of computer science, physics and engineering, a mod-
ular structure in which researchers can contribute their expertise and build on the modules of
other scientists and disciplines is even more important.

The first ideas which later initiated ROS were conceived at the Stanford University by two
PhD students. Keenan Wyrobek and Eric Berger were working on the Stanford PR (Personal
Robot) Program. Keenan Wyrobek was the mechanical systems lead and Eric Berger was
the software lead on the program. Later, they became the directors of the Personal Robotics
Program at Willow Garage. In an interview they talk about the beginnings:
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We were grad students, the problems we saw around us were grad student prob-
lems, and we saw grad students in robotics wasting a whole lot of time. People who
are good at one part of the robotics stack are usually crippled by another part –
your task planning is good, but you don’t know anything about vision; your hard-
ware is decent, but you don’t know anything about software. So we set out to make
something that didn’t suck, in all of those different dimensions. Something that was
a decent place to build on top of [1].

At that time, they built a robot called PR1 at Stanford, which was a hardware prototype.
The first software with the name ROS in it was build, inspired by Switchyard, which was a first
version to run on the STAIR (STanford Artificial Intelligence Robot) 1. Bringing AI to one
single robot in an unified manner was the goal of the STAIR program. The Personal Robot 1
program was originally initiated to become more credible to find investors.

A bit later, in fall of 2006, Willow Garage has been founded by Scott Hassan. In 2007,
he bought a building at 68 Willow Road in Menlo Park, California. Scott Hassan wanted the
software to be open source from the beginning. In early of 2008, after Willow Garage stopped
working on an autonomous boat and an autonomous car for the DARPA Urban Challenge,
the company focused on the PR program. The program at Willow Garage has two major
components, the PR2 (Personal Robot 2) and ROS. Also, OpenCV was funded by Willow
Grade for more then four years. Additionally, large parts of PCL have been written by Radu
Rusu during his time at Willow Garage. These tools build a significant contribution to the
robotics and computer vision research [50].

Willow Garage aimed to build and sell advanced versions of the PRs to advance the field of
robotics. The idea of Andrew Ng was: “We want to make 10 copies of PR1 and give them away
to universities” [1]. There were no such robots a university could buy to do research on. ROS was
developed to run on multiple robots, not just the PR2. Willow Garage were strict in not mixing
robot specific code with ROS [312]. In 2007, there were a few open source software packages
that mainly supported mobile platforms, but not manipulation. At that time, the most widely
used robotic framework was the Player Project [97] from the University of Southern California.
As a result, code sharing between university labs was rare, and graduate students had to build
almost everything from scratch, instead of building on top of existing robotic software [312].

ROS and the PR2 in combination were a powerful platform to show and enhance the possi-
bilities in robotics. The first paper about ROS was published in 2009 by Quigley et al. [238].

To sum up, ROS can be described as software middleware, and collections of modular software
tools providing capabilities to perform various robot operations, e.g., localization, mapping,
navigation and manipulation. ROS is not an operating system in the classical sense. One of
the main principals is the message passing of commonly defined messages between the software
nodes. These messages build the common interface between the components.

It provides hardware abstractions due to the several available software drivers for sensors and
actuators provided by the ROS community and due to the common message definitions, which
ensures the compatibility. Each software node registers to the ROS core and is then connected
Peer-to-Peer (P2P) to others nodes, which publishes or subscribes to the same topic. A topic
is a name of a data stream. This P2P communication handles the inter-process communication
and allows to easily distribute the system of software nodes across multiple machines.
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These software solutions for modular tasks are organized in packages. A number of packages
which belongs together or which is normally used together is often organized within one repos-
itory. In the general flow, data is processed as it arrives. The nodes are spinning and waiting
for messages to arrive to trigger callback methods or functions which processes the data and
often sends a composed or a resulting message to a different topic. Occasionally, data has to
be synchronized over time to compute functions depending on multiple distributed resources,
e.g., from different sensors. The software processes in ROS are called nodes. In general, ROS
is language independent, but c++ and python are widely spread and supported. Any program-
ming language for which a ROS wrapper exists, developers can write nodes and use them with
other nodes, regardless of the programming language, since the communication is done via the
common message definitions. ROS lacks the support for real-time systems, whereas each node
can operate for itself in real-time. However, with ROS 2 several major issues and shortcomings
were addressed, e.g., the addition of support for real-time code and embedded hardware.

The main ROS components are released under the terms of the Berkeley Software Distribu-
tion (BSD) license. As a consequence, these components, as the majority of other packages, are
open source software and free to use.

In the following, we discuss the components for or with which we have developed software for
ROS. We start with RViz, for which we have developed Mesh Tools, a comprehensive extension
for triangle meshes for efficiently rendering the surface with colors, costs, textures and normals,
and annotating regions of the surface, as well as selecting poses on the surface, e.g., in order to
specify a goal pose on the surface.

5.1.1 RViz

RViz is one of the most important tools of ROS. RViz has been developed to render and visualize
3D data from robots, e.g., the robot model, 2D laser scans, sensed images and point clouds, etc.
This is very important for the development of new approaches and software. Furthermore, it
contains tools for the communication with the actual robot, e.g., to command it to a new position
or to set an initial localization pose, e.g., for AMCL. A configured global frame defines in which
coordinate system the described data is visualized. In the background the incoming data, which
were labeled and is associated with a certain coordinate frame, is automatically transformed
into the global frame by using the central tf library of ROS which is described in detail in
Section 5.1.6 (Transform Library). The user can easily add display modules to visualize the
different incoming sensor information. The standard display modules can visualize the axes of
all available coordinate frames, camera images together with other in the background rendered
data, a depth cloud, the joint state efforts measured in Newton or in Newton meters, several
grids, the illuminance at a certain point measured in lux, a simple image, laser scans, odometry,
a path in 3D, represented by a list of poses, point clouds, single points, polygons, poses, ranges
displayed as cones, relative humidity at a certain measured point, the robot model, the tf tree,
the temperature measured at a certain point in degree Celsius, the wrench representing a force
in the free space at a certain point, markers and interactive markers. These standard display
modules are distributed and installed with the normal ROS desktop installation and can be used
with the corresponding message definitions in sensor msgs and geometry msgs. Adding such
a display module and configuring its topic, will cause RViz to establish a P2P connection to all
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nodes publishing to that topic. In many cases, the markers and interactive markers allow to
visualize custom 3D data of a node which may not be rendered as a sensor or geometry message.
Furthermore, interactive markers allow to integrate a dynamic interaction with software nodes
and RViz. This can be very useful when debugging a newly written node containing complex
software algorithms. A marker can represent a single geometry or shape, such as a sphere, a box,
or an arrow, a list of points and triangles [103]. Further, simple mesh models, for instance from
a CAD model can be displayed at a specific pose. However, the marker mesh representations
is limited and not optimized for larger meshes as described later in Section 6.3 and in [234].
For this reason, we developed custom display modules to visualize meshes together with all
their attributes. RViz is based on the Ogre engine. The most common sensor messages can be
received and visualized to facilitate the development of nodes or to check the correct runtime
behavior.

5.1.2 Gazebo and Stage

Simulations are very important for robotics. During the development, new software needs to be
tested frequently to get it to a stable version. Pushing the code to the robot and repeatedly
setting it up is time consuming. In addition, running software on a real robot before testing it
in simulation can be critical, especially when manipulation and navigation are involved. Issues
in the new software changes could result in undesired behavior and consequently damage the
robot or harm the environment such as humans or nature. This is more important for robots
operating in safety critical environments. Gazebo is the open source simulation environment of
ROS. Originally it has been developed by Gerkey et al. at the University of Southern California in
cooperation with the Player and Stage projects [98, 302]. Brian P. Gerkey has been the director
of open source development at Willow Garage and is now the CEO of Open Robotics. At the time
of Stage and Player, Gazebo was under construction and mentioned as future work in [97]. Stage
is a 2D simulator and able to model large numbers of robots in a 2D indoor grid environments
without disruptive performance drops. Additionally, 2D laser scanners or rangefinders can be
modeled with Stage. It is still used for multi robot setups in indoor environments in combination
with ROS.

Gazebo originally has been developed as a 3D simulator to model a small number of robots in
outdoor terrain. Nowadays, it is maintained and developed by Open Robotics. Qian et al. [237]
showed how to use ROS and Gazebo for manipulation tasks. They performed a grasp and place
mission in the simulated virtual world. Gazebo is usually used with a robot model formalized
in an URDF file. This model usually contains a couple of plugins, e.g., for modeling a motor
controller, a gear, or for a fake localization.

We use Gazebo for simulation indoors and in complex outdoor terrains in order to test the
whole navigation setup with all components. Furthermore, we provide Gazebo worlds for our
recorded outdoor datasets, see Section 6.2 Another way to interact with ROS and nodes is the
use of services as discussed next.
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5.1.3 Services

ROS services provide a synchronous request and response interface. Functionality is provided by
one server node and is comparable to a procedure which can be called from a different node. The
ServiceServer provides a callback function which is executed as soon as a Request is received. If
the request has been processed successfully, the server writes to a response object and returns
true. The ServiceClient connects to a service server and sends a request if necessary. A request
blocks until a response is received. Services are defined in srv files, which contain the blueprint
for resulting request and response messages, a service definition, and corresponding c++ header
files. Each time the service is called, it connects to the corresponding ServiceServer, but a
ServiceClient can also be configured to be persistently connected to the ServiceServer to allow
fast repeated services calls. Services belong to the client libraries, and as such to the core of
ROS. There are many tools to use services from the command line, e.g., to call a service, or
to get information about the service. Many ROS nodes implement services to easily provide
information, e.g., about the current state, or to trigger events, if requested. Since services are
blocking, some time consuming outsourced operations should better be implemented using the
actionlib.

5.1.4 Actions

The actionlib provides a clear interface for asynchronous tasks and operations which take a
while, such as navigation, robot body and arm movements, expensive computations, communi-
cation and data transfer, etc. These actions can have several possible outcomes where robots
interact within a real world environment with uncertainties, but also in simulation if the state
depends on uncertain variables. Due to unpredictable behaviors and environmental changes,
robots should be capable to deal with these situations and fall strategies have to be imple-
mented. ROS actions helps to modularize these tasks and to define clear interfaces between the
application components.

Action Server & Action Client

An action provider, i.e., the server application implements the functionality, which can be called
by a controlling software node, i.e, the client application. The Action Client and Action Server
of the actionlib are used as properties in the client and server applications to interface these
application implementations with properly defined ROS actions. A client application initiates
the action to be executed and a server application provides the action implementation and task
logic. The client sends an action goal, containing operational parameters, e.g., a navigation or
robot arm goal pose, sensing parameters for a rotating high resolution laser scanner, etc. If
necessary, the client application can cancel the current action goal, i.e., the current run. This
could be the case, for example, if a navigation goal became obsolete, since another navigation
goal became more important for the mission.

A server application could give feedback to the client about the current progress and the
current internal state while executing the action. An Action Server has nine states, subdivided
into intermediate states and terminal states, which are colored in blue, displayed in Figure 5.1.
The red transitions are triggered by the client application, whereas all others are given by
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Figure 5.1: ActionServer State Transitions.

the server application implementation. In the following, the semantics of the internal states are
shortly described. Note that according to Figure 5.1, race conditions can cause an action server to
make transitions which are not described below, such as from Recalling through Preempting
to Preempted, even though the action client sent a cancel request for the current action goal.

Intermediate States The server application can transition the states in order to indicate the
current process state of an action goal.

Pending The action goal waits to be processed by the action server, this could be due to the
initialization of the action goal, or because the server is finishing another goal before it
accepts a new action goal.

Active The action goal is currently being processed, which meas the action server tries to
achieve the action goal given by the client.

Recalling The action goal has not yet been processed and was canceled by an action client
before the server application started to achieve the goal.

Preempting A cancel request from the client has been received and the action goal was cur-
rently processed but not yet been marked as preempted.

Terminal States These are the final states that can be assigned to an action goal by the
server application as this information is sent back to the client.

Rejected The action goal was rejected directly by the action server without being set to active
and without being processed.

Succeeded The action goal was processed successfully by the action server.

Aborted The action goal was aborted by the server, since it could not be processed successfully.
This was requested by the client.
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Recalled The action goal was canceled before it was processed by the action server.

Preempted The action goal was canceled by the action server while it was being processed.

Server transitions are initiated internally by the following self-explanatory function calls:
setAccepted, setRejected, setSucceeded, setAborted, setCanceled and externally by the a cancel
request from a client.

The communication between client and server applications is achieved by using the ROS
message interface. Action definitions result in the following message topics and corresponding
messages containing the fields, which have been defined in the action definition file. The action
messages are auto generated using the blueprint. An action goal is identified with automatically
generated IDs. This way the following topics can be associated with a certain action transition
or communication between server and client.

goal The ActionGoal message, bundled with a time stamp and a unique ID, is send from the
client to the server containing all parameters required to achieve the task or action goal.

cancel The cancel request is transferred using a actionlib msgs/GoalID message which is send
from the client to the server, requesting the server to cancel a given action goal.

status The status is transferred in an actionlib msgs/GoalStatusArray message from the server
to all connected action clients and notifies about the current state of all processed goals
of the action server.

feedback The ActionFeedback message periodically transfers feedback to all connected action
clients about the current active goal and the related task.

result The ActionResult message is transferred from the server to connected clients and provides
information about the goal completion. It is send for any terminal state whenever the
server transitions to a terminal state.

Simple Action Server & Simple Action Client

The Simple Action Server uses a single instance of a normal action server and processes only
one goal at a time, thus only this goal is associated with an active state. If a new action
goal is received and another action goal is active and processed, this goal is preempted by the
simple action server. Depending on the time stamp, the newest goal is used and processed. This
encapsulates the normal Action Server for a simplified usage in implementations only considering
one action goal at a time.

When theSimple Action Client sends a preempt request, all older action goals are preempted
with respect to the associated timestamp of the preempt request. As a consequence, if an action
goal is accepted by the Simple Action Server, all previously active action goals are assumed to
be successfully preempted.

Beside ROS actions provided by the actionlib, there is the pluginlib allowing a standard-
ized way to implement plugins which provide another level of software modularity.
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5.1.5 Plugins

The pluginlib provides methods to dynamically load and unload plugins at runtime. Plugins
are libraries containing classes which can be loaded dynamically, i.e., shared linked libraries.
This allows to have basic binary software components to dynamically load plugins at runtime as
additional software components, which can be useful if these components share object instances.
However, a P2P communication through messages would not be beneficial, due to the immense
costs and time which would make the application useless. Consequently, plugins allow additional
and fast functionalities, which are loadable at runtime.

Usually, the software component which loads plugins uses an interface which has to be
implemented in the plugin itself. This interface is purely virtual methods of the c++ class, which
might be called later. The pluginlib allows to create an instance of a class defined in the
configured plugin. A pointer to the instance is stored in the basic software component and can
later be used for calling the implemented interface methods. This mostly corresponds to the
idea of having several c++ implementations for one header file.

5.1.6 Transform Library

In robotics, proper transformations are crucial. Manipulation and navigation tasks almost always
require transformation logic to control a robotic arm or the base to the right pose. Even
basic tasks like localization heavily depend on linear algebra. tf [83] provides a unified way
use coordinate frames and transformations. Having one central coordinate frame library and
one location for all transformations simplifies the individual work of developers. As a mobile
robot usually has several local coordinate systems which are connected to a central coordinate
system of the robot, such a tf system can help to maintain all coordinates and frame over time.
Furthermore, a robot itself is located in its current map with a translation and rotation.

In the following, we define frames and frame relations, i.e., transformations between frames
according to tf . A frame is the shortcut for a coordinate frame or coordinate system. In ROS a
frame is always defined as a right-handed Cartesian coordinate system in R3. The x-axis points
forwards, the y-axis points to the left, and the z-axis points upwards. Two frames represented
by the world frame W , and another frame A are related to each other with a 6DoF pose, defining
a position as translation vector ~t ∈ R3 and an orientation as a 3 × 3 rotation matrix, as also
used in Section 6.1.1 for relative transformations.

Thereby the pose of the frame A in the frame W is given by the translation from the origin
in W to the origin in A and by the rotation of the coordinate system of A – meaning A’s
orthonormal basis – in the frame W . The translation of A in the frame W is defined by ~tWA .
The rotation of A in the frame W is defined by RWA , meaning this is the rotation of the frame
A in the coordinate frame of W . Finally, a rotation and a translation are combined to one
transformation in one single 4 × 4-matrix TWA , as defined in equation 5.1.

TWA =
(
RWA ~tWA

0 1

)
(5.1)

A transformation describes a pose with respect to the coordinate frame. tf [83] manages
all frames and their relations stored as transformations in a tree structure buffered over time.
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All dynamic transformations are simply published to the /tf topic. The tf library provides
listeners and buffer functionalities to receive transformations between frame IDs. Such frame
IDs are usually descriptive according to the frame they represent, e.g., map, robot footprint,
base link, or laser origin. For all widely used ROS messages, such as sensor msgs and
geometry msgs, transformation methods available in package libraries are provided to simply
transform, e.g., a sensor msgs/PointCloud2 into another coordinate system / frame, in which
each message header already contains the currently represented frame IDs. Having a chain of
these coordinate frames representing the current robot configuration, transformations between
these frames can be computed as follows.

A transformation from the coordinate system A to the coordinate system C with the trans-
formations TCB and TBA buffered, is then trivially given by TCA = TBA ∗ TCB . A rotation can
be stored as a quaternion to speed up a rotation calculation taking multiple nested frames into
account, as quaternions are a smart solution calculating composite rotations. Furthermore, time-
varying transformations between two time stamps t0 and t1 from frame A to C are provided by
equation 5.2.

TC,t1A,t0
= TB,t0A,t0

∗ TB,t0B,t1
∗ TC,t1B,t1

(5.2)

As pointed out by Foote [83], the transformations TB,t0A,t0
, TC,t1B,t1

are tracked, whereas the
transformation TB,t0B,t1

is generally unknown. It is only known if it is a fixed, i.e., not changing
system, for example the world coordinate system, or often the map frame, resulting in the
identity transformation. Thus, such a high-level transformation between two frames over time
can be computed using the parameters source frame, source time, fixed frame, target frame, and
target time.

5.1.7 Smach

In ROS, the capabilities for a robotic application are organized and encapsulated as nodes.
Complex applications can consist of many nested and concurrent nodes. To combine these
capabilities with a system that meets the requirements of the application, some kind of logic
must be developed. Large blocks of if/else statements increase the complexity and can be
confusing if the program and state transition logic increases.

As summarized in our work [232] in the Flexible Navigation section, Conner et al. [49] describe
HFSM (Hierarchical Finite State Machine) to be often used to integrate all system parts into a
hybrid architecture that defines the overall system behavior. HCSMs are also known as State
Charts and are first introduced by David Harel [114]. In an HCSM a state can contain one
or more sub-states. In 2010, Boren and Cousins [18] introduced Smach, which is based on the
concepts of HCSMs.

To maintain the system and a growing complexity, HCSMs is suitable if the number of
tasks and sub-tasks increases. Smach is a task level architecture that combines the concepts
of HCSMs and HCSM (Hierarchical Concurrent State Machine)s to implement complex high-
level applications and use cases. It solves the problem of having interleaved sequences of if/else
statements and logic. On the other hand, beside HCSMs, there are classical AI task planning
and inference systems to plan and infer sequences of actions.
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However, Smach is made for a rapid implementation of action transitions to assemble an
application build out of smaller action blocks. It is designed to be a high level execution logic
assembling middle, or low level functionalities to an overall application. It is implemented as a
stand alone library and wrapped into ROS with interfaces to standard components like services,
actions, and messages. While the Smach library is ROS-independent, it provides a smach ros
package for communicating with the ROS system, including topics, services, and actions.

In the trade-off between an explicitly modeling of an application or a high-level problem
solution and the use of AI task planning, Smach can be considered as a task scripting tool that
offers the possibility to quickly merge different components to achieve the desired functionality,
rather than designing a new task planning interfaces. This is acceptable for a small number
of possibilities that can be written down explicitly. It requires the programmer to model the
recovery logic for all or most failure cases. Smach states represent states of execution [18].
Furthermore, it can be very efficient for small robotic applications and its python implementation
allows developers to quickly implement new strategies.

States States represent tasks, which can contain multiple sub-states. Each Smach state is
interfaced by defining its outcomes before the state is executed. States are registered globally
and connected to other states by a transition map in which each outcome is mapped to a state
or outcome of the parent container by the corresponding string labels. The consistency of the
transitions between the states, with respect to their outcomes, is checked at program start. In
the wrapped ROS Smach, there exist some predefined states to interface services, actions, and
messages. These predefined ROS states are briefly described in the following:
State The base class. Each state has to inherit this class and implement an execution method,

which blocks until the task is finished. In the end, it returns one of the predefined outcomes,
which subsequently initiates the transition to the next state.

MonitorState It subscribes to a topic and waits for a message to be received. If a message
is received, a user defined callback function is executed with the given user data and the
message as arguments. This state returns the outcome valid if the callback returns true,
otherwise it keeps on waiting for the next messages until a maximum number of callback
checks has been exceeded, for which it returns invalid. If the state is preempted in between,
preempted is returned.

ConditionState This state checks a given condition in a configured rate. The loop is halted if a
configured maximum number or timeout is exceeded. The condition has to be implemented
as callback function and specified as argument in the constructor. It returns true if the
condition is fulfilled before the exceedance, otherwise it returns false. If the state is
preempted in between, preempted is returned.

ServiceState A ROS service can be executed by a Smach state. It forms the service request
from the user data or by a user defined callback function. It returns aborted if invalid
user data is passed, if the state is terminated while it waits for the service, or if the
request callback is invalid. In case of success, the service response data is copied to
the corresponding user data fields if these exist. As the state is preempted in between,
preempted is returned.
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SimpleActionState This simple action state implements a simple action client of the actionlib
as Smach state. As the simple action server processes only one goal at a time and as the
simple action client monitors only one goal at a time, a parallel execution of the same
action, i.e., the same action server should be prevented. If the state is executed, it calls
the specified action server, which usually performs its action and returns the corresponding
action result. By analogy to the simple action server, the SimpleActionState returns the
outcomes: succeeded, preempted, and aborted.

Containers As Smach is a hierarchical task level architecture, states can be used in different
containers at different levels. In the core Smach library, there are several containers for various
execution strategies. A container is used like a normal Smach state, and as such, it can be
used hierarchically in another container. The inheritance hierarchy is State ← Container, i.e.,
each Container object is also a State object. The transitions in containers may differ from the
transitions between normal states, since these may have a different meaning and handling. Each
special container inherits the container class and organizes one or more sub-states and sub-
containers instances in a dictionary identified by label keys. Additionally, it holds a commonly
used user data object, which is shared with all contained instances.

StateMachine The main container represents the fundamental use case to bundle and connect
other states and containers with a transition. This requires to add a state or container
together with a label, and a transition dictionary. (Container ← StateMachine)

Concurrence This container runs its containing states in parallel. Transitions are mapped to
appropriate container outcomes, after the container terminated and synchronized again.
The Concurrence Container is described in detail below. (Container ← Concurrence)

Sequence Automatically generated transitions simplify the handling of sequences of states ac-
cording to the state registration order. It inherits the simple base StateMachine container.
(StateMachine ← Sequence)

Iterator This container state iterates over a user-defined iterator until a contained state returns
succeeded, or the iterator reaches its end. In this case, the container returns the user-defined
exhausted outcome. (StateMachine ← Iterator)

Concurrency Container This is useful for parallel tasks or actions, for example, to move the
robot to a goal pose and performing replanning at the same time. The outcome of a concurrency
container is configured through an outcome map, which maps the outcomes of the sub-states
to an outcome of the container. Additionally, the concurrency container can be configured to
return the container’s outcome as soon as one or more sub-states have finished. In this case, all
still running states are preempted. In the default case, the concurrency container waits for all
sub-states to finish before it propagates the outcome to the next state container.

User Data Smach containers can receive and pass user data from and to the previous or the
enclosing container state. A path planner state could pass the computed path to the controller
state which tries to follow that path. If a state produces data which can be used by another
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state, this data can be passed as user data to the next state. User data is defined to be copied
to predefined slot names, which are defined as input keys and output keys. These keys can
also be remapped to connect states at different levels with the predefined existing input and
output keys. The user data keys, as well as the outcomes of a state, are properties of the state
instance and have to be declared beforehand. The prior declaration of input and output keys
and outcomes minimizes possible sources of error. This is very important as soon as larger and
more complex use cases or applications are implemented.

Preemption Smach states can be preempted, whereas preemptions execute a controlled shut-
down of the currently executed state. A preempt request is implemented as method of the state
instance. It triggers all preempt requests of all sub-states or containers recursively to stop all
actions and tasks which are currently executed. Each container can implement its own sequence
to stop the current running task properly. This allows the system to cleanly stop the current
state when an event is triggered by state changes, e.g., if new information has been received and
evaluated, if a better plan for the current path planning target has been found or if the user
signals the termination of the program.

Introspection For introspection, Smach provides an introspection server with and debugging
interface. The task level architecture can be retrieved as a graph. The Smach Viewer can visu-
alize this graph, whose nodes represent the tasks or actions to execute, and the edges represent
the transitions between the tasks. Outcome labels of sub-states as well as the initial state label
in a container are represented as smaller nodes. See [18] for a visualization of the Smach Viewer.
Each container, including multiple sub-states, can be represented as black box, or in detail. The
user interface allows to configure the LOD (Level-Of-Detail) dynamically to maintain a config-
urable overview for complex Smach task-level architectures. User data of the selected state or
container can be displayed in an additional side panel.

5.2 Navigation in ROS

During the development of the PR2 and ROS at Willow Garage, Marder-Eppstein et al. pub-
lished The Office Marathon: Robust Navigation in an Indoor Office Environment [193]. They
developed a navigation system to finally complete ∼42 km of autonomous navigation in a real
office environment.

The usage of a 3D voxel grid enabled the robot to avoid obstacles, which does not appear
in the 2D slice of the horizontally aligned laser scanner. The 3D grid was continuously filled
with 3D obstacle data from stereo depth cameras, so that it classified parts of the environment
to be free, occupied, or unknown. This information was then projected on the 2D plane in the
costmap 2d and incorporated during path planning. Marder-Eppstein et al. [193] mention a
couple of robots operating in human environments around the year 2000, e.g., RHINO [29] was
the first robotic tour guide, followed by MINERVA [297] and other robots, such as Mobots [209],
Robox [277], and Jinny [106].
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5.2.1 Navigation Stack

Commonly, the challenge was to enable a wheeled robot to safely navigate to a goal pose while
avoiding obstacles. A sensor processing pipeline was applied to filter point clouds from stereo
cameras and scans from a 2D laser scanner to remove outliers and false measurements from the
raw data. The problem of light diffraction, where laser beams hit edge structures and cause
wrong measurements around the edge structure, was addressed using the ScanShadowFilter to
filter points outside certain angular limits according to consecutive adjacent points in the 2D
laser scan.

They describe a setup with a global planner, a local planner and recovery behaviors. In the
system setup move base was used, as it has been used for years on many robots beside thePR2
following the ROS navigation stack setup, as sketched in Fig. 5.2. The system is divided into
global planning, running on a global costmap 2d instance, covering the entire static environment
to be used for the current run, and a local planning, running on a local costmap 2d covering a
small area around the robot for dynamic obstacle avoidance.

Localization The odometry is usually provided by the robot motion driver, which estimates
the robot’s locomotion, for example by evaluating the wheel encoders, as described in Sec-
tion 3.1.1. As a result, it provides the system with an estimated odometry pose and its covari-
ance matrix, and with an estimated velocity decomposed to a linear and angular 3D vector.
In this navigation system, the robot is often globally localized by using AMCL, as described
in Section 3.1.3. The amcl software package implements the Kullback-Leibler Distance (KLD)-
sampling approach by Fox et al. [85], providing a 3DoF localization system. amcl receives laser
scans, a map, tf transformations as well as the initial pose and provides a resulting pose as a tf
transformation and a particle cloud for visualization. In RViz, an estimated pose of the robot is
usually set in a way that the particle cloud is scattered around this pose and consequently the
input estimation by the user leads to a fast localization. Alternatively, the package also allows
global localization on a 2D grid map. Then, when the robot is for example turning on the spot,
the particle usually converges to the actual pose of the robot in the map. Once the robot is
localized and move base is loaded, a goal pose can be sent to move base.

Program Structure In a simple setup, a navigation goal pose is received via the topic
move base simple/goal, and is wrapped in a geometry msgs/PoseStamped message, as shown
in Figure 5.2. This is often used together with RViz in a way that a user can specify the goal
position in the map, which is then published to the mentioned topic. move base itself uses
the pluginlib to load a global planner and a local planner plugin, as well as multiple recovery
behavior plugins. These plugins follow an interface definition defined in the nav core package
defining pure virtual functions which are called by move base, as soon as the plugins are ex-
ecuted. As described above, this interface describes which methods a plugin has to provide.
Using these methods, e.g., related to the global planner, the plugin is initialized with a pointer
to the corresponding costmap 2d global map instance and at a given time, i.e., a goal pose has
been received, a planning process is called and the resulting path is received and handed over to
the local planner plugin. The local planner plugin then periodically calls an interface method to
compute a velocity command which is then published to the tropic /cmd vel. The robot base
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Figure 5.2: Navigation Stack Setup with its core component move base together with a common sensor,
map and localization setup. Image taken from wiki.ros.org/move_base, not modified, licensed with
CC BY 3.0, creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0.

driver for the actuators, for example for the wheel motors, translates this command into control
signals for the motor controllers, which usually translates it again into pulse widths to control the
corresponding motors. The position and orientation of the robot changes and in the next cycle
the local planner computes the next velocity command considering the updated robot position
within the map frame, queried using tf . The coordinate frame base link is usually inside the
coordinate frame of odom or odom combined, which in turn is inside the coordinate frame map,
while tf maintains the corresponding dynamic transformations between these systems within a
tree, with map often representing the root of this tree. Thus, the transformation from map to
odom is computed by amcl and the transformation from odom to base footprint or directly to
base link is computed by the odometry.

Additionally, move base periodically queries the local planner whether the robot arrived at
the goal pose within a certain tolerance. This way, the planner can decide in which state a
target is reached, which is important to fulfill certain target criteria, e.g., the speed 0 and a
certain orientation. However, the local planner often cannot compute a valid velocity command,
so that the command computation method returns false to indicate that no command could
be computed. Thus, the system triggers a sequence of recovery behavior plugins.

Recovery Behaviors If a valid velocity command could not be computed, the state machine
hard-coded in move base causes a series of recovery behaviors to be executed. As described
in [193], the recovery behavior should make the system robust, taking the local and global cost
map into account. In move base a number of these behaviors are called in a fixed sequence if
the robot got stuck, i.e., the controller is not able to compute valid velocity commands or to
maneuver it out of this situation to bring it back on track following the computed path. These
recovery behaviors can be loaded as a set of plugins at the move base program startup. They
are then executed in the order in which they are loaded, that is, in the order in which they
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were specified to be loaded. If the parameter is not specified for the recovery plugins, a set of
default recovery behaviors will be loaded: In this case, the clear costmap recovery behavior
is called at first if no valid velocity command could be computed. This resets the obstacles in
the 2D grid map that are outside a square region around the robot position and resets them
to the static map values. The side length of this square defaults to 3 m and can be adjusted
using the parameter reset distance. If this recovery behavior does not solve the problem
and the local planner still cannot compute a valid command, the next recovery behavior in the
sequence is executed. The default case is the rotate recovery, which implements a rotation
on the spot of the robot if possible. The idea is that this allows the robot to gather new
sensor information and get into a starting position for the local planner, so that it can find a
new plan if necessary. However, in the case of failure, the clear costmap is executed again,
but this time with a parameterization reset distance = 4 · circumscribed radius, causing
the area around the robot that is not reset to become smaller. The circumscribed radius is
the outer radius of the robot. This behavior is then followed by rotating the robot again by
running the rotate recovery plugin. However, if all recovery behaviors fail, move base aborts.
Also, the recovery behavior enabled parameter can be used to disable the execution of the
behaviors. See [105] for configuration tutorials and detailed concept descriptions of the standard
ROS navigation stack.

Costmap 2D As described in Chapter 2, 2D grid maps are established, easy to use, and have
been deployed for autonomous robot navigation for decades including localization.

In ROS, costmap 2d has been used since the beginning. Lu et al. [189] extended this rep-
resentation in a way that different layers represent semantically different obstacle types. Each
layer can track different types of obstacles and thus represent these types in 2D. Explicitly, the
layered structure is described as a strength, because it models intricate constraints in the map
in a modular way in environments with dynamic obstacles and with crowds. Lu et al. argues
that it is not sufficient for a robot to merely avoid an obstacle, it is also important that the
robot treats certain obstacles differently depending on its semantic meaning. For instance, it is
desirable to maintain a lager distance from people compared to static obstacles, such as tables.
The layered costmap 2d offers the possibility to do this.

Layer plugins can be loaded with the pluginlib. A layer plugin only needs to implement
the API (Application Programming Interface), i.e., inherit from the costmap 2d::Layer class
and implement the pure virtual functions. This way, each layer can have a different behavior
ensuring a special constrain. Furthermore, each layer can have different data sources. The
layered costmap comes with some standard layer plugins: The Static Map Layer represents the
static which is usually received from the map server. The Obstacle Layer represents dynamic
obstacles in 2D tracked by, e.g., 2D laser scanners or RGB-D cameras. The Voxel Layer has the
same functionality as the Obstacle Layer except that it tracks obstacles received as 3D point
cloud in a voxel grid allowing to maintain certain bounding box conditions, e.g., only projecting
points in a certain height down to 2D. Finally, the Inflation Layer is used to treat the robot
as a point by inflating occupied cells in the costmap which have been combined from the layers
below.

costmap 2d supports tree modes, i.e., marking, clearing, or marking and clearing. When
marking, for points in the scan the respective cells are marked as occupied. Clearing, on the
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other hand, also performs ray tracing up to the obstacle and sets all cells that are intersected
by the ray to free.

Additionally, in costmap 2d each cell is presented with one byte. Thus, it represents values
in the range of [0, 255]. Generally, each cell represents the modes free, occupied, or unknown
defined by certain values in [0, 255]. However, more specifically, there are a few more specific
distinctions. unknown is indicated by the value 255, whereas free is indicated by the value 0
and Lethal obstacles are marked with 254. If this value is exceeded in the range of [128, 253],
the robot is possibly in collision; more specifically, the value 253 indicates a collision with the
inscribed radius of the robot footprint, whereas the value 128 indicates a collision with the
circumscribed radius of the robot footprint. Thus, depending on the orientation of the robot,
with the robot centered at considered grid cell, it is possibly in collision. Consequently, the byte
values in the range [1, 127] model center positions, where the robot would definitely not be in
a collision. This range is used by the Inflation Layer to model a minimum clearance around
obstacles. The clearance weighing is given through a decay function defined on the distance
range from the circumscribed radius to the configured inflation radius.

This is also the range of values that can be used to model preferences and discrimination
of certain map areas. For the representation of continuous elevation maps, this very severe
discretization into only 127 values is not sufficient. Thus, a variation in a range of 10 m of
altitude can be modeled with a resolution of only about 7.8 cm per height discretization step.
However, this is sufficient for path planning and modeling in flat 2D environments.

For navigation on costmap 2d different global planners and locale planners have been devel-
oped over the years.

Global & Local Planners The default global planner is provided by the global planner
package. It uses Dijkstra or A* as path planner together with an optional path smoothing. The
use of Dijkstra or A* and whether the path should be smoothed can be specified by the user along
with other parameters such as whether the potential should be approximated quadratically.

Another quite well-known planner is provided with the sbpl lattice planner package. The
planner plugin is a ROS wrapper for the SBPL grid environment. The paths are computed by
a sequence of motion primitives. The motion primitives are precomputed planning steps that
represent feasible motions in a state in configuration space. The configuration space is therefore
given by x, y and ϑ. The sequence of motion primitives eventually leads to smooth trajectories
that take into account the initial and the desired final orientation of the robot. Thus, the robot
is not assumed to be a point, or circular, as is the case with many other planners. Internally,
the planner uses ARA* [183] or AD* [184], further developments en of A* and D*.

Furthermore, there are a number of available local planners that consider the local cost
map, dynamically plan around local obstacles, and in the end compute velocity commands.
The local planner TrajectoryPlannerROS provided within base local planner implements the
Trajectory Rollout approach and DWA (Dynamic Window Approach) [86] and supports holo-
nomic and non-holonomic robots. Other quite well-known DWA local planners are DWAPlan-
nerROS, provided with the dwa local planner package, and DWBLocalPlanner, provided with
the dwb local planner package.

In addition, the ElasticBandPlanner [239] provided within the eband local planner pack-
age is also often used. A relatively new local planner is the Timed Elastic Band Planner [250,
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258], provided in the teb local planner package.
The established ROS navigation control software move base, which uses the occupancy grid

map representation costmap 2d and loads local, gloable, and recovery plugins implementing the
nav core interface, represents the de facto stdandard for navigation in ROS. About a decade
after the beginnings of ROS and the established use of the ROS navigation stack [193], more and
more developers and researchers were looking for better and especially more flexible solutions
for integrating navigation into high-level applications [49, 116].

5.2.2 Flexible Navigation

With Smach, there is a common way in ROS to combine a number of modules into a robotic
application, i.e., actions, services, and small scripts. To get an overview of high-level execution
logic architectures, Colledanchise and Ögren [48] list these different architecture types, such
as subsumption architectures, teleo-reactive programs, decision trees as well as Behavior Trees
(BTs), describe their advantages and disadvantages, and finally argue in favor of BTs.

As described in our work [232], the flexible interaction of individual navigation components
integrated into an application has already been described by others as a problem to be solved:
Conner et al. [49] implemented a flexible robot navigation system that provides separate exe-
cutable files and actions for path planning and motion control, such as GetPath, FollowPath,
FollowTopic and ClearCostmap. In each node for these action types, another costmap 2d in-
stance is used to provide maps for the respective Local Planner, Global Planner, or Recovery
Behavior plugins.

This is computationally intensive because redundant maps coexist, each of which is already
computationally expensive. They contain the same information and the same methods for
combining the different layers.

However, we identified the costmap 2d instances as a quite computationally expensive re-
source. Typically, the navigation stack is configured so that each global costmap 2d instance
receives the static map from the map server and each local instance loads a plurality of layered
plugins that incorporate the sensor data from 2D laser scanners and 2D projections of 3D point
clouds, including an inflation layer to treat obstacles as a point during path planning. These
steps are then repeated identically in each instance. The high-frequently incoming sensor data
must be processed quickly to avoid or bypass obstacles accurately. In addition, plugins for the
recovery behavior cannot be loaded because no node is provided for this purpose. Conner et al.
present the argument that the recovery behavior can be adjusted by additional plugins. Such
a node would in turn require separate instances for the global and local costmap 2d. Different
planners can be used as parallel existing nodes, but since each node uses its own costmap 2d
instance, it becomes less practical with an increasing number of planning nodes, because the
update frequency decreases drastically with increasing number of costmap 2d instances.

This large disadvantage of the CPU and network load, does not seem worth the small advan-
tage of high modularity, due to the fact that the sensor data must also be communicated to each
individual node. In addition, we think that this kind of modularity through single nodes for
different parts of the navigation also introduces an increased level of complexity in configuring
the nodes. For each additional plugin we would need to configure a whole new node with all
parameters which will result in additional costmap 2d instances each time. Furthermore, there
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is no build-in handling of different conflicting plugins. With MBF we have achieved a clear,
easily configurable and extensible modularity, while keeping the system performant by using
only one map instance for all plugins. Furthermore, concurrent planner plugins must be set to
a different concurrency slot ID, otherwise the previous planning process in this example will be
aborted and the new process will be started.

Furthermore, the system by Conner et al. [49] can only use existing nav core plugin interfaces
that require the use of costmap 2d. Our developed navigation control framework MBF supports
recovery behavior plugins to keep the backwards-compatibility.

Conner et al. use FlexBE [263] to integrate their navigation system into a high-level HCSM.
FlexBe is an extension of Smach. In general, their flexible navigation system allows to create
navigation tasks in the manner of an action and operation selection, decomposing the navigation
task into path planning and motion control, while allowing to interrupt the execution and to
replan if required.

MBF, as presented next, is a system dealing with the mentioned shortcomings of move base
and the flexible navigation system by Conner et al. [49]. It provides a map-independent modular
abstract core implementation, which uses enhanced plugin and action interfaces to give more
valuable feedback information. To avoid expensive and redundant computations, we use a single
costmap 2d instance in the MBF mbf costmap nav navigation server which shares this instance
with all loaded planner, controller, and recovery plugins.

Additionally, as mentioned before, we observed that the fixed sequence of recovery behaviors
loaded at program start limits the flexibility and consumes time in successfully reaching the
navigation goal. move base goes through partially useless recovery strategies that take additional
time, as indicated by our experimental results presented later and in [232].

Plugin interfaces for local planners, global planners, and recovery behaviors are defined in
ROS’ nav core package. Thus, many developers have written their own planner, controller, and
recovery behavior plugins following the nav core API.

move-base is implemented as a hard-coded FSM (Finite State Machine) handling the full
sequence of navigation: planning, control, and recovery. The hard-coded FSM restricts the
flexibility and does not allow situation-dependent handling and execution of specific behaviors.

5.3 Move Base Flex

Move Base Flex (MBF) was developed to overcome the aforementioned drawbacks of prevailing
navigation frameworks. We described the basics of MBF in [230, 232], thus parts in the following
chapter may resemble excerpts in the publications. MBF is already very modular at the program
code level, making it extensible and clear.

We will first look at the architecture and describe it on an abstract level, paying particular
attention to the plugin interfaces for planner, controller and recovery plugins and then look at
the action and service interfaces for integration and flexible control of MBF. Subsequently, we
briefly discuss the relay layer that makes MBF backward compatible as far as possible, and at
the same time explain the MBF costmap navigation server, i.e., mbf costmap nav, that extends
the abstract layer of MBF with a map and binds a map instance to the plugins at initialization
time.
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5.3.1 Architecture & Interfaces

We decided to develop the basic functionalities of the abstract layer in such a way that it does not
rely on a map at any point. This way, MBF can then be extended for other map representations
and an executable navigation server that loads the specific plugins with pointers to a specific map
instance that can be implemented very quickly. This functionality will become more obvious
in the following as soon as we take a closer look at the plugin interfaces and the software
architecture. The abstract level provides all core functionality to load and execute plugins, as
well as the action interface established by corresponding action servers. A navigation server
which is related to a map representation could then be implemented by inheriting the abstract
navigation server and extending the plugin interfaces by an initialization method which hands
over a pointer a the map instance. Furthermore, such a server could provide additional map-
specific functionalities and interfaces. By means of this, navigation servers that enable other map
representations are easy to develop due to their lightweight structure and the inheritance of the
packages mbf abstract nav and mbf abstract core, since these two packages implement all
the logic necessary for execution, and the derived software packages need to extend the interface
minimally. Regarding the server system, only a few short methods have to be implemented to
connect to a map.

In the following, the architecture is described in detail in accordance to Figure 5.3 and to
its group numbering, i.e., Abstract Navigation Server (A), Abstract Plugin Manager (B), Plugin
Interfaces (1), Plugin Execution (2) Action Implementations (3), Action Servers & Messages (4).
The components are grouped by colors, so related components are marked with the same frame
and line color, i.e., Planning / GetPath in red, Control / ExePath in green, Recovery in blue,
and MoveBase in gray, all other components are colored in black. First, the abstract action
server class is briefly described as the main component.

Abstract Navigation Server

The Abstract Navigation Server is the main component which provides the four mentioned ac-
tion servers and their corresponding action messages which are provided in mbf msgs. These
are GetPath (4.1), ExePath (4.2), Recovery (4.3), and MoveBase (4.4). The four actions are
internally connected to four action corresponding implementation classes, namely Planner Ac-
tion (3.2), Controller Action (3.3), Recovery Action (3.4), and Move Base Action (3.5). These
action implementation classes all inherit the Abstract Action Base. This abstract base class
equips the action implementation classes with a common interface to start, organize, cancel and
reconfigure action organize threads and the plugin executions (2).

Abstraction To allow separation to a map instance and modularization, two methods must
be implemented for each interface type (1) in a navigation server derived from the abstract
navigation server (A). Plugin-derived interfaces represent a new type that can extend the inter-
face to include connectivity to a map instance and other resources. This derived interface and
thus the class to be loaded is not known to the abstract navigation server, so this functionality
of loading and initializing must be outsourced. This outsourcing is done by the pure virtual
methods Listing 5.1 and Listing 5.2. Although the derived class is not know to the abstract
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Figure 5.3: MBF Abstract Navigation Server Architecture: It consists of four main software layers: 1.)
Abstract Plugin Interface, 2.) the Plugin Execution, 3.) the Action Implementations, and 4.) the Action
Server and Messages.

navigation server, it is able to work with the abstract view on the plugin object instances and
only use the methods defined in the abstract interface, since a derived plugin interface inherits
the abstract type. Consequently, the methods loadPlannerPlugin, loadControllerPlugin,
and loadRecoveryPlugin load a class object which implements all plugin interface methods,
but they have to return a pointer to the abstract base type. Furthermore, after the plugin has
been loaded it has to be initialized. In an implantation of one the methods shown in Listing 5.2,
the abstract type can be simply cast to the derived class type in order to call an initialization
method.

Abstract Plugin Manager The abstract navigation server has three plugin managers (B)
for the three plugin interfaces (1). The Abstract Plugin Manager is a template class taking a
plugin interface class (1) as template argument. First, it parses the configuration file for plugins
configurations for the parameter name defined in the constructor.

Second, it tries to load and initialize the configured plugins by using the load and initialize
functions which have been handed over in the constructor, see Listing 5.1 and Listing 5.2. It
catches errors during the loading and initialization of the plugin, as these are not properly
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1 virtual mbf_abstract_core :: AbstractPlanner :: Ptr loadPlannerPlugin (
2 const std :: string & planner_type ) = 0;
3
4 virtual mbf_abstract_core :: AbstractController :: Ptr loadControllerPlugin (
5 const std :: string & controller_type ) = 0;
6
7 virtual mbf_abstract_core :: AbstractRecovery :: Ptr loadRecoveryPlugin (
8 const std :: string & recovery_type ) = 0;

Listing 5.1: Abstract Navigation Server Plugin Loading Interface

1 virtual bool initializePlannerPlugin (
2 const std :: string &name ,
3 const mbf_abstract_core :: AbstractPlanner :: Ptr & planner_ptr ) = 0;
4
5 virtual bool initializeControllerPlugin (
6 const std :: string &name ,
7 const mbf_abstract_core :: AbstractController :: Ptr & controller_ptr ) = 0;
8
9 virtual bool initializeRecoveryPlugin (

10 const std :: string &name ,
11 const mbf_abstract_core :: AbstractRecovery :: Ptr & behavior_ptr ) = 0;

Listing 5.2: Abstract Navigation Server Plugin Initialization Interface

installed to the system, could not be found, or if a plugin failed to initialize. In such a case,
it outputs the available plugins at the end to provide the user with a helpful hint, for example
that the plugin probably needs to be installed, etc.

Third, it maintains the instances of loaded plugins in a map and a name to plugin type
mapping, as well as a list of all loaded plugins for the specific abstract type, i.e., planner,
controller, or recovery. This allows quick queries to check if a plugin is loaded if an action is
executed, etc. As this procedure of loading, initialization, and maintaining, is generally the same
for the three plugin interfaces and their plugins, the Abstract Plugin Manager is templated.

Concurrency An important feature is implemented at this stage, namely the ability to run
different plugins of the same type concurrently, thus it is not only possible to run planning and
controlling in parallel, but also two different planners, or even controllers at the same time. Of
course, the usefulness of running several controllers in parallel is questionable, but we will come
to individual useful possibilities later, which in turn would be an application for future work in
Section 5.4.

We realized the concurrency for each different types of plugin, i.e., planner, controller, and
so on, by concurrency slot ids. The active concurrency slots and the corresponding plugin
execution instances are maintained in the Abstract Execution Base in order to share code
between the three main actions. The user, developer or system could use different concurrency
slot ids when calling an action by specifying the action goal, i.e., the request to the navigation
server, beforehand. If the action server receives an action goal to be processed, it checks whether
the specified concurrency slot id is already in use. If it is not already in use, and the actions
goal specifies the same plugin for execution, the server starts a new thread with the specified
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plugin handed over to the corresponding plugin execution (2).
In the default case, if the concurrency slot (id) is already in use, the action server tries

to first cancel the currently running plugin execution and its plugin, and second to start a
plugin execution for the newly received action goal. In the Controller Action (3.3), we have
overwritten this default behavior in a way that the plugin execution is not canceled or stopped
if the same concurrency slot and the same plugin name are specified and just the plan and or
goal tolerance changed. Instead, it hands over the new path and other changed parameters to
the running execution, which again passes this data to the plugin (1.2) in the next loop cycle of
execution (2.3).

Plugin Interfaces

The Plugin interfaces for the pluginlib are given by the header files defined in mbf abstract core.
Such a header file define a class with same pure virtual functions which have to be overwritten
and implemented by a plugin implementation. As mentioned above, the nav core plugin inter-
faces of the ROS navigation stack used by move base are named: Base Global Planner, Base
Local Planner, and Recovery Behavior. We decided to restore a consistent naming for our inter-
faces: Abstract Planner, Abstract Controller, and Abstract Recovery. We enhanced the original
nav core plugin interface in a way that plugins could give feedback in a standardized way. In the
nav core interfaces an initialization method hands over a pointer to a costmap 2d map instance.
As the abstract navigation server should not refer to any map representation, there is no such
initialize method in the interface in mbf abstract core. Thus, references to a map instance
have to be made in derived interface classes. In the mbf costmap core package, for example, the
derived interface classes Costmap Planner, Costmap Controller, and Costmap Recovery extend
the Abstract Planner, Abstract Controller, and Abstract Recovery by in initialization method pro-
viding a pointer to the local and global costmap 2d instances. For example, mbf costmap nav
and mbf mesh nav are packages with derived interface classes from mbf abstract nav.

Abstract Planner Interface (1.1) The interface methods of the Abstract Planner interface
are shown in Listing 5.3. The makePlan method takes the three inputs start, goal, and
tolerance and has three outputs plan, cost, message written to the references given in the
parameters, and the return value, which denotes a success or error outcome code.

1 virtual uint32_t makePlan ( const geometry_msgs :: PoseStamped &start ,
2 const geometry_msgs :: PoseStamped &goal ,
3 double tolerance ,
4 std :: vector < geometry_msgs :: PoseStamped > &plan ,
5 double &cost ,
6 std :: string & message ) = 0;
7
8 virtual bool cancel () = 0;

Listing 5.3: AbstractPlanner Interface

These outcome codes are partially predefined by the GetPath action result message, see List-
ing 5.8. The geometry msgs/PoseStamped messages start and goal are poses in R3, although
in 2D path planning usually only x and y, and the angle yaw are used. The tolerance parame-
ter can be used to allow deviations from the given goal pose when it is blocked. The parameter
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specifies the deviation in meters that the planner can or may relax the constraint in x and y (and
z) before failing. The output plan, which is a vector or list of poses is filled by the planner with
the discrete trajectory if it succeeded. The output variable cost can be used to communicate
the calculated cost of the corresponding path, this cost may not be equal to the path length.
The message output corresponds to the outcome return value and may describe a special success
or failure case.

Besides the makePlan method, there is a cancel method that has to be implemented by
the plugin. The convention is that it will return false if the method is not implemented or
if the cancel request failed, otherwise it will return true. This method was introduced with
MBF compared to move base to properly abort plugin execution when the client withdraws the
execution, because the action or the result of the action is no longer needed. Furthermore, the
method makePlan has been extended by meaningful returned outcomes, the tolerance, and an
outcome message.

Abstract Controller Interface (1.2) The Abstract Controller interface methods are shown
in Listing 5.4. The interface consists of the four methods setPlan, computeVelocityCommands,
isGoalReached, and the cancel method with the same meaning as above.

1 virtual bool setPlan ( const std :: vector < geometry_msgs :: PoseStamped > &plan) = 0;
2
3 virtual uint32_t computeVelocityCommands ( const geometry_msgs :: PoseStamped & pose ,
4 const geometry_msgs :: TwistStamped & velocity ,
5 geometry_msgs :: TwistStamped &cmd_vel ,
6 std :: string & message ) = 0;
7
8 virtual bool isGoalReached ( double dist_tolerance , double angle_tolerance ) = 0;
9

10 virtual bool cancel () = 0;

Listing 5.4: AbstractController Interface

The setPlan method takes a plan, i.e., a list of geometry msgs/PoseStamped poses messages
as input, representing the discretized trajectory. It should return true if the plan could be
successfully set. Next, there is the computeVelocityCommands method which is later periodi-
cally called to receive a command to move the robot along the previously given plan. It takes
the current robot pose and the current velocity as input and has the two output argument
references cmd vel and message. The cmd vel variable will be filled with the computed lin-
ear and angular velocity, and the message should be used to communicate a special outcome
meaning related to outcome similar to the makePlan method above. The return types should
correspond to the outcome definitions given by Listing 5.10. The isGoalReached method is
called periodically to query the plugin if the goal has been reached. Additionally, it has two
tolerance parameter for the translation and orientation difference to the goal pose in order to
allow a dynamic changing of the goal tolerance. In comparison to the nav core interface, we
enhanced the computeVelocityCommands method by returning more valuable outcome codes in
combination with the outcome message. In addition, we directly provide the current position
and velocity to the plugin, to make it easier for developers, to not request tf transformation at
the plugin code side again, and in order to formulate a more general interface which also works
without a map, which may indicate the current robot pose, as costmap 2d does. Besides, the
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tolerance parameters in the isGoalReached method and the cancel method have been newly
introduced.

Abstract Recovery Interface (1.3) The Abstract Recovery interface methods are shown
in Listing 5.5. It is designed to maintain backward compatibility with the nav core interface
and move base. The runBehavior method has been extended allowing more valuable outcome
success and error codes to be returned.

1 virtual uint32_t runBehavior (std :: string & message ) = 0;
2
3 virtual bool cancel () = 0;

Listing 5.5: AbstractRecovery Interface

These codes should be specified according to Listing 5.13. Similar to the interfaces above, a
message can be specified by the plugin to indicate what went wrong, or to describe the outcome
code in a reasonable way. Next, the plugin execution is described.

Plugin Execution

Since the plugins need to be executed, some kind of execution strategy is needed. In addition,
incoming requests from action clients to cancel the execution must also be handled. Furthermore,
the execution of plugins must be monitored and thus, for example, the number of attempts and
a timeout must also be realized, because plugins are third-party software fragments that could
get stuck in infinite loops, etc.

Each execution class of the individual plugins is derived from the Abstract Execution
Base and is thus equipped with a general structure that allows to start and stop a plugin and
provides methods to return the plugin outcome and the associated message that can be set by
the plugin. Thus, there exists a thread for each plugin which required the execution class to
be designed in a thread safe manner, when communicating information with the corresponding
action. The Action Implementations (3) act as observers of the execution class. The Plugin
Execution (2) classes have internal states defining the current state of the execution, which
are communicated with the action implantation classes in thread safe way. These states are
implemented as enumerations. The planning states for the Abstract Planner Execution (2.2) are
exemplary shown in Listing 5.6.

1 enum PlanningState
2 {
3 INITIALIZED , ///< Planner initialized .
4 STARTED , ///< Planner started .
5 PLANNING , ///< Executing the plugin .
6 FOUND_PLAN , ///< Found a valid plan.
7 MAX_RETRIES , ///< Exceeded the maximum number of retries without a valid plan.
8 PAT_EXCEEDED , ///< Exceeded the patience time without a valid plan.
9 NO_PLAN_FOUND ,///< No plan has been found ( MAX_RETRIES and PAT_EXCEEDED are 0).

10 CANCELED , ///< The planner has been canceled .
11 STOPPED , ///< The planner has been stopped .
12 INTERNAL_ERROR ///< An internal error occurred .
13 };

Listing 5.6: Internal Abstract Planner Execution States
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The listed states defined by the C++ enumeration are self-describing together with the inline
comments. The Action Implementation (3) threads act according to the current execution state
which is fetched in a defined rate to observe the execution. At the end of the code block of
the loop, a sleep using a condition variable is called in order to fulfill the observation rate. The
condition variable is used by the Plugin Execution (2) classes to notify the corresponding Action
Implementation (3) on state changes in order to react as soon as possible. This allows the action
implementation to observe the execution periodically with the configured rate, e.g., if the plugin
got stuck, or a timeout has been exceeded, but also to react immediately on state changes.

5.3.2 Actions

Action Implementation

The three main Action Implementation classes, i.e., Planner Action (3.2), Controller Action (3.3),
and Recovery Action (3.4) inherit the Abstract Action Base, as described above, whereas the
Move Base Action (3.5) does not. The move base action is a special action implementation,
because it encapsulates the behavior of the original move base in such a way that it reflects the
entire pipeline of navigation. At first, a path is computed and then the computed path is used
to move the robot towards the goal. If the robot gets stuck, a sequence of recovery behaviors
is executed and replanning is performed. Furthermore, our implementation provides continuous
replanning if enabled. Since the single actions for planning and moving as well as for recovering
are already covered by the tree main actions, we proceeded to implementing the action clients
within the Move Base Action (3.5). These action clients connect to the action server which
are provided by the same navigation server. Hence, this is indicated in Figure 5.3 by the gray
arrows from (3.5) to (4.1), (4.2) and (4.3).

Furthermore, all Action Implementations (3) receive an actionlib ActionGoal instance
from the corresponding action server callback which is implemented in the Abstract Navigation
Server (A). This actionlib ActionGoal instance carries the specific action goal message received
from the client and provides methods to allow for the action server state changes described in
Section 5.1.4 and in Figure 5.1. This allows to communicate action process state-changes, i.e.,
reject, accept, cancel, abort, and success. The action process state-changes are internally called
by the Action Implementations (3) according to the respective internal state. However, with
each of the transitions to a final state, an action result is defined which is send back to the client.

Action Server & Messages

The four described actions which are provided by the action servers (4) are configured to the
topic names get path, exe path, recovery, and move base. The action definitions are located in
mbf msgs. Each action result contains an outcome number code and a corresponding message,
as each plugin returns an outcome and the related message as described above. This outcome
can be used by an external executive for a specific reaction on certain error or success states.
For communication purposes, each actionlib action server advertises and subscribes to the five
sup-topics: /cancel, /feedback, /goal, /result, /status, see Section 5.1.4. Thus, these five
topics will be sub-topics of the four following actions and their topics. The actions corresponding
to the action servers introduced above are described next.
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get path The GetPath action is available in the MBF namespace of the navigation server
under ∼/get path, for example resulting in /move base flex/get path.

The GetPath action goal is defined in Listing 5.7.
1 bool use_start_pose # use current pose and not start_pose
2
3 geometry_msgs / PoseStamped start_pose # optional , if use_start_pose
4 geometry_msgs / PoseStamped target_pose # goal or target pose
5
6 float64 tolerance # goal tolerance distance in x and y
7 string planner # one of the configured loaded planners
8 uint8 concurrency_slot # use different slots for concurrency

Listing 5.7: GetPath Action Goal Definition

It computes a path to a given target pose and uses the start pose if use start pose is set
to true, and the current robot pose otherwise. This allows to directly compute a path from the
current robot position but also paths for future navigation sub-tasks. Furthermore, the planner
can be defined by using the user-defined name which has been configured at program start for
the planner plugin of choice. Additionally, the tolerance can be defined, for example if a goal
is obstructed. As mentioned above, a concurrency slot can be configured to run the action
in parallel. Note that this requires a full action server implementation, as the Simple Action
Server only allows one action goal at a time for each simple action server in use. Their default
values are 0 if they are not set, which will result in using in zero tolerance to the goal pose, and
using the concurrency slot 0.

The GetPath action result is shown in Listing 5.8.
1 uint8 SUCCESS = 0 # planning was successful
2 # 1..9 reserve as plugin success codes
3
4 uint8 FAILURE = 50 # unspecified failure
5 uint8 CANCELED = 51 # canceled by action client
6 uint8 INVALID_START = 52 # invalid quaternion , etc.
7 uint8 INVALID_GOAL = 53 # invalid quaternion , etc.
8 uint8 NO_PATH_FOUND = 54 # could not find a path
9 uint8 PAT_EXCEEDED = 55 # timeout exceeded , see patience parameter

10 uint8 EMPTY_PATH = 56 # planner returned an empty path
11 uint8 TF_ERROR = 57 # error while transforming a pose
12 uint8 NOT_INITIALIZED = 58 # loaded plugin not initialized yet
13 uint8 INVALID_PLUGIN = 59 # plugin has not been loaded
14 uint8 INTERNAL_ERROR = 60 # unexpected navigation server error
15 uint8 OUT_OF_MAP = 61 # start or goal pose not in map
16 uint8 MAP_ERROR = 62 # error while accessing the map
17 uint8 STOPPED = 63 # planner execution stopped rigorously
18
19 # 71..99 reserved as plugin errors
20
21 uint32 outcome # One of the success or error codes
22 string message # A corresponding outcome message
23
24 nav_msgs /Path path # The computed path
25 float64 cost # The corresponding path cost

Listing 5.8: GetPath Action Result Definition

If the action succeeded, it returns the computed path, a corresponding cost value if supported by
the plugin, and outcome and message values, in which the outcome corresponds to the predefined
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failure states or a custom plugin outcome code. Note, if the plugin does not support a cost value
and returns zero costs, MBF will path distance.

exe path The ExePath action will be available in the name space of the MBF navigation
server node under ∼/exe path after the program start. The ExePath action goal is defined in
Listing 5.9.

1 nav_msgs /Path path
2 string controller # controller name; defaults to first specified controller
3 uint8 concurrency_slot # use different slots for concurrency
4
5 bool tolerance_from_action # action vs. parameter server ; use goal tolerance for action
6 float32 dist_tolerance
7 float32 angle_tolerance

Listing 5.9: ExePath Action Goal Definition

It will compute velocity commands usually resulting in the robot to follow the given path if
both the commands and the selected controller are valid. For example, if the path is empty
or if the specified controller name does not correspond to a loaded controller plugin, the server
immediately rejects the action goal. Given a path and a controller name as input, this action
hands over the path to the selected controller. It starts the selected controller and executes
it in predefined frequency, while computing velocity commands that are directly published to
command the robot to move. During its execution it returns the current robot pose, velocity,
and the distance and angle to the target. As a result, it returns the robot’s final pose and the
distance and angle to the target, as well as an outcome and a corresponding message. Again, as
mentioned above, the concurrency slot could also be used to run different loaded controller
plugins in parallel. In addition, the action allows overriding the navigation server-wide goal
tolerance parameter by specifying dist tolerance and angle tolerance. Since the default
value of these two variables is zero, which may also be intended for tolerance, the parameters
must be enabled with tolerance form action = true.

If a failure occurred or if the robot arrived at the goal, the navigation server will return an
ExePath action result. This blueprint of the action result is stated in Listing 5.10. It provides an
overview of all predefined outcome codes which could be used by a high level executive logic, e.g.,
a BT, or a Smach. In addition to the outcome and the corresponding message, it returns the
final pose, i.e., the robot pose at response time. Besides, dist to goal and angle to goal
are returned, indicating the distance and rotation difference of the robot pose to the target pose.

Unlike the GetPath action, the ExePath action additionally provides continuous feedback
during execution. The feedback is shown in Listing 5.11. It returns the last available plu-
gin outcome and message as the controller plugin is called periodically. In addition, with
dist to goal and angle to goal, the feedback contains the distance and orientation difference
as above, as well as the current robot pose in the map frame, and with last cmd vel the last
computed velocity command. However, the feedback information also allows the executive logic
or other nodes to respond in a standardized manner with the intermediate feedback from the
plugin and MBF.

recovery The Recovery action will be available in the name space of the MBF navigation
server node under ∼/recovery after the program start. The lightweight Recovery action goal
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1 # Predefined success codes :
2 uint8 SUCCESS = 0 # 1..9 reserved as plugin success codes
3
4 # Predefined error codes:
5 uint8 FAILURE = 100 # unspecified failure
6 uint8 CANCELED = 101 # canceled by action client
7 uint8 NO_VALID_CMD = 102 # could not find a valid velocity command
8 uint8 PAT_EXCEEDED = 103 # timeout exceeded , see patience parameter
9 uint8 COLLISION = 104 # collided with an obstacle

10 uint8 OSCILLATION = 105 # robot oscillates with the computed cmd_vel
11 uint8 ROBOT_STUCK = 106 # the robot seems to be stuck
12 uint8 MISSED_GOAL = 107 # the robot cannot reach the goal
13 uint8 MISSED_PATH = 108 # the robot has gone off the path
14 uint8 BLOCKED_PATH = 109 # path is blocked and cannot be followed
15 uint8 INVALID_PATH = 110 # the path contains no or invalid poses
16 uint8 TF_ERROR = 111 # tf errors occurred during pose transformations
17 uint8 NOT_INITIALIZED = 112 # the loaded plugin has not been initialized yet
18 uint8 INVALID_PLUGIN = 113 # A plugin with the specified name could not be found
19 uint8 INTERNAL_ERROR = 114 # An internal server or plugin error has occurred
20 uint8 OUT_OF_MAP = 115 # The start and / or the goal are outside the map
21 uint8 MAP_ERROR = 116 # The map is not running properly
22 uint8 STOPPED = 117 # The controller execution has been stopped rigorously
23
24 # 121..149 are reserved as plugin specific errors
25
26 uint32 outcome # one of the success or error codes
27 string message # a corresponding outcome message
28
29 geometry_msgs / PoseStamped final_pose # The final pose / current pose reached
30 float32 dist_to_goal # The distance to the goal position
31 float32 angle_to_goal # The angle difference to the goal orientation

Listing 5.10: ExePath Action Result Definition

is defined in Listing 5.12. It solely covers the behavior parameter to select a behavior from the
loaded list of recovery behavior plugins and a concurrency slot parameter allowing for parallel
execution of recovery behaviors. The Recovery action result is stated in Listing 5.13 with the
same meanings as above.

move base MBF also provides an action to execute navigation tasks like “go from A to B”.
Similar to the other MBF action definition, it can be found in mbf msgs. It advertises an
action server under the sub-topic ∼/move base in the name space of the navigation server.

1 # Outcome of most recent controller cycle. Same values as in result
2 uint32 outcome # one of the success or error codes
3 string message # a corresponding outcome message
4
5 float32 dist_to_goal # distance to the goal position
6 float32 angle_to_goal # angle difference to the goal orientation
7 geometry_msgs / PoseStamped current_pose # current robot pose
8 geometry_msgs / TwistStamped last_cmd_vel # last command calculated by the controller

Listing 5.11: ExePath Action Feedback Definition
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1 string behavior # name according to the list of load recovery plugins
2 uint8 concurrency_slot # use different slots for concurrency

Listing 5.12: Recovery Action Goal Definition

1 # Predefined success codes :
2 uint8 SUCCESS = 0 #1..9 reserved as plugin success codes
3
4 # Possible server codes:
5 uint8 FAILURE = 150 # unspecified failure
6 uint8 CANCELED = 151 # canceled by action client
7 uint8 PAT_EXCEEDED = 152 # timeout exceeded , see patience parameter
8 uint8 TF_ERROR = 153 # tf errors occurred during pose transformations
9 uint8 NOT_INITIALIZED = 154 # the loaded plugin has not been initialized yet

10 uint8 INVALID_PLUGIN = 155 # A plugin with the specified name could not be found
11 uint8 INTERNAL_ERROR = 156 # An internal server or plugin error has occurred
12 uint8 STOPPED = 157 # The recovery execution has been stopped rigorously
13 uint8 IMPASSABLE = 158 # Further execution would lead to a collision
14 # 171..199 are reserved as plugin specific errors
15
16 uint32 outcome # one of the success or error codes
17 string message # a corresponding outcome message
18 string used_plugin # The plugin which has been used

Listing 5.13: Recovery Action Result Definition

This action is similar to the original MoveBase action located in move base msgs and used in
move base. However, compared to the original MoveBase action, the new version of MBF is
much more comprehensive and allows for more detailed settings, result and feedback information.
The old move base version only supports the target pose as action goal parameter and an
additional feedback value, i.e., the position of the robot pose. The mbf msgs/MoveBase action
goal definition is shown in Listing 5.14.

1 geometry_msgs / PoseStamped target_pose
2
3 string controller # controller to use; default : first in " controllers " parameter list
4 string planner # planner to use; default : first in " planners " parameter list
5
6 string [] recovery_behaviors # recovery behaviors to use in failure cases;
7 # defaults to the " recovery_behaviors " parameter value

Listing 5.14: Move Base Action Goal Definition

This action performs all previously described actions together: planning, control and recovery if
necessary. The input parameters are a target pose, a controller name, a planner name, and
a list of recovery behaviors. As before, these plugins have to be loaded otherwise the action
server will reject the action goal. Furthermore, as stated in the comments in Listing 5.14, if the
controller, planner, and recovery behaviors are left blank or empty, MBF will use the first
loaded plugins for the Planner Action and Controller Action, and the configured list of recovery
plugins as sequence called after each other within the Recovery Action in a failure cases.

The blue print of the action result returned from the action server, i.e., from within the
navigation server, is shown in Listing 5.15. In analogy to the other messages above, this action
result also returns the two variables outcome and message. Looking at the numbering of the
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1 # Predefined success codes :
2 uint8 SUCCESS = 0 #1..9 reserved as plugin success codes
3
4 # Predefined general error codes:
5 uint8 FAILURE = 10 # unspecified failure
6 uint8 CANCELED = 11 # canceled by action client
7 uint8 COLLISION = 12 # collided with an obstacle
8 uint8 OSCILLATION = 13 # robot oscillates with the computed cmd_vel
9 uint8 START_BLOCKED = 14 # the start pose is blocked

10 uint8 GOAL_BLOCKED = 15 # the goal pose is blocked
11 uint8 TF_ERROR = 16 # tf transformation error
12 uint8 INTERNAL_ERROR = 17 # internal navigation server or plugin error
13 # 21..49 are reserved for future general error codes
14
15 # planning / controlling failures :
16 uint8 PLAN_FAILURE = 50 # 51..99 are reserved as planner specific errors
17 uint8 CTRL_FAILURE = 100 # 101..149 are reserved as controller specific errors
18
19 uint32 outcome # one of the success or error codes
20 string message # a corresponding outcome message
21
22 # Configuration upon action completion
23 float32 dist_to_goal # The distance to the goal position
24 float32 angle_to_goal # The angle difference to the goal orientation
25 geometry_msgs / PoseStamped final_pose # The final pose / current pose reached

Listing 5.15: Move Base Action Result Definition

predefined outcome codes, you will notice that the planner codes start at 50, the controller codes
at 100 and the recovery codes at 150. We have developed this in order to be able to indicate
the error or success status of one of the plugins by means of the outcome code. In addition,
there are also general semantic return constants in the range between 0 and 49. The Move Base
Action feedback equals the feedback of ExePath defined in Listing 5.11.

5.3.3 Costmap Navigation

Figure 5.4 schematically shows the simplified architecture for the Costmap Navigation Server
with its connection to the Abstract Navigation Server. The Costmap Navigation Server is imple-
mented in the package mbf costmap nav inheriting the abstract classes provided in mbf abstract nav.
The lightweight Costmap Implementation Level, implemented in mbf costmap nav, shows the
inheritance of the abstract navigation server and its execution classes. Furthermore, the connec-
tions of the global and the local costmap 2d instances to the system are shown. It only manages
the instantiation of the costmaps and handles the loading and initialization of plugins using the
actionlib. This is done, as mentioned before, by overwriting the pure virtual methods from
the Abstract Navigation Server in order to load, cf. Listing 5.1, and to initialize, cf. Listing 5.2,
the plugins.

Beside using costmap 2d with mbf costmap nav, there exists an MBF navigation server for
navigation on triangular meshes represented R3 as described in [235] and in Chapter 6. Further-
more, it has been tested with a grid map navigation server, implemented in mbf gridmap nav,
which uses the Grid Map Library [75] as map representation.
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Figure 5.4: MBF Abstract & Costmap Implementation Level: Shown are the Abstract Move Base Flex
Level and the Costmap Implementation Level ; The Plugin Interface is highlighted in yellow; the Action
& Service Interface for the external executive in blue; and the Legacy API Support in red.

Backwards Compatibility To support existing global planners, local planners, and recovery
behaviors based on the nav core interfaces for move base, we implemented wrapper classes
and a relay script. This enables the easy use of already established setups of planners and
controllers with MBF and increases the number of possible users and thus the adoption by
the open source community. Furthermore, it simplifies to get started and facilitates the first
steps with MBF. In addition, we have designed the plugin interfaces in such a way that plugin
developers can make their plugins usable for both move base and MBF at the same time.
Thus, an exchange of move base and MBF is easily possible and plugins could be extended
supporting the richer MBF interface and could still be used with move base with the nav core
interface. The well-known teb local planner plugin, for example, implements both interfaces,
i.e., the mbf costmap core Abstract Controller and the nav core Base Local Planner plugin.
In any case, the navigation server provided with mbf costmap nav can load plugins that handle
only the nav core interfaces. This kind of backwards compatibility is achieved by loading and
instantiating wrapper plugins as a fallback supporting all plugins, which implements a nav core
interface. The wrapper classes implement the interface from mbf costmap core and get an
instance of nav core plugin as constructor parameter. Consequently, the Costmap Navigation
Server first tries to load the configured plugin as normal MBF plugin with a mbf costmap core
interface. If this attempt fails, it tries to load the configured plugin as move base plugin fulfilling
a nav core interface. The loaded nav core plugin is then handed over to a constructor of a
wrapper class. Subsequently, the wrapper class instance is then returned in the overwritten
abstract navigation server interface, see Listing 5.1. These plugins can only return SUCCESS or
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FAILURE with respect to the action goal definitions above, as the nav core plugins only return
true or false. Furthermore, as there does not exist a cancel method in the nav core interfaces,
the wrapper classes just return false, indicating that the method is not implemented.

On top of this ability to load nav core plugin originally made for move base, we investigated
interfacing the old Move Base action from the move base msgs to the new Move Base action
from mbf msgs. This is depicted in Figure 5.4 by the red Legacy API Support box, where the
box shows the old make plan service from the nav msgs, which is interfaced to the new get path
action previously mentioned. Furthermore, in order to support navigation goal send to the topic
/move base simple/goal, e.g., from RViz, we interfaced this topic to the new Move Base action
described above. This Legacy API Support is implemented as a lightweight python script located
in mbf costmap nav.

Dynamic Reconfigure Dynamic reconfigure is an extension for ROS packages that allows to
dynamically change parameters at runtime. For this, a node must implement a dynamic recon-
figure server. This server then calls a callback method or function when a dynamic reconfigure
request is received. The C++ configuration classes representing the reconfigured parameter
set are built according to the blueprint of a python file (cfg-file). This file specifies which
parameters exist, what they are called, what their meaning / description is and what the de-
fault, as well as the parameter range or the definition range of the parameter is. Each ROS
package can contain a so-called cfg file. The problem is that these are not inheritable. That
means if we want to access dynamic reconfigure parameters for the Abstract Navigation Server,
we would need a Dynamic Reconfigure Server and a cfg file in its implementation. But if we
want to extend the configuration of dynamic parameters, for example in mbf costmap nav, or
mbf mesh nav, then we would need a server at this point that builds on top of the parame-
ters of the Abstract Navigation Server. The problem is that two such servers listening to the
same node handle and associated name spaces are not supported in ROS. As a workaround,
we provide a python file in mbf abstract nav that defines the necessary parameters of the
Abstract Navigation Server. These can then be easily imported in a derived package, such
as mbf costmap nav, and in the dynamic reconfigure method of the derived server should call
the mbf abstract nav::AbstractNavigationServer::reconfigure method with the reduced
parameter set of the abstract server.

5.3.4 Usage & Configuration

The next section deals with the management and further development of the software, the
quality assurance of the code by means of CI (Continuous Integration) and tests, the releases
and versioning, as well as the application and distribution of the software on various robots.

The usage of MBF and its mbf costmap nav navigation package is briefly described in the pa-
per [232] and in detail on the generated website https://uos.github.io/mbf_docs/ providing
show cases and comprehensive tutorials. MBF
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Configuration

MBF is a ROS package and as such can only be used in the ROS ecosystem. It builds on,
or can use, map representations available in ROS. The software packages mbf costmap nav,
mbf mesh nav and mbf gridmap nav provide different navigation servers that can be started
as ROS nodes. The core of these servers is always based on the Abstract Navigation Server
provided in mbf abstract nav. This way, there is a basic parameter set that is always present
and furthermore all plugins are always loaded in the same manner. Furthermore the action
interfaces as well as the namespaces are always the same. Assuming that the respective server
node is accessible under the name move base flex, all resources and parameters are available in
the sub-namespaces. The three parameters planners, controllers, and recovery behaviors
are the parameters that determine which plugins are loaded under which name. In the following,
the general parameters for the execution of the controller plugin are described and important
side effects are mentioned.

planner frequency The parameter planner frequency is used in the move base action to en-
able replanning. If the parameter is greater than 0 (default value), replanning is performed
during the move base action to find a better path including newly detected obstacles.

recovery enabled The recovery enabled parameter can be used to enable/disable execution
of the recovery behavior in the move base action according to the behavior in move base.
By default, recovery behaviors are enabled for the move base action.

recovery patience The recovery patience parameter sets the timeout duration after which
a recovery behavior is aborted or stopped on if it was not completed before.

planner max retries The parameter planner max retries specifies the number of attempts
in which the planning execution will call the planner plugin anew if it did not return a
success outcome. In this case, if the parameter is greater than 0, the outcome MAX RETRIES
is returned, cf. Listing 5.8.

planner patience This parameter specifies the timeout duration if the planner once failed to
return a success outcome, i.e., computing a valid path, before the get path action will
transition its action state to abort. In this case, if the parameter is greater than 0, the
outcome PAT EXCEEDED is returned, cf. Listing 5.8.

controller frequency The controller frequency must be specified in Hz. The plugin interface
method computeVelocityCommands of the controller is called periodically with this fre-
quency in order to compute angular and linear velocity commands which are published to
the /cmd vel topic.

controller max retries This parameter specifies the maximum attempts if the controller once
failed to return a success outcome, i.e., computing a valid velocity command, before the
exe path action will transition its action state to abort. In this case, if the parameter is
greater than 0, the outcome MAX RETRIES is returned, cf. Listing 5.10.

controller patience This parameter specifies the timeout duration if the controller once failed
to return a success outcome, i.e., computing a valid velocity command, before the exe path
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action will transition its action state to abort. In this case, if the parameter is greater than
0, the outcome PAT EXCEEDED is returned, cf. Listing 5.10.

oscillation distance and oscillation timeout The oscillation distance parameter spec-
ifies the distance that the robot must have traveled at least in the time specified with
oscillation timeout, so that the navigation server does not recognize this state as os-
cillation and aborts the action exe path.

robot frame and map frame The robot frame parameter specifies the coordinate system in
the global coordinate system which is specified by map frame that is tracked and used to
determine the position of the robot in the global frame by queried tf for the transformation
from the global frame to the configured robot frame. The default value is base footprint.

angle tolerance The orientation difference to the target pose, within which the navigation
target is considered as reached, is one condition next to robot is located within a tolerance
distance. If both conditions are true, then the exe path action changes to the success state.
The tolerance can be overridden by the exe path action if the tolerance from action is
set to true in the action goal. The orientation difference has to be specified in radians.

dist tolerance The distance at which the navigation target is accepted and counted as reached.
This represents only one of the two conditions whether the destination was reached. How-
ever, the tolerance can be overridden by the exe path action if the tolerance from action
in the action target is set to true. The distance tolerance has to be specified in meters.

mbf tolerance check The parameter mbf tolerance check set to true enables MBF to check
whether the target has been reached. This might overrule the isGoalReached method of
the controller plugin. Note that in this case the controller plugin may not decelerate the
robot close to the goal in order stop the robot at the goal pose. The default value is false

force stop at goal The force stop at goal parameter is set to false by default. It forces
the robot to stop as soon as isGoalReached or the MBF tolerance check indicates that the
goal has been reached, see also mbf tolerance check. Note that if the robot is not stopped
by the controller or MBF, it usually continues with the last velocity command, which can
be safety critical. Depending on the navigation strategy and planner implementation,
it may be intentional not to stop at the destination, for example because it is only an
intermediate goal of a waypoint graph.

force stop on cancel Similar to the force stop at goal parameter, stopping the robot is
now enforced by a cancel request from the client when canceling the action. For example,
if a simple action client is used, it assumes that only one action is being processed at a
time, so it cancels the previous action line and then sends the new action goal to MBF.
However, if it is not desired that the robot stops between these two exe path action goals,
the parameter should be set to false, as in the default case. Note that this behavior can
be safety critical, since the robot usually continues with the last velocity command. If after
a cancel request and no new plan is executed, the robot should be explicitly stopped by
publishing a zero speed on cmd vel, e.g., using a watchdog checking the velocity command
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rate. If no new plan is executed after an cancel request, the robot should be explicitly
stopped by publishing a zero velocity command on cmd vel, for example, using a watchdog
to check the velocity command rate.

Multiple Planners and Controller

As already mentioned, MBF offers the possibility to load multiple plugins of any kind at the
same time, i.e., multiple planner, controller, and recovery behavior plugins. The user has to
specify pairs of name and type as list items of the parameters planners, controllers, and
recovery behaviors. The name can be arbitrary chosen, whereas the type specifies the ex-
ported plugin type definition according to the pluginlib. Consequently, the same plugin may
be loaded multiple times with different configurations. Thus, an external executive can choose a
specific plugin for different scenarios or environments, e.g., motion control in free space vs. line
following, or using different controllers in different zones, as investigated in [125].

After the plugins have been loaded at program start, they can be used with the action
interface by specifying the plugin name in the respective action goal. In Listing 5.17, Listing 5.16,
and Listing 5.18 example configuration yaml files are shown. Furthermore, the names specified
are used as MBF sub-namespace for all parameters of the respective plugin.

The example configuration excerpt Listing 5.16 configures MBF to load multiple controller
plugins with arbitrary names which are used as name spaces and identifier in the exe path
action goal definition, see Listing 5.7 line 7, and Listing 5.14 line 3.

1 controllers:
2 - name: tpr
3 type: base_local_planner / TrajectoryPlannerROS
4 - name: teb
5 type: teb_local_planner / TebLocalPlannerROS
6 - name: eband_fast
7 type: eband_local_planner / EBandPlannerROS
8 - name: eband_slow
9 type: eband_local_planner / EBandPlannerROS

Listing 5.16: Configuration for Multiple Controller Plugins

It will result in loading the TrajectoryPlannerROS, the TebLocalPlannerROS, and the EBand-
PlannerROS plugin twice using two different names, i.e., eband slow and eband fast. As
shown, it is possible to load multiple plugins of different types but also of the same type, e.g.,
in order to load the plugin with different configurations. Note that the TebLocalPlannerROS
plugin provided in teb local planner inherit both the controller interface provided in nav core
and the controller interface provided in mbf costmap core. Thus, MBF will load the plugin as
full MBF plugin with theoretically all MBF functionalities if they are implemented. The other
controllers will be loaded as nav core plugins and wrapped as described above.

The example configuration in Listing 5.17 configures MBF to load multiple planner plugins
with, again, user defined names which are used as name spaces and identifier for the get path
action goal definition, see Listing 5.9 line 2, and Listing 5.14 line 4.

An example configuration for the recovery behavior plugins is shown in Listing 5.18. It
will configure the navigation server node in costmap 2d to load four recovery plugins of three
different types. Again, the specified names correspond to the relative name spaces and the
recovery action, cf. Listing 5.12 line 1, and Listing 5.14 line 6. The clear small and the
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1 planners:
2 - name: gp
3 type: global_planner / GlobalPlanner
4 - name: sbpl
5 type: sbpl_lattice_planner / SBPLLatticePlanner
6 - name: navfn
7 type: navfn/NavfnROS

Listing 5.17: Configuration for Multiple Planner Plugins

1 recovery_behaviors:
2 - name: rotate
3 type: rotate_recovery::RotateRecovery
4 - name: clear_small
5 type: clear_costmap_recovery::ClearCostmapRecovery
6 - name: clear_large
7 type: clear_costmap_recovery::ClearCostmapRecovery
8 - name: move_back
9 type: moveback_recovery / MoveBackRecovery

Listing 5.18: Configuration for Multiple Recovery Behavior Plugins

clear large could be configured with different values for reset distance as described in the
Recovery Behavior paragraph in Section 5.2.1. The example configuration shown in Listing 5.19
would configure the plugin with name clear small to clear every cell around the robot which
is not located in a bounding box around the robot with the length 2.5 m. Note, we developed
the MoveBackRecovery as a full MBF plugin located in the package moveback recovery. It
periodically checks if the space behind the robot on the costmap is free while it moves the robot
backwards. This recovery behavior should of course only be used if there are sensors that fill
the costmap with occupancy information.

For further hints on usage and integration with, e.g., SMACH, or BTs in python or C++,
we refer to the documentation website uos.github.io/mbf_docs including a getting-started
section, comprehensive tutorials with code and showcases.

1 clear_small:
2 reset_distance: 2.5
3
4 clear_large:
5 reset_distance: 1.0
6
7 move_back:
8 linear_vel_back: -0.2
9 step_back_length: 0.07

10 step_back_timeout: 5.0
11 look_behind_dist: 0.1

Listing 5.19: Recovery Behaviors Configuration Example
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(a) Soto Robot (b) Toru Robot

Figure 5.5: Magazino’s Robots

(a) Pluto Robot (b) Ceres Robot

Figure 5.6: Osnabrück University Robots

5.3.5 Deployment, Applications, & Experimental Results

MBF was developed open source on GitHub and released via the official ROS package sources,
so MBF packages can be easily installed via apt. This is also applicable for most other software
packages developed as part of the dissertation.

Deployment

To support the initial statement of reproducibility of scientific results, we provide a continuous
open source deployment. This covers continuous integration for quality assurance, as well as
building versioned releases.

Continuous Integration The MBF repository is configured to run CI checks before changes
can be applied on every pull request / merge request, i.e., when code changes are proposed.
The CI process currently includes compiling the software with all dependencies, running some
rudimentary tests, as well as checking the code style to ensure a high level code quality. The
code repository is located at https://github.com/magazino/move_base_flex while the CI
uses GitHub Actions.

Releases & Installation Furthermore, MBF is versioned and released to the Open Robotics
build farm in order to build binaries which are provided as official binary packages. If ROS Noetic
is installed on an Ubuntu 20.04 (Focal Fossa), MBF can be easily installed via apt install
ros-neotic-move-base-flex with all associated packages. Currently, MBF is available for the
ROS distributions Kinetic, Melodic, and Noetic. Of course, it can also be build from source code
in order to modify it if needed, e.g., to propose improvements or new features.

Applications & Robots

Move Base Flex has been first tested on robots of the Osnabrück University1, see Figure 5.6, and
later at Magazino2, see Figure 5.5, where we further developed and improved it in its details.
These days, MBF is running on more than 50 robots of Magazino at customer facilities.
1 kbs.informatik.uos.de 2 magazino.eu
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In addition, GitHub statistics3 indicate that robotics companies such as Ruvu4, Intermodal-
ics5, 6 River Systems6, Synapticon7, Eurogroep8, Brisa9, iFollow10, Synkar11, Roborock12, Rapyuta
Robotics13, Nobleo Technology14 and others use or have used Move Base Flex. These companies
have robots running in the field of warehouse logistics, robotic vacuum cleaning, and USVs.
MBF has been forked more than 100 times and has over 200 stars on GitHub. The availability
of MBF as open source software project and the importance of open source projects in general
regarding global challenges and especially in agricultural projects were described in [229].

It is also used in various projects in academia. For example, we used MBF at the Centre
for Automation and Robotic Engineering Science (CARES)15 at the University of Auckland
for a tour guide robot. The robot welcomes guests and escorts them to offices, while it is
communicating with the electronic facility management system to dynamically open the doors
when the robot wants to pass. The elevator was also integrated later using the electronic
management system. It has also been used at the TU Munich, TU Eindhoven, or the University
of Sydney, and the University of Manchester and others. In the Goal-Oriented Long-Lived
System (GOALS)16 group at Oxford Robotics Institute (ORI ), we have used MBF for multi-
robot setups in confined environments [286]. We are currently working on a closer integration of
MBF and Smach with a coordinating way point server in order to evaluate the performance of
MBF in confined environments in detail. For this purpose, we developed a dynamic intersection
handler that resolves path conflicts and commands the robots to wait, continue, or reschedule
to avoid congestions in narrow environments. We have also deployed MBF at the Osnabrück
University and also in the Plan-based Robot Control (PBR) group at German Research Center
for Artificial Intelligence (DFKI) in Osnabrück. Here, we used MBF in the agricultural field
for context-aware navigation, see [125]. Furthermore, it has also been used by the Fraunhofer
Institute for autonomous robot exploration and measuring in disaster scenarios while using BTs,
see [248]. MBF has also been used for autonomous rover navigation in a known semi-structured
environment [202]

At Osnabrück University, we developed MBF to build a flexible common middle layer naviga-
tion framework that can be used with other map representations in order to explore autonomous
robot navigation on triangular meshes and 2.5D grid maps. At the Osnabrück University MBF
runs on the Ceres robots, cf. Figure 5.6b, integrated with Smach providing different use cases
and scenarios, 17. It has also been used for a modified robot base during the Sick Robot Day
challenge in 2018. To develop the MBF integrated mesh navigation stack, described in Chap-
ter 6, we have used the Pluto robot outdoors mostly in the Botanical Garden of the Osnabrück
University. In the corresponding repository,18 we provided comprehensive test and example
scenarios using MBF with Pluto incorporating the mesh navigation stack.

In [230, 232], we describe the integration of MBF using BTs and Smach. In addition, we
presented and described the following experimental results in [232]. The use of MBF in the
context of mesh navigation and related experiments is discussed in Chapter 6 and in Chapter 7.

3 github.com/magazino/move_base_flex/network/members 4 ruvu.nl 5 intermodalics.eu
6 6river.com 7 synapticon.com 8 eurogroep.com 9 brisa.tech 10 ifollow.fr 11 synkar.com
12 roborock.com 13 rapyuta-robotics.com 14 nobleo-technology.nl 15 cares.blogs.auckland.ac.nz
16 ori.ox.ac.uk/labs/goals 17 github.com/uos/ceres_robot 18 github.com/uos/pluto_robot
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Experimental Results

In [232], we describe the advantages of MBF over move base and also support our claims with
respect to the advantages with experimental data. The rigidity of move base and, conversely,
the greatest advantage of using MBF can best be observed in the number of useless calls of
move base to the planner and recovery behavior that are not goal-directed for the actual problem
encountered.

Accordingly, we recorded the calls to each plugin loaded by move base and the MBF pack-
age mbf costmap nav while Toru robots navigated a simulated environment in a typical ware-
house setting. For the simulation, we tested Stage with a 2D environment, since MBF in the
mbf costmap nav and move base navigate on a 2D map anyway. In the experiment we have a
robot traversing six waypoints. These waypoints are distributed over an environment with a
size of 30×30 m. Beyond that, there are five moving obstacles in the environment. For this we
used five more simulated Toru robots. We repeated this execution 10 times. The results are
compared in Table 5.1.

Looking at the first three lines, which show the calls of the path planner, the controller and
the calls of all recovery behaviors for the two packages move base and mbf costmap nav, it is
already noticeable that the number of calls for MBF has been drastically reduced. The planner is
now called only 290 times, and not about 1200 times. Since in many situations, there is no need
to replan, and this is decomposed in MBF, a bigger reduction of planner plugin calls to about
a quarter can be observed. Additionally, the number of calls for the controller and the recovery
behaviors is reduced. If we look at the numbers of the five recovery behaviors, the recovery
plugin calls are now distributed more homogeneously compared to move base. Thus, it can be
concluded that more suitable recovery behaviors are executed rather than disproportionately
clear costmap. Finally, the execution time has decreased by about 10 min from about 82 min
to about 72 min. Thus, the execution time decreases by 12.5 %. To summarize, and as described
in [232], two main factors that led to this time savings can be identified:

• The reduction in calls to the global planner (1195 vs. 290). This is particularly relevant
in the tested scenario, since the path planner used, which is designed for the demanding
kinematics of the Toru robot, is relatively slow on average (≈ 400 ms). The reason for this
reduction is that after many controller failures, the robot can recover and then continue
to follow the current path.

• The number of different invocations of the recovery behavior is more homogeneous with
MBF. This again supports our statement that MBF allows calling the appropriate recovery
strategy. In contrast, move base calls clear costmaps disproportionately often. This is the
first recovery behavior in the sequence to be applied.

Some strategies implemented using MBF were presented in a corresponding video showing a
Toru robot handling different replanning vs. resume, as well as recovery scenarios: youtu.be/
Pgn3UnPxmUU.
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plugin move base mbf costmap nav

planner 1195 290
controller 389 232
recovery behaviors 194 180
clear costmaps 175 93
out of collision 6 46
relax controller 4 31
relax planner 7 10
escape distance 2 0
required time 4926 sec 4312 sec

Table 5.1: Plugin calls and the required navigation time

5.4 Conclusion & Future Work

Since our goal was to develop a more flexible robot navigation control system for ROS, in this
chapter we first briefly described ROS in general and then the most important ROS components
and concepts for navigation, such as the visualization through RViz, the simulation tools Gazebo
and Stage, the communication layer services and actions, the pluginlib, as well as the task level
architecture Smach . Building on top of this, the ROS navigation stack has been briefly described
before discussing flexible navigation in ROS. The drawbacks of the existing navigation stack and
other existing approaches has been pointed out.

Finally, Move Base Flex with its different layers, the abstract core, and the lightweight
extension for standard map representation has been presented. Furthermore, we described the
separation between the abstract and map-specific implementation layers. We also introduced
the new plugin interface, which is able to pass information about why something went wrong
from the low level navigation plugins via the actions to the higher-level executive logic. A high-
level executive logic can dynamically react on these specific plugin outcomes in order to execute
more appropriate strategies. Next, the compatibility for existing nav core plugins, as well as
the relay script for deploying the common move base interfaces has been described. Besides,
the usage and parameterization for multiple plugins have been described. Multiple plugins of
the same type can be loaded, thus appropriate plugins can be called depending on the context,
as shown in [125].

Next, the open source deployment has been outlined in order to support the proposed state-
ment that scientific results should be reproducible. We refer to several successful deployments
in industrial and academic domains. In academia, robotic systems run Move Base Flex for a va-
riety of projects, e.g., at the Osnabrück University, the University of Oxford and the University
of Auckland.

In industry, MBF is successfully deployed by Magazino, for example, on more than 30 Toru
robots, cf. Figure 5.5b, at five customers in warehouses. MBF is also used in pilot projects on
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Magazino’s Sotu robots, cf. Figure 5.5a. At customers, the average distance traveled in free
autonomous navigation per job is 22 m. Here, the robot has an average speed of 0.6 m s−1 to
0.7 m s−1 with a maximum speed of 1.5 m s−1, equivalent to 5.4 km h−1. During free navigation,
new global plans are created using a planner with approximate 1 Hz, and new local plans are
computed with a controller at 20 Hz. In most cases of navigation interruptions, the specific
outcome PATH BLOCKED occurs, which causes another path to be computed or the naviga-
tion goal to be changed on a higher program level. Yet, MBF has now been running in large
warehouses at Magazino’s customers for more than three years.

Furthermore, in the referenced projects, the adoption of MBF has improved the robots’
abilities to navigate in small and narrow but also very large and highly dynamic environments,
with a noticeable increase in navigational robustness and time savings [232]. Following the release
and presentation of MBF at ROSCon 2017 [230] in Vancouver, Canada, MBF has generated
a lot of interest in the robotics and ROS community. In the end, we support the described
advantages of MBF over move base with experimental results.

As MBF is an ongoing project, it has been improved in the last three years with new features,
for example running plugins in parallel. With new features being developed, new MBF versions
will be released. For future work, additional interfaces to cover multi-robot path planning,
and multi-goal path planning are conceivable. Multi-goal path planning could save a lot of
time, e.g., by performing only one wavefront propagation to multiple targets at the same time
potentially resulting in shortest paths to all possible positions. Furthermore, for future work, it
is conceivable to extend MBF so that multiple robots are controlled by only one MBF on a global
map, in a way where paths are transmitted to the robots and they then localize themselves and
act only on a local cost map. Additionally, modeling interfaces for replanning algorithms could
be beneficial instead of the current strategy, i.e., running individual path planners multiple times
to all possible goal positions. Moreover, many path planners could be covered by an additional
interface.

Besides overcoming the limitations, MBF opens ROS navigation to a wide range of possi-
bilities in terms of quickly using different map representations for navigation and its strategies.
Ultimately, with mbf costmap nav, mbf gridmap nav, and mbf mesh nav, there are now three
different navigation servers that support different map representations, while they are based on
the same abstract navigation server core, so they all provide the same action interfaces. Hence,
there is now the standardized possibility to develop path planners, which act on 2D, and 2.5D
grid maps, as well as on a mesh map.
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Mesh Navigation

Coming from the idea of using mesh maps as one universal representation for multiple applica-
tions, meshes directly obtain the information of the measured surface. By not projecting the 3D
information into the xy-plane, many possibilities are also preserved, as is human interpretability.
It gives the possibility of intuitively annotating parts of the map by humans, which can be im-
portant for object classification, semantic information labeling to the map, or to create training
data. Moreover, data can directly be transferred between a 3D simulation and the real-world
application. In addition, VR and AR applications that interact with the 3D mesh model are
conceivable.

By not projecting to map into 2D, it also keeps the possibility to perform all available
algorithms, e.g., path planning, distance field and vector field computation, motion planning,
or robot navigation in general, in multilevel environments, e.g., parking garages, underpasses,
bridges, multistory buildings, and complex outdoor environments.

In our previous work [59] we describe how to integrate semantic information into navigational
planning by using a slicing approach to compute 2D occupancy grid maps out of triangle meshes.
With the work presented in this these, we go one step further by directly using a mesh map
representation for robot navigation while including analyses of the terrain as well as semantic
information and distances into path planning on the surface.

Taking into account the previous chapters and the current research in the field of path
planning on triangulation meshes, i.e., geodesic path planning, a comprehensive software stack
has been developed that enables the navigation of UGVs in complex outdoor environments. The
same MBF interfaces used for navigation on 2D grid maps are used for interaction with high-
level planners on the one hand, and for robot navigation on triangular grid maps in complex
environments on the other.

One of our most important goals was to ensure that the resulting software could be developed
sustainably and made available as an open source project. Furthermore, the software should
have the same modularity as the standard 2D navigation stack with its layered costmap 2d
approach. The integration into ROS is of great importance for the connection to other systems
and the usability with robots. With MBF a milestone was set for this, as it is now used within
the open source community and even in production in warehouses. From the very beginning,
MBF was designed in order to have a clear separation between the executing logic and the
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connection to the map representation.
In the following sections we describe the structure of the Mesh Navigation stack, how to

generate 3D surface mesh maps, as well as the recorded mesh map datasets used for development,
testing and evaluation. After that, the Mesh Tools necessary for integration and the Mesh Map,
which functions as a map representation, are presented.

In the next chapter, a newly developed geodesic continuous vector field planner (CVP) is
introduced.

6.1 3D Surface Mesh Mapping

Recently, Open3D [326], a modern library to process 3D data, was introduced. Similar to PCL,
Open3D provides algorithms and data structures to handle PCD, but on top of this, other spatial
data structures are supported. The library’s algorithms are written and optimized in C++ and
bound to Python to provide a Python API that facilitates rapid prototyping of new tools. We
used this library to compose python command line tools to down-sample, register, filter, and
combine a huge number of high resolution 3D laser scans, and finally to reconstruct the combined
point cloud to useful datasets. The developed python command line tools are available open
source and packaged as open3d scripts1 and allow for a modular and fast workflow composition
to quickly create new 3D point cloud or mesh datasets. These datasets are later used to develop
and compare path planning methods running on a 3D mesh representation.

As a basis for the scan alignment, ICP is used to compute accurate relative transformations
between neighboring scans which have a huge overlap with respect to their spatial structures.
On top of this, a modern pose graph approach [46, 165] optimizes the global scan poses while
closing loops and minimizing gaps.

At the end, we present the reconstruction pipeline running in coexistence with the presented
python command line tools for scan matching, thus we conclude with a full pipeline to build
consistent and seamless 3D geometric surface models from high resolution laser scans.

In order to perform scan matching, we define alignment transformations related to their point
clouds poses below. We describe the relations between the point clouds and the corresponding
transformations as a discourse for computing a correction for the robot’s pose estimation. A
(combined) odometry could be used as initial pose estimation for a relative transformation as
ICP input. This relative transformation is later needed for the pose graph optimization in
Section 6.1.3.

6.1.1 Alignment Transformations

equation 6.1 defines the transformation matrices for a source point cloud Pj and a target point
cloud Pk recorded at two different times and the relative transformation between these two
point cloud transformations Tj and Tk at two different recording times, which describes the
position and orientation in the world coordinate frame, e.g., expressing a pose in the map frame.
The source point cloud pose is described by a transformation Tj with the rotation Rj and the
translation ~tj . The target cloud pose is described by a transformation Tk with the rotation Rk
and the translation ~tk.
1 https://github.com/uos/open3d_scripts/
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The relative transformation Tjk could be computed by the (combined) odometry or by any
another initial position estimation. Tjk can be computed with the cloud pose Tj and the target
cloud pose Tk. The relation is outlined in Figure 6.1a. The source and the origin of the
target cloud is usually recorded in the sensor’s origin, i.e., the sensor frame. In Figure 6.1a the
object can be an environmental structure, an edge, etc., which is located at different positions
considering the two clouds with respect to the sensor frame recorded at different times. The
approximated difference transformation Tjk can be computed by the difference transformation of
the robot, with respect to the robot’s pose and the associated recording times of Tj and Tk. Tjk
can be efficiently computed using the transposed rotation matrix separating the transformation
into a translation and a rotation part, see equation 6.2.

Tj =
(
Rj ~tj

0 1

)
Tk =

(
Rk ~tk

0 1

)
Tjk =

(
Rjk ~tjk

0 1

)
(6.1)

Tjk = Tj
−1 ∗ Tk Rjk = Rᵀ

j ∗Rk ~tjk = Rj ∗ (~tk − ~tj) (6.2)

Tjk

Tj

Tk

Sensor Origin

(a) Sensor origin view

Tjk

Tj

TkMap
Origin

(b) Map origin view

Figure 6.1: Alignment Transformations Sketch: Relative view of objects in the environment, visualized
in different coordinate frames. A blue object in the source cloud and a green object in the target cloud,
visualized with blue and green position vectors and sub-coordinate frames.

The odometry can be used to compute a relative and initial transformation for ICP to align a
source cloud with a fixed target cloud. After applying ICP, the relative transformation between
the initial transformation and the ICP result can be used to update the localization estimate,
since it represents the correction. Furthermore, the ICP results, i.e., the relative transformations
which usually lead to an accurate local registration, are used to compute a global consistent map,
optimizing for loop closures with a pose graph approach.

6.1.2 Iterative Point Cloud Registration

We developed an alignment workflow to process a multi-way registration without initial pose
estimations provided through a pose tracking system, e.g., odometry, combined odometry, or
GNSS. For this, the user has to select at least two times three initial point correspondences
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for each defined pair of point clouds (j, k) as follows: The initial pose graph described below is
defined as an edge list of nodes which correspond to scan numbers associated with files containing
the PCD. The graph edge list describes a number of consecutive and overlapping point clouds,
all of which represent a point with respect to the scan origin. So, if scans 0 and 1, 1 and 2,
and 2 and 0 overlap, then the edge list is defined as (0, 1), (1, 2), (2, 0). The pose graph is then
traversed from a specified scan. For each traversed edge, the two corresponding scans Pj and Pk
are loaded and displayed in sequence. At this point, at least two times three corresponding points
for the loaded scan pair have to be selected to compute an initial estimation transformation.
The initial transformation is then computed by computing one ICP step using the point-to-point
correspondence minimization. This relative transformation is then used as initial estimation
transformation to align the two scans using point-to-plane ICP as described in Section 3.2.2.

This results in a ICP-aligned relative transformation Tjk and a corresponding loss matrix
Ijk. Assuming that P0 is defined to be the origin, its pose T0 is initialized with the identity
T0 = I4. If there are edges from scan P0 to scan P1 and from scan P1 to scan P2, the initial
global poses are given by T1 = T0T1,0, and T2 = T1T2,1.

Alternatively, if the scans are taken with a robot using an adequate odometry, the initial
poses and relative transformations can easily be computed by the poses derived from the wheel
or combined odometry as described above in Section 6.1.1. Thus, the map building process can
be automated producing high resolution 3D maps.

However, the described workflow allows to efficiently determine correspondences with a few
clicks and to directly view the ICP result, i.e., the aligned point clouds, before loading the next
two point clouds. Clicking correspondences works especially well in colored point clouds, where
distinctive structures and objects that occur in both point clouds are easy to recognize.

6.1.3 Pose Graph Optimization

After registering multiple scans to each other where the registered subsets have loops, opti-
mization over these loops is necessary to minimize the accumulated error and build a consistent
global map. The goal is to compute transformations Ti for all taken scans Pi, which transform
each point cloud to a global map frame, so that TiPi for all i represents the global map. Open
3D uses a framework called g 2o presented by Kümmerle et al. [165] as a general framework for
graph optimization. We used the Open 3D / g 2o pose graph implementation to address this
optimization, closing gaps where scan loops are noticed.

Scan pairs define an edge in the pose graph, whereas the nodes are pairs of a scan and a
corresponding pose, thus the pose graph can be defined as follows: The pose graph G = (V,E)
consists of the set of nodes V = {(Pi, Ti)|i = 1 . . . n} and a set of edge tuple elements E of
the form (j, k, Tjk, Ijk, u). A relative transformation Tjk transforms the source scan Pj to be
aligned with the target scan Pk. Hence, the edge is directed from j to k, which is indicated by
the order of the first to indexed elements j and k in the edge tuple. The point-to-plane ICP
outputs a quality matrix Iij which is also added to the corresponding edge. Further, the edge
tuple consists of a flag u which indicates the edge type. Edges are divided into two classes, first,
odometry edges, connecting neighboring scans with a huge overlap, and second, loop closure
edges connecting non-consecutively recorded scans. Loop closure edges are defined by setting
u = true to mark the corresponding graph edge as uncertain, all other edges are marked with
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u = false by default.
As discussed above, the relative transformation Tjk can be reliably computed by point-to-

plane ICP, since Pj and Pk are two scans which were taken in a close distance to each other,
thus they usually have a huge overlap. For ICP we assume a sufficient good estimate of the
initial transformation. If this is not given, the registration result is of course not sufficiently
good enough to generate a global map. However, since the ICP result is directly displayed to
the user, the selection of correspondences can optionally be repeated to then click on better
correspondences.

Each pose or global transformation Ti for each scan Pi is computed by factorizing the relative
transformations Tjk starting at a scan point cloud Pl and Tl being the identity, thus l was defined
as global origin, until Pi is reached the first time, when traversing the graph and accumulating
the relative transformations to a global pose estimate Ti.

As Choi et al. [46] pointed out, false pairwise registration can outnumber correctly aligned
pairs. Choi et al. use line processes to identify discontinuities. Line processes were introduced
by Geman et al. [95, 96]. The approach of Choi et al. resolves inconsistencies, identifies accurate
alignments and automatically prunes false pairwise registrations, even when they significantly
outnumber the accurate alignments.

Furthermore, the loss of the alignment Tjk on a pose graph edge is the approximated RMSE
of the corresponding two sets Pj and Pk, with a line process weight as described in detail in [46].

6.1.4 Point Cloud Assembling

Before assembling the point cloud with the optimized pose information, it is advisable to filter
the individual point clouds. For this reason, we have integrated outlier filters into the pipeline.
A radius filter is used to filter out individual points caused, for example, by dust particles,
flies or other things in the air. During registration, we also filter the point clouds beforehand
with a voxel grid to speed up the process. However, these filtered point clouds are not saved
in the default case and still contain outliers. Since the transformations, i.e., the point cloud
poses are stored individually, they can also be applied to the very high-resolution input data
and subsampled data in the same way. This procedure simplifies the memory handling, since it
can occur that only a few of the captured point clouds fit into the memory, since these usually
already amount to several GB in the original resolution.

The individual relative transformations, and the corresponding loss matrix, as well as the
global transformations are stored in simple text files as 4 × 4 matrices in a configurable folder
Due to that, datasets can be easily expanded, reduced, modified, or corrected afterwards. Thus,
the command line tools for registration and pose graph optimization can be easily run again
along with the already calculated relative transformations and the global map poses. These
are then applied and already existing transformations are skipped. In addition, when a new
edge is subsequently added to the pose graph edge list, new initial relative transformations are
computed from the already existing global poses. Moreover, the transformation files with wrong
or misleading poses, or relative transformations can simply be deleted causing a recomputation
with the described workflow of only the necessary missing steps in the next run.

For assembling the point clouds, we provide another python command line tool that trans-
forms the point clouds and merges them with the stored computed poses from a configured input
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folder. In this process, the input point clouds can be arbitrarily reduced and also filtered, as
the point cloud is loaded, transformed, and stored in the voxel grid before the cloud’s memory
is freed and the next cloud is loaded. This keeps the memory usage manageable. Furthermore,
with this structure, the raw data could also be transformed and stored individually or in defined
chunks to allow out-of-core processing of huge amounts of data. However, we already reduced
the data further for the mesh surfaces anyway when we merged them, as we are interested in a
reduced and memory-tenable navigation surface map. A reduced surface map with fewer points
will later increase the speeds of the surface being processed by reducing the amount of data that
needs to be handled. With the tools described, we are now able to efficiently create consistent,
high-resolution, point-based 3D maps.

The python 3 command line tools are available under github.com/uos/open3d_scripts.
A brief overview of all parameters will be displayed if calling the tools without parameters. A
detailed description of all parameters can be displayed by using the flag -h.

In addition, point normals should be and are determined for each point cloud before assem-
bling as explained in the following.

6.1.5 Surface Reconstruction

Based on SPSR, we have developed a reconstruction pipeline that builds seamlessly with the
described python command line tools. SPSR requires surface normals pointing out of the sam-
pled volume. This means that point normals pointing inward and outward will lead to erroneous
reconstructions. This is because the isosurface of the model is derived from the normal field as
described for SPSR in Section 3.4.1. The problem of normal orientation exists in environments
with occlusions of structures. We solved this issue by computing vertex normals for each 3D
laser scan each before they are merged. For each 3D laser scan point normals are computed as
the weighted product on the k-nearest neighbors. Normals which are not pointing to the scan
origin, i.e., the laser origin, are flipped. According to this routine, all normals approximating
the underlying surface point in the direction of the free space, since there is only the free space
between the measured point and the sensor origin, otherwise another point would have been
measured in the intermediate space. Next, all the aligned 3D scans, which all have well-oriented
normals, are combined using a voxel grid. If multiple vertices are added to a voxel, their nor-
mals are accumulated and normalized. This normal computation approach has been used as a
necessary preparation step for SPSR to achieve accurate reconstructions. This is especially evi-
dent when considering multilevel environments such as the physics campus with the tunnel, see
Section 6.2. The reconstruction command line tool uses the Open3D implementation of SPSR.
Open3D wraps the code of Kazhdan2, the main author of SPSR and PSR. The depth parameter
controls the ocree depth and thereby how detailed the resulting mesh will be, i.e., the voxel size.

Note, the Marching Cubes algorithm fails when the point clouds have low density. This is
because tangent planes cannot be accurately estimated for sparse point clouds. Beside Marching
Cubes, we have tested BPA, SPSR, and PSR and achieved by far the best results with SPSR.
However, since this is not the focus of the thesis, we will not further elaborate on this.

2 github.com/mkazhdan/PoissonRecon
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Dataset #Vertices #Triangles Boundingbox x, y, z Date #Scans

Botanical Garden Osnabrück 714 760 1 430 188 39.05 49.25 6.67 2018-06-01 12
Stone Quarry Brockum 992 879 1 904 178 100.58 100.58 23.94 2019-08-16 16
Physics Campus Westerberg 719 080 1 617 772 166.02 83.61 26.33 2019-06-09 48
Farmer’s Pit Stemwede 401 036 794 509 122.23 104.57 14.84 2019-08-09 16
Market Garden Ibbenbüren 1 361 308 2 656 283 174.33 149.61 24.58 2020-05-14 35

Table 6.1: Real-world datasets with its properties, numbers of vertices, triangles, bounding box, the
recording date, and the number of scans. The bounding box is in meters.

6.2 Real-World Mesh Datasets

The triangle meshes mentioned and shown below were derived from high resolution 3D laser
scan made with the terrestrial laser scanner Riegl VZ400i. We registered the high resolution
environment scans according to the workflow described above. The scans were reconstructed
using SPSR described in Section 3.4.1 as part of the 3D surface mesh mapping pipeline. Finally,
the reconstructed mesh has been reduced using the edge collapse approach described in [93].

In the following, we describe the five data sets that were used for the development and
further development of the navigation approaches on meshes. These five data sets represent
very different environments:

• The Botanical Garden of Osnabrück University with a pond and several curved and slightly
sloping paths next to a cliff, flower beds, small grass areas and trees.

• A stone quarry in the forest on a small mountain called the Stemweder Berg near the
village Brockum. This dataset represents two forest paths that divide at a fork in the
road and lead from the quarry interior to the upper part of the quarry via the partly very
steeply ascending forest paths.

• The physics campus of Osnabrück University with several paths and ramps, as well as a
tunnel. This environment thus has several levels, as well as ramps and varying gradients,
which enable a robot to drive through the tunnel via ramps to the upper level above the
tunnel, for example.

• An agricultural domain in Stemwede with a field, an old farm barn, an asphalted road and
trees and bushes around the barn.

• A market garden farm in Ibbenbüren. This includes the fenced market garden with many
small-structured parallel narrow beds, as well as a surrounding area with a potato field, a
greenhouse, construction trailer and a large tree chain.

6.2.1 Botanical Garden Osnabrück Dataset

The Botanical Garden Osnabrück Dataset is exemplarily shown in Figure 6.2. The dataset was
recorded on the first of June in 2018. It was the first recorded dataset and was used to initially
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(a) Top View (b) Side View

Figure 6.2: Botanical Garden Osnabrück Dataset

(a) Large Top View (b) Side View

Figure 6.3: A Large Scale Point Cloud of the Botanical Garden in Osnabrück.

develop the mesh navigation stack. The figures presented here just cover a small fraction of
the dataset which again just covers a smaller part of the Botanical Garden of the Osnabrück
University. Beside this dataset used for navigation, we produced larger consistent datasets of
the Botanical Garden. One of these datasets, covering a much larger part, is shown in Figure 6.3.
It is not used for analysis in this thesis, but may be used in future work and publications.

However, the part in Figure 6.2 shows an interesting section with a pond, a larger pathway
and smaller curved path way which leads around a green area with flowers, and some staircases.
This area is surrounded by trees and there is also a smaller tree shown in the bottom right corner
of Figure 6.2a. This dataset is based on 12 scans registered to a point cloud using the pipeline
described above. This point cloud was then reconstructed and reduced to the triangular mesh
cloud shown in the figures. The raw dataset contains additional attributes beside the raw XY Z
and RGB (Red, Green, and Blue) data and is 59.1 GB in size. The PCD which only contains
coordinates and vertex colors is 40 GB in size, whereas the final mesh map HDF5 file is 58 MB
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in size and already contains average angles, edge lengths, face normals, vertex normals, height
differences, and roughness data channels beside the mesh geometry properties. The non-trivial
data channels and their calculation are explained in Section 6.3.

6.2.2 Stone Quarry Brockum Dataset

(a) Photo (b) Overview

Figure 6.4: Stone Quarry Brockum Dataset, Overview

The Stone Quarry Brockum Dataset is shown in Figure 6.4b. The quarry is located in the
forest on a small mountain called Stemweder Berg near the village of Brockum in Lower Saxony.
It is accessible by a forest road that forks in front of the quarry shown in Figure 6.4a. This dataset
was included because it contains an unstructured environment with many varying slopes and
extreme elevation changes, but is still passable by UGVs. In addition, it is a dataset representing
an environment that is in the middle of the forest and thus contains many overhanging tree
branches. However, these were cut out for the visualization allowing to see the ground structure
in the figures. The dataset is based on 16 high resolution 3D point clouds. The raw dataset is
63.6 GB and the exported 3D XY Z and RGB point data is 54.5 GB in size. The final map file
size with all metric layer information is 76.9 MB.

Figure 6.4a shows a photo of the forest path that splits and rises on both sides. In the middle
is a few meters high hill, which probably still has the original height of the forest floor, before
the quarry was created. The left forest path that leads to the upper area is even steeper than
the right path that leads to the inner area of the quarry. The two paths can be seen from above
in Figure 6.4b from a slight angle. In this image, a rock wall can be seen in the upper right area
and a small green grassy area below. This can be seen in Figure 6.5a vertically from above, with
the right forest path leading onto the green area and the left forest path on another level to the
left past the green area and continuing upward. In Figure 6.4b, the two forest paths are shown
rotated so that the fork is on the right and the small hill and quarry are on the left. Figure 6.5c
shows the right forest path, this forms a swath where it goes up to the left and right of the path,
towards the inner green grass area with the limestone wall in the background. The green grass
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(a) Top View (b) Path Ways

(c) Right Path (d) Stone Wall

Figure 6.5: Stone Quarry Brockum Dataset, Details

area and the limestone wall are distinctly shown in Figure 6.5d.

6.2.3 Physics Campus Westerberg Dataset

The Physics Campus Westerberg Dataset is shown as a triangular mesh wireframe in Figure 6.6
to visualize the tunnel, the different levels and ramps at the same time. It was registered and
reconstructed from 48 high resolution laser scans with a raw data size of 123.4 GB including all
data channels. The final reduced mesh map with all layer information has a size of 61.9 GB.
The recording of the Physics Campus Westerberg Dataset took me the whole Pentecost Sunday
in 2019. That day the weather was perfect, with no people running around to show up in the
scan, but afterwards I was sunburned and I should have brought more drinking water. The
very detailed dataset covers an area of around 166 m times 84 m with a tunnel, ramps, trees,
bushes, lanterns, university buildings, and many other things. The environment was chosen to
demonstrate the ability of the developed mesh navigation and the planner to plan over multiple
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Figure 6.6: Physics Campus Westerberg Dataset, Top View, Wireframe

level through a tunnel and ramps.
Figure 6.6 shows the wireframe of the reconstructed and reduced mesh and Figure 6.7 shows

the same triangular mesh with vertex colors from different perspectives. It gives an overview of
the Campus Westerberg in front of the physics university building in Osnabrück. The building
has a blue roof and can be entered via two different floor levels. In Figure 6.7b the large and
wide stair cases connect the middle level with the upper level where the main entrance of the
physics building can be accessed. It also shows a small stairwell on the left that leads to a second
stairwell. This second stairwell is connected to the ramp, or walkway, and a staircase leading
to the lower level seen in Figure 6.7a and Figure 6.7c. This staircase which can be seen on the
left side in Figure 6.7b from above, can be seen in Figure 6.7c on the right side from the side.
Figure 6.7c also shows the two main levels and the connection between them. On the right side
of the upper level (cf. Figure 6.7b and Figure 6.6) a winding ramp connects the upper level with
the middle level. Thus, a small wheeled UGV could travel this path.

The ramp which connects the part shown in the lower right corner with the upper and lower
level are presented in 6.9. The lower ground level which is connected to the tunnel is shown
in Figure 6.7a. It shows the end of the pedestrian and bicycle tunnel that connects to the
basement parking lots and is the route many people habitually take to the campus dining hall.
The columns supporting the level above and the graffiti on the walls are visible. Figure 6.8
shows the tunnel in detail from both sides. All the figures show the precise alignment and that
the large loop closure through multiple levels and the tunnel has been optimized so that the
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(a) Ground Level View

(b) Top View (c) Sideview

Figure 6.7: Physics Campus Westerberg Dataset, Overview

ground and the upper level is connected through one surface.

6.2.4 Farmer’s Pit Stemwede Dataset

The Farmer’s Pit Stemwede Dataset is shown in Figure 6.11. The mesh is based on 16 high
resolution laser scans which were recorded in August, 2019. The raw XY Z and RGB data of the
recorded point cloud is 44.9 GB in size. The final mesh map is 32.4 MB in size while containing
all necessary layer information for navigation. The environment shows a farmer’s barn next to
a street. Next to the barn, there is a tree. The flat areas, such as the street, the house wall
and the roof, could be greatly reduced by edge collapsing. At the same time, they are still well
represented. The tree and bushes were reduced to a smaller extent in the same edge collapsing
step, thus they are still well represented. This can be seen in Figure 6.10b where only the
wireframe is shown.

Figure 6.10a shows a large oak tree that extends over parts of the barn. It can be seen that
the tree and especially its trunk was reconstructed quite well despite the irregular structure of
the tree crown. This can also be seen in the wireframe in Figure 6.10b. Figure 6.11a shows the
terrain from above. In this figure, the upper left area shows the barn and the tree, while the
lower area shows the road. In Figure 6.11b the barn is shown from the street side. The vertex
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(a) Left View (b) Right View

Figure 6.8: Physics Campus Westerberg Dataset, Tunnel

colors are blurred by reducing the mesh, because the vertex colors are then interpolated over
larger triangles for visualization.

6.2.5 Market Garden Ibbenbueren Dataset

The Market Garden Ibbenbueren Dataset is shown in Figure 6.13. The mesh is based on 35 high
resolution laser scans. These scans were taken in May 2020 in Ibbenbüren at the Grööntüügs
farm shown in Figure 6.12. The dataset covers an area of around 175 m times 150 m with some
trees, a construction trailer and the fenced market garden next to a potato field. The raw PCD
of the whole farm area with all channel information is 140.6 GB and the 3D point data with RGB
data only is 63.6 GB. This has been reduced to a HDF5 mesh map with the mesh geometry,
vertex and face normals, edge lengths, and the cost layer information for navigation. The mesh
geometry has been reduced using the previously mentioned edge collapse approach to around
1.4 million vertices and 2.7 million triangles. As such, this dataset is the biggest one presented
in the thesis with an easy manageable map file size of 109 MB.

In addition, we reconstructed the nursery bed environment separately at a higher resolution
to cover the details of the beds. At the market garden Grööntüügs, crops are grown in perma-
nent compost beds and mulch and no chemical fertilizers or pesticides are used. The production
is largely manual, starting with the cultivation of young plants in the shown tunnel greenhouse.
This makes it interesting for complicated navigation maneuvers of smaller agricultural monitor-
ing robots as well as for corresponding applications in future works and projects. The width of
the paths between the bed rows is about 35 cm. For this part, the PCD with 3D coordinates
and RGB data is 22.2 GB which has been reduced to a mesh map file containing all already
mentioned attributes, resulting in a file size of 53.7 MB. Navigation in such narrow rows is a
challenge for agricultural robots. In Section 7.2, we show path planning on the presented dataset
inside the market garden environment in between the beds, cf. Figure 6.14, and outside, within
the farm around the potato field, cf. Figure 6.13. The beds and the potato field can be detected
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(a) Front View (b) Overview

Figure 6.9: Physics Campus Westerberg Dataset, Ramps

(a) Vertex Colors (b) Wireframe

Figure 6.10: Farmer’s Pit Stemwede Dataset, Tree & Barn

with the layers presented in Section 6.4.3 in order to plan around and avoid these parts.

These datasets are available as ply files and in HDF5 along with other attributes and layer
information and are part of the pluto robot repository, see github.com/uos/pluto_robot.
There, the datasets are available along with path planning experiments described in the next
chapter. We also provide configuration files and launch files for all datasets to launch and
display the datasets in RViz using the mesh tools described in the following section. In addition,
Gazebo worlds for simulation are available for all datasets. Thus, these datasets can be easily
used for the application of navigation algorithms in simulation, while the map can also be easily
visualized in RViz.
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(a) Overview (b) Side View

Figure 6.11: Farmer’s Pit Stemwede Dataset, Overview

Figure 6.12: Market Garden Ibbenbueren Farm, Photo

6.3 Mesh Tools for ROS

In [228, 233, 234] we introduced the Mesh Tools. In the following, the Mesh Tools are described
according to these publications, but with the newest improvements and adaptions.

In recent years, novel map representations and approaches were designed and developed along
with corresponding ROS packages, but most of them focus on 2D scenarios. Until we released the
Mesh Tools and the Mesh Navigation stack, there were no publicly available tools for 3D mesh
maps in ROS and the only way to use 3D environmental data for navigation was to somehow
transform the data back to 2D to use the standard 2D ROS software stack. This highlights the
need for such tools to support the development of 3D methods in ROS and thus perhaps explains
the rather slow development of geodesic path planning methods for robot navigation in ROS.
The Mesh Tools close this gap and allow to use annotated 3D triangular meshes, both offline
and online during robot operation. It supports the ROS coordinate frames and transformations
using tf [83]. Adding additional annotations and information to an existing map is usually
accomplished by using interactive markers [103]. However, these markings or labels are not part
of the stored map and just work as an artificial extension on top of the existing map. As a
result, their usability as a fluent integral part of the map is limited. We enable a fluent and
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(a) Overview (b) Sideview

Figure 6.13: Market Garden Ibbenbueren Dataset, All

(a) Overview (b) Closeup

Figure 6.14: Farmer’s Pit Ibbenbueren Dataset, Beds

fully integrated labeling of single triangles as well as larger mesh parts with the Label Manager,
as described later. These mesh sections and fragments can subsequently be taken into account
during navigation, or interpreted as objects of the larger mesh map.

The mesh tools offer the possibility to visualize and inspect the current state of the multilayer
3D mesh map with its layer costs, colors, textures, vertex normals and the wireframe together
with the incoming sensor data and the perceived robot state directly in RViz. This in turn allows
newly developed methods, e.g., a new geodesic path planner, a local planner, or controller to be
debugged and inspected in a common view.

As mentioned earlier, the future development of robotics in the field of complex outdoor
environments and in terms of VR and AR will rely heavily on 3D environmental representations.
It is important that tools for 3D meshes reach the level of integration that has been standard for
2D map applications for years. To get closer to this goal and close the gap, we have introduced
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the Mesh Tools. Furthermore, to enable the development of a mesh navigation stack for ROS,
some tools were needed to visualize the 3D mesh map with its layer costs, colors and textures.
Also, the interaction with 3D mesh maps should be user-friendly and allow to set goal poses on
the mesh surface. Furthermore, the labeling of areas should be as efficient as possible so that
the user can smoothly annotate regions in RViz.

The package stack consists of message definitions, an RViz plugin and tools, as well as a
persistence layer to store such maps. With the help of these tools, we make annotated triangle
meshes available to ROS and allow to publish, edit and inspect triangular meshes within ROS
and RViz. There are more and more approaches and applications that use triangular meshes,
but there is no efficient support for such a representation within ROS. With the persistence
layer we provide a method to efficiently store and load large datasets and directly visualize
these using the provided RViz plugins. These allow the visualization and validation of the whole
layered mesh map and its layers with its costs distributed over the mesh surface. In [234], we
demonstrated the integration in two applications as a proof-of-concept: First, labeling of triangle
clusters, e.g., for semantic mapping, and second, robot navigation on triangle meshes in outdoor
environments.

In the following, we describe the package structure of the developed software stack.

6.3.1 Package Structure

The mesh tools3 software stack is freely available and has been published under the 3-Clause
BSD license. In the following, the individual software packages are briefly described to provide
an overview.

mesh msgs A collection of message definitions to transfer the mesh geometry as well as its
attributes and related objects. These messages are defined in detail in the next section.

mesh msgs transform A collection of methods for direct transformation of mesh geometry, op-
tionally with vertex normals. It uses tf to retrieve the transformation matrix between
the specified coordinate frames at specified time stamps. This package uses the Eigen3
transformation library in the background to efficiently apply the transformations obtained
from tf .

mesh msgs conversions A collection of conversion functions for the mesh geometry as well
as for vertex costs and vertex colors between the software lvr2 and the mesh msgs. It
provides methods to convert lvr2 attribute maps to the corresponding messages defined
in mesh msgs. The attribute maps are internally used to represent costs, colors, vectors or
scalars for all vertices in the mesh.

mesh msgs hdf5 Methods and services to read and write messages defined in mesh msgs from
and to an HDF5 file. This allows to easily read from existing datasets and also to extend
or update datasets from distributed software nodes.

hdf5 map io A software library to read and write from and to an HDF5 file. This library can
be used to build applications and ROS software nodes which directly access an HDF5 file

3 github.com/uos/mesh_tools
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without using the ROS message interface. This library is also used by the rviz map plugin
package to read the mesh geometry and its attributes as well as to write annotations
directly and without detours.

rviz map plugin Visualization and configuration panel for the display of mesh geometries and
its attributes, as well as tools to interact with the displayed meshes, e.g., to set a target
pose on the surface, and to label triangles and surface areas efficiently.

6.3.2 Mesh Messages

In the following, we give an overview of the messages in mesh msgs according to [233, 234].

Message Definitions

The Stamped message versions wrap the respective base message and add a Header message
defined in std msgs which has the attributes seq of type uint32, stamp of type time, frame id
of type string. The Header thereby keeps track of the message sequence, the corresponding time
and the tf coordinate frame. Additionally, a uuid field of type string is added to reference,
e.g., an instance of MeshGeometryStamped with an instance of MeshVertexCostStamped.

MeshGeometry(Stamped) The MeshGeometry message consists of three arrays which con-
tain the vertices (vertex buffer) of the mesh, the vertex normals (vertex normal buffer) and
an array faces representing the triangle indices, i.e., the index buffer, referring to the vertices.
The vertices and vertex normals are arrays of Point messages defined in geometry msgs.
Each Point has float64 x, y, z properties. Thus, the vertices and vertex normals define
points or vectors in R3. The faces array define the triangles of the mesh using three indices
each defining a triangle by referring to the array of vertices (index buffer). The vertex normals
array can be used optionally and should either have the same length as vertices or should be
empty.

MeshVertexColors(Stamped) The MeshVertexColors consist of an array of color messages
of type ColorRGBA which is defined in std msgs. MeshVertexColorsStamped wraps MeshVer-
texColors together with a Header and a UUID (Universally Unique Identifier) to reference to a
certain MeshGeometryStamped. This message allows to transfer vertex colors from a ROS node,
for example to RViz in order to display a mesh geometry with its color values per vertex.

MeshVertexCosts(Stamped) The MeshVertexCosts consist of an array of float32 values
defining cost values for each vertex. MeshVertexCostsStamped wraps MeshVertexCosts together
with a Header, a UUID and a type field of type string to specify a name for the vertex costs. This
type field can be used to associate the costs with a meaning, e.g., roughness, height differences,
etc.
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MeshFaceCluster(Stamped) A MeshFaceCluster message groups triangles / faces to a set
or cluster by their IDs using an array face indices of uint32 values which link to the position
in the index buffer of the corresponding MeshGeometryStamped. The MeshFaceClusterStamped
wraps MeshFaceCluster together with a Header, UUID, and a field override of type bool. The
override field can be used to specify if the corresponding label should be overwritten with the
specified new cluster IDs.

MeshTexture The MeshTexture message refers to an Image defined in sensor msgs. Fur-
thermore, beside the uuid field, it defines a field texture index to refer to an instance of
MeshMaterial.

MeshMaterial A MeshMaterial contains a color field of type ColorRGBA defined in std msgs,
and an optional field texture index of type uint32 to refer to MeshTexture. Additionally, the
field has texture of type bool specifies whether the Material has a texture or not.

MeshVertexTexCoords The MeshVertexTexCoords defines a 2D texture coordinate with
(u, v) which refers to a pixel of a corresponding image in the MeshTexture.

MeshMaterials The MeshMaterials message is designed to transfer mesh materials defined
per cluster of faces / triangles. These materials can have a texture or just a color. Textures could
be large images, thus they are just referenced by an index and can be transferred asynchronously.
A MeshMaterials message contains a materials array of MeshMaterial entries, a clusters field
of type MeshFaceCluster, a field vertex tex coords of type MeshVertexTexCoords, and a field
cluster materials which is an array of uint32. The field cluster material maps each cluster to
a material index which maps to an instance of MeshMaterial. The field vertex tex coords maps
each vertex index to a 2D texture coordinate (u, v). If a material has no texture, the color field
of the material can be used to display a cluster of faces in a certain color.

MeshFeatures The MeshFeatures message is designed to ground visual features computed in
textures to a position in R3 on the mesh’s surface using a feature descriptor. Features as SIFT,
SURF, etc. could be computed for each texture in the map, for example by using OpenCV.4 The
resulting feature descriptor vectors, as well as their 3D world positions can then be serialized
with this message. The MeshFeatures has a uuid to refer to a MeshGeometryStamped instance,
and a features array with Feature elements defined in mesh msgs. Each Feature has a location
field of type Point defined in geometry msgs, and a descriptor array of Float32 values.

Asynchronous Attributes

The defined mesh msgs strictly differ between the geometry of a mesh, associated attributes,
material definitions, and texture information. For example, the MeshGeometryStamped wraps
the MeshGeometry message and adds a header and a uuid as string. Costs, colors and textures
are linked to the MeshGeometryStamped using UUIDs. UUIDs are 128-bit numbers designed to
uniquely identify resources, information or data. Furthermore, UUIDs and their generation are
4 opencv.org/
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standardized within the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) standard RFC-4122 5 which
guarantees their uniqueness across space and time.

The presented structure allows to distribute related data, such as the mesh geometry, textures
or vertex costs asynchronously via ROS to different nodes. This is especially beneficial if the
mesh geometry is large, so that the transfer and processing of it takes a rather long time.
The goal is to avoid sending data unnecessarily and redundantly. For example, the geometry
of the mesh should only be sent once and different nodes can then perform computations on
it, and, for example, link MeshVertexCostsStamped or other attributes to the corresponding
MeshGeometryStamped later via UUIDs, so that another node can link these two instances.

Example: The MeshGeometryStamped was reconstructed and published. RViz and another
node for computing the trafficability receive this MeshGeometryStamped and RViz can already
display the geometry. As soon as the other node has finished computing the trafficability, it can
send the resulting data as MeshVertexCostsStamped afterwards. This is then linked to the mesh
geometry via the UUID, for example in RViz displaying the received vertex costs on the already
loaded mesh geometry.

In RViz each cost and metric layer received as MeshVertexCostsStamped can be selected
by its type name identifier by the user. It is then visualized independently but together with
the corresponding mesh geometry. This allows multiple cost layers published as MeshVertex-
CostsStamped to be associated with the same geometry, which is useful for visualizing different
cost layers for the same geometry. The mesh navigation stack provides multiple layer plugins
to compute the trafficability. These mesh layer plugins are described in detail in Section 6.4.3.

6.3.3 RViz Mesh Map Plugin

Figure 6.15 gives an overview of the RViz plugin with a loaded mesh map dataset and the panel
to configure the visual display. In the Mesh Tools, the rviz map plugin package provides an
comprehensive RViz plugin for visualization, annotation, and user interaction for large meshes
with their geometry and attributes.

This plugin use the RViz plugin API. Since RViz is based on OGRE6, we are also bound or
restricted to this open source graphics engine. OGRE is an object-oriented graphics engine. The
plugins manage their resources, such as the vertex and index buffers, textures, and other vertex
attributes, e.g., normals, costs, and colors. These additional resources are managed in a global
resource management object. In this design of OGRE, the main problem with managing 3D
environment maps is that, according to OGRE ’s mesh class documentation, “the Ogre::Mesh
object represents a discrete model, a set of geometry which is self-contained and is typically
fairly small on a world scale”7. This means, for example, robot models, arrows, boxes or small
objects can be rendered without any problems. Map representations, on the other hand, include
a large number of surfaces and vertices, so they can become very large. For example, one of our
reference datasets contains objects with over 1.3 million faces and 2.6 million vertices.

Our goal was to provide a unified visualization of triangle mesh maps in 3D along with
configurable properties such as colors and size for vertex normals, the wireframe, and surfaces.
In addition, attributes such as textures, vertex colors, and costs were to be managed in a
5 ietf.org/rfc/rfc4122.txt 6 ogre3d.org 7 ogrecave.github.io/ogre/api/latest
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Figure 6.15: Overview of the RViz Map Plugin with a Loaded Mesh Map.

modular and user-friendly manner and received and displayed via ROS. The various setting and
configuration options available to the user are displayed according to the availability of the data.

Finally, in addition to the standard object types, we were able to implement our network
structure with the various display options. These go hand in hand with the mesh messages
already described. The plugin is available as a display type in the RViz menu and can be easily
added after installing the plugin. Once certain data is available, it can be displayed along with
the mesh geometry. In addition, the visualization goes along with the other tools for interaction.

Furthermore, we have developed a Mesh Goal Tool to set a pose on the mesh
surface and a Cluster Label Tool to efficiently select a set of triangles and label the
resulting cluster. The Mesh Goal Tool is shown in Figure 6.16 and the Cluster Label Tool is
shown in Figure 6.17. These two tool buttons are also shown in the upper control panel in RViz
shown in Figure 6.15.

Mesh Goal Tool

In RViz there has been a tool since the beginning to set a pose on thexy-plane. This tool
is usually used to set or publish a navigation goal pose from within RViz. Considering the
developed Mesh Navigation stack presented in this chapter, the tool for setting a pose on the
mesh surface is obviously needed, for example to interactively set a navigation goal pose.

Selecting the Mesh Goal Tool and clicking on the mesh surface will perform ray
tracing with an OGRE ray object, the triangle clicked on will be detected in the background
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Figure 6.16: RViz Mesh Goal Tool Figure 6.17: RViz Cluster Label Tools

and used as plane for rotation. This plane is given by ls = (ps, ~nf ), where ps is the position
on the surface that was clicked and ~nf is the triangle’s normal vector. The user has to click
on the desired position on the surface while keeping the mouse button pressed. As long as the
user keeps the mouse pressed and moves it around the originally clicked point, the preliminarily
defined pose is displayed with a moving arrow. Let pm be the current position of the cursor,
then ~ds = pm−ps is the direction in R3. To retrieve the direction on the plane ls we can project
pm onto this plane with p′m = pm − (~ds · ~nf )/(~nf · ~nf )~nf . The direction vector from the clicked
to the mouse position on the plane l is then defined by ~d

′
s = p′m − ps and can be normalized to

~d
′
s;0 = ~d

′
s/||~d

′
s ||2 Thus, the user can determine the pose on the surface by the initial click and

movement with the mouse button pressed. For this purpose, a coordinate system is set up in
which the z-axis, which defines up, corresponds to the normal of the triangle with ~z = ~nf . The
x-axis defines forward with ~x = ~d

′
s;0 and the y-axis defines left with ~y = ~z × ~x = ~nf × ~d

′
s;0. As

soon as the mouse button is released by the user, this pose is published in the global coordinate
system in which the mesh is displayed.

This pose selection tool is also configurable via the RViz tool properties. There, the topic
on which the pose is published can be set, as well as whether the pose orientation should be
inverted. This can be helpful if, for example, a pose estimate is to be set on the surface as an
initial localization estimate. In such a case, the ROS topic can easily be configured to send a
goal to the corresponding localization node. Also, depending on the triangle’s normal ~nf , it
could be helpful to invert the orientation, i.e., switching up and down. The Mesh Goal Tool is
used to trigger path planning and navigation to a user-specified goal pose, as well as to set the
initial pose estimate on the surface.

Cluster Label Tool

The Cluster Label Tool allows the labeling of triangle clusters. The user can select
faces with three different selection modes: single, radius, and box. The Cluster Label Tool is
shown exemplarily in Figure 6.17. This tool allows to label the underling mesh geometry which
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(a) RViz Map3D Visual (b) RViz Map3D Display

Figure 6.18: RViz Map3D Plugin

has been loaded from an HDF5 map file or which has been received by a MeshGeometryStamped
message. Using the tool, triangle clusters can be assigned with an object class and an instance
ID, for example, to manually do semantic classification and labeling.

The three selection modes allow to add triangles to the current cluster of faces, first, by
picking single triangles with a click (single), second, by brushing multiple faces around the
mouse cursor by pressing the shift key and moving the clicked mouse cursor over the surface
(radius), and third, by grouping multiple triangles in a region by a spanned selection rectangle
(box). These three different selection modes have been realized using three custom OpenCL
kernels. Each kernel writes to a result buffer containing the triangle IDs which satisfy the query.
Loaded to the GPU, these kernel methods are executed highly parallelized. The performance
has been measured with the previously described datasets. The execution time for the three
selection modes on these datasets is listed in Table 6.2.

After selection, these triangles can be saved as a cluster of triangles that is labeled with a
user-defined class of type string and an ID.

Map 3D

The Map 3D visual and display with the Cluster Label as sub-visual and sub-display are exem-
plarily shown in Figure 6.18. These visual and display types are part of the rviz map plugin
package. The Cluster Label Visual, which displays the mesh cluster overlay, is shown with the
underlying mesh in Figure 6.18a. The corresponding configuration Cluster Label Display is ad-
ditionally shown in Figure 6.18b. It shows the different clusters with their names and colors
corresponding to the colors in the Cluster Label Visual in Figure 6.18a. In this example, the
labeled clusters are a set of vegetable beds in the market garden dataset.

The map was loaded from an HDF5 map file that contains the mesh geometry and a couple
of attributes and labeled faces as described in Section 6.4.2. The Cluster Label Panel offers the
possibility to add new classes and object IDs. The loaded or newly labeled clusters are displayed
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in the Cluster Label Visual. The Cluster Label Visual displays the individual clusters as colored
sub-mesh overlays. In the Cluster Label Display the colors for the individual clusters, the brush
size for the radius selection mode, the active label, and the transparency of the cluster overlays
can be configured. The Cluster Label Display is part of the Map 3D Display. The use of this
tool is demonstrated in detail in a video8.

We have developed the Cluster Label Tool so that clusters of faces can be labeled with a
user-defined class in a seamless user experience. Previously, there was a major problem using
OGRE’s native data structures. This caused a huge time delay in object selection, i.e., labeling,
so that the user had to wait several seconds even when selecting single triangles. This has been
improved so that the user experience when selecting triangles is now fluid and seamless, thus
labeling areas is actually possible and convenient to perform. This severe delay in selection
was previously mainly due to OGRE’s object-based approach to 3D modeling and abstraction
from the underlying hardware. As a consequence, the use of rendering techniques that combine
triangles with object IDs in the frame buffer to enable efficient picking is not possible within
the standard OGRE object classes, since these buffers are not directly accessible within the
framework. As described in our paper [234], in OGRE, objects can only be selected via view-
based ray tracing. OGRE provides a reference implementation to compute intersection points
of view rays with the displayed objects. For a small number of objects this implementation is
sufficient, but for meshes with a large number of triangles the selection slows down tremendously,
since the mapping of the selected triangles to their IDs can only queried linearly.

Another bottleneck problem also described in the paper is that after a change, all affected
objects have to be rebuilt and sent back to the GPU. With our own implementation, we solve
these problems. It replaces the standard object class of OGRE. We use a data structure that
keeps the vertex data of all objects persistently on the GPU instead of resending the entire
vertex and index buffer to the GPU each time a surface is marked or labeled. Sub-meshes are
implemented using additional index buffers that reference the original vertex buffer. This way
the vertex data does not have to be sent to the GPU again and an additional index buffer has
only the size of the cluster it represents. In this way, these submeshes representing the cluster
overlays refer to the same global vertex buffer. The global vertex buffer is loaded onto the GPU
when the original object was created only once, i.e., as soon as the underlying mesh is displayed.
When the user interacts with the triangle mesh by selecting sub-faces, only the corresponding
faces need to be added or updated to the corresponding index buffer. This significantly reduces
the amount of data sent to the GPU and also the amount of data that needs to be reprocessed.

Additionally, the RViz plugin has the ability to display received and selected vertex colors,
costs and textures on the mesh geometry. The Mesh Display is exemplarily shown in Figure 6.19.
Its Mesh Display panel provides several configuration options and is also depicted in Figure 6.19b.
The corresponding Mesh Visual is shown in Figure 6.19a. It shows the right forest path way with
a height difference layer and normals, cf. Figure 6.5c. The Geometry Topic specifies on which
topic MeshGeometryStamped messages are received. It can be configured whether the wireframe
should be displayed and in which color and which degree of transparency, i.e, the alpha value,
it should be displayed. Furthermore, there is a sub-menu for configuring vertex normals with
respect to their color, the transparency and their length. The Display Type options controls how
the mesh is colored. The following options are available: Fixed Color, Vertex Color, Textures,
8 youtu.be/8n4737D2abM
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Dataset #Vertices #Triangles Boundingbox x, y, z Single Box Radius

Botanical Garden Osnabrück 714 760 1 430 188 39.05 49.25 6.67 104.3 101.8 147.3
Stone Quarry Brockum 992 879 1 904 178 100.58 100.58 23.94 148.6 146.0 267.4
Physics Campus Westerberg 719 080 1 617 772 166.02 83.61 26.33 97.1 121.4 134.8
Farmer’s Pit Stemwede 401 036 794 509 122.23 104.57 14.84 82.5 81.8 90.1
Market Garden Ibbenbüren 1 361 308 2 656 283 174.33 149.61 24.58 168.6 189.0 214.8

Table 6.2: Selection time with our Mesh Cluster Label Tool on different-sized datasets. The selection
times for three selection modes: 1) Single for selecting singles faces, 2.) Box for selecting faces with a
spanning rectangle, and 3.) Radius for selecting faces in a brush style, here with a radius of 1 m. The
selection times are in milliseconds and the bounding box is in meters. The datasets are described in
Section 6.2.

(a) RViz Textured Mesh Visual (b) RViz Textured Mesh Display

Figure 6.19: RViz Textured Mesh Display

Vertex Costs, or Hide Faces.
These modes are briefly described in the following.

Fixed Colors The Fixed Colors option can be used to give the whole mesh one fixed color which
can be picked in a sub-menu which appears if this option has been selected. Furthermore,
the transparency can be defined by specifying an alpha value in the same sub-menu.
This can be helpful when mesh structures or other objects are obscured by other mesh
structures.

Vertex Colors The Vertex Colors option can be used, for example, to display true colors, or
other colors which were recorded during the PCD recordings, or which have been mod-
eled. This option required vertex colors received as a MeshVertexColorStamped message
or loaded from an HDF5 file. This could also be used to display specific vertex colors
computed by an external ROS node, for example to display classification or segmentation
results.
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Textures The Textures option can be used to display available textures received on a config-
urable topic. This requires the corresponding MeshTexture messages and MeshMaterials
message for the underling mesh. This is especially helpful, for example, to still recognize
an environment with its structures even on a reduced mesh with larger triangles. With
vertex colors, these three colors are interpolated over the triangle, which, for example,
blurs the color differences of a reduced plane surface.

Vertex Costs The Vertex Costs option can be used to display available vertex cost values
encoded as colors on the mesh. A vertex cost topic can be specified to receive MeshVer-
texCostsStamped messages for the underling mesh. The cost values can be displayed in
a rainbow colors scheme, or in a blue-red colors scheme. Furthermore, the minimum and
maximum cost limits can be set to highlight specific areas with respect to the vertex
costs. To display vertex costs on the 3D mesh, it is useful to display cost layers as it
is accomplished in Section 6.4.3. Moreover, a certain layer specified through the set of
available MeshVertexCostsStamped messages with different type fields can be selected. In
Figure 6.19, the vertex costs of a Height Difference layer are displayed in a cost range of
[0, 0.3] in rainbow colors.

Hide Face This options hides all faces, thus only the wireframe and vertex normals are dis-
played if enabled.

With the Mesh Tools, we provide the possibility to visualize important elements for path
planning and robot navigation on meshes. Next, we introduce the Mesh Navigation stack pro-
viding a MBF navigation server using a mesh map implementation.

6.4 Mesh Navigation Stack

Looking at the availability of basic structures in ROS that support path planning and motion
control in general and also in terms of supported map representations, there are only software
solutions based on 2D, 2.5D and 3D grid maps so far. One of these solutions is move base with
costmap 2d as map representation, which is mainly suitable for 2D environments, although 2.5D
environments are also supported with an integer resolution per cell in the range of 1 to 127 as a
rather rough 2.5D variant. costmap 2d is established and used in a wide variety of applications
and research projects together with move base. It supports multiple layers representing the
static environment map as well as dynamic obstacles perceived with laser scanners or RGB-D
cameras. There is also an inflation layer that provides the possibility to treat the robot as a
point during path planning and motion control.

The GridMap (grid map) library solves some of the drawbacks of costmap 2d and provides
an efficient multi-layer implementation with a floating-point resolution range to properly model
environments in a 2.5D manner. In addition, an efficient circular buffer allows for robot-centric
movement of data as the robot moves and new information enters the robot’s field of view.
Besides, there are solutions like OctoMap [124] and SkiMap [104] with ROS integrations. Fur-
thermore, there is no ROS implementation known to us for geodesic path planning on surfaces.
We are also not aware of any such freely-available implementation for robot navigation other
than ROS.
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But, there are numerous cases in the outdoor sector where geodesic path planning on surfaces
in 3D makes sense. This has, as already mentioned, the advantage that arbitrary resolutions
can be represented and flat planes can be greatly reduced. Furthermore, due to the flexible
positioning of the vertices, meshes can model real environments and especially surfaces much
better than grid maps when it comes to the navigability of these surfaces.

Geodetic path planning has mostly been described theoretically as an approach to robot
navigation due to its complexity. There is – as far as we know – at the time of writing no free
ROS implementation for full robot navigation on surfaces comparable to the ROS navigation
stack for 2D environments. There have been approaches that describe simple methods of path
planning on meshes, such as Dijkstra, or A* on the implicit mesh graph, but the underlying
software has never been made available or public. More advanced solutions are for example
described by Gingras el al. [101, 102]. They describe path planning for mobile robots based on
fluid mechanics, and a finite element solver embedded in their path planner with a computational
complexity of O(n3). However, this method is not publicly available, nor efficient with respect
to the presented state of the art in geodesic path planning in Section 4.3. Moreover, there is no
framework for robot navigation on meshes like move-base is for 2D grid-based navigation.

We close this gap with respect to robot navigation on meshes and geodesic path planning
and present the Mesh Navigation Stack. First, the two core components are presented in Sec-
tion 6.4.1. These provide interfaces for planner, controller and recovery plugins and a MBF
mesh navigation server that acts as a MBF navigation server with a binding to an instance of
our mesh map implemented in mesh map. Second, this mesh map implementation is presented
in Section 6.4.2. It provides methods to efficiently access the underlying HEM data structure,
as well as the loaded layer plugins and helper function, e.g., to access or traverse a vector field.
Third, provided mesh map layer plugins are presented in Section 6.4.3. The mesh layers pack-
age contains plugins to estimate the trafficability or driveability of the surface as well as to
estimate characteristics.

6.4.1 MBF Mesh Navigation

As described in [230, 232] and in Section 5.3, Move Base Flex provides a highly flexible map-
independent navigation framework for ROS. Often, navigation tasks are interdependently con-
nected with other high-level robotics applications. MBF provides an action-based interface for
path planning, controlling and recovering, which can be accessed and called by an external
executive logic much more flexible than move base. Due to that, it can easily be included or
embedded in the allover behavior in a flexible manner by using the MBF actions.

Mesh Navigation Server

The system architecture of the navigation framework which binds the loaded plugins to an in-
stance of the Mesh Map representation is sketched in Figure 6.20. The MBF navigation server is
implemented in the mbf mesh nav package which inherits the abstract navigation server imple-
mented in mbf abstract nav. For this, the navigation server in mbf mesh nav implements the
pure virtual methods defined by the abstract navigation server, see Listing 5.1 and Listing 5.2.
In the implemented methods, the respective configured plugin is loaded using the pluginlib
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Figure 6.20: MBF Mesh Navigation System: The map-representation-independent Abstract MBF Level
is bound to the Navigation Mesh Implementation Level.

as an instance of the interface classes defined in mbf mesh core. Thus, the planner, controller
and recovery plugins will be loaded and initialized with a type based on the interface classes
in mbf mesh core. In the implementation of the abstract navigation server interface, a loaded
instance is cast to the types of the base classes provided in mbf abstract core on return for
the methods declared in Listing 5.1, and after the parameter passing for the methods declared
in Listing 5.2. This allows to load the specific extended plugins, but also to hand over the
instance to the abstract navigation base implemented in mbf abstract nav to be executed later
if a corresponding action is called.

A plugin of the type mbf mesh core::MeshPlanner, for example, inherits the class type
mbf abstract core::AbstractPlanner. The abstract core system of MBF can then use the plugin
object of type mbf abstract core::AbstractPlanner with all its defined interface methods. The
same applies to the controller and recovery interface class types. During initialization, the con-
figured planner plugin class is loaded, a corresponding object is created with a common shared
pointer among all plugins to access the shared tf buffer. Additionally, a pointer to the shared
mesh map instance implemented in mesh map is passed to all plugins during the initialization in
the implementation of the methods declared in Listing 5.2.

As described in Section 5.3, the abstract navigation server contains the main logic to call
plugins in an regulated manner, to monitor the execution of these, and to communicate er-
rors and success states to the respective action clients using the actionlib. Thus, the action
interfaces defined in mbf msgs are the same for different navigation server implementations
as they always inherit the abstract MBF level, i.e., mbf abstract nav. The navigation servers
mbf costmap nav, mbf gridmap nav, and mbf mesh nav, for example, can be used with the same
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actions GetPath, ExePath, Recovery, and Move Base, but use different map representations and
planner, controller and recovery plugins under the hood. As before, the system allows to dy-
namically change planner, controller and recovery plugins during runtime. As soon as the mesh
navigation server receives a planning action call, the planner plugin with the specified name
is called in a separate thread. The action goal contains an optional start pose, the goal pose
as well as additional parameters, e.g., the goal distance tolerance and a concurrency slot. See
Listing 5.7 for the action goal definition. The plugin runs the actual path planning while using
the underlying mesh map representation.

Mesh Planner & Controller Plugins

Just as before with the MBF navigation server for costmap 2d implemented in mbf costmap nav,
the planners, controllers, and recovery plugins can be loaded here using the parameters planners,
controllers, and recovery behaviors in the same way. However, as described, the plugins
must implement the interfaces from mbf mesh core. In Listing 6.1, an example configuration is
shown, as it is used for navigation on the datasets described earlier. Configurations and launch
files for the navigation server and mesh map can be found along with datasets specific to it in
the pluto robot package9 in the folder pluto navigation/maps.

1 planners:
2 - name: cvp_mesh_planner
3 type: cvp_mesh_planner / CVPMeshPlanner
4 - name: dijkstra_mesh_planner
5 type: dijkstra_mesh_planner / DijkstraMeshPlanner
6 - name: mmp_mesh_planner
7 type: mmp_mesh_planner / MMPMeshPlanner
8
9 controllers:

10 - name: mesh_controller
11 type: mesh_controller / MeshController

Listing 6.1: Configuration of the Mesh Navigation Planner and Controller Plugins

We initially provide three planners in the Mesh Navigation Stack: A simple Dijkstra Planner,
which works on the edges of the mesh, as on a graph, and does not take into account the hypersur-
face in the sense of a geodesic panner. This is available in the package dijkstra mesh planner.
Furthermore, we have integrated a freely available MMP planner implementation, provided
within the mmp mesh planner package. We have also developed our own planner, the Con-
tinuous Vector Field Planner (CVP). It calculates not only the approximate Euclidean shortest
path, but also a vector field which leads from each reachable point along the shortest path to the
destination. This planner is available in the package cvp mesh planner and will be described
in detail in the next chapter and compared on the different datasets against the other two mesh
planners and against a 2.5D approach.

In addition, we have developed a mesh controller that follows a vector field. This is available
in the package mesh controller. The controller is briefly described in the next chapter and its
use is demonstrated together with our CVP.

As with the plugins for mbf costmap nav, the plugins are configured following the same
principles. A plugin configuration is shown exemplarily for the cvp mesh planner and the
mesh controller in Listing 6.2.
9 github.com/uos/pluto_robot
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1 cvp_mesh_planner:
2 cost_limit: 1.0
3 publish_vector_field: true
4 step_width: 0.15
5
6 mesh_controller:
7 ang_vel_factor: 7.0
8 lin_vel_factor: 1.0

Listing 6.2: Mesh Navigation Plugin Config.

1 planner_patience: 2.0
2 planner_max_retries: 0
3
4 controller_patience: 2.0
5 controller_max_retries: 4
6
7 dist_tolerance: 0.2
8 angle_tolerance: 3.1415

Listing 6.3: Mesh Navigation Server Config.

Here, for example, cost limit is configured so that the cvp mesh planner considers costs above
1 to be lethal. In addition, it is defined that the planner should publish the computed vector
field, for example in order to be be visualized in RViz. Furthermore, a width of 15 cm is config-
ured here for the vector field backtracking step width. With respect to the mesh controller,
velocity factors for the linear and angular velocity are specified to configure the velocity behavior
of the controller.

A sample configuration for the mesh navigation server in general is shown in Listing 6.3.
The timeout is defined with planner patience, if the planner has not found a path after this
time, the server will abort the planning. Additionally, as before, planner max retries can be
defined to allow retries for the planner. This makes sense, for example, if the world state or the
position of the robot changes. Similarly, controller patience and controller max retries
can be used. Finally, the tolerance in which the goal pose is considered to be reached can also
be specified here for the controller with dist tolerance and angle tolerance.

Beside these provided plugins, other developers could implement new plugins, which work
on the proposed mesh representation. Moreover, the plugin system makes it easy to just develop
planners, controller and recovery behaviors, since the rest is provided. Next, the developed and
integrated mesh map is presented as a central component for geodesic path planning and motion
control.

6.4.2 Mesh Map

The mesh map, implemented in the mesh map package, functions as core map representation for
path planning on a mesh. It has been designed following the idea and modularity principles of
costmap 2d and grid map. This especially includes the principle of a layer system. Further-
more, the possibility of loading layers with respect to the requirements for a certain application,
environment, or robot are given. This is described in detail in Section 6.4.3.

Architecture

The basic architecture is shown in Figure 6.21. The Mesh Map class is modular and holds a
number of cost layers in addition to the geometry. The geometry of the triangle mesh is organized
as HEM. The mesh map uses the HEM data structure and the attribute maps of lvr2. Attributes
are assigned to vertices, triangles, and edges and are set and retrieved by vertex or face handles
which correspond to indices. Costs defined on the mesh are always defined per vertex in the
current implementation. Costs between the three vertices of a triangle can be interpolated using
barycentric coordinates. The interpolation of scalars and vectors using barycentric coordinates
is described in detail in Chapter 7.
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Figure 6.21: Layered Mesh Map Structure Figure 6.22: HDF5 Map File Structure

The mesh map is initialized with an HDF5 map file. The HDF5 map file structure is sketched
in Section 6.4.2. When loading a map file, the vertex buffer and index buffer is loaded and an
HEM data structure is constructed. This HEM data structure allows to efficiently traverse the
mesh geometry in terms of accessing vertices, faces, and edges and to iterate over neighbor
vertices, and faces.

Additionally, the vertex normals are loaded and stored in an attribute map. Next, face
normals and edge lengths are loaded to additional attribute maps if the corresponding data
channels are available. If these data channels are not available in the map file, face normals,
and / or edge length are computed and additionally stored in the map file to speed up the
initialization in the next run.

After the core initialization, the layer configuration file is parsed and the user specified mesh
map layer plugins are loaded in the configured order using the pluginlib. A layer plugin can
use the information of the previously loaded layer plugins to compute for example which regions
are passable by also using vertex information computed by the previously loaded layer plugins.

When a path planning action call is triggered, the planner needs to determine the nearest
vertices for the requested start and goal poses. To efficiently query vertices and areas near
a given input point, we implemented a k-d tree view of vertex handles. Thus, a query for a
position in R3 invokes a k-d-tree query that yields a number of vertex handles based on the
query parameters. These vertex handles can be used to efficiently query the nearest mesh vertex
or face/triangle containing the query point. These handles are described below in conjunction
with attribute maps.

Attribute Maps

The mesh geometry is formally defined as a 3-tuple M = (V,E, F ). Vertices, edges and faces
are identified by a handle, i.e., an index ι ∈ I ⊂ N0. We define IV as sorted set of vertex
handles, IE as a sorted set of edge handles, and IF as a sorted set of face handles. A vertex
attribute map m can thereby be accessed using a vertex handle or index ιv ∈ IV with m(ιv).
The corresponding vertex v ∈ V ⊂ R3 can be accessed with v ← V (ιv). Analogous to this, a
Face f can be accessed via f ← F (ιf ) and, for example, a face normal ~nf can be accessed from
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the face normal attribute map m~nf
: IF → {~x ∈ R3 | ||~x||2 = 1}. Thus, a certain vertex normal

~nf can be retrieved with ~nf ← m~nf
(ιf ) with respect to the face handle ιf . The same principle

holds for edges, e.g., with respect to the edge lengths map mel
: IE → R, thus a distance of the

edge E(ιe) can be retrieved with mel
(ιe). This seems inconvenient as we take the detour via

indices here and do not directly use the vertices, faces and edges as the domain of definition.
However, formally using indices is much closer to the actual implementation and gives a better
impression of how the underling implementation works. Following this structure, we define a
triangle or face f = (ι1, ι2, ι3) with ι1, ι2, ι3 ∈ IV .

Every triangle or face in the mesh is represented as a circle in the underlying graph with the
length 3. The actual position of a vertex v = (x, y, z) ∈ R3 can be accessed if necessary with
v ← V (ιv) using the vertex handle ιv ∈ IV .

We assume that all vertex normals have already been computed and stored in a corresponding
vertex attribute map m~nv . Furthermore, we assume the vertex normals to be normalized with
m~nv : IV → {~n ∈ R3 | ||~n||2 = 1}. A vertex normal should represent the approximated surface
at the corresponding vertex position.

In addition, there are three different attribute map implementations to access attributes
efficiently, but also in a space-saving way. There is an array implementation that should be
used if for each value in the domain of definition there exists a value in the value set. For
example, this should be used when there is a different corresponding cost value for each vertex.
Furthermore, there is a linked-list implementation if there are only values for a few vertices,
faces, or edges. Finally, there is a hash map implementation if the number of elements is not
large, but also not small with respect to the number of discrete values in the domain of definition.
For example, if only a few vertices have costs and all other vertices have a default value, the
linked-list implementation or the hash map implementation should be chosen.

The mesh map is developed to maintain the current state of the trafficable and non-trafficable
environment. Moreover, it has been designed to be especially suitable for geodesic planners, vec-
tor fields, and corresponding controller plugins. Next, we present the used HDF5 map file struc-
ture. A map file functions as an exchangeable persistence file containing a specific environmental
dataset.

HDF5 Map Files

The HDF5 map file structure is sketched in Figure 6.4.2. It shows a number of grouped and
named HDF5 datasets. HDF5 is a file format especially designed for high performance computing
applications [81]. We used this format also to store hyper spectral point clouds as described
in [310].

HDF5 is a file format standard that is freely available10. In particular, it optimizes the
storage and organization of large amounts of data. HDF5 uses a file system-like hierarchical
data format. All data can be stored, from integer, floating point and string data to binary data
and user-defined data types.

In addition, data written in HDF5 format is portable across operating systems and hardware,
even with respect to little-endian and big-endian. Metadata can be linked to groups and records
in the HDF5 file. Groups are similar to folders in the operating file system as they bundle or
10 hdfgroup.org
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1 typedef lvr2 :: BaseVector <float > Vector ;
2 typedef lvr2 :: Normal <float > Normal ;
3
4 HDF5MeshIO * hdf_5_mesh_io = new HDF5MeshIO ();
5 std :: string mesh_file ("path/to/ hdf5_file .h5");
6
7 if( hdf_5_mesh_io ->open( mesh_file ))
8 {
9 std :: string mesh_part (" default_mesh ");

10 hdf_5_mesh_io -> setMeshName ( mesh_part );
11
12 std :: shared_ptr <lvr2 :: AttributeMeshIOBase > mesh_io_ptr ( hdf_5_mesh_io );
13 boost :: optional <lvr2 :: HalfEdgeMesh <Vector >> mesh_opt = mesh_io_ptr -> getMesh ();
14
15 if ( mesh_opt )
16 {
17 std :: shared_ptr <lvr2 :: HalfEdgeMesh <Vector >> mesh_ptr = mesh_opt .get ();
18 ROS_INFO_STREAM ("The mesh has been loaded successfully with "
19 << mesh_ptr -> numVertices () << " vertices , "
20 << mesh_ptr -> numFaces () << " faces , and "
21 << mesh_ptr -> numEdges () << " edges .");
22 ...
23 }
24 }

Listing 6.4: Load HEM from HDF5 Map File, Example Code Fragment

group related data. Grouping data sets helps to keep an overview, to understand the structure
and to model relatedness. The records themselves are multidimensional, which allows HDF5
dataset records to represent almost anything.

In each HDF5 file there is a root, similar to the file system. This root then refers to groups
or records. Datasets and groups can also be expanded by paths. Each dataset contains a header
and a data array. The header breaks down how the data array is to be understood. It defines
the dimensionality, the primitive data type, and how the data is stored on the disc.

We use this file format to store the mesh geometry and all kinds of attributes. Due to its
flexible structure, attribute maps can almost directly be read and written as datasets. Therefore,
we designed a highly efficient HDF5 attribute map conversion class which allows to load and
store attribute maps which use vertex, face, or edge handles as keys, i.e., for the domain for
definition. Thus, scalar values, vectors, indices, etc., organized in attribute maps at runtime
can be easily stored persistently in an HDF5 map file. Furthermore, datasets can be loaded
and stored in lazy loading fashion. Only the data used in the current run is loaded, and new
records or changed records can be written individually as needed. This is a great advantage
over conventional formats such as ply, obj, etc., where the whole file must always be loaded or
written at a time. This makes the HDF5 data format also suitable for the mesh map layers
presented in the next section.

In Listing 6.4, an example of loading an HEM from an HDF5 map file is given. This structure
of implementation is used in the mesh map package to load the mesh geometry and to load and
store mesh attributes. In line 1 and 2, we define the vector types based on the float primitive.
Next, a pointer of an HDF5MeshIO object is created in line 4. The path and filename of the
HDF5 map file is given in line 6. If the file could be open (line 7), the mesh which should be
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read is set. This gives the possibility to read and write multiple mesh datasets to one HDF5 file.
As the HDF5MeshIO class implements the interface class AttributeMeshIOBase, a corresponding
shared pointer is created in line 12. This allows other IO classes to be used if these implement
the AttributeMeshIOBase interface. In line 13, the vertex and inter buffers are loaded and the
HEM data structure is created. If the mesh geometry has been created successfully, which is
checked in line 15, the HEM structure can be used as indicated in the lines below.

The same interface can be used for storing and loading the mesh layers described below,
as these are also held and represented as attribute maps in memory. Each layer plugin has a
pointer to AttributeMeshIOBase through the abstract base class and can thus easily load and
store attribute maps in the map file. Listing 6.5 gives an example on how attribute maps are
loaded.

1 boost :: optional <lvr2 :: DenseVertexMap <Normal >> vertex_normals_opt
2 = mesh_io_ptr -> getDenseAttributeMap <lvr2 :: DenseVertexMap <Normal >>(" vertex_normals ");
3
4 if ( vertex_normals_opt )
5 {
6 lvr2 :: DenseVertexMap <Normal > vertex_normals = vertex_normals_opt .get ();
7 ROS_INFO_STREAM (" Found " << vertex_normals . numValues ()
8 << " vertex normals in map file!");
9 }

Listing 6.5: Load Attribute Map from HDF5 Map File, Excerpt from mesh map

In this example, a vertex attribute map of vertex normals is loaded from the map file. The
argument string in line 2, i.e., vertex normals, corresponds to the dataset / record name in the
HDF5 file. If the compiled code corresponding to line 2 is executed the data will be read from
the file in an efficient manner if its available in the file. The case where the data is not available
under the specified name is caught in line 4.

6.4.3 Mesh Layers

We designed a mesh layer interface to allow for different trafficability or driveability estimations
and cost combinations. A combination of mesh layer plugins can be loaded that define the
trafficability costs of a corresponding part of the mesh geometry. Layer plugins are loaded by
the mesh map described above using the pluginlib. According to the existing ROS navigation
stack, these plugins define the so called lethal areas, i.e., vertices violating a defined cost thresh-
old. The layer interface is defined in mesh map/AbstractLayer. They have to implement this
layer interface which defines methods to determine costs, the cost threshold, and lethal vertices.
This allows a layer plugin to not only define costs but also directly to identify obstacles. Lethal
vertices will be assigned with the cost inf, i.e., the float infinitive value.

Moreover, beside methods to read and write layer information, for example from an HDF5
map file, a pure virtual method has to be defined which computes the layer information if it
is not available, i.e., it could not be read from the map file. Also, a default value must be
defined if a sparse vertex attribute map is used, i.e., the linked list or hash map attribute map
implementation. This optimizes the combination of costs in cases where only a few vertices
of the mesh are considered in the respective layer. For example, this may be the case for a
layer that detects dynamic obstacles. Furthermore, since such a layer might change its values
frequently when an obstacle moves in the environment, we designed the layer system so that a
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layer notifies the layer defined above with information about which vertices have been added
to the set of lethal vertices and which have been removed. If a layer detects changes, it calls a
updateLethal method which is processed in the mesh map and calls the necessary update steps
of the layer defined above while taking into account newly detected and removed lethal vertices.
This is, for example, used if the user triggers a dynamic reconfiguration of layer parameters,
e.g., the cost threshold, a local radius, etc.

Due to the layer system, one can easily configure required layers for the given robot, the
given environment, or scenario. In addition, new layers can be developed and simply loaded in
combination with other layers. Furthermore, the same layer types can be loaded with different
parameters to cover different aspects of the mesh. Listing 6.6 shows a sample configuration of
the mesh map. It defines which layer plugins are loaded in which order. Each layer plugins is
defined by its type and an arbitrary name. The name is then used to configure the respective
layer as shown in Listing 6.7.

1 global_frame: map
2 robot_frame: base_footprint
3
4 mesh_part: mesh
5
6 layers:
7 - name: ’height_diff ’
8 type: ’mesh_layers/ HeightDiffLayer ’
9 - name: ’steepness ’

10 type: ’mesh_layers/ SteepnessLayer ’
11 - name: ’inflation ’
12 type: ’mesh_layers/ InflationLayer ’

Listing 6.6: Layer Plugin Configuration

1 height_diff:
2 factor: 0.7
3 threshold: 0.7
4 radius: 0.4
5
6 steepness:
7 factor: 1.0
8 threshold: 0.3
9

10 inflation:
11 inflation_radius: 0.7
12 inscribed_radius: 0.2

Listing 6.7: Layer Plugin Definition

In this example, there are three layers, a Height Difference Layer, a Steepness Layer, and an
Inflation Layer. The Height Difference Layer and the Steepness Layer are configured with a
factor that define how they are weighted during the cost combination. Per default, a layer’s
factor is 1 and the actual weighting of a layer l is wl = fl/Σn

i=1fi, with the layer factor f for n
loaded layers. Below, we present the mesh layer plugins that are shipped together with the mesh
navigation stack in the package mesh layers. The mathematical background and implications
of the Roughness Layer and the Height Difference Layer have already been presented in our
work [231].

Roughness Layer

First, we compute the angles between the normals of two adjacent vertices u and v with c(u,v)
r =

arccos(mnv (ιu) · mnv (ιv) for every edge (ιu, ιv) ∈ E. Second, the average angle αav(ιv) for
every vertex v to its adjacent neighbors N(ιv) is computed following equation 6.3. Finally, we
define the roughness ρl(ιv) for a local radius l in equation 6.4. The local roughness reflects
the roughness of the surface at a given vertex v taking the to v connected vertices Nl(ιv) in a
euclidean radius l around v into account. Thus, a fluctuation of vertex normals in a surrounding
l would lead to a higher roughness value ρl(ιv) of the vertex v. As the local neighborhood Nl(ιv)
has to be computed for each vertex v, this step is computationally intensive. As a consequence,
we parallelized the computation of ρl(ιv) using MPI (Message Passing Interface)11. The value
11 mpi-forum.org
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(a) Vertex Colors (b) Inflation Layer

Figure 6.23: Vertex Colors and Inflation Layer on the Farmers’s Pit Stemwede Dataset

of αav(ιv) will be constant with respect to a static mesh, while ρl(ιv) changes for varying values
of l. If the user changes the value of l using dynamic reconfigure, this triggers the computation
of ρl(ιv) for all v ∈ V , and the mesh map is notified as describe above.

αav(ιv) =
∑
ιu∈N(ιv) c

(u, v)
r

|N(ιv)|
(6.3)

ρl(ιv) =
αav(ιv) +∑

ιu∈Nl(ιv) αav(ιu)
|Nl(ιv)|+ 1 (6.4)

Height Differences Layer

The height differences layer expresses the elevation in a local manner with respect to the gravity
vector, which is in the following assumed to be the ~z-axis. Following the ideas of bumpiness by
Schwarz et al. [265] defined on occupancy grid maps and 2.5D grid maps as a local metric for
height differences, we define the local height differences on meshes as follows. The local height
difference bl(v) for a vertex v represents a height difference in a local vicinity Nl(ιv) around
v and is defined in equation 6.5. Let ~z be the normalized gravity upwards pointing vector.
We compute the maximum difference in a local surrounding in the direction of ~z. When bl(ιv)
exceeds a certain threshold, we mark the vertex v as a lethal obstacle, assuming the robot is
unable to handle the magnitude of height difference.

bl(ιv) = max
ιu∈Nl(ιv)

|(V (ιv)− V (ιu)) · ~z | = max
ιu∈Nl(ιv)

|(v − u) · ~z | (6.5)

The locality has different effects as shown in Figure 6.25a and Figure 6.25b. Detailed structures
like the bushes shown in the figures have many vertices in the local neighborhood Nl(ιv) for the
respective vertex. However, if we look at the walls and the roof of the barn, we see low values of
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(a) Roughness, th = 1.0 (b) Roughness, th = 0.3

Figure 6.24: Roughness Layer on the Farmers’s Pit Stemwede Dataset

bl(ιv) indicated by the color, as there are no vertices in Nl(ιv). As large plane vertical surfaces are
also more reduced during the edge collapsing, there are also less vertices in a local neighborhood
in these regions. Consequently, the varying resolution of the mesh requires another solution to
model, e.g., walls, the roof, and staircases as lethal. Due to that, we developed the Steepness
Layer.

Steepness Layer

The steepness layer is quite simple to implement, it does not take any local neighborhood into
account. It computes the angle between the ~z-axis and the vertex normal ~nv. The steepness is
then defined as sz(ιv) = arccos(mv(ιv) ·~z ), taking only the z coordinate of the respective vertex
normal into account. As shown in Figure 6.26a and Figure 6.26b, this accurately models the
walls and the roof of the barn as lethal, but it is also sensitive against normal fluctuations in
much more detailed regions, e.g., the field in the front and bushes. However, for our example
datasets and the used robots, this modeling is accurate enough. With respect to a larger robot
that can deal with smaller bumps in the ground, a new layers combining the properties of the
Height Difference Layer and the Steepness Layer could be developed. Thus, this new layer
could weight between the two cost functions depending on the number of vertices in the local
neighborhood, i.e., the current density, or the resolution in the area around the vertex currently
under consideration. If the density is low, i.e., larger triangles, the cost function of the steepness
layer would be weighted more heavily and the cost function of the local height difference would
be weighted less heavily, and vice versa.

Inflation Layer

Following the same simple idea of inflation in terms of path planning on grid maps that has been
used for decades, we have developed an inflation layer for the mesh map. If the non-trafficable
regions, i.e., the lethal vertices are spatially inflated by the distance at least equal to the outer
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(a) Height Differences, th = 1.0 (b) Height Differences, th = 0.3

Figure 6.25: Height Differences Layer on the Farmers’s Pit Stemwede Dataset

radius of the robot, then the configuration space Cfree be reduced, in a way that the robot can
be considered as a point during planning. Figure 6.23b shows the Inflation Layer based on the
lethal vertex computation of a Height Differences Layer, a Roughness Layer, and a Steepness
Layer with different thresholds th. Note that beside the default th = 1, the threshold th = 0.3
was used in the figures to visualize the thresholding effect of the different layers. Using different
layers with configured, reasonable thresholds allows to accurately model the trafficable surface.
Such a layered mesh setup will be used in the next section for path planning on meshes.

To inflate vertices which have been marked as lethal, we developed two algorithms: Algo-
rithm 6.1 and Algorithm 6.2. Algorithm 6.1 is a modified version of FMM mesh version, see
Algorithm 4.4. It propagates a wavefront starting from all vertices in L, i.e., all vertices which
were marked as lethal. It stops the propagation for a vertex if its distance exceeds the inflation
radius ri, see line 14. This algorithm was used in Figure 6.23b. Algorithm 6.2 follows the
STVD in a way that it computes the beeline, i.e., Euclidean distance to the closest lethal vertex
in a local area. Therefore, the nearest lethal vertex is propagated outwards, cf. lines 11 and 21,
to calculate the distance to it, cf. line 18, until the inflation radius has been exceeded, cf. line
16.

6.5 Conclusion & Future Work

We first discussed the creation of 3D surface maps using ICP registration and pose graph op-
timization, as well as applying filters and lastly a reconstruction using SPSR as presented.
Utilizing this workflow, we then created five outdoor datasets during the PhD project, which
we used to analyze the developed methods. For visualization and effective use of meshes with
ROS, we then presented Mesh Tools with interaction tools for RViz. For example, with these
tools it is now possible to visualize meshes in RViz efficiently with additional attributes and
layer information. Furthermore, poses can be set on the surface, and single to large areas can
be labeled efficiently. Additionally, the information is persistently stored in HDF5 Map files and
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(a) Steepness, th = 1.0 (b) Steepness, th = 0.3

Figure 6.26: Steepness Layer on the Farmers’s Pit Stemwede Dataset

inputs : M = (V,E, F ):triangular mesh L: lethal vertices ri: inflation radius
outputs: u(v): distances map

1 begin
2 u(v)← inf ∀v ∈ V // initialize all distances with infinity
3 u(v)← 0 ∀v ∈ L // initialize all lethal vertices distances
4 S ← L // add lethal vertices to FIXED
5 foreach s ∈ L do // for each lethal vertex s
6 foreach vn ∈ N(s) \ L do // initialize neighbors of s not in L
7 uvn ← ||vn − s||2 // preliminary costs to s
8 if uvn < u(vn) then // check distance reduction
9 u(vn)← uvn // new more favorable cost value

10 Q← Q ∪ {vn} // add neighbor to CLOSE

11 while Q 6= ∅ do // loop until Q is empty
12 v0 ← argmin

v∈Q
(u(v0)), Q← Q \ {v0} // extract most favorable vertex

13 S ← S ∪ {v0} // add v0 to FIXED
14 if u(v0) > ri then continue // out of inflation radius ri
15 foreach vn ∈ N(v0) ∩ S do // for all neighbors vn in FIXED
16 f1, f2 ← F (v0, vn) // two triangles f1, f2 of edge (v0, vn)
17 if ∃v′ /∈ S|v′ ∈ f1, f2 then // pick f with v′ not in FIXED
18 uv′ ← λ(4vnv0v

′, u(vn), u(v0)) // update step, Procedure 4.5
19 if uv′ < u(v′) then // if new distance decreases
20 u(v′)← uv′ // update distance of v′

21 Q← Q ∪ {v′} // add considered v′ to CLOSE

Algorithm 6.1: FMM on a Triangular Mesh (meshFMM) Inflation
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inputs : M = (V,E, F ):triangular mesh L: lethal vertices ri: inflation radius
outputs: u(v): lethal distances map

1 begin
2 u(v)← inf ∀v ∈ V // initialize all distances with infinity
3 u(v)← 0 ∀v ∈ L // initialize all lethal vertices distances
4 S ← L // add lethal vertices to FIXED
5 foreach s ∈ L do // for each lethal vertex s
6 p(s)← s // self assign as predecessor
7 foreach vn ∈ N(s) \ L do // initialize neighbors of s not in L
8 uvn ← ||vn − s||2 // preliminary costs to s
9 if uvn < u(vn) then // check for distance reduction

10 u(vn)← uvn // new more favorable cost value
11 p(vn)← p(s) // forward lethal vertex
12 Q← Q ∪ {vn} // add neighbor to CLOSE

13 while Q 6= ∅ do // loop until Q is empty
14 v0 ← argmin

v∈Q
(u(v0)), Q← Q \ {v0} // extract most favorable vertex

15 S ← S ∪ {v0} // add v0 to FIXED
16 if u(v0) > ri then continue // out of inflation radius ri
17 foreach vn ∈ N(v0) \ S do // for all neighbors vn not in FIXED
18 uvn ← ||vn − p(v0)||2 // Euclidean distance to lethal vertex
19 if uvn < u(vn) then // check for distance reduction
20 u(vn)← uvn // new more favorable cost value
21 p(vn)← p(v0) // forward lethal vertex
22 Q← Q ∪ {vn} // add considered vn to CLOSE

Algorithm 6.2: Mesh Beeline Inflation

can be read efficiently and partially on-the-fly.
Building on the tools and approaches described so far, we can then describe the mesh nav-

igation stack, which uses the Mesh Tools to visualize the navigation environment. On top of
the abstract MBF core, our navigation server for meshes is described. This involves describing
the use of the planner and controller plugins, as well as their configuration. As underlying map
basis we use a custom developed mesh map implementation that relies on attribute maps and
the HEM data structure from lvr2.

As an underlying map base, we use a custom mesh map implement that relies on attribute
maps and the HEM data structure from lvr2. Convenient loading and writing via the interface
class we developed in lvr2 is shown as an example. Additionally, the structure of the HDF5
map files with their different channels is briefly described. Building on the attribute maps and
the HDF5 files, we can load and store layer information and also configure or extend them
specifically to define drivable areas in a map for an application and a robot. Finally, we describe
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these layers and provide two adapted algorithms to inflate lethal vertices, i.e., non-traversable
vertices with respect to the layer information and the configured thresholds. This allows us to
consider the robot as a point, similar to 2D grid-based approaches, significantly reducing the
complexity of path planning.

Until now, the implementation is only optimized for planning on the surface and does not
allow to easily include objects above the surface in the planning to avoid these objects as well.
If an object, for example, a branch, protrudes into a path just above the surface at the height
of the robot, but without touching the surface, and assuming this is accurately modeled within
the corresponding mesh, this branch would not be taken into account in the planning and the
robot would possibly touch such an object or collide with it. In future work, however, additional
layers could be developed that take these objects into account at the robot’s height and mark
the corresponding areas as not passable. Another limitation is currently the changeability of
mesh map, so that a detected change in the environment is instantaneously modeled in the map.
It would also be desirable to extend the map in order to explore new terrain. However, this is
beyond the scope of this work and can be implemented in future work, for example with the
methods for online meshing described in Section 3.4.1.

The following topics, which follow on from the developed map creation pipeline, are inter-
esting future work and projects, some of which have been started: Based on the pipeline for
creating consistent 3D surface maps of complex outdoor environments, a map server system can
be developed that creates and updates a global surface map. For example, multiple robots can
automatically add new PCD with the corresponding pose estimate in the map. In addition,
map clients running on robots can access the map server for navigation purposes and download
the corresponding segments. This has already been partially implemented, but is not yet fully
developed.

The processes running on the server should include automatic filtering of outliers, compu-
tation of well-oriented point normals, down-sampling for efficient registration, merging of point
clouds, and surface reconstruction. For this purpose, first approaches for an efficient chunking
structure of the data have been developed within a project group, see [155]. Additionally, strate-
gies for changing environments and the geo-referencing of map fragments have to be developed.
With such a map server, applications such as visualization of the recorded terrain in VR would
also be conceivable. This map server could also be implemented as a semantic environment rep-
resentation, so the described functionalities are only a subset of the total application possibilities
of the server.

In the next chapter, we present our CVP algorithm for planning geodesic paths and simul-
taneously computing a corresponding vector field. This vector field defines the shortest path
across the surface from each reachable point to the destination. Furthermore, we compare our
approach to Dijkstra’s algorithm, which maps only the planning on the edges of the mesh, and
MMP, which finds the exact shortest path. The path planning algorithms are compared on the
presented datasets using the described Mesh Tools, Mesh Navigation Stack, and Mesh Map. We
also briefly compare the distinct differences from the conventionally used algorithms running on
a 2.5D representation using costmap 2d and the standard GlobalPlanner on an height difference
map layer.
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Continuous Vector Field Planner

With the Continuous Vector Field Planner, we introduce a planner that is especially useful for
robot navigation in real outdoor environments. It not only computes a path on the surface
but also solves the SDSP problem on the mesh surface for all accessible vertices. The planner
constructs a continuous vector field that encodes the shorter path to the destination. This means
that the shortest path for all points on the surface, including all those that lie within a triangle,
is determined by the computed vector field.

Our algorithm is almost as fast as Dijkstra’s algorithm which is naturally constrained to
the mesh edges, thus our CVP requires only around twice the time than Dijkstra’s algorithm.
However, it is much faster than modern geodetic path planners while computing accurate vector
fields which implicitly involve negligibly longer paths than those computed by the exact MMP.
This is demonstrated with experiments and references to evaluations conducted in the state of
the art. Towards this demonstration, we use the outdoor datasets described earlier, on which the
different path planners are compared against each other. Furthermore, we compare our approach
with the nowadays prevailing path-planning methods on standard ROS occupancy grid maps,
in this case equipped with a height difference layer in order to model the trafficability in uneven
terrain. This chapter is in accordance to our work presented in [234, 235].

7.1 Vector Field Planner

Grid-based replanning methods that also plan from the goal pose in a SDSP fashion, are inter-
esting from a minimum adaption point of view. These methods are efficient in terms of repairing
the planning sate space if new obstacles occur during the path execution. New obstacles can
quickly be incorporated into the planning without having to plan from scratch. We also follow
this paradigm, i.e., planning from the goal pose, as a robot will not follow the shortest path in
an exact way computed beforehand, stressing the fact that path planning and path execution
have to go together. The robot’s position during control will not always be on the path and
the robot will deviate from the path, albeit minimally. A robot moves close along the shortest
path trajectory to the goal as it overshoots from time to time during motion control. Since
the computed vector field of the CVP can be accessed in a continuous fashion, it gives the
direction along the approximate shortest path from all possible positions on the surface. As a
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consequence, this is also applicable for simple controllers which just follow such a vector field
until the robot arrives at the goal. In the following we describe our method that builds on the
basic ideas of FMM as a Dijkstra-like algorithm with a single source update method sketched
by Novotni et al. [210]. However, we improve the single source update method of Novotni et al.
to propagate the correct approximate distances as explained in Section 4.3.2. In a second step,
we describe an integrated and efficient vector field computation. The vector field computation
takes place at the update step computation. First, the basic algorithm and propagation scheme
is described in Section 7.1.1. Second, based on that, the improved single source update step is
presented in Section 7.1.2. Third, the integrated computation of direction vectors is described
in Section 7.1.3. Fourth, two methods to intercept meh edge cases which appear on mesh and
non-trafficable area borders are presented in Section 7.1.4. Fifth, the principles of accessing
the computed vector field in a continuous fashion using barycentric coordinates are described in
Section 7.1.5.

7.1.1 Wavefront Propagation

Our algorithm is based on the FMM principles for path planning with a wavefront propagation
scheme that models a single source s, as outlined in Figure 7.1a. Similar to replanning algorithms
or feedback planning, the propagation starts at the goal position. In this way, the wavefront
originates at the goal pose, while it is defined as source s.

The algorithm uses three sets, similar to FMM: The UNPROCESSED set V ′ ⊆ V , the
CLOSE set Q ⊆ V ′ and the FIXED set S ⊆ V ′. Initially, V ′ contains all vertices which are
labeled as passable. With L denoting the set of lethal vertices, the set V ′ can be defined as
V ′ = V \L. The set Q is implemented as a min-heap map sorting the vertices by the temporary
distance estimate u(v) for each vertex v, and thereby allowing fast distance updates in the
asymptotic runtime O(log n) while extracting the vertex with the most favorable distance value
from Q in O(1). The min-heap lookup data structure Q limits the wavefront propagation to
the asymptotic runtime of O(n log n) where n is the number of vertices |V ′|. The values in the
heap Q may decrease if a solution with a smaller distance is found. Practically, Q contains far
fewer vertices at runtime, as it only contains vertices associated with the current wavefront. All
vertices enclosed by the current wavefront are in the FIXED set S. A push or update operation
on Q of a vertex together with its distance value causes a reordering of the min-heap. Such
an update operation, i.e., a bubble up heap operation of a vertex with its new decreased value
is caused if Q already contains the vertex. After this operation, the vertex with the minimal
distance value always sits on the top of the min-heap. The set S will be filled during the
propagation containing all vertices with the final shortest path distances to the source s ∈ V ′.
CVP is formally described in Algorithm 7.1 and implemented in cvp mesh planner.

The triangle fs ∈ F which contains s – denoted as |fs| 3 s – is picked. We can check if s
lies inside or above a triangle and project it onto the triangle by using barycentric coordinates
as explained below in Section 7.1.5. Formally, we assume ∃!fs ∈ F with |fs| 3 s, otherwise
s can not be associated with any triangle on the mesh. Accordingly, the triangle fg contains
the goal position. It is used in order to stop the propagation as soon as the wavefront reaches
this triangle. This is true if all vertices of that triangle fg were added to S, see line 13 in
Algorithm 7.1. The target triangle fg can be considered as the triangle on which the robot
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inputs : s: start point, fs: start face, fg: goal face
outputs: u(v): distances map, ~d(v): direction map, p(v): predecessor map

1 begin
2 u(v)← inf ∀ v ∈ V ′ // initialize distance map
3 p(v)← v ∀ v ∈ V ′ // initialize predecessor map
4 foreach vs ∈ fs do // initialize source vertices
5 u(vs)← ||vs − s||2 // initial distances to s
6 Q← Q ∪ {vs} // add source vertices to CLOSE
7 ~d(vs)← s− vs // initial direction to s
8 fc(vs)← fs // intersects source triangle fs

9 while Q 6= ∅ do // as long as goal not reached
10 v0 ← argmin

v∈Q
(u(v)), Q← Q \ {v0} // extract most favorable vertex

11 S ← S ∪ {v0} // add it to FIXED
12 ~d(v0)← R(~nf (fc(v0)), ϑ(v0))(p(v0)− v0) // calculate direction ~d(v0)
13 if vg ∈ S ∀ vg ∈ fg then return // return if goal face reached
14 foreach vn ∈ N(v0) ∩ S do // for all neighbors vn of v0 in S
15 f1, f2 ← F (v0, vn) // access triangles of edge (v0, vn)
16 if ∃v′ /∈ S|v′ ∈ f1, f2 then // pick triangle f with v′ not in S
17 (uv′ , ϑv′ , pv′)← λ(4vnv0v

′, u(vn), u(v0)) // call Procedure 7.2
18 if uv′ < u(v′) then // if new distance decreases
19 u(v′)← uv′ // update distance map
20 ϑ(v′)← ϑv′ // memorize direction angle ∠pv′v′s
21 p(v′)← pv′ // memorize predecessor
22 fc(v′)← fv′ = 4vnv0v

′ // memorize intersected triangle
23 Q← Q ∪ {v′} // add triangle vertex v′ to CLOSE

Algorithm 7.1: Continuous Vector Field Planner (CVP)

center is located. The initialization is processed as follows and corresponds to the lines 2 to 5
in Algorithm 7.1: The distance map u is initialized with inf, i.e., the float infinity value. All
predecessors in p point to the argument vertex itself at initialization time, see line 2 and 3. Next,
in line 5 and 6, the three vertices vi of the source triangle fs are added to Q with the Euclidean
distance: u(vs)← ||vs − s||2 ∀vs ∈ 4fs. Additionally, all direction vectors for the three vertices
of the start triangle fs are computed in the direction of s, see line 7. In line 8 the triangle which
is intersected by these vectors is memorized within the map fc. After the initialization, the main
propagation loop can be described with three major steps as follows:

1. The most favorable vertex v0 ∈ Q is picked, i.e., the vertex with the smallest value in
CLOSE, added to FIXED, and erased from Q, as formalized in lines 10 and 11. The
direction vector is computed in line 12 following the direction vector computation described
below.
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2. Each adjacent neighbor in FIXED, vn ∈ N(v0) ∩ S, is connected to v0 through an edge
(v0, vn) ∈ E. This edge corresponds to one or two triangles in F (v0, vn) ⊂ F , see line
15. We pick 4vnv0v

′ ∈ F (v0, vn) with a third vertex v′ 6∈ S if such a triangle exists, and
continue otherwise, see line 16.

3. Next, we compute the preliminary distance uv′ ← λ (vn, v0, v
′, u(vn), u(v0)) for the triangle

4vnv0v
′ with the distance values for vn and v0, see line 17. The update step procedure λ

is described in the next section. If the distance value decreases, the vertex is inserted or
updated in Q with the newly computed distance uv′ . Additionally, the direction angle ϑv′ ,
as well as the predecessor pv′ and the intersected triangle fv′ to the source are memorized
using the corresponding maps, see lines 18 to 23. We loop from step 2 until all neighbors
vn have been processed and then back to step 1 until Q is empty or the goal triangle has
been reached, cf. lines 14 and 9.

Note, the vertices vn, v0, v
′ in line 17 in Algorithm 7.1 correspond to the vertices v1, v2, and

v3 in the update step described next.

7.1.2 Single Source Update Step

In the following we investigate the wavefront propagation in a single triangle. The wavefront
propagating outwards is shown in Figure 7.1a with respect to the triangle’s coordinate frame.
Novotni et al. [210] described a variant of FMM which considers a single source, we abbreviated
their algorithm as NK-FMM. Further, as sketched in their paper, they describe the calculation
of the update step using the plane of 4v1v2v3. Yet, as described in Section 4.3.2, the single
source update step of NK-FMM has some incorrect formulations and is incomplete.

However, we extend the single source update step to propagate the correct distances. We
assume that the final distances u1 and u2 ∈ R of the two vertices v1 and v2 ∈ S were computed
already. This constrain is given as both vertices are in FIXED with respect to the algorithm
described above. Thus, a solution for the distance or cost value u3 ∈ R of the third vertex
v3 ∈ V ′ ∪Q \ S can be found by projecting the source vertex s onto the triangle’s plane, which
can be described as implicit unfolding. As proven in Lemma 3.3 in [199], and as described
in Section 4.3, the shortest path, i.e., a geodesic path is the straight line on the unfolded set
of triangles. The unfolding is understood along the edge sequence intersected by the shortest
path. We propagate the distances of the unfolded triangles outward using only the vertices. The
calculation of the update step of u3 is sketched in Figure 7.1b.

Let v1 and v2 be the vertices in FIXED and v3 the vertex in UNPROCESSED or CLOSE
with the Euclidean triangle side lengths a = ||v2− v3||2, b = ||v1− v3||2 and c = ||v1− v2||2. Let
T be the two-dimensional coordinate system in the plane of the triangle with v1 at the origin,
i.e., (0, 0), v2 be on the x-axis with coordinate (c, 0), and v3 at coordinate (p, hc) with hc > 0, as
outlined in Figure 7.1b. The coordinate (sx, sy) is the projected source s on the implicit unfolded
set of triangles with respect to the triangle’s frame T and can be found by the intersection of
the circles given by the distances u1 and u2 interpreted as radii around the vertices v1 and v2.
The two circles centered in v1 and v2 are then given by equation 7.1 and equation 7.2, similar
to what is briefly described in [210].

s2
x + s2

y = u2
1 (7.1)
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(a) Wavefront propagation in 4v1v2v3 and the pro-
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(b) The source s lies on the circle intersection for the
radii u1 and u2 originated in v1 and v2 with respect to
the triangle’s frame.

Figure 7.1: Wavefront Propagation in a Triangle: Calculate the distance u3 based on the known
distances for u1 and u2, as well as the known triangle sides a, b, and c.

(c− sx)2 + s2
y = u2

2 (7.2)

A solution is given by solving the two equations to the variables sx and sy. Another obvious
solution is given by the equivalent formulation following the Pythagorean theorem. Additionally,
Heron’s formula could be used to compute the height sy of 4v1sv2 as Heron’s formula computes
the respective triangle’s area which can be divided by the side c resulting in half of the height
sy. Trivially, other triangle area formulas are also applicable, since the area is the half times
the base times the height in a triangle. In our cases the area A of 4v1sv2 is given by A = 1

2csy.
Thus, if we can compute the area A, we can solve this to sy = 2A/c as the side c is given.

The calculation of the coordinates (p, hc) ∈ T , i.e., the coordinate of v3 in the triangles
frame, follows the same principle. Consequently, we have to solve equation 7.3 and equation 7.4
for p and hc. Here, only the two sides of 4v1v2v3 and 4v1sv2 differ while they share the same
side c. This will result in a similarity of the two sets of equations for both triangles.

b2 = h2
c + p2 (7.3)

a2 = (c− p)2 + h2
c (7.4)

Being interested in the distance from the source s to v3 with respect to the coordinate system
T , the solution adopted, hc is positive and sy is negative, as also sketched in Figure 7.1. This
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leads to the solution represented in equation 7.5 and equation 7.6 for (p, hc), and to the solution
represented in equation 7.8 and equation 7.9 for (sx, sy). Finally, u3 is calculated as the distance
from v3 to s according to equation 7.11. Note that equation 7.6 and equation 7.9 are independent
of equation 7.5 and equation 7.8, respectively.

The root in the numerator of the fraction in equation 7.6 and equation 7.9 corresponds to a
representation of Heron’s formula and is 1

4 of the triangle area A. Consequently, with respect
to equation 7.6, this can be represented as hc = 4A

2c = 2A
c . This simply verifies the correctness

of the terms for hc, and sy, accordingly. To further minimize the calculation steps, the areas of
all triangles of the mesh can be precomputed. However, this only works for the triangles of the
mesh, since they do not change with respect to a static map. But the triangle 4v1sv2 changes
with each different goal pose, i.e., with each different wavefront source s. For the time being,
however, we can consider the height in a general simplified way without any precomputation.

We can use the Pythagorean theorem here to simplify the formula and reduce the number
of operations for a tiny speedup of the computation for the cost of independence, as we can
compute p before hc and sx before sy. This results in the solutions shown in equation 7.7 and
equation 7.10. In equation 7.6 and equation 7.9 the number of additions and subtractions is
eight, the number of multiplications in the numerator is three, and it contains one division and
square root operation, respectively. Equation 7.7 and equation 7.10, on the other hand, contain
only one subtractions, two multiplications and one square root operation, respectively.

p = −a
2 − b2 − c2

2c (7.5)

hc =
√

(a+ b+ c) (−a+ b+ c) (a− b+ c) (a+ b− c)
2c (7.6)

hc =
√
b2 − p2 (7.7)

sx = −u
2
2 − u2

1 − c2

2c (7.8)

sy = −
√

(u1 + u2 + c) (−u1 + u2 + c) (u1 − u2 + c) (u2 + u1 − c)
2c (7.9)

sy = −
√
u2

1 − s2
x (7.10)

u3 = ||(p, hc)ᵀ − (sx, sy)ᵀ||2 =
√

(p− sx)2 + (hc − sy)2 (7.11)

Starting the wavefront propagation from the goal position, the shortest path from the goal
to every other connected and accessible vertex is computed. If the transitions are identical in
both directions – which is true for the distance computation – this approach can be used to
generate a global scalar distance field and a vector field in the direction of the goal pose, i.e.,
the wavefront source s. With the required energy to drive over a hill this condition would not
be given, because energy has to be spent to drive up the hill. In this case, the wave would have
to move slower when going up the hill and faster when going down the hill. However, since
we are optimizing the path length and not the energy, this is negligible here. The inclusion of
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(a) Distance Field, Dijkstra’s Algorithm (b) Distance Field, CVP

Figure 7.2: Dijkstra’s Algorithm and CVP Distance Fields on a Regular Mesh

potential energy and perhaps even kinematics increases the complexity enormously and should
be considered in future work.

As the triangle inequality is satisfied in the update step, and as the algorithm propagate
outward monotonically, the source s is the only local and global minima. At the current stage,
with respect to Algorithm 4.4, the update procedure λ would be given by sequentially compute
equation 7.5, equation 7.7, equation 7.8 and equation 7.10, and finally equation 7.11. However,
there may be some mesh boundaries, or non-trafficable regions on the mesh. These will be
considered in the next sections. We will extend the algorithm and update step to take mesh
boundaries into account and compute a vector field at the same time. In Figure 7.2, the re-
sulting distance field u(v) is shown in comparison to the distance field resulting from Dijkstra’s
algorithm. The figure shows a part of the botanical garden where flower beds were detected as
obstacles by the configured layers, colored in red. The map shown is modeled by a regular mesh
reconstructed with the algorithm Marching Cubes. This regular structure highlights the effect
shown.

Moreover, at this stages, disregarding the aforementioned boundary conditions, an agent
would automatically use the shortest path from any starting point on the surface by following
the gradient ∇u(v) corresponding to the vector field described next.

7.1.3 Direction Vector Computation

A common method to compute a gradient field or vector field for a 2D-manifold in a post-
processing step is the average gradient on star as described by Meyer et al. [197]. This method
first calculates the gradient for surrounding triangles in a way that the gradient for a mesh vertex
is composed of the gradient of adjacent triangles. It is also used in GHM by Crane et al. [51].
An overview of gradient field estimation methods for triangular meshes is given by Mancinelli et
al. [192]. However, we directly use the information at hand from the update step to compute an
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(b) Computing the direction ~dp by using barycentric
coordinates in linear combination with the directions
vectors of v1, v2, and v3.

Figure 7.3: Direction Vector and Continuous Vector Field Computation: The angles ϑ1, and ϑ2 are
considered to compute a direction vector for v3. Finally, bicentenary coordinates can be used to access
the vector field in a continuous fashion if three triangle directions vectors are available.

exact vector to s for a vertex v without considering the gradient of neighboring triangles first.
Algorithm 4.4 has been extended to the full CVP shown in Algorithm 7.1. It maintains

the directions, constructs a vector field, and takes into account mesh boundaries and non-
trafficable areas. In algorithms like Dijkstra’s algorithm and FMM, a predecessor map p can be
incrementally updated in every successful update step to directly maintain the edge-constrained
shortest path. Traversing the predecessor map p from any vertex v leads in the edge-constrained
shortest path to s. However, we use the predecessors in p as reference edges that can be rotated
around the normal vector of the corresponding triangle, resulting in a final direction vector for
every vertex in FIXED. These predecessors are maintained in line 18 and 24.

During wavefront propagation, the direction vector is computed for each vertex reached in
the direction to s. The direction vector ~d(v) ∈ R3 for a vertex v ∈ S is computed in line 12
of Algorithm 7.1. Calculating the distance field u in Algorithm 7.1, for each vertex vi reached,
the angle ϑ1 = ∠sv3v1 between the side b and the virtual segment v3s pointing to the source s
is calculated. Thus, the side b, more precisely the vector (v1 − v3) ∈ R3, can be rotated by ϑ1
around the normal vector of the triangle.

In Figure 7.3a, the angle ϑ1 between the edge b = v3v1 and v3s, and the angle ϑ2 between
the side a = v3v2 and v3s are defined in the triangle’s frame T . The angles ϑ1 and ϑ2 are
computed using the law of cosines, resulting in equation 7.12 and equation 7.13. In Figure 7.3a
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the corresponding triangles are shown with the virtual dashed lines.

ϑ1 = arccos
(
u2

3 + b2 − u2
1

2u3b

)
(7.12)

ϑ2 = arccos
(
u2

3 + a2 − u2
2

2u3a

)
(7.13)

With respect to Algorithm 7.1, the predecessor p(v′) is set to vn as it has a smaller or equal
distance value with u(vn) ≤ u(v0), since vn were in FIXED already, before v0 has been added
to S. This is equivalent to u(v1) ≤ u(v2), as v1 corresponds to vn, and v2 corresponds to v0.
ϑ is stored in an angle map with ϑ(v′) ← ϑ1 while the updated vertex v′ corresponds to v3 in
the propagation process. Each updated vertex will be added to FIXED during the process as
described before, see line 11.

The rotation angle is positive as the direction of rotation is counterclockwise – according to
the right-hand rotation rule – and as the triangle is defined in a counterclockwise fashion, thus
the normal vector of the triangle points upwards, or in other words, to the viewer with respect to
Figure 7.3a. In line 12, the direction vector ~d(v0) is computed with R(~nf (fc(v0)), ϑ(v0))(p(v0)−
v0). The rotation R(~nf (f(v0)), ϑ(v0)) uses the normal vector of the triangle fc(v0) as rotation
axis. Of course, the triangle normal could also be recalculated each time using the cross product.
In equation 7.14, for the sake of completeness, the rotation matrix R(~n, ϑ) is given by using
~n = (n1n2n3)ᵀ. Substituting the arguments ~n = ~nf (f(v0)) and ϑ = ϑ(v0) leads to the desired
rotation matrix, which can be used to rotate the vector p(v0)−v0 in a way that it points towards
the shortest geodesic path.

R (~n, ϑ) =

 n2
1(1− cosϑ) + cosϑ n1n2(1− cosϑ)− n3 sinϑ n1n3(1− cosϑ) + n2 sinϑ

n2n1(1− cosϑ) + n3 sinϑ n2
2(1− cosϑ) + cosϑ n2n3(1− cosϑ)− n1 sinϑ

n3n1(1− cosϑ)− n2 sinϑ n3n2(1− cosϑ) + n1 sinϑ n2
3(1− cosϑ) + cosα

 (7.14)

The intersected triangle fc(v0) is set at line 8 during the initialization phase and at line 22
during propagation. Note, line 12 could also be excluded from Algorithm 7.1 and computed later
for triangles which are going to be traversed only. The resulting vector fields are exemplarily
shown in Figure 7.4.

7.1.4 Mesh Boundary Interception

During propagation, the wave front may encounter mesh boundaries or impassable areas. For
this purpose, we have developed two different methods that detect such cases in the update step.
If a boundary case is detected, it will be considered in the wavefront computation, as well as for
the vector field. A possible edge case is detected if v3s does not intersect 4v1v2v3. This is, as the
geodesic path is a straight line and extends over the unfolded triangles along the corresponding
edge sequence. Moreover, these straight lines on an unfolding may be connected by the so-called
saddle vertices, as described in chapter Section 4.3. If 4v1v2v3 is not intersected, we may have
found such a saddle vertex. However, the described exceptional case may also occur due to the
order of computation in Q in combination with obtuse triangles. In such a case, processing
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another vertex, which is also in Q, would later result in a shorter and correct distance and
direction. This can be seen as a fluctuation of values in the current wavefront, since a value
belonging to the current wavefront can still change if a more favorable solution is found. After
a vertex was added to FIXED, it does not belong to the current wavefront anymore. Note, in
the literature the wavefront is also often called narrow band.

To calculate whether the 4v1v2v3 is intersected by the v3s in the triangle frame T , we need
to determine whether v3s lies within the area spanned by the straight lines of the sides a and b
starting from vertex v3 roughly in the direction to s. This is shown in Figure 7.3a with the dotted
lines extending the sides a and b. This can be computed either by the angles ϑ0 = ∠v2v3v1, ϑ1
and ϑ2 as described in [235], or via the Hesse normal form. In the following we describe both
variants, first using the angle method, and second, using the Hesse normal form.

If ϑ1 or ϑ2 are greater than ϑ0, the virtual line v3s does not intersect 4v1v2v3. Such an
example is sketched in Figure 7.3a with red dashed lines and red symbols. Here, ϑ′1 colored in
red is greater than ϑ0 being the inner triangle angle at v3. If, like in this case, ϑ1 > ϑ2, the
source s lies on the right side of the line extended from a, and if ϑ1 < ϑ2, s lies on the left side
of the line extended from b. Note that ϑ1 = ϑ2 is not possible in the case of ϑ1 > ϑ0 ∨ ϑ2 > ϑ0.
In the case where equation 7.15 is satisfied, the preliminary distance value of v3 is computed as
u3 = u1 + b, and the predecessor is set to v1. In Figure 7.3a, in this case the source s would be
on the left side of the area spanned by the dotted lines extending the sides a and b starting at
the vertex v3. In the other case, where v3s does not intersect with 4v1v2v3, i.e., equation 7.15
is satisfied, the preliminary distance value of v3 is computed as u3 = u2 +a, and the predecessor
is set to v2.

(ϑ1 > ϑ0 ∨ ϑ2 > ϑ0) ∧ ϑ1 < ϑ2 (7.15)
(ϑ1 > ϑ0 ∨ ϑ2 > ϑ0) ∧ ϑ1 > ϑ2 (7.16)

In this way, the calculation of ϑ0, ϑ1, and ϑ2 and a simple comparison of these angles allow us
to handle boundary cases.

Using the Hesse normal form, we can also check if v3s intersects 4v0v1v3. By means of this,
with the Hessian normal form, we can calculate on which side of a straight line a point is located.
Consequently, we can calculate whether v3s is between the two straight lines extending from the
two sides a and b. Let ~nb be the normal vector perpendicular to the side b in T in a way that it
points outwards with respect to the triangle. The vector representation of the side can be stated
as ~b = −(p, hc)ᵀ, thus the side’s normalized normal vector is ~nb = (−hc, p)ᵀ/b. The normal
vector ~na is calculated in the same way using ~a = (p − c, hc)ᵀ oriented in a counterclockwise
fashion with respect to the center of the triangle. Consequently, this results in ~na = (hc, c−p)ᵀ/a
being the outwards pointing normalized orthogonal vector of ~a.

The Hesse normal form describes a line in R2 perpendicular to a normal vector in a defined
distance using the scalar product. Starting from the origin, the distance in the direction of the
normal vector has a positive sign, and a negative sign otherwise. According to the Hesse normal
form, this results in the equation ~s · ~nb − db = 0 for the side b with ~s = (sx, sy) and db being the
signed and the onto nb projected distance to the origin. Hence, the sign of db indicates whether
the source ~s lies on the left or on the right side of the line extended from b. The same holds for
the other side a with (~s− ~c) ·~ba − da = 0, where the point described through ~s is moved to the
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left by the length of c as the line extended from a has to be shifted to the left by c in order to
go through the origin of T . This results in equation 7.17 and equation 7.18. The distances da(~s)
and db(~a) are negative if v3s lies between the lines extended from a and b in a way that v3s
intersects 4v1v2v3 and vice versa. This implies if on of the distances da(~s) or db(~a) is positive,
the line v3s does not intersect 4v1v2v3.

da(~s ) = (~s− ~c ) ·~ba = (sx − c) · hc + sy · (c− p) (7.17)
db(~s ) = ~s · ~nb = −sx · hc + sy · p (7.18)

If da ≥ 0 ∧ db < 0 is satisfied, the preliminary distance of v3 is set with u3 = u2 + a. If
db ≥ 0 ∧ da < 0 is satisfied, the preliminary distance follows u3 = u1 + b.

After we have determined all the necessary stages for the update step, we can complete
the whole process by writing the stages down as Procedure 7.2. Now, that we can access

inputs : 4v1v2v3: current triangle, u1, u2: distances to v1 and v2
outputs: u3: distance to v3, ϑ: rotation angle, p: predecessor
// calculate side lengths of the triangle

1 a← ||v3 − v2||2, b← ||v1 − v3||2, c← ||v2 − v1||2
2 p← −(a2 − b2 − c2)/(2c), hc ←

√
b2 − p2 // equation 7.5 and equation 7.7

3 sx ← −(u2
2 − u2

1 − c2)/(2c), sy ← −
√
u2

1 − s2
x // equation 7.8 and equation 7.10

4 u3 ←
√

(p− sx)2 + (hc − sy)2 // preliminary distance u3, see equation 7.11

5 ϑ0 ← arccos
(
(a2 + b2 − c2)/(2ab)

)
// calculate ϑ0 using the law of cosines

6 ϑ1 ← arccos
(
(u2

3 + b2 − u2
1)/(2u3b)

)
// equation 7.12, using the law of cosines

7 ϑ2 ← arccos
(
(u2

3 + a2 − u2
2)/(2u3a)

)
// equation 7.13, using the law of cosines

8 if ϑ1 > ϑ0 ∨ ϑ2 > ϑ0 then
9 if ϑ1 < ϑ2 then u3 ← u1 + b, p← v1, ϑ← 0

10 else u3 ← u2 + a, p← v2, ϑ← 0
11 else if ϑ1 < ϑ2 then p← v1, ϑ← ϑ1
12 else p← v2, ϑ← ϑ2

Procedure 7.2: CVP Update Step

every vertex which is pointing towards the shortest path to s, we can also calculate the correct
direction vectors inside a triangle.

7.1.5 Vector Field Continuity

Interpolating the direction vectors – which are bound to every vertex v if a path from v to s exists
– leads to a continuous vector field. As the map ϑ(v) is filled during the wavefront propagation,
the direction vector ~dv ∈ R3 can also be post-processed after the propagation by rotating the
vector p(v) − v with the angle ϑ(v) around the triangle’s normal vector ~nf in the direction to
s. Finally, the direction vector can be computed with the rotation R(~nf (fc(v)), ϑ(v))(p(v)− v),
using the matrix equation 7.14. The resulting rotated vector can then be stored in the map ~d(v).
For the used example triangle the direction vectors are sketched in Figure 7.3b. Interpolating
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(a) CVP Vector Field, Botanical Garden (b) CVP Vector Field, Physics Campus

Figure 7.4: Detailed View of a Vector Field Computed with CVP

these vectors for a point p which lies inside the triangle or above the area, we use barycentric
coordinates. In the barycentric coordinate system the coordinates of a point p define the ratio
of masses attached to the three vertices to let p be the triangle’s center of mass. It is the ratio
of the three sub-triangle areas colored in red, green and blue which leads to the barycentric
coordinates α, β and γ, cf. Figure 7.3b.

The point p is either given by the position of the robot or by a sampled point, for example, in
order to backtrack the shortest path. Since the queried point p usually does not directly lie on the
plane of the triangle, we could project the point p onto the plane of the triangle and then calculate
the barycentric coordinates. However, we can also directly calculate the barycentric coordinates
of the point p without explicitly projecting it before. Heidrich [118] developed a method to
compute the barycentirc coordinates without projecting p onto the surface. Heidrich’s method
is a specialization of an observation proven by Warren [304], which relates to the calculation of
barycentric coordinates in a convex polyhedron. According to Heidrich’s method the barycentric
coordinates can be computed as described next: The barycentric coordinate β can be computed
following equation 7.19. equation 7.20 for the α coordinate is similar to equation 7.19, but uses
A1 and ~n1 instead of A2 and n2.

The parallelepipeds, i.e., (~w× ~v) · ~n and (~u× ~w) · ~n in equation 7.19 and equation 7.20 with
~n2 = ~w× ~v and ~n1 = ~u× ~w are computed using the three vertices of the triangle and the query
point p. Let ~u = v2−v1, ~v = v3−v1 and ~w = p−v1. The normal ~n is given by the parallelogram
spanned by ~u and ~v and its length is twice the area of the respective triangle, formally ~n = ~u×~v.

β = A2
A

= 2A2
2A = ~n2 · ~n

4A2 = ~n2 · ~n
~n · ~n

(7.19)

α = A1
A

= 2A1
2A = ~n1 · ~n

4A2 = ~n1 · ~n
~n · ~n

(7.20)

Since the sum of all ratios equals 1, the γ coordinate can be computed with γ = 1− α− β.
Finally, the direction vector for the query point p in a triangle 4v1v2v3 is given by the linear
combination as stated in equation 7.21.

~dp = α~d(v1) + β~d(v2) + γ ~d(v3) (7.21)

Additionally, the projected point is given with p′ = αv1 +βv2 +γv3. Furthermore, the query
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point p is in the triangle or above it if equation 7.22 is fulfilled.

0 ≤ α ≤ 1 ∧ 0 ≤ β ≤ 1 ∧ 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1 (7.22)
Example vector fields are shown in Figure 7.4 visualized using RViz and the Mesh Tools.

Figure 7.4a shows a vector field defined on the mesh with vector samples for each vertex and
triangle center which is trafficable. Additionally, vectors close to obstacles are colored according
to the inflated zone. In Figure 7.4b a more complex vector field is shown defining the shortest
path along a ramp with a turn around an obstacle patch in the middle.

A motion controller could periodically query the vector ~dp at the current or estimated future
positions using barycentric coordinates. Heidrich’s method is the fastest known method, using
only 49 multiplications and additions and one floating point division. Furthermore, no further
operations or comparisons are required as described in [118].

The normal n = ~u × ~v could be precomputed for each triangle to further speed up the
computation if necessary. Using barycentric coordinates, the distance from the query point p to
the source s can also be computed as a linear combination of the barycentric coordinates with
the distances u(v) for the corresponding triangle as stated in equation 7.23.

up = αu(v1) + βu(v2) + γu(v3) (7.23)
The barycentric coordinates can be computed for a position p and its corresponding triangle

t. If the position p moves, the associated triangle t has to be tracked and updated. This can
be done by checking the inclusion of p: If one of the barycentric coordinates is not in [0, 1], the
query point p does not lie in t. As a consequence the barycentric coordinates can be computed
for the neighbor triangles in the same fashion until we found the next triangle the robot moved
to.

Note, special handling is necessary for a query point above the surface, as it could lie between
two triangles if the triangle normals point apart. In this case, the two adjacent triangles form a
hill, where p represents a star above the hill, see Figure 7.5a. Additionally, a query point above
the surface could belong to more than one triangle, i.e., equation 7.22 is satisfied for multiple
triangles, if the respective triangle normal vectors point to each other, as shown in Figure 7.5b.
This means that this problem occurs when there are large changes in the surface. Using the
normal of p, this problem can be resolved to select the correct triangle. In the default case, we
assume the normal of p to be aligned with the normal of the triangle.

Finally, if we use barycentric coordinates, we are able to backtrack the vector field in a
continuous fashion to compute a path as shown in the experimental results described next. The
CVP vector field is shown in Figure 7.2. We visualized the vectors with arrows and strokes
for each trafficable vertex and for each triangle center. Additionally, in Figure 7.2a, CVP was
configured to ignore the inflated zone, where this zone is visualized through the arrow colors
close to the obstacles colored in red. Next, we show the fully integrated planner in use.

7.2 Experimental Results

We evaluated the previously described CVP on the various outdoor environment datasets pre-
sented in Section 6.2. Furthermore, the complete pipeline including the motion controller fol-
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p

(a) Triangle normals pointing apart.

p

(b) Triangle normals pointing to each other.

Figure 7.5: Special Query Point Handling Between Two Triangles: If a query point lies between two
triangles, or belongs to two triangles, a special handling for the queried point is necessary in order to
determine and use the correct projection plane.

Dataset Dimensions Runtime [ms] Path Length [m]
see Section 6.2 # Vertices # Triangles CVP Dijk. MMP CVP Dijk. MMP Exp

Botanical Garden Osnabrück 719 080 1 430 188 108.1 51.4 1 731.8 26.34 27.47 26.09 4
Stone Quarry Brockum 992 879 1 904 178 831.0 451.8 7 364.6 110.26 114.67 109.54 3
Physics Campus Westerberg 719 080 1 617 772 342.9 176.2 1 839.5 200.57 210.15 199.03 1
Farmer’s Pit Stemwede 401 036 794 509 56.2 36.1 1 348.3 54.04 56.02 52.93 3
Market Garden Ibbenbüren 1 361 308 2 656 283 1 211.0 695.4 6 316.0 95.71 98.62 94.46 1

Table 7.1: Dataset specifications and experimental results, where the runtime is compared to the path
length for our CVP, Dijkstra’s algorithm and the exact MMP.

lowing the computed vector field has been tested in simulation and in the real world. We defined
experiment configuration files, i.e., predefined start and goal poses for each dataset. These start
and goal configuration files simplify the reproducibility of the experiments described in this
section.

All datasets with corresponding configurations for planners, controllers, and mesh layers, as
well as the respective start and goal poses are provided on GitHub in the pluto navigation
package as part of the pluto robot software stack. With this software stack, we also provide
a robot model in the pluto description package, and Gazebo simulation worlds, and launch
files in the pluto gazebo package. In addition, a couple of launch files are provided in the
pluto bringup package to start up the robot Pluto with its sensors. Due to this ready-to-use

Experiment Runtime Ratios Error [m] Error [%]
Dataset Exp CVP/Dijk MMP/CVP MMP/Dijk CVP Dijk CVP Dijk

Botanical Garden Osnabrück 4 2.1 16.0 33.7 0.25 1.38 0.96 5.29
Stone Quarry Brockum 3 1.8 8.9 16.3 0.72 5.13 0.66 4.68
Physics Campus Westerberg 1 1.9 5.4 10.4 1.54 11.12 0.77 5.59
Farmer’s Pit Stemwede 3 1.6 24.0 37.3 1.11 3.09 2.10 5.84
Market Garden Ibbenbüren 1 1.7 5.2 9.1 1.25 4.16 1.32 4.20
Average 1.8 11.9 21.4 1.0 5.0 1.16 5.16

Table 7.2: Runtime ratios and error for the experimental results from Table 7.1
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robot software stack, it is straightforward to use Pluto with the mesh navigation stack in simula-
tion and in real-world missions. The configuration and map files provided in pluto navigation
configure the Mesh Navigation components which are provided within the mesh navigation
package. The mesh navigation stack, including the cvp mesh planner, dijkstra mesh planner,
mmp mesh planner, and mesh controller can also be easily installed using apt as the software
stack were released to the official ROS package resources. If the planners or the navigation
stack are installed via apt, then all software dependencies are also automatically installed as
binary files along with configuration and launch files. This avoids a time-consuming installation
process via the program source files and a gathering of the necessary dependencies, as well as
a compilation of all these components. After the navigation stack has been installed, a launch
file provided within the pluto navigation package can be used to run a path planning exper-
iment. See the README file in the pluto navigation package for more details on how to
use the navigation stack and running experiments. Note, depending on the floating point unit
of various CPU architectures, the results on those systems may differ slightly from the results
presented here.

MMP, Dijkstra’s algorithm, and our CVP were tested on the described datasets with various
start and goal configurations. The runtime and the path length of our CVP are compared to
the runtime and paths computed by the exact MMP shortest path planner, and the edge-
restricted Dijkstra, both also running on our 3D triangular mesh map. Dijkstra’s algorithm is
used as baseline for the runtime, since it is the fastest known SSSP solver. This comparison is
meaningful as our CVP also solves the SSSP, and also, as in our case, the SDSP if the direction
of traversal is not constrained.

Obstacles – the so called lethal vertices – are colored in red in all corresponding figures,
whereas the distance field is encoded using rainbow colors. The shown arrows and strokes indi-
cate the vector field, see for example Figure 7.4. Next, the evaluation results for the experiments
are describe qualitative and quantitative for each dataset.

Additionally, at the beginning of the evaluation, we examined path planning on a 2.5D
DEM (Digital Elevation Model) height difference layer within the Botanical Garden Osnabrück
Dataset. With this, we demonstrate some of the advantages of geodesic path planning over the
established grid-based path planning methods.

In Table 7.1, the path lengths and run times for the different planners and environments for
selected experiments are provided along with the dataset dimensions. Furthermore, Table 7.2
provides the runtime ratios for the runtimes specified in Table 7.1 together with the respective
path length errors. The errors denote the path lengthening of the respective computed path
compared to the exact shortest path in meters and in percent.

7.2.1 Botanical Garden Osnabrück Experiments

The Botanical Garden Osnabrück Dataset was the first dataset recorded. It was recorded in the
botanical garden of the Osnabrück University. The garden is located at the Westerberg district
in Osnabrück, Lower Saxony, Germany. In Figure 7.6a, a small section of the Botanical Garden
taken by a drone is shown. This fraction represents an area with a larger main walkway and
a smaller curved branch with a tree in the upper right corner and a pond extending from the
upper left corner. In Figure 7.6d, geodesic and grid-based path planning are compared. The ROS
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(a) Overview Photo (b) 2.5D Height Difference DEM Layer, Closeup

(c) 2.5D Height Difference DEM Layer, Overview (d) Combined CVP and Repulsive Vector Field

Figure 7.6: Comparison of the Global Planner on a 2.5D Height Difference DEM Layer for costmap 2d,
and a geodesic path computed on the combined CVP and Repulsive Vector Field. The 2.5D map is visu-
alized together with the corresponding colored point cloud of the Botanical Garden Osnabrück Dataset.

GlobalPlanner, running on a 2.5D height difference layer using the costmap 2d representation,
is used as grid-based planning setup. For geodesic path panning the path is backtacked on the
combined vector field of the repulsive obstacle vector field and the CVP vector field.

The height difference layer was derived from an octree using OctoMap by Hornung et al. [124].
The height differences of a cell to the other surrounding cells in a local neighborhood are mapped
to the values in a range of 0 to 127 encoded in a costmap 2d layer, similar to the approach by
Schwarz and Behnke described in [265]. Here, we used MBF with mbf costmap nav and the
default ROS planner GlobalPlanner. The corresponding results are shown in Figure 7.6c and
Figure 7.6b. In both figures, we have visualized the grid map together with the colored point
cloud. The path has jumps which are caused by the octree discretization. These jumps lead
to suboptimal paths when using such a height difference model. A height difference model is a
simple approach to deal with obstacles in rough outdoor terrain. In these rough terrain environ-
ments, it is usually not possible to find a common ground plane. Of course, a grid map can also
be used to represent an elevation model on which geodetic planning can be performed, so that
such results are similar to the results of geodetic planning on a mesh, since both could represent
the same geometric surface. However, this would require the use of appropriate planners, such
as our CVP. A mesh can be seen as a powerful generalization of a grid map, whereas grid maps
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have strong limitations due to their structure, as it has been described before. Unlike grids,
however, meshes can simply represent vertical and multiple planes and structures, and have no
discretization to cells in the base plane.

In Figure 7.6d the geodesic path which is computed from the combined vector fields of CVP
and our respulsive vector fields is shown. It shows a smooth path which leads slightly away from
obstacles at the beginning and afterwards straight towards the goal to the right.

(a) Experiment 1 (b) Experiment 2 (c) Experiment 3 (d) Experiment 4

Figure 7.7: CVP Path Planning on the Botanical Garden Osnabrück Dataset: CVP computes an
accurate and smooth geodetic path along the smaller curved path close to the pond for all experiments.

The results of the experiments for the Botanical Garden Osnabrück Dataset are shown in
Figure 7.7. Moreover, we provide a video showing the environment, the reconstruction, the used
mesh layers, as well as the robot navigation with Pluto using CVP, where all mesh components
are visualized with our Mesh Tools within RViz: youtu.be/qAUWTiqdBM4. Our CVP computes
smooth and straight paths to the goal while adequately avoiding static obstacles. The experi-
mental result for experiment four, shown in Figure 7.7d, is stated in Table 7.1 in the first row.
A quantitative comparison in terms of runtime, path lengths, as well as the error related to the
exact shortest path is shown in Table 7.2.

The path computed by CVP is only 0.25 m longer than the exact MMP path, accounting for a
path length error of less than 1 %, according to Table 7.2. Furthermore, it is 1.13 m shorter than
the edge-constrained shortest path computed with Dijkstra’s algorithm, while CVP requires 2.1
times the time, whereas MMP requires 33.9 times the time required by Dijkstra’s algorithm.
Moreover, the path computed with Dijkstra’s algorithm highly depend on the topology of the
mesh as shown in Figure 7.2a. On this dataset in experiment 4, cf. Figure 7.7d, Dijkstra’s
algorithms constrained to the mesh edges has an error of 5.29 % or 1.38 m. This means that our
CVP is less than one percent longer than the exact shortest path, while it takes only twice the
time as Dijkstra’s algorithm. Moreover, compared to CVP, the path computed by Dijkstra’s
algorithm is not smooth and has an error more than five times larger.

7.2.2 Stone Quarry Brockum Experiments

The Stone Quarry Brockum Dataset was recorded in a forest near the village Brockum in Lower
Saxony, Germany. That forest area covers an old stone quarry with multiple levels and over-
hanging structures like tree branches, cf. Figure 7.8. Although the pathways are passable and
trafficable with a vehicle, the terrain here is highly challenging even for a human operator with
its many varying slopes and elevations. In the presented scene, the path forks around a hill
of several meters height. A detailed cutout of the left pathway is shown in Figure 7.9. Run-
ning Dijkstra’s algorithm on our mesh map, cf. Figure 7.9b, already returns a smoother path
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(a) scene photo, front view (b) scalar field and path, front view

(c) path on colored mesh, top view

Figure 7.8: Overview & CVP Path Planning on the Stone Quarry Brockum Dataset: CVP (colored
white) computes an accurate and smooth geodetic path along the strongly horizontally curved and inclined
forest paths. The path lead around a hill of several meters, from the lower part to the upper part of the
quarry.

(a) Global Planner on 2.5D DEM (b) Dijkstra on 3D Mesh Map (c) CVP on 3D Mesh Map

Figure 7.9: Qualitative comparison between (a) the standard 2D ROS Global Planner running on a
2.5D DEM costmap 2d layer, (b) Dijkstra’s algorithm, and (c) our CVP, both running on our 3D mesh
map shown with the respective scalar distance field u. Then shown environment part has an average
elevation of ∼14°, ∼ 2.8 m, while it is highly curved.

than the standard ROS Global Planner running on the layered costmap 2d with a 2.5D height
difference layer, cf. Figure 7.9a. To identify the characteristics shown in Figure 7.8b and Fig-
ure 7.8c, overhanging structures were cut out in the respective mesh. For the 2.5D approach,
these mesh parts have to be filtered out to enable path planning at all in such highly curved and
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slope-varying terrains with overhanging structures, as it is not possible to define a reasonable
xy-ground plane. Such a preprocessing is not necessary for planning in full 3D, as shown in the
following.

As shown in Figure 7.8 and Figure 7.13, our CVP computes smooth geodesic paths on the
surface around the static obstacles, i.e., impassible areas. In experiment 3, see Figure 7.10c,
and row two in Table 7.1 and Table 7.2, the path computed by CVP is 4.4 m shorter than
the one computed with Dijkstra’s algorithm, while the path is only 0.71 m longer than the one
computed with MMP. In percentage, this means that the path computed with our CVP is 0.6 %
longer than the exact shortest path computed with MMP. The path computed with Dijkstra’s
algorithm is 4.6 % longer than the exact shortest path. In Figure 7.8c and Figure 7.8b the CVP
path, colored white, and the path computed with Dijkstra’s algorithm constrained to the mesh
edges, colored black, are shown. Comparing the propagation runtimes of the three algorithms,
we find that our CVP again requires around twice the runtime than Dijkstra’s algorithm. More
precisely it has a runtime factor of 1.8 in this experiment. Note, the number of traversed vertices
is less than the number of traffiacable vertices as the algorithms stop as soon as they reach the
goal. MMP has a runtime factor of 16.3 compared to Dijkstra’s algorithm and a factor of 8.9
compared to CVP. CVP has an error of 0.72 m, thus it produces a path which is 0.66 % longer
than the exact shortest path, whereas Dijkstra’s algorithm computes a path which is 4.68 %
longer than the exact shortest path.

We have tested out CVP vector field navigation within this environment with a real robot
called acorn as presented in a video: youtu.be/DFmv3wnIxug

The different trafficability layers used in this environment, as well as the scalar distance field
u visualized with a rainbow color scheme, are shown in Figure 7.11. The figures show how paths
computed using Dijkstra’s algorithm and CVP were planned around the non-trafficable areas
defined by the cost layers visualized. These figures have also been used in [234] to explain the
concept of our Mesh Navigation stack together with the Mesh Tools.

After demonstrating the use of our path planner and navigation stack in rough terrain in
the forest, we now want to demonstrate the use in an urban environment with multiple levels.

7.2.3 Physics Campus Westerberg Experiments

The Physics Campus Westerberg Dataset shown in Figure 7.12 is used to demonstrate path
planning in multilevel large-scale urban outdoor environments. In experiment 1, we perform
path planning from the upper to the lower level via a series of slightly inclined, narrow ramps
and finally through a tunnel. Experiment 1 corresponds to Figure 7.10a and row three in
Table 7.1 and Table 7.2.

Figure 7.12a shows a satellite image with the blue physics building of the Osnabrück Uni-
versity. The same cutout section of the building and the environment with the trees is shown in
Figure 7.12b and Figure 7.12c. There is a tunnel under the physics building as already shown
in detail in Section 6.2 in Figure 6.8. This tunnel and the lower parking area can also be seen
in the wireframe visualization in Figure 7.12c from the top with the path, and in the dataset
image with the colored mesh shown in Figure 6.7a. In this environment it is possible to plan
from the upper level to the lower level and vise versa, without using any stair cases. The scalar
distance field computed from our CVP is shown in Figure 7.12b. The wavefront originated from
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(a) Experiment 1 (b) Experiment 2

(c) Experiment 3 (d) Experiment 4

Figure 7.10: CVP Path Planning Experiments on the Stone Quarry Brockum Dataset

the goal pose in the lower level propagated in all directions across the navigable surfaces.
Figure 7.4b shows a detailed cutout with the vector field and scalar distance field of the upper

ramp in the bottom left of the scene in Figure 7.12. Our CVP computes a smooth geodesic path
which is around 11 m shorter than the path computed with Dijkstra’s algorithm. CVP produces
smoother and shorter paths at the cost of around 1.9 times longer planning time, whereas the
exact MMP is marginally shorter while requiring much more time. More precisely, it is 1.53 m
longer than the exact shortest path, thus it has an error of 0.77 %, whereas Dijkstra’s algorithm
produces a path with an error of 11.12 m or 5.59 %, cf. row three in Table 7.2. The runtime
factor of MMP, on the other hand, is 10.4 compared to Dijkstra’s algorithm. Furthermore, in
experiment 2, cf. Figure 7.13b, the goal position was set slightly more to the left compared to
the goal position of experiment 1, cf. Figure 7.13a. The result is a completely different path
that does not go through the tunnel and uses the ramps on the left side, as shown in detail in
Figure 6.9. Figure 7.13c shows the detour when not taking the stair cases coming from the math
building next to the boundary of the mesh. Note, the math building is not modeled within the
dataset.

For this start and goal pair, a layer configuration could be found that classifies the two
staircases as permissible. This would then allow a shorter path to be found, which a special
robot or a human, for example, could manage. However, this is not evaluated further here and
may be an idea for future work. Next, we will demonstrate the use in the agricultural domain
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(a) Height Difference Layer (b) Roughness Layer

(c) Combined Cost Layer (d) Scalar Distance Field

Figure 7.11: Layer and CVP Path Computations on the Stone Quarry Brockum Dataset: All images
show the CVP path, colored in white, and the path computed by Dijkstra’s algorithm, colored in black.
The four images show the Height Difference Layer, the Roughness Layer, the Combined Cost Layer, and
the Scalar Distance Field u
.

on the Farmer’s Pit Stemwede Dataset and on the Market Garden Ibbenbueren Dataset.

7.2.4 Farmer’s Pit Stemwede Experiments

The Farmer’s Pit Stemwede Dataset and the corresponding experiments are shown in Fig-
ure 7.14, further the results for experiment 3 are stated in Table 7.1 and Table 7.2 in row four.
The dataset covers a real agricultural domain with a street, a field to each side of the street,
and a barn next to it. Furthermore, there are bushes and a lot of trees. Some of the large trees
have been removed from the dataset to make the important parts visible.

With this dataset, we show path planning along the road and from the front to the back of the
barn which is partially overhung by a tree. For example, in experiment 1, cf. Figure 7.14a, the
goal pose lies under this tree. The tree trunk and also the tree crown were accurately modeled
in the mesh, as can be seen in detail in Figure 6.10a and Figure 6.10b. In all experiments, CVP
computes a smooth path around the impassable obstacles. In the experiment 3, cf. Figure 7.14c,
CVP takes just 56.2 ms, which is 1.6 times the time Dijkstra’s algorithm takes. MMP, on the
other hand, has a runtime factor of 37.3. The error of CVP is 1.11 m or 2.1 %. Dijkstra’s
algorithm, on the other hand, produces a path with an error of 3.09 m or 5.84 %. Note, for this
dataset the trafficable and non-trafficable areas are shown in Figure 6.23b. Next, we will present
two experiments in another agricultural area in the field and between rows of beds.

7.2.5 Market Garden Ibbenbüren Experiments

The Market Garden Ibbenbüren Dataset is shown in Figure 6.12 and in Figure 6.13. In this
domain we tested our algorithm in the field and between rows of beds. Figure 7.15 shows
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(a) Satellite Image
Imagery ©2020 Google, Map Data ©2020

(b) CVP Distance Field and Path

(c) Wire Frame and CVP Path

Figure 7.12: Overview & CVP Path Planning on the Physics Campus Westerberg Dataset with CVP:
The computed path leads from the upper to the lower level over a number of slightly inclined narrow
ramps and through a tunnel.

the experiment corresponding to the numbers in Table 7.1 and Table 7.2 in row five. The
dataset with the paths computed by Dijkstra’s algorithm (yellow) and CVP (white) are shown
in Figure 7.15 with the different layer information. The path was planned from the bottom left
to the middle on the right, while successfully avoiding planning through a potato field in the
bottom left quarter, see Figure 7.15a. The propagation of the wavefront started on the right
as shown in Figure 7.15b. The red color indicates the area the wave has not been reached,
as these areas are not trafficable due to the combined cost layer and inflation layer shown in
Figure 7.15e, and Figure 7.15f. In addition, areas that have not been reached by the time the
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(a) Experiment 1 (b) Experiment 2 (c) Experiment 3

Figure 7.13: CVP Path planning on the Physics Campus Westerberg Dataset. CVP successfully com-
putes accurate paths in the urban multilevel environment for all experiments.

(a) Experiment 1 (b) Experiment 2

(c) Experiment 3 (d) Experiment 4

Figure 7.14: Path Planning on the Farmer’s Pit Stemwede Dataset

goal was reached, are visualized in red, see for example above the start position in Figure 7.15b.
The potato field is marked as not passable mainly by the Height Difference layer, cf. Fig-

ure 7.15c. In addition, the Combined Cost Layer and the Inflation Layer highlight some uneven-
ness in the lower right quarter that was classified as not passable or as obstacles. This results in
the path computed by CVP containing minimal and barely visible bumps in this region, so the
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path in this region does not result in a perfect straight line. The path computed by Dijkstra’s
algorithm is 4.16 m or 4.2 % longer than the exact shortest path. With the 95.71 m, the path
computed by CVP is 1.25 m or 1.32 % longer than the exact shortest path computed with MMP.
Note, the path of MMP and CVP are mostly on top of each other, so it was not explicitly shown
here, as well as in the other experiments.

In this very large environment the runtime of CVP is around 1.2 s, whereas Dijkstra’s al-
gorithm requires around 0.7 s, and MMP takes 6.3 s. Moreover, in Figure 7.16 we demonstrate
path planning with CVP on the inside of the actual market garden between the rows of beds.
CVP produces a smooth geodesic path around the beds which where detected as obstacles. This
market garden part were reconstructed to a mesh with 725.814 vertices, 1.224.408 triangles, and
1.881.570 edges. Due to the high resolution mesh, the path computed by Dijkstra’s algorithm
could be smoothed to an accurate path which is close to the path computed by CVP. In Fig-
ure 7.16a, the two paths are almost on top of each other, with a coarse resolution to make them
clearly visible to the reader. The difference of the two paths can be seen in Figure 7.16b, and
Figure 7.16c.

However, the path computed by Dijkstra’s algorithm is 36.82 m long and the algorithm’s
propagation required 137.2 ms. CVP, on the other hand, computed a path which is 35.32 m
long, where the wavefront propagation required 196.3 ms. Although it does not look like it in
the figures, the path computed by Dijkstra’s algorithm is 1.5 m longer than the path computed
by CVP. These additional 1.5 m are the result of the small spikes that add up over traversing
the edges. In this example Dijkstra’s algorithm required 411.0 ms for the initialization, 137.2 ms
for the propagation, and 206.6 ms for the back tracking. This sums up to 754.8 ms. Our CVP,
on the other hand, required 474.6 ms for initialization, 196.3 ms for the propagation, 172.3 ms
for the computation of the vector field, i.e., applying the rotations, and 74.2 ms for the vector
field back tracking. This sums up to 917.4

The time required for the initialization is relatively high compared to the time required for
the actual wavefront propagation over the mesh, because a number of required data structures
has to be initialized for each vertex. These data structures include maps for storing distances,
predecessors, angles, etc. Propagation, on the other hand, is done only on the much smaller
trafficable area of the mesh. In future work, the initialization time can certainly be improved.

To make the backtracking comparable, the backtracking runtime of Dijkstra’s algorithm in-
cludes computing a vector field, where the vectors simply point to their predecessors. Thus, here
the sum 172.3 ms + 74.2 ms = 246.5 ms, required by CVP in total to reconstruct the path after
propagation, must be compared with the runtime of 206.6 ms, required by Dijkstra’s algorithm
in total to backtrack. Due to that, it follows that the backtracking runtime of Dijkstra’s algo-
rithm is 40 ms faster. From this we can conclude that our backtracking, which uses Heidrich’s
method to compute the projected barycentric coordinates, is quite performant

7.3 Conclusion & Future Work

Our algorithm is very fast, taking on average only about 1.8 times as much time as Dijkstra’s
algorithm to compute shorter and smoother paths. For comparison, with respect to [14], Basic
S* needs around 3.5 times more time than Dijkstra.
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Moreover, the path length is negligibly longer than the path computed by the fastest known
exact MMP algorithm, which computes the exact shortest geodesic path. However, MMP is
much slower, it takes around 21.4 times more time than Dijkstra. CVP has an average error of
1 m or 1.16 %, whereas Dijkstra’s algorithm has an average error of 5 m or 5.16 %.

As described in Section 4.3.2, where we refer to [153, 154], the approximate K-FMM is
slightly slower, but gives more accurate results than the original FMM, as described in [154].
In the paper, Dijkstra’s algorithm requires about 0.23 s on a dragon mesh with 50.000 vertices,
while producing the largest relative error of about 6.4 %, see [154]. For the same mesh, the
FMM version of Kimmel and Sethian [152] requires 2.3 s producing a path with an error of
2.3 %. K-FMM required 2.7 s with an error of 0.42 %, whereas the exact shortest path K-
MMP algorithm required 64 s. Thus, K-MMP takes around 12 times more time than Dijkstra’s
algorithm. According to [154], FMM by Kimmel and Sethian [152] requires around 10 times
more time than Dijkstra’s algorithm for the mentioned dragon dataset. The average runtime
factor compared to Dijkstra’s algorithm of CVP with 1.8 is better than 10 or 12 for FMM and
K-MMP, while the error of K-MMP seems to be better than 1.16 % with only 0.42 %. However,
a comprehensive evaluation and comparison of these algorithms implemented as a plugin for
mbf mesh nav using the same datasets should be done in future work.

In the evaluation, we investigated the performance of our approach capable of performing
path planning on arbitrary mesh surfaces repented in 3D. Five representative reference datasets
of different sizes were used for this purpose: A forest with a quarry, a multilevel environment with
a tunnel and ramps, a botanical garden, an agricultural field, and a marked garden. The results
presented in this chapter partially correspond to the results and findings in our work presented
in [235], In a video, we demonstrated our CVP and mesh controller performing geodesic path
planning and motion control in the forest with the stone quarry in the back, while localization is
done with our LOaL approach, which is based on an adapted LeGO LOAM [274] approach. Our
provided software stack leverages autonomous robot navigation in complex real-world outdoor
environments and can be used to reproduce the presented results.

We were able to show that our approach is very fast while providing accurate results, com-
puting paths that are approximately as good as the exact shortest paths. We were able to
delineate our approach against the state of the art. However, further comprehensive evalua-
tions are needed to differentiate against the plethora of approaches. To do this, however, these
approaches must first be implemented as planner plugins, which is of course time-consuming.
Furthermore, with the continuous vector field, we have set a new high standard for practical
use in unstructured rough environments. Moreover, these approaches can now be used together
with MBF directly in ROS in simulation and on real robots.

The novel update step and integrated vector computation lead to a goal vector field and
gradient field with one local and global minimum being the wavefront source. The resulting
vector field can be accessed in a continuous fashion by using barycentric coordinates. As a final
result, the vector field ~d and the distance field u define the shortest distance and direction to
the goal at any accessible point on the surface and can be used for path planning and motion
control. The developed Continuous Vector Field Planner (CVP) is implemented within the
cvp mesh planner package and computes nearly exact shortest path to the goal on our modular
3D mesh map which models real world environments, while our vector field controller follows the
computed vector field by querying the orientation to the goal and costs around the current robot
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pose. The implementation of the controller is outside the focus of this thesis and is therefore
not described further.

We provide a fully integrated but modular extendable system for ROS using Move Base
Flex with the newly developed layered mesh map as requirements may change for different
environments or robot architectures. Cost layers are implicitly integrated into the distance field
and vector field computation to avoid impassable areas in an efficient manner. In contrast to
graph based planning approaches, our algorithm is not restricted to mesh edges, but has the
same optimal asymptotic runtime complexity as Dijkstra. This is also shown by our experiments,
so the runtime factor compared to Dijkstra’s algorithm in the range of normal fluctuations is
constant on average at 1.8 in a range between 1.6 and 2.1. In comparison, with MMP no linear
correlation can be identified, which also fits with the differently declared asymptotic runtime of
MMP.

In terms of future work, a bidirectional planning using Dijkstra’s algorithm, i.e., planning
simultaneously from the goal and the start pose using two threads is also conceivable as an upper
bound to shrink the configuration space for the CVP search. Furthermore, for future work, the
wavefront propagation could be parallelized to further optimize the runtime, see [305].

However, even on the demonstrated large-scale terrains, planning is mostly performed in
less than a second, which is sufficient for the majority of real-world operations. Additionally,
the goal vector field benefits replanning similar to the grid-based planners D* or LPA*. An
efficient replanning extension which modifies the vector field to also avoid dynamic obstacles is
underway. Detecting dynamic obstacles is important in order to use the navigation pipeline in
real world environments where dynamic obstacles, e.g., humans, animals, and other robots are
present.

Another current limitation is that the robot is only considered as a point. This means that
in very tight environments, in rare cases, no path could be found even though one exists. In
such a case the maps would have been inflated before with the maximum robot radius to highly
simplify the search in the configuration space.
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(a) Vertex Colors (b) CVP Distance Field

(c) Height Differences Layer (d) Steepness Layer

(e) Combined Cost Layer (f) Inflation Layer

Figure 7.15: Layer and CVP Path Computation on the Market Garden Ibbenbueren Dataset
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(a) Side View: CVP path is colored white and Dijkstra path is colored black.

(b) CVP path colored white (c) Dijkstra’s algorithm path colored black

Figure 7.16: Qualitative Path Planning Comparison of Dijkstra’s Algorithm and CVP on the inner
Market Garden Osnabrück Dataset between the rows of beds
.
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Chapter 8

Summary, Achievements & Outlook

Towards the main research objective of flexible and universal robot navigation, we first consid-
ered the basis of navigation planning, namely map representations. Motivated by the history,
we first describe classical topological maps, those based on landmark approaches or target-
tracking models. 2D grid-based occupancy maps, are then given the highest priority. Some
approaches, among them some that are over 30 years old were intended for extraterrestrial use,
see for example [117]. These approaches can model rough outdoor environments using rotating
laser scanners, assuming a continuous surface, and even approximating continuity. Due to the
constant-angle beam offset, the point density varies depending on the sample distance. Addi-
tionally, we describe a slightly more modern approach from 2007 [170], which can predict the
height profile behind shadows. These examples show that grid map representations have been
used and researched extensively for a long time.

With respect to the continuity, more often the argument is that 3D surface maps, such as
triangular meshes, are too complex because generating and reconstructing them is non-trivial,
see for example [112]. Modeling surfaces in rough terrain as triangular meshes is difficult, due
to the sparse and uneven distribution of point measurement data. However, we describe in
detail and also apply precisely such methods from the state of the art that are capable of doing
this. In fact, with these surface maps we are able to accurately model continuous surfaces of
the environment, without limiting ourselves to only one-level environments and non-vertical
structures.

In practice, on the other hand, 2D grid map approaches are widely used today, as further
described in that chapter, for example, also for autonomous driving, and rover missions. In
addition to costmap 2d, which is widely used when using ROS and move base, the open source
available map representation grid map has become well known in recent years. As described in
this thesis, Grid Map Library [75] solves some of the disadvantages of the previously mentioned
implementation. On top of this, CNNs are nowadays used for semantic environment classification
and place recognition. For instance, as an additional layer integrated with the Grid Map Library,
as it can handle various and different layer information, such as semantic information for each
cell. As part of related future work, we are currently working on a Grid Map Library with MBF
integration, together with some basic planners and controllers to also support grid maps in a
better way.
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Furthermore, we explained the needs for 3D occupancy maps when it comes to model the
free space in 3D. This is important for drones and underwater robots, as they require knowledge
about the free volumetric space that can be efficiently queried to distinguish between obstacles
and traversable space in 3D. We describe the different 3D occupancy trees, as well as, special
non-cubic 3D occupancy maps. Additionally, SDFs and MRS maps are described as they could
implicitly represent surfaces in a voxel representation. Some surface reconstruction approaches
rely on SDFs and MRS maps, as described in the context of offline, but also online surface
reconstruction methods, see Section 3.4.

Finally, in the chapter on map representations, we describe triangular meshes represented in
3D, along with efficient data structures to use meshes as an environment map in a manageable
way. Thus, we choose triangle meshes as an initial basis for a universal map representation, since
they can represent surfaces in a continuous way, in contrast to most of the previously mentioned
ones. In conclusion, at the end of the chapter, a section compares the strengths and weaknesses
of the different map representations.

In the chapter Localization and Mapping, we then changed the perspective to the use of
these maps for the operation of mobile robots in their environments. First, we describe the most
established methods. Such as, wheel odometry, EKF, and AMCL, which are widely used to
track the pose of the robot and estimate its location in a given map as accurately as possible. In
the next step, we explicitly describe 3D mapping methods and discuss the basic scan matching
techniques that were used to create comprehensive and consistent outdoor datasets.

Building on this, we then describe the simultaneous execution of localization and mapping,
i.e., SLAM with the focus on three dimensions. The 3D sensor technologies evolved in recent
years, playing a major role in the technology we used, especially for new state-of-the-art lo-
calization and SLAM approaches. We describe state-of-the-art SLAM methods developed in
particular for 3D online laser scanners, such as LOAM [323], LeGO-LOAM [274], and LIO-
SAM [275]. We later use an adaptive version of LeGO-LOAM to localize a mobile robot on a
corresponding mesh map, see also [235]. Since we argue for meshes as a basis for a universal
map representation, and as their complexity in the creation and utilization is rather seldom
in comparison to many of the previously described methods, we describe methods for surface
reconstruction in detail.

We define the terms topological space, manifold, and geometric surface, since these are
relevant for meshes and are frequently used in this thesis. For the reconstruction methods, we
first discussed the more classical, stand-alone, and non-integrated methods. As it turned out,
SPSR is a suitable method with which we later reconstruct and create our outdoor datasets, since
it copes well with varying point densities and produces watertight surfaces. We then provide a
brief look at online reconstruction methods as they support our argument that networks can be
used as the basis for a universal map representation. After all, maps must be able to be extended
and modified. This is in principle possible with these methods, which are based on SDF and
MRS maps, thus they provide starting points for future work. In that context, we are planning
to build on top of MRS maps to use online mesh reconstruction approaches to allow changes in
the map, in addition to exploration of new environments while the robot is navigating.

The second and the third chapter have set the stage for describing the state of the art in
path planning methods, which we have then built upon. We provide a concise overview of the
history of path planning and clarify the different categories. In particular, we divide the path
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planning methods into the three areas: Grid-based, Geodesic, and Sample-base path planning.
We focus on the search-based methods in the two categories Grid-based and Geodesic, rather
than Sample-based methods. In some cases, approaches from these domains are also used for
motion planning, to plan more complex motion sequences. We excluded motion planning taking
into account difficult kinematic constraints as a topic, as this would have been beyond the scope
of this thesis.

First, in this chapter we describe the path planning basics and define the expressions path,
path-connected space, configuration space, and path planning. In addition, further foundations
are given as basis of the described path planning algorithms, and graph search is described in-
cluding the foundational algorithms Dijkstra and A*. Many of the more complicated algorithms
described in that chapter build on these two well-known algorithms or follow similar principles.

After the basics, we investigate the most prominent and important grid-based approaches
that can be contextualized in the direction of continuous path planning, that is, in the direction
of geodesic paths. An overview of algorithms with the used abbreviations and references to the
literature is given in Referenced Algorithms on page 239.

In doing so, we first describe replanning approaches that, like our CVP later, plan from the
goal pose. The further developed D*, namely Focused D*, represents a replanning approach
using a heuristic as in A*. The “D” in the algorithm stands for dynamic, as the algorithm
dynamically adapts to newly explored changes in the environment. Later, FD* was introduced.
It relaxes the topological eight neighboring cells transition restriction by interpolating path
segments between neighboring cells. In addition, FD* includes cell costs, for example to compute
the approximate shortest path with respect to a DEM.

Next, the any-angle path planning algorithms are described. These compute line-of-sight
checks to compute a non-cell-neighbor constrained path. Some prominent algorithms in this
field, i.e., Basic Theta* and AP Theta*, are much faster than computing a visibility graph
on the closure of the free configuration space cl(Cfree). Thus, the approximate methods are
much faster than computing the exact shortest path on the visibility graph. Furthermore, these
algorithms can take varying traversal costs into account when planning, although in some cases
with non-uniform costs then FD* is again better with respect to path length and runtime.

Finally, Anya was introduced in the context of any-angle path planning on grid maps. It
computes the exact shortest path on 2D and 3D occupancy maps using a window propagation
approach. Window propagation approaches are also used for the exact shortest path algorithms,
such as, MMP and CH in the field of geodesic path planning. However, this approach does not
take varying path costs into account.

Next, the large and rather unknown field of PDE grid-based methods is outlined. In doing
so, we introduce the FMM algorithm, an approach by Sethian, that is a wavefront approach and
forms the basis for the CVP algorithm we have developed. In addition, we present other variants
and methods, some of which have high-performance asymptotic runtimes in O(n) with varying
ranges in terms of path length errors. We also discuss FSM, LSM and other miscellaneous
methods as part of the state of the art.

Building on this, we review the field of geodesic path planning, which we first introduce by
looking historically at runtime improvements between the years 1985 and 2000. Furthermore, we
introduce the basic concepts and terms for geodesic path planning and refer to important proofs,
see Section 4.3. As essential algorithms we describe, e.g., MMP, and CH which compute exact
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shortest paths on geometric surfaces. In addition, some variants, such as the exact K-MMP
and the approximate K-FMM are described. Moreover, there are also strategies to restrict the
configuration space, or the search space. For example, SSK* performs a bidirectional search using
Dijkstra’s algorithm to first compute an upper bound for the actual geodesic path computation
executed afterwards. Additionally, variants of CH are presented: ICH is an improvement of CH
and PCH provides a parallel variant designed for GPUs.

Then FMM for meshes is introduced, which was originally developed by Kimmel and Sethian.
In this context, K-FMM is also described as a variant. Furthermore, we describe the update
method for FMM running on geometric surfaces developed by Novotni and Klein. This approach
is abbreviated as NK-FMM. We then describe the gaps and shortcomings of NK-FMM, which
motivated us to later introduce a correct variant of the single source update step integrated in
our CVP.

After the three basic chapters Map Representations, Localization and Mapping, and Path
Planning have comprehensively described the state of the art, the three subsequent chapters
describe new contributions towards the research objective, i. e., universal robot navigation.

Since we developed software for the established software ecosystem ROS in the context of the
dissertation, we first describe the main ROS components used, in the chapter Navigation Control.
We examine move base and describe the drawbacks that have emerged over the past decade.
move base is widespread in its usage and integration, combining many workarounds to achieve
the desired level of flexibility for the particular applications. Furthermore, alternative approaches
that have attempted to solve some of the integration difficulties of move base are described.
However, these approaches also have drawbacks, which we briefly highlight in Chapter 5. In
response to this, and based on a sound list of requirements and the ambition for a high degree
of modularity, we developed Move Base Flex (MBF). The software architecture of MBF and the
modular extensibility due to the abstract navigation core are described in detail. Thereby the
versatility of MBF is demonstrated by the map independence, the extended action interface for
integration into high level applications, as well as the possibility to load planner, controller, and
recovery behavior plugins multiple times and to execute them also concurrently.

In addition, the initial test robots were presented and references to papers using MBF were
made. We also highlighted the international use in different research groups and companies
to point out the success of the open source software. Alone, the robotics company Magazino,
for example, runs MBF on over 30 autonomous robots in combination with a behavior tree
in large warehouses of their customers. Beyond the factual description of the architecture, we
can infer a high degree of quality and flexibility from the extensive use of MBF in the robotics
community. In addition, experimental results that highlight the flexibility and advantages of
MBF over move base were described. Multiple map representations were interlinked with MBF
and proxied through corresponding navigation servers.

For backward compatibility with move base, we provide a costmap navigation server within
the package mbf costmap nav, which is suitable for 2D environments. Furthermore, we are
currently working on the integration of the Grid Map Library for navigation on 2.5D elevation
maps available within mbf gridmap nav. Finally, the mbf mesh nav package provides a mesh
navigation server for robot navigation on triangular meshes, e.g., for use in rough outdoor terrain.
This is presented in particular in the subsequent chapter Chapter 6 with associated tools and
datasets.
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For the development and evaluation of approaches that emerged in this framework, we
recorded, registered, filtered, reconstructed, and converted five meaningful real-world datasets.
These triangle mesh datasets are stored in HDF5 map files in our custom format, see [310],
and can be loaded by the mesh navigation server. We developed a series of command line tools
providing an easy workflow to register a sequence of specified 3D point clouds, see github.
com/uos/open3d_scripts. The sequence is determined by traversing the previously defined
and user-specified pose graph using an edge list, i.e., a sequence of vertex ID tuples. Moreover,
programs to filter and reconstruct the resulting combined point cloud are provided within the
command line tools. Finally, the five datasets described in the following were recorded, prepro-
cessed and presented. These datasets can be found together with example configuration files for
the robot Pluto in the pluto navigation package.

Botanical Garden Osnabrück A part of the Botanical Garden of the Osnabrück University
is used to demonstrate the planning of curved geodesic paths. It contains trees, bushes, a
pond, stairs, a large slightly and horizontally curved path, and a small curved bypass path.
Additionally, this dataset were used to delineate geodesic path planning against grid-based
path planning on 2.5D based grid maps. On this dataset the mapping pipeline and the
first approaches were developed and tested. In addition to the rather small section, other
more extensive areas of the Botanical Garden were mapped but not used for evaluation.

Stone Quarry Brockum The stone quarry Brockum belongs to the village Brockum and is
located in the Stemweder Berg, a hillside forest area. It represents a fork in the forest
around a partially passable hill several meters high in the middle of the forest. The two
forest paths are partly very steep and lead from the upper part of the quarry, that is from
above the stone wall, to in front of the stone wall. In this environment, a mobile robot
has completed a fully autonomous ride, as demonstrated in a video.

Physics Campus Westerberg The Westerberg campus in front of the physics building pro-
vides an interesting environment with a number of entrances and path elements. There
are a number of stairs and ramps as well as a tunnel. In this rather large environment,
we were able to show geodesic path planning over multiple levels along a number of ramps
and through a tunnel.

Farmer’s Pit Stemwede The environment in Stemwede, a small town in Lower Saxony, repre-
sents a conventional agricultural environment with a barn, an asphalted road, trees, bushes
and two agricultural fields. This dataset was used to show how roads, houses, fields, and
trees can be modeled together implicitly for mesh navigation when analyzing trafficability.

Market Garden Ibbenbüren The farm Grööntüügs, which includes a fenced market garden
and potato fields, as well as a construction trailer and a growing tunnel, is located in
Ibbenbüren. This dataset was later used to test the ability of our developed planner to
plan over the field around the potato dams, as well as between the beds in the fenced
market garden.

In order to be able to navigate on triangular meshes, tools were first developed that make it
possible to visualize these meshes and attributes in ROS. In doing so, we built on the work of
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two project groups, in which we developed and co-designed essential parts. The Mesh Tools [228,
233, 234] were packaged, versioned, extended and released under the name mesh tools, thus it
is easy to install it within the ROS ecosystem. The tools allow to efficiently visualize meshes
together with attributes in RViz. We also provide RViz tools that make it easy to efficiently
set poses on the mesh surface, as well as to efficiently label and assign parts of the mesh to
different semantic classes. In addition, suitable ROS messages were developed, where different
resources can be linked via UUIDs. Furthermore, we provide a ROS library that transforms our
mesh data structure to other coordinate frames using tf . Lastly, with the packages provided, it
is possible to save meshes with all attributes, e.g., costs, colors, textures, and labels in HDF5
map files. With Mesh Tools, developing new approaches based on meshes is now much easier,
as there was no efficient way to model large meshes together with all attributes in RViz before.

In analogy to the described known representations costmap 2d and grid map we have devel-
oped a mesh map whereby it is possible to load different cost layers as a plugin, so that different
configurations for different robots and environments can be used afterwards and also new met-
rics for trafficability can be implemented and loaded. In the course of this, we also directly
offer various layers for the analysis of trafficability. If the cost value of a layer exceeds the user-
defined threshold, the vertex under consideration is classified as non-trafficable. Each layer can
be reconfigured dynamically. Thus, local radii of consideration and thresholds, etc. can be set
dynamically for each layer plugin using dynamic reconfigure. We provide the following layers
implemented in the mesh layers package:

Height Difference Layer Local height differences can mark segments on the map that are too
steep as impassable. Although individual triangles may be steep in this case, the difference
in the z-axis is considered at a local radius around each vertex.

Roughness Layer In roughness, we consider the fluctuation of the point normals in a local
radius around each vertex. Thus, equally aligned vertex normals, i.e., smooth surfaces
will exhibit low roughness. Of course, the roughness depends on the resolution of the
underlying map.

Steepness Layer The steepness considers the orientation of individual faces. In this way, walls
and vertical structures, as well as stairs, can be detected well and marked as impassable.
This is especially good if flat structures have been heavily reduced, in a way that individual
triangles cover large areas. Consequently, there are no or only a few other triangles in a
local radius and a height difference layer would not apply.

Inflation Layer The Inflation Layer is based on the idea of an inflation layer for grid maps. By
inflating the area around the obstacles, the robot can be considered as a point. This layer
implements two algorithms to inflate obstacles. The first approach considers the Euclidean
distance in space, while the other approach computes the distance on the surface using
the standard meshFMM. Here, all obstacles are considered as wavefront sources.

The underlying data structure of the mesh map representation allows fast and on demand
loading and saving of single data channels from HDF5 map files. In this way, only the necessary
data is read and efficiently written to the hard disk (lazy-loading). The HEM data structure is
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built when the mesh geometry is loaded. It allows efficient traversal of the mesh, across vertices,
edges and faces.

Each handle of nodes, edges, faces, and clusters of faces can efficiently point to other at-
tributes in memory using different types of attribute maps. These maps can then point to
elements such as floating point numbers, integers, other vertex-, edge-, face-, or cluster handles,
or other objects and data structures, e.g., 3D vectors and points, labels, structs, etc. This pro-
vides all the necessary basic requirements for algorithm development on meshes. Building on
this, we provide a MBF navigation server, which loads plugins that operate on this mesh map.

This server, then instantiates the described mesh map and provides it to the planner, con-
troller and recovery plugins as a shared resource. Currently, the following plugins, which include
three mesh planners and one mesh controller, are implemented:

Dijkstra Mesh Planner The Dijkstra mesh planner plans along the edges of the mesh rather
than over the surface, so the paths are almost always longer and never shorter than the
geodesic paths between the corresponding start and destination pairs. The planner is the
fastest SSSP resp. SDSP solver for undirected graphs and is therefore used as a runtime
baseline. It is implemented in the dijkstra mesh planner package.

MMP Mesh Planner The MMP planner computes the exact shortest geodesic path, but
takes more time compared to Dijkstra in our experiments. It is implemented in the
mmp mesh planner package.

CVP Mesh Planner The CVP is a very efficient approximative geodesic path planner that, in
addition to computing distance during wavefront propagation, also computes a continuous
vector field in the direction of the goal, allowing the shortest path to the goal to be quickly
determined at any point on the surface after wave propagation by performing a vector field
backtracking. It is implemented in the cvp mesh planner package.

Mesh Controller The mesh controller follows the calculated vector field in which it accelerates
the linear velocity when the difference angle between the robot’s orientation and the vector
at the current position is small and vice versa. It is implemented in the mesh controller
package.

Finally, in Chapter 7, we described the developed geodesic planner CVP, which operates
on the described mesh map in the three-dimensional space. This planner is able to compute a
vector field in the direction of the goal pose with high performance. In an asymptotic runtime
of O(n log n), similar to Dijkstra’s algorithm, CVP propagates a wavefront originated from the
desired goal position. In the update step, i.e., the distance computation in a triangle during
propagation, a vector field computation was integrated. This vector field can be accessed and
queried in a continuous fashion using barycentric coordinates. Following the vectors pointing
along the shortest path from any accessible point on the surface, lets us quickly reach the goal.

At the end, we compared CVP against Dijkstra’s algorithm and MMP, which computes the
exact shortest path, in a series of experiments conducted on the five described datasets. Our
experiments are available in the pluto navigation package, allowing easy reproduction. In all
experiments, CVP can be used to compute smooth paths that are shorter than the edge restricted
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paths computed using Dijkstra’s algorithm. Moreover, these paths are negligibly longer than
the exact shortest path. For example, paths computed using CVP are on average 1.16 % longer
than the exact shortest path, whereas Dijkstra’s algorithm computes paths with an error of
5.16 % on average. In the best case, on the Stone Quarry Brockum dataset, the path computed
with CVP was only 0.66 % longer – with a difference of 0.72 m – than the exact shortest path
computed with MMP. In the worst case, on the Farmer’s Pit Stemwede dataset, the path was
2.1 % longer than the exact shortest path.

With these results, one could theorize that with paths predominating, or containing mostly
curvilinear elements, the path length error by CVP is lager than in cases with more linear
segments. This conjecture would fit with the fact that in our approach we do not manage
virtual sources, as in the exact approaches, so that errors occur when straight path segments
are interrupted by saddle vertices at mesh boundaries, for example to impassable areas. This
could be further investigated in future work. Furthermore, it is also conceivable to integrate
efficient propagation with such virtual sources. However, this would require the management of
several interdependent sources, which would introduce an additional level of complexity. The
runtime of the approach would also increase as more computation steps and checks need to be
performed.

Looking at the runtime, the roughly constant runtime factor of 1.8 compared to Dijkstra’s
algorithm is an indication that the theoretically considered asymptotic runtime of O(n log n) is
also experimentally similar to the one of Dijkstra’s algorithm. The exact MMP algorithm, on
the other hand, has an average running time factor of 21.4 compared to Dijkstra’s algorithm.
Thus, it takes about 12 times as much time as CVP in the experiments. The worse asymptotic
runtime class can be identified here in the experiments, as well.

Our planner also performs very well with respect to runtime comparisons of other planners
with Dijkstra’s algorithm in the literature. For example, the relatively new Basic S* has a
runtime factor of 3.5 compared to Dijkstra’s algorithm. At the same time, the presented ex-
periments in the literature were also mostly shown only on planar datasets, even though they
certainly work on manifolds represented in 3D. As described in [154], on a mesh with 15 thousand
vertices, the original CH requires already 101 500 s, which is more than 28 h, whereas Dijkstra
needs 60 ms, FMM 0.62 s, K-FMM 0.85 s, and the exact K-MMP 10.9 s. Compared to Dijkstra’s
algorithm, this results in a seven digits, exorbitant high runtime factor for the original and exact
CH, a runtime factor of 10.33 for the original approximative meshFMM, 14.17 for approximative
K-FMM, 181.67 for the exact K-MMP. However, it is of course questionable how comparable
this is, even if it is a runtime factor with respect to Dijkstra’s algorithm. For this reason, in
future work we intend to provide more of these algorithms as plugins for the mesh navigation
stack, and in particular for the MBF navigation server provided within mbf mesh nav, in order
to conduct further comparative experiments.

Notably, on February 27, 2020, I was awarded with the Intevation Advancement Award of
Osnabrück University for the PhD project and the development of the free robot navigation
software Move Base Flex. In the course of this PhD project several software packages have
been developed and released under an open-source BSD license. These form the basis for fur-
ther projects in the area of long-term robot navigation in uneven terrain. MBF and especially
the Mesh Navigation Stack in combination with the Mesh Tools form the basis for the spin-off
project PlantMap (Powerful Long-term Autonomous Navigation Towards Monitoring Agricul-
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tural Plants). The PlantMap project, funded by the German Federal Ministry for Economic
Affairs and Energy (BMWi) as part of the EXIST Transfer of Research program1, in turn pro-
vides the basis for the start-up Nature Robots2. In the PlantMap project, the aforementioned
tools and software packages will be further developed and used for long-term autonomy ini-
tially in market gardens and similar small-scale farm environments, for the daily monitoring
and tracking of vegetable crops and their growth, and later at agroforestry farms in order to
monitor fruit stocks. The Mesh Navigation is to be used especially in very difficult and unstruc-
tured environments. The use in vineyards is also conceivable in the future. A high-resolution
spatio-temporal semantic map of individual plant instances, as well as entire vegetable beds
will be then filled during operation. To this end, monitoring robots will be constructed that
will eventually navigate between beds based on the developed navigation stack. The robots will
recharge themselves autonomously in a container base station after operation. Initially, the goal
is to have the monitoring robots collect data and operate fully autonomously over a period of
several days. To achieve this, some of the outstanding issues that have been identified as future
work need to be further researched, developed, and addressed in a goal-oriented manner as part
of the PlantMap project. In particular, a mesh map layer should be developed that efficiently
detects dynamic obstacles in a way that only newly added or removed impassable area-segments
are considered by our CVP planner.

As we designed CVP similar to the replanning algorithms mentioned in this thesis, i.e.,
planning from the goal to the start, the resulting vector field can be adapted in an efficient
manner only taking the changed parts into account. Furthermore, with the provided mesh label
tool, a development and integration of a semantic layer is straightforward. Such a semantic layer
would, for example, mark certain ares as forbidden zones, or increase or decrease navigation costs.
A higher-level planner could also use the semantic meaning of the different classes at the task
level to infer and plan lower-level tasks. In the long term, the transfer of the developed software,
especially MBF, the Mesh Tools and the Mesh Navigation Stack to ROS2 is also conceivable.

In addition, the current limitation that obstacles are only considered on the geometric surface
must be addressed. This could be done, for example, with an additional mesh map layer that
also takes obstacles above the surface into account in order to incorporate the corresponding
costs for navigation. However, the integration on the planner level is also plausible and has to
be considered.

With regard to the set research objectives, it should be noted that with Move Base Flex
(MBF) a universal and flexible navigation control system was developed and successfully tested.
We also came closer to the second research objective of a universal map representation with the
presented mesh map approach. Nevertheless, its use in its current state is mainly suitable for
robots navigating on the surface. An extension using MRS maps, which allow the fast derivation
of geometric surfaces, as well as the efficient representation of the free space in R3 due to their
octree-like structure seems promising.

However, we have presented and demonstrated the deployment, operation, and performance
of efficient geodetic navigation planning on geometric surfaces with reproducible experiments
and have released the developed software for a direct deployment via the official ROS package
resources.

1 exist.de 2 naturerobots.com
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The following list of software packages shows all components covered in this thesis. These
software packages were developed as part of this thesis. A link leads to the repository of the
software components. In addition, a short description summarizes the software package and its
functionality.

ceres robot A ROS meta-package for the Ceres software stack.
See page: 5
Repository: ceres robot – https://github.com/uos/ceres_robot

See also: pluto robot

cvp mesh planner The package contains the Continuous Vector Field Planner (CVP) path
planner plugin for the Mesh Navigation Server provided within mbf mesh nav. It com-
putes approximate geodesic paths on the given MeshMap provided within mesh map. CVP
computes geodesic paths across the mesh surface and is not restricted to the mesh edges.
Furthermore, it computes a vector field towards the specified navigation goal.
See page: 6, 7, 175, 176, 190, 203, 213, 223
Repository: mesh navigation – https://github.com/uos/mesh_navigation

See also: mesh navigation, mbf mesh nav, mbf mesh core, mesh map & dijkstra mesh planner

dijkstra mesh planner The package contains a Dijkstra path planner plugin for the Mesh
Navigation Server provided within mbf mesh nav. It computes edge-restricted paths on
the given MeshMap provided within mesh map.
See page: 6, 175, 203, 223
Repository: mesh navigation – https://github.com/uos/mesh_navigation

See also: mesh navigation, mesh map, mbf mesh nav, mbf mesh core & cvp mesh planner

hdf5 map io This package provides a library to store and load meshes with their geometry and
attributes in an HDF5 file.
See page: 163, 230
Repository: mesh tools – https://github.com/uos/mesh_tools

See also: mesh tools, mesh msgs & rviz map plugin

mbf abstract core Contains the C++ interface header files for MBF planner, controller and
recovery plugins.
See page: 123, 126, 174, 228
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Repository: mesh base flex – https://github.com/magazino/move_base_flex

See also: move base flex, mbf costmap core, mbf gridmap core & mbf mesh core

mbf abstract nav The main logic of MBF is bundled in this package. It provides the action
servers, execution classes and other helper classes for loading and managing the plugin
instances.
See page: 123, 126, 134, 136, 137, 173, 174, 228, 229
Repository: mesh base flex – https://github.com/magazino/move_base_flex

See also: move base flex & mbf abstract core

mbf costmap core Contains the C++ interface header files for MBF planner, controller and
recovery plugins running on a local and a global costmap 2d instance. The provided
interfaces inherit the mbf abstract core interfaces.
See page: 126, 135, 139, 228, 231, 236
Repository: mesh base flex – https://github.com/magazino/move_base_flex

See also: move base flex, mbf abstract core, mbf gridmap core & mbf mesh core

mbf costmap nav The navigation server for costmap 2d is provided within this package. This
server inherits the abstract server provided within mbf abstract nav, uses the interfaces
provided within mbf costmap core, and thus binds the plugin instances to a costmap 2d
instance. In addition, the package includes a nav core wrapper for backward compatibil-
ity. Lastly, the package provides an executable binary to run the MBF navigation server.
See page: 122, 126, 134–137, 143–145, 174, 175, 204, 220, 231, 233, 234, 236
Repository: mesh base flex – https://github.com/magazino/move_base_flex

See also: move base flex, mbf abstract nav & mbf costmap core

mbf gridmap core Contains the C++ interface header files for MBF planner, controller and
recovery plugins running on grid map instances. The provided interfaces inherit the
mbf abstract core interfaces.
See page: 228
Repository: gridmap navigation – https://github.com/dfki-ni/gridmap_navigation

See also: move base flex &

mbf gridmap nav The MBF navigation server for grid map is provided within this package.
This server inherits the abstract server provided within mbf abstract nav, uses the inter-
faces provided within mbf gridmap core, and thus binds the plugin instances to a grid map
instance. Lastly, the package provides an executable binary to run the MBF navigation
server.
See page: 134, 137, 145, 174, 220
Repository: gridmap navigation – https://github.com/dfki-ni/gridmap_navigation

See also: move base flex, mbf abstract nav & mbf gridmap core

mbf mesh core Contains the C++ interface header files for planner, controller and recovery plu-
gins running on mesh map instances. The provided interfaces inherit the mbf abstract core
interfaces.
See page: 6, 174, 175, 229, 230
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Repository: mesh navigation – https://github.com/uos/mesh_navigation

See also: mesh navigation & mbf mesh nav

mbf mesh nav The MBF navigation server for mesh map is provided within this package. This
server inherits the abstract server provided within mbf abstract nav, uses the interfaces
provided within mbf mesh core, and thus binds the plugin instances to a mesh map in-
stance. Lastly, the package provides an executable binary to run the MBF navigation
server.
See page: 6, 7, 126, 136, 137, 145, 173, 174, 213, 220, 224, 227, 229, 230
Repository: mesh navigation – https://github.com/uos/mesh_navigation

See also: mesh navigation & mbf mesh core

mbf msgs The MBF actions get path (GetPath), exe path (ExePath), recovery (Recovery),
and move base (MoveBase) are defined and provided in this package. In addition, indi-
vidual services, e.g., for querying specific map positions, are also defined.
See page: 123, 129, 132, 133, 136, 174
Repository: mesh base flex – https://github.com/magazino/move_base_flex

See also: move base flex, mbf abstract nav, mbf costmap nav, mbf gridmap nav & mbf mesh nav

mesh controller The package provides a controller plugin for mbf mesh nav follwing the in-
terface definition provided within mbf mesh core. The controller follows a goal-oriented
vector field which were previously computed, for example, with CVP.
See page: 6, 175, 203, 223
Repository: mesh navigation – https://github.com/uos/mesh_navigation

See also: mesh navigation, mbf mesh nav, mbf mesh core, mesh map & cvp mesh planner

mesh layers The Mesh Layers are plugins that can be loaded with the Mesh Map and are
provided within this package. The layer plugins implement methods for computing, loading
and storing geometric metrics, e.g., roughness, height differences, steepness, etc. based on
the geometry of the mesh. These are used to detect obstacles and impassable surfaces.
The Mesh Layers are part of the Mesh Navigation Stack.
See page: 6, 10, 173, 181, 222
Repository: mesh navigation – https://github.com/uos/mesh_navigation

See also: mesh navigation, mesh map & mbf mesh nav

mesh map The MeshMap map representation is provided within this package. It serves as a data
structure for navigation on meshes and is based on an HEM data structure. It can load
mesh layer plugins for detection of non-traversable surfaces and obstacles, and provides
some helper functions to access the mesh geomerty, mesh attributes and layer attributes.
See page: 6, 10, 173, 174, 176, 179, 180, 222, 227–229, 249
Repository: mesh navigation – https://github.com/uos/mesh_navigation

See also: mesh navigation, mbf mesh nav, mbf mesh core & mesh layers

mesh msgs A collection of message definitions to transfer the mesh geometry as well as its
attributes and related objects. These messages are defined in detail in Section 6.3.2.
See page: 163–165, 230
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Repository: mesh tools – https://github.com/uos/mesh_tools

See also: mesh tools, mesh msgs transform, mesh msgs conversions & mesh msgs hdf5

mesh msgs conversions The package provides a few conversion methods to convert the mesh
geometry and mesh attributes between lvr2 and the mesh tools package and its messages
provided within mesh msgs.
See page: 163
Repository: mesh tools – https://github.com/uos/mesh_tools

See also: mesh tools & mesh msgs

mesh msgs hdf5 The package provides ROS services for saving and loading mesh msgs messages
in an HDF5 file. For saving and loading the data it uses the software library provided
within hdf5 map io.
See page: 163
Repository: mesh tools hdf5 – https://github.com/uos/mesh_tools

See also: mesh tools & mesh msgs

mesh msgs transform This package provides tf -compatible methods to transform meshes from
one coordinate frame to another. It uses the mesh msgs message type data types. It
allows to transform the mesh geometry into a specified frame to a given time using the
transformations provided by tf .
See page: 163
Repository: mesh tools – https://github.com/uos/mesh_tools

See also: mesh tools & mesh msgs

mesh navigation A ROS meta package for the Mesh Navigation stack
See page: 6, 10, 154, 166, 203
Repository: mesh navigation – https://github.com/uos/mesh_navigation

See also: move base flex, mbf mesh core & mbf mesh nav

mesh tools The Mesh Tools software stack provides a number of packages to efficiently visualize,
annotate, and work with large meshes in ROS. This package is a ROS meta package.
See page: 6, 163, 222, 230
Repository: mesh tools – https://github.com/uos/mesh_tools

See also: mesh msgs & mesh msgs transform

mmp mesh planner It implements the Mitchell, Mount, and Papadimitriou’s algorithm (MMP)
geodesic planner, which computes an exact geodesic path on a mesh surface. The package
implements the mbf mesh core planner plugin interface and can be used with mbf mesh nav.
The planner is based on the implementation provided at github.com/mojocorp/geodesic.

See page: 175, 203, 223
Repository: mmp mesh planner – https://github.com/uos/mesh_navigation

See also: mbf mesh nav, mbf mesh core & mesh navigation

move base flex Move Base Flex (MBF) is a backwards-compatible replacement for move base.
MBF can use existing plugins for move base which follow the nav core interface, and
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provides an enhanced version of plugin interfaces for planner, controller, and recovery
plugins. It provides action servers for scheduling, control and recovery. The actions
provide detailed information about the current state and give feedback for the current
run.
See page: 5, 6
Repository: move base flex – https://github.com/magazino/move_base_flex

See also: mbf abstract nav, mbf costmap nav, mbf gridmap nav & mbf mesh nav

moveback recovery The MoveBackRecovery plugin is a recovery plugin from mbf costmap core
and can be used with the navigation server from the mbf costmap nav package. The
MoveBackRecovery lets the robot move backwards for a user-defined distance. The plugin
checks the cost map behind the robot based on the robot footprint and stops if an obstacle
blocks the backward motion.
See page: 140
Repository: mbf recovery behaviors – https://github.com/uos/mbf_recovery_behaviors

See also: move base flex, mbf costmap core & mbf costmap nav

open3d scripts Scripts to filter, globally register, combine, and reconstruct a large amount of
point clouds using Open3D
See page: 6, 148
Repository: open3d scripts – https://github.com/uos/open3d_scripts

pluto bringup This package contains all launch and configuration files for starting the robot
Pluto – all sensor drivers and nodes required for locomotion, and receiving sensor data in
ROS.
See page: 202
Repository: pluto robot – https://github.com/uos/pluto_robot

See also: pluto robot, pluto description & pluto gazebo

pluto description The URDF file describing the robot model and launch files for loading,
visualizing, and testing the robot model in RViz. The robot model is then provided via
the parameter server in ROS.
See page: 202
Repository: pluto robot – https://github.com/uos/pluto_robot

See also: pluto robot, pluto bringup & pluto gazebo

pluto gazebo Launch and configuration files for the simulation of the robot Pluto in Gazebo in
a virtual world. It uses the robot model and provides different world models and launch
files for these models. The world models are reduced meshes corresponding to the map
files from Section 6.2.
See page: 202
Repository: pluto robot – https://github.com/uos/pluto_robot

See also: pluto robot, pluto description & pluto navigation

pluto navigation Launch files designed to use Pluto with the mesh navigation stack. The
package contains configuration files for the mesh navigation server and the mesh map.
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Additionally, the package contains the presented map files (cf. Section 6.2), and a launch
file for running the experiments along with the provided start and goal pairs used for the
experiments in Section 7.2.
See page: 202, 203, 221, 223
Repository: pluto apps – https://github.com/uos/pluto_apps

See also: pluto robot & mesh navigation

pluto robot A ROS meta-package for the Pluto software stack.
See page: 5, 160, 175, 202
Repository: pluto robot – https://github.com/uos/pluto_robot

See also: pluto bringup, pluto description & pluto gazebo

rviz map plugin The RViz map plugin allows to efficiently visualize, annotate and interact
with the mesh geometry and its attributes.
See page: 164, 166, 169
Repository: mesh tools – https://github.com/uos/mesh_tools

See also: mesh tools & mesh msgs
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actionlib A software library that provides a standardized interface for executable actions.
Software nodes can use the modules ActionServer or ActionClient from the library to
provide actions and trigger actions, respectively. Actions are time-consuming tasks, such
as navigating to a goal pose, or grasping with a robotic arm.
See page: 109, 111, 129, 134, 174
Repository: actionlib – https://github.com/ros/actionlib

amcl It provides an AMCL localization software node which implements the Kullback-Leibler
Distance KLD-sampling approach by Fox et al. [85], providing a 3DoF, namely x, y, ϑ,
localization system.
See page: 117, 118
Repository: navigation – https://github.com/ros-planning/navigation

See also: move base & costmap 2d

base local planner The package provides the local planner TrajectoryPlannerROS, which
implements the Trajectory Rollout approach and DWA supporting holonomic and non-
holonomic robots. The provided software library is a plugin which can be used with
move base and MBF using the mbf costmap nav package.
See page: 120
Repository: navigation – https://github.com/ros-planning/navigation

See also: move base, mbf costmap nav & nav core

costmap 2d The package provides an occupancy grid map representation. This is a main com-
ponent of the standard ROS Navigation stack and is used by the move base plugins. It
can load layer plugins to represent different sensor modalities and map information. For
example, there is a layer for a static map and different layers for dynamic obstacles.
See page: 2, 5, 6, 10, 14, 17, 19, 30, 116, 117, 119–122, 126, 127, 134, 139, 147, 172, 175, 176, 187, 204,
206, 217, 222, 228, 234, 235
Repository: navigation – https://github.com/ros-planning/navigation

See also: move base & global planner

dwa local planner Implements DWA. The provided software library is a plugin which can be
used with move base and MBF using the mbf costmap nav package.
See page: 120, 234
Repository: navigation – https://github.com/ros-planning/navigation

See also: move base & nav core
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dwb local planner Implements DWA and provides a renewal of dwa local planner. This
controller implements the simplified interface nav core2::LocalPlanner intended for flat
2D environments only. With a wrapper, this planner can also be used as a nav core
compatible plugin. The plugin can then be used together with the wrapper for move base
and MBF using the mbf costmap nav package.
See page: 120
Repository: robot navigation – https://github.com/locusrobotics/robot_navigation

See also: move base & nav core

eband local planner The local planner computes an elastic band on the local costmap 2d
instance and follows the path of the elatic band. Using different heuristics, a path is con-
structed that goes through the connection of the centers of the band. The provided software
library is a plugin which can be used with move base and MBF using the mbf costmap nav
package.
See page: 120
Repository: eband local planner – https://github.com/utexas-bwi/eband_local_planner

See also: move base & nav core

geometry msgs Provides ROS messages for geometries and related data types, such as Point,
Pose, Twist, Vector3, Polygon, etc.
See page: 107, 113, 126, 127, 164, 165
Repository: common msgs – https://github.com/ros/common_msgs

global planner The default ROS global planner. It uses Dijkstra or A* as path planner to-
gether with an optional path smoothing. The use of Dijkstra or A* and whether the path
should be smoothed can be specified by the user along with other parameters such as
whether the potential should be approximated quadratically.
See page: 120
Repository: navigation – https://github.com/ros-planning/navigation

See also: move base & costmap 2d

grid map The GridMap library solves some of the drawbacks of costmap 2d and provides an ef-
ficient multi-layer implementation with a floating-point resolution range to properly model
environments in a 2.5D manner. In addition, an efficient circular buffer allows for robot-
centric movement of data as the robot moves and new information enters the robot’s field
of view.
See page: 18, 19, 134, 172, 176, 217, 222, 228
Repository: grid map – https://github.com/ANYbotics/grid_map

lvr2 The Las Vegas Surface Reconstruction Toolkit is a collection of software and libraries for
reconstructing triangle meshes. Additionally, it provides corresponding data structures,
and algorithms for post-processing.
See page: 163, 176, 186, 230
Repository: lvr2 – https://github.com/uos/lvr2

See also: mesh tools & mesh msgs conversions
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map server Provides a map server that publishes a map as OccupancyGrid loaded from a file.
It also provides the command-line tool map saver, which can be used to save dynamically
generated maps to a file.
See page: 121
Repository: navigation – https://github.com/ros-planning/navigation

move base The widely used standard navigation framework in ROS. It can load a global plan-
ner, a local planner and recovery behavior plugins. The plugins must implement the
corresponding nav core interface.
By default, the framework listens on the topic move base simple/goal on which desired
goal poses can be send, for example, from within RViz. Similarly, it provides an action
specified within move base msgs. move base has a hard-coded state machine and always
executes planning and execution steps, as well as recovery behaviors in the hard-coded
order. As map representation it uses the costmap 2d implementation.
See page: 2, 5, 6, 10, 105, 117–119, 121, 122, 126–129, 133, 135–137, 143–145, 172, 173, 217, 220, 230,
233–236, 245
Repository: navigation – https://github.com/ros-planning/navigation

See also: nav core & costmap 2d

move base msgs Provides the action definition move base msgs/MoveBase, specifying a goal
pose to be executed by move base.
See page: 133, 136, 235
Repository: navigation msgs – https://github.com/ros-planning/navigation_msgs

See also: move base & nav msgs

nav core Provides the navigation plugin interfaces used in move base: BaseGlobalPlanner,
BaseLocalPlanner, and RecoveryBehavior. These are interfaces for global planner, local
planner or controller, and recovery behavior plugins that can be loaded with move base.
See page: 2, 117, 121, 122, 126–128, 135, 136, 139, 144, 228, 230, 234, 235
Repository: navigation – https://github.com/ros-planning/navigation

See also: move base

navigation2 The Navigation 2 software stack is the successor of the ROS Navigation Stack.
It was initiated after MBF and has similar features, but is still permanently bound to
costmap 2d.
See page: 2
Repository: navigation – https://github.com/ros-planning/navigation2

pluginlib Provides a library that allows to load C++ libraries as plugins at runtime. Such
plugins must implement a C++ header interface. Once the library is loaded, a corre-
sponding class object can be created and initialized. The pluginlib is used for example
to load planners, controllers, or map layers at runtime without having to recompile the
main executable binary.
See page: 111, 112, 117, 119, 126, 139, 144, 173, 177, 180, 235
Repository: pluginlib – https://github.com/ros/pluginlib
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robot localization Provides a generalized EKF, as well as a generalized UKF for nonlinear
state estimation, for example, position estimation of a robot in 3D space. It also provides
another software node to integrate GPS data. The ROS package is described in [200].
See page: 42
Repository: robot localization – https://github.com/cra-ros-pkg/robot_localization

See also: robot pose ekf & amcl

sbpl lattice planner The SBPL Lattice Planner computes paths by a sequence of motion
primitives. The motion primitives are precomputed planning steps that represent feasible
motions in a state in configuration space. The configuration space is therefore given by x,
y and ϑ. The sequence of motion primitives eventually leads to smooth trajectories that
take into account the initial and the desired goal orientation of the robot. The robot is
not assumed to be a point, or circular, as is the case with many other planners.
See page: 120
Repository: navigation experimental – https://github.com/ros-planning/navigation_experimental

See also: move base & nav core

sensor msgs Provides ROS messages for sensors, such as PointCloud2, LaserScan, Image, Imu,
etc.
See page: 107, 113, 165
Repository: common msgs – https://github.com/ros/common_msgs

smach ros The package provides a ROS integration of SMACH, a task-level architecture for
rapid creation of complex robot behavior. The ROS integration provides state interfaces
for messages, services and actions.
See page: 114
Repository: executiv smach – https://github.com/ros/executiv_smach

std msgs Provides ROS messages for common and primitive data types, such as Bool, Byte,
Char, Float64, Header, etc.
See page: 164, 165
Repository: std msgs – https://github.com/ros/std_msgs

teb local planner The underlying method is called Timed Elastic Band. It locally optimizes
the trajectory at runtime with respect to the time to traverse the trajectory, as well
as the distance to obstacles. In addition, kinodynamic constraints are met [258]. The
provided software library is a plugin which can be used with move base and MBF using
the mbf costmap nav package. It natively implements the mbf costmap core interface.
See page: 121, 135, 139
Repository: teb local planner – https://github.com/rst-tu-dortmund/teb_local_planner

See also: move base, nav core & mbf costmap core

velodyne pointcloud This package combines multiple individual scans read from the Velodyne
laser scanner into one 360° 3D point cloud. This package has been extended to use dif-
ferent containers to efficiently support, e.g., organized point clouds, and point clouds with
additional fields beside the 3D point information.
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See page: 52
Repository: velodyne – https://github.com/ros-drivers/velodyne
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Referenced Algorithms

The following list shows the used abbreviations of algorithms referenced in the thesis. If available
a reference to corresponding papers is given. See Chapter 4 and Figure 4.1

A-RRT* Anytime RRT* by Karaman et al. [141]
See page: 63

ABIT* Advanced Batch Informed Trees by Strub et Gammell [288]
See page: 63

AIT* Adaptively Informed Trees by Strub et Gammell [287]
See page: 63

AMMP Approximate MMP by Surazhsky et al. [290]
See page: 89, 100

Anya Anya by Harabor and Grastien [113]
See page: 75, 76, 101, 219

AP Theta* Angle-Propagation Theta* by Nash et al. [56, 203]
See page: 74, 75, 219

Basic S* Basic S* by Bhattacharya [14]
See page: 212, 224

Basic Theta* Basic Theta* by Nash et al. [56, 203]
See page: 74, 75, 219

BI2RRT* Bidirectional Informed RRT* by Burget et al. [30]
See page: 63

BIT* Batch Informed Trees by Gammell et al. [92]
See page: 63

BPA Ball-Pivoting Algorithm by Kolluri et al. [12]
See page: 56, 57, 152

CH Chen and Hans’ algorithm by Chen and Han [38–40]
See page: 90–92, 96–98, 100, 101, 219, 220, 224, 240–242
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CL-RRT Closed-Loop RRT by Kuwata et al. [166]
See page: 63

CVP Continuous Vector Field Planner by Pütz [235]
See page: 3, 97, 148, 175, 187, 189–191, 195, 196, 200–216, 219, 220, 223–225, 227, 229, 246, 247

D* Dynamic A* by Stentz [281, 282, 284]
See page: 63, 71, 72, 120, 219

D* Lite Dynamic A* Lite by Koenig and Likhachev [157]
See page: 72

D-RRT Dynamic RRT by Ferguson et al. [80]
See page: 63

E-RRT Execution Extended RRT by Bruce and Veloso [28]
See page: 63

FD* Field Dynamic A* by Ferguson and Stentz [78, 79]
See page: 73–75, 85, 219

FIM Fast Iterative Method by Jeong and Whitaker [134]
See page: 80, 83, 84, 99, 241

FM2 Fast Marching Square by Gómez González [108, 109]
See page: 84, 85

FMM Fast Marching Method by Sethian [191, 268, 270–273]
See page: vi, 23, 76–86, 88, 89, 92–101, 184, 185, 190, 192, 196, 213, 219, 220, 224, 240–243, 245, 247

FMMFib FMM implementation using a Fibonacci min-heap [109]
See page: 80

FMT* Fast Marching Trees by Janson et al. [132]
See page: 63

Focused D* Focused Dynamic A* by Stentz [283]
See page: 71, 72, 219

FSM Fast Sweeping Method [236, 299, 325]
See page: 23, 80–84, 98, 219

FWP-CH Fast Wavefront Propagation CH by Xu et al. [316]
See page: 90, 92

FWP-MMP Fast Wavefront Propagation MMP by Xu et al. [316]
See page: 89, 90, 92
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GHM Geodesics Heat Method by Crane et al. [51]
See page: 99, 100, 195

GMM Group Marching Method by Kim [151]
See page: 80, 82–84

GT-RRT GradienT-RRT by Berenson et al. [11]
See page: 63

GTU Geodesic Triangle Unfolding by Xin et al. [315]
See page: 99, 100

H-RRT-C Haptic RRT-C by Blin et al. [16]
See page: 63

I-RRT* Informed-RRT* by Gammell et al. [91]
See page: 63

I-RRT-C Interactive RRT-C by Blin et al. [15]
See page: 63

ICH Improved CH by Xin and Wang [313]
See page: 90–92, 99, 100, 220

K-FMM Flat-Exact based on FMM by Kirsanov [153, 154]
See page: 88, 89, 91, 96, 97, 213, 220, 224

K-MMP Improved exact MMP by Kirsanov [153, 154]
See page: 88, 91, 96, 97, 100, 213, 220, 224

Lazy Theta* Lazy Theta* by Nash et al. [204]
See page: 75

LPA* Lifelong Planning A* by Koenig and Likhachev [158]
See page: 72

LQR-RRT* Linear Quadratic Regulation-RRT* by Perez et al. [224]
See page: 63

LSM Lock Sweeping Method by Bak et al. [8]
See page: 80, 82, 83, 219

meshFIM Fast Iterative Method for Triangular Meshes by Fu et al. [90]
See page: 84, 99

meshFMM FMM on a Triangular Mesh by Kimmel & Sethian [152, 270, 272, 273]
See page: 93, 185, 222, 224, 247
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meshFSM Fast Sweeping Method for Triangular Meshes by Qian et al. [236]
See page: 98, 99

MMP Mitchell, Mount, and Papadimitriou’s algorithm by Mitchell, Mount, and Papadim-
itriou [199]
See page: 10, 87–92, 96, 98–101, 175, 187, 189, 202, 203, 205, 207–209, 212–214, 219, 223, 224, 230, 239–241, 243, 245

MPLB Motion Planning using Lower Bounds by Salzman and Halperin [260]
See page: 63

NK-FMM Single Source FMM by Novotni and Klein [210]
See page: 97, 101, 192, 220

PCH Parallel CH by Ying et al. [321]
See page: 92, 220

PRM Probabilistic Roadmaps by Kavralu et al. [144]
See page: 63

PRM* Probabilistic Roadmaps* by Karaman and Frazzoli [140]
See page: 63

PSR Poisson Surface Reconstruction by Kazhdan and Hoppe [145–148]
See page: 56, 57, 152

RRG Rapidly-exploring Random Graph by Karaman and Frazzoli [139]
See page: 63

RRT Rapidly Exploring Random Tree by La Valle [175]
See page: 62, 63, 240, 242, 243

RRT* Optimal RRT by Karaman and Frazzoli [140]
See page: 63, 239, 241, 242

RRT*-S RRT*-Smart by Islam et al. [129]
See page: 63

RRT-C RRT-Connect by Kuffner and La Valle [163]
See page: 63, 241

S-RRT* Spline-RRT* by Lee et al. [177]
See page: 63

SFMM Simplified Fast Marching Method [135]
See page: 80

SPR Steiner Points Refinement by Lanthier et al. [136, 171, 172]
See page: 86
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SPSR Screened Poisson Surface Reconstruction by Kazhdan and Hoppe [145, 147, 148]
See page: 56, 57, 59, 152, 153, 184, 218

SSD Smooth Signed Distance Surface Reconstruction by Calakli and Taubin [32, 33, 293]
See page: 56, 57

SSK* Fast and improved MMP by Surazhsky et al. [290]
See page: 89, 91, 100, 220

STVD Short-Term Vector Dijkstra by Campen et al. [35]
See page: 100, 184

SVG Saddle Vertex Graph by Ying et al. [320]
See page: 100

T-RRT Transition-based RRT by Jaillet et al. [131]
See page: 63, 241

TQM Two Queues Method by Bak et al. references
See page: 80, 83, 84

UFMM Untidy priority queue FMM by Yatziv et al. [319]
See page: 80–82
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